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The acquisition of inorganic matter from soil is fundamental to the survival of all plant 
life on earth, and is of particular concern regarding agriculturally relevant species. The 
summation of the inorganic constituency of an organism is collectively known as the 
ionome. The study of the ionome, which is called ionomics, has the potential to impact 
major agricultural concerns facing the planet such as nutrient use efficiency, heavy 
metal toxicity, soil salinification, bio-fortificiation, and exclusion of toxic metals or 
metalloids from the human diet. Partly due to the challenge of phenotyping such a 
complex network of correlated phenotypes amid tremendous environmental variation, 
the genetic architecture of the rice ionome is poorly characterized. This dissertation 
explores the genetic underpinnings of the phenotypic variation of the rice ionome and 
demonstrates the tractability of using controlled environments to survey large cross-
sections of genetic variation. Genetic analysis was performed using both linkage and 
association mapping on a diverse and well-characterized bi-parental recombinant 
inbred line mapping population and panel of 400 diverse Oryza sativa accessions 
collected from around the world, respectively. The analysis identified 362 significant 
regions of the rice genome controlling the accumulation of 24 mineral elements in rice 
roots and shoots under hydroponic growth conditions. Seventy nine of these 
significant regions co-localize with known and putative candidate genes. Haplotypes 
 at candidate genes for shoot molybdenum and shoot sodium concentration along with 
physiological and gene expression experimentation validates the hypothesis that these 
candidates are likely to be responsible for a large portion of the phenotypic variance 
present in our populations. Furthermore we demonstrate that the aus sub-population 
excludes significantly more sodium from the shoot tissue and accumulates 
significantly more molybdenum than any other sub-population, and especially indica. 
Admixture analysis identified that aus haplotypes at candidate genes identified by the 
genetic mapping results significantly increase molybdenum shoot concentration and 
decrease sodium shoot concentration when present in otherwise indica-like genomes. 
The results from this study form the basis for extensive follow-up research not only on 
the candidates identified for sodium and molybdenum but also for the 22 other 
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Chapter 2 was published as an invited review in Theoretical and Applied Genetics 
(Cobb et al. 2013, doi: 10.1007/s00122-013-2066-0) under the Creative Commons 
Attribution license which allows users to read, copy, distribute and make derivative 
works as long as the author of the original work is cited. It includes three subsections 
initially authored by those other than the author of this dissertation and are as 
indicated in the manuscript.  
 
Chapter 3 comprises the majority part of a paper to be submitted as an original 





The most important innovation of the last 13,000 years of human history is arguably 
the domestication of plants and animals. Plant domestication in particular was 
paramount to the formation of settlements and the migration from a nomadic hunter-
gatherer lifestyle to settled, sedentary, and specialized communities. Relatively few 
wild plant species have undergone domestication and today more than 70% of the 
calories consumed by humans are provided by just 15 crops, with five (rice, wheat, 
maize, sugarcane, and barely) occupying more than fifty percent of that contribution 
(Ross-Ibarra et al. 2007). Today these crops must support more than 7 billion people 
and to meet that demand it’s been estimated that the first 50 years of the 21st century 
the world will have to produce as much food as has been produced in the last 10,000 
years (Hoisington et al. 1999).  
 
 
The importance of rice and its genetic substructure 
Domesticated rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the most important source of caloric intake for 
humans, serving as a staple for more than half of the global population and providing 
between 20% and 80% of dietary calories for most of Asia (Khush 1997). Additionally 
rice improvement is a good target for the alleviation of poverty and for international 
development efforts because Asia is home to 70% of the people living on less than a 
dollar a day and the poorest among them spend more than 50% of their income on rice 
(Zeigler and Barclay 2008). Increases in arable land under production alone cannot 
sustain the growing dependency on rice as a primary food source and as such a careful 
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consideration of the genetic heritage of domesticated plant species left to us by our 
Neolithic progenitors remains the only viable option to sustain growth throughout the 
21st century. 
 
It’s widely hypothesized that rice domestication proceeded from two related but 
independently cultivated groups of germplasm that derived from pre-differentiated 
ancestral gene pools of Oryza rufipogon, a semi-perennial aquatic species of wild rice 
(Kovach and McCouch 2008; Nakano et al., 1992; Sun et al., 2002). Despite 
geographic and biological barriers, significant gene flow between the domesticated 
populations still occurred and was phenotypically impactful (Kovach et al. 2009; 
Londo et al., 2006; McCouch et al., 2012; Second, 1982). As rice and humans moved 
together through regions of ecological adaptation, eventually five distinct genetic 
subpopulations emerged in the two pre-differentiated clades (Garris et al. 2005). These 
five subpopulations form the basis of all modern breeding efforts and constrain the 
breeding objectives in different parts of the world. However, as the genetic separation 
between these gene pools is both ancient and wide, admixture between them provides 
unique and powerful opportunities to observe transgressive variation for important 
physiological and agronomic traits (Famoso et al 2011, Maas et al. 2010, Gutierrez et 
al. 2010, Septiningsih et al. 2003, Thomson et al. 2003, and Septiningsih et al. 2013). 
 
The essentiality of mineral nutrients to plant life on earth 
The processing and acquisition of minerals is essential to all life on earth. Many 
mineral elements are necessary for the proper functioning of biochemical processes 
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related to life and must be obtained through the diet. Because plants are autotrophic 
they have had to evolve mechanisms of absorbing all the appropriate mineral nutrients 
from the soil necessary to sustain life while at the same time avoiding the uptake of 
toxic minerals that sabotage physiological processes. Mineral elements essential for 
plant biology are defined as those that are necessary for a plant to complete its life 
cycle and for which no other element can substitute.  
 
These essential elements are usually classified as either macronutrients or 
micronutrients, depending on their relative abundance within the organism. 
Macronutrients include nitrogen (N), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), 
phosphorus (P), and sulfur (S) (Maathius 2009). Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are 
likewise abundant, but are derived from CO2 and H2O and are not usually treated as 
mineral nutrients. Essential plant micronutrients include boron (B), chlorine (Cl), 
copper (Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), and zinc 
(Zn) (Hansch and Mendel 2009). Additionally cobalt (Co), sodium (Na), selenium 
(Se) and silicon (Si) are non-essential but considered beneficial for certain plant 
species and in the right amounts and can promote plant growth in these species (Pilon-
Smits et al. 2009). While each of these nutrients is important in its own sphere, there 
are also many toxic minerals that can highjack transporters for essential nutrients, find 
their way into the organism and disrupt important physiological processes that depend 
on other elements for which the toxins are chemical analogs (Nagajyoti et al. 2010).  
 
All of these elements are required at different levels depending on the plant species in 
question, and almost any of them can be toxic if found in too great abundance 
(particularly the micronutrients). Soils with an overabundance of heavy metals or a 
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deficiency of nutrients pose pointed challenges for sessile organisms like plants in 
maintaining mineral nutrient homeostasis. Additionally a great variety of soil 
environmental conditions (pH, cation exchange capacity, electrical conductivity, water 
content etc.) can dramatically affect the availability of mineral nutrients in the soil. 
The application of nutrients and remediation of toxic metals in the soil are important 
in most agricultural settings, and in rice production specifically. That being the case, 
rice is also particularly interesting from the vantage point of mineral nutrient 
acquisition because it is grown in a wide variety of climates, soil chemistries, and 
agronomic conditions. There are rice varieties adapted to dry elevated upland hillsides, 
many of which have very acidic soils, rainfed lowland areas, semi-aquatic flooded 
conditions, deepwater conditions and mangrove swamps. 
 
Resources and shifting limitations of rice genetic analysis 
Rice is a convenient system to study because it holds the distinction of being both a 
major crop staple and a model organism. As such, there is great motivation in the 
scientific community to provide powerful tools for the genetic analysis of rice. Rice 
boasts two fully sequenced reference genomes (temperate japonica cv. Nipponbare 
and indica cv. 93-11). The former being a BAC-by-BAC sequencing approach and the 
later employing whole genome shot-gun re-sequencing supported by alignment to the 
Nipponbare sequence (Goff et al. 2002, Yu et al. 2002). The latest (MSU7) assembly 
of the Nipponbare reference genome notes 49,066 gene models, of which 39,045 are 
classified as genes (non-TE loci) (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/). In addition to the 
reference genomes, there are also multitudes of mutagenized populations, whole-
genome microarrays, genome tiling arrays (Jung et al. 2008) mapping populations 
(Ahmadi et al. 2005, Price et al. 1997, Mei et al. 2006, Tung et al. 2010, Lin et al. 
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1998, Bandillo et al. 2010), and gene co-expression network data (Sato et al. 2013) 
available to further the functional annotation of the rice genome and to associate 
phenotype with genotype. Interestingly, with the ever increasing availability and 
economy of these powerful tools, the primary constraint of genetic analysis has moved 
from the ability to collect sufficiently representative genomic information to being 
able to accurately phenotype appropriate germplasm in meaningful ways (See Chapter 
2 of this dissertation).  
 
This dissertation describes the nature of the ‘phenotyping bottleneck’ and 
demonstrates a powerful example of how multiple tools for genetic analysis can be 
combined with sophisticated phenotyping approaches to characterize natural variation 
for complex traits in rice.  
 
Chapter 2 illustrates in detail the different applications of genotype-phenotype 
association analysis and discusses phenotyping concerns for each of them. Drought 
tolerance is presented as an example where evaluation under both controlled and field 
conditions contributes to the annotation of genomic regions and their phenotypic 
consequences. Additionally in collaboration with Randy Clark, Genevieve DeClerck, 
and Anthony Greenberg, we describe strategies to create modular and precise 
phenotyping platforms that empower the analysis rather than constrain it. We also 
highlight community efforts to database phenotypic information in a way that makes 
the data both accessible and query-able so as to motivate hypothesis driven research. 
Additionally advice is offered on statistical approaches to estimate phenotypic values 
for an individual and to integrate over the inherent variation in the measurements 
themselves. Lastly we conclude with a challenge to the community to come together 
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in distributed phenotyping networks across the globe through collaboration in order to 
leverage the comparative advantage of different ecological and geographical locations, 
and fully understand genotype by environment interaction.  
 
In chapter 3, a novel and innovative phenotyping platform is described that takes an 
‘ionomics’ approach to understanding the genetic architecture of nutrient acquisition 
in domesticated rice. The phenotyping platform accurately and precisely measures the 
concentration of 24 different mineral elements in rice roots and shoots in a diverse 
population of rice designed to represent all five domestic subpopulations. This is 
accomplished by utilizing a hydroponics platform and sophisticated analytical 
chemistry techniques. The phenotype data is then combined with high density and 
high quality genotype data in order to effectuate genome-wide association (GWA) 
mapping. The GWA information is combined with data generated from other research 
approaches (re-sequencing data from 125 genomes, candidate gene analysis using the 
Nipponbare reference genome, comparative genomics with Arabidopsis thaliana and 
Zea mays, rice gene co-expression network databases, and bi-parental introgression 
lines) to annotate peaks in the mapping analysis and draw hypothesis about the genetic 
architecture of both molybdenum and sodium shoot concentration. We identified two 
genes of major importance (OsMOT1 and OsSLT1) for molybdenum and sodium shoot 
concentration respectively, and demonstrate the correlation between natural allelic 
variation at these loci and the phenotypic variance for each trait. Furthermore we 
model the phenotype data in a Bayesian framework in order to understand 
relationships between traits in the correlated phenotypic network that is the ionome. 
We highlight the strong negative correlation between shoot biomass and shoot 
cadmium concentration and demonstrate that this inverse relationship is specific to the 
temperate japonica and indica gene pools and that aus and tropical japonica are likely 
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targets for identifying alleles that regulate shoot cadmium accumulation even in the 
presence of the semi-dwarf phenotype.  
 
In Chapter 4 several key areas are highlighted where a more in depth evaluation of 
ionomics phenotypes will continue along with an evaluation of the kinds of tools and 
analyses that will allow researchers to derive the most value from the large dataset we 
have generated. A bi-parental QTL analysis of the rice ionome that is currently 
underway on the Azucena x IR64 SSD RIL population is described as well as how 
QTL identified in this way may serve to validate GWA peaks. The pending 
development of RDP2 is also introduced, which is a much larger and more diverse 
panel of domesticated rice germplasm that will permit the detailed genetic 
interrogation of subpopulations in a statistically robust way. In addition to 
domesticated germplasm, we have collected ionomic data on 77 wild O. rufipogon 
genotypes which are destined for high density genotyping and will lend insight into 
the effects of domestication on the rice ionome as well as provide potentially powerful 
allelic variation that can be used to effect phenotypic modifications of agriculturally 
relevant germplasm. This will be best accomplished by using the chromosomal 
segment substitution lines (CSSLs) currently under development that are derived from 
wild donor genotypes. This will become especially important as this targeted 
germplasm can be effectively replicated and tested in the field. It is also important to 
emphasize that there is still a mountain of GWA data that remains as yet un-mined for 
a number of different elemental phenotypes and more yet to come as derivative 
phenotypes (such as root/shoot ratios and ratios between chemical analogs) are 
extracted from the phenotypic data. This becomes especially important as we continue 
to develop strategies for multivariate GWA analysis that consider localized linkage 
disequilibrium and estimate the significance of haplotypes rather than SNPs. Lastly, 
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the cell and molecular biology research that must be done to test the hypothesis 
generated as part of this thesis about the function and regulation of OsMOT1 and 
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NEXT GENERATION PHENOTYPING: REQUIREMENTS AND STRATEGIES 
FOR ENHANCING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE 




More accurate and precise phenotyping strategies are necessary to empower high-
resolution linkage mapping and genome wide association studies (GWAS) and for 
training genomic selection (GS) models in plant improvement. Within this framework, 
the objective of modern phenotyping is to increase the accuracy, precision and 
throughput of phenotypic estimation at all levels of biological organization while 
reducing costs and minimizing labor through automation, remote sensing, improved 
data integration and experimental design. Much like the efforts to optimize genotyping 
during the 1980’s and 1990’s, designing effective phenotyping initiatives today 
requires multi-faceted collaborations between biologists, computer scientists, 
statisticians and engineers. Robust phenotyping systems are needed to characterize the 
full suite of genetic factors that contribute to quantitative phenotypic variation across 
cells, organs and tissues, developmental stages, years, environments, species and 
research programs. Next generation phenotyping generates significantly more data 
than previously and requires novel data management, access and storage systems, 
increased use of ontologies to facilitate data integration, and new statistical tools for 
enhancing experimental design and extracting biologically meaningful signal from 
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environmental and experimental noise. To ensure relevance, the implementation of 
efficient and informative phenotyping experiments also requires familiarity with 
diverse germplasm resources, population structures, and target populations of 
environments. Today, phenotyping is quickly rising as the major operational 
bottleneck limiting the power of genetic analysis and genomic prediction. The 
challenge for the next generation of quantitative geneticists and plant breeders is not 
only to understand the genetic basis of complex trait variation but also to use that 
knowledge to efficiently synthesize 21st century crop varieties. 
 
Key Words 
High-throughput Phenotyping, Genomic Selection, Genome-wide Association, 
Database Management, Bayesian Analysis 
 
Introduction 
Agriculture faces tremendous challenges in the decades ahead. The FAO predicts that 
population and income growth will double the global demand for food by 2050, 
effectively increasing competition for crops as sources of bioenergy, fiber and for 
other industrial purposes (http://www.fao.org). Compounding the pressure for 
increased agricultural output are looming threats of water scarcity, soil fertility 
constraints, and climate change. Addressing these problems will require innovative 
approaches to both the agronomic and the genetic components of crop production 
systems. More sustainable management of renewable soil and water resources, in 
concert with more efficient utilization of genetic diversity will be key to achieving the 
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necessary gains in productivity (Bakker et al. 2012, Frison et al. 2011, Cai et al. 2011, 
Pypers et al. 2011, McCouch et al. 2012).  
 
Genetic diversity provides the basis for all plant improvement. Historically, plant 
breeders have sought to understand the nature of genetic variation by evaluating the 
performance of breeding populations over years and locations. Using replication and 
sophisticated experimental designs, they obtained useful insights about trait 
heritability, the influence of environment, the breeding value of different parents, and 
strategies for selecting genetically superior offspring in the field. With the dawn of the 
genomics era, emphasis began to shift toward the evaluation of genetic diversity 
directly at the DNA level. This approach is of interest to geneticists for the 
evolutionary and functional insights it brings, and to plant breeders as a source of tools 
for improving the power and efficiency of selection. Parallel investments in 
genotyping and phenotyping have generated datasets that can be associated with each 
other to address both basic and applied questions. Geneticists are interested in the 
nature and origin of mutations and their functional significance in the context of both 
qualitative and quantitative traits. Plant breeders embrace genomics as a way to 
document and protect the genetic composition of plant varieties, trace pedigree 
relationships, identify and select valuable mutations, and gain insight into the nature of 
genotype by genotype (GXG) and genotype by environment (GXE) interactions. The 
ultimate goal of genomics research in plant breeding is to contribute to improving the 
efficiency, effectiveness and economy of cultivar improvement. 
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As biology moves from a data-starved and largely observational discipline to a data-
rich science capable of prediction, it follows the path of physics and engineering that 
came before. The tremendous innovation in genomics technology over the last two 
decades has been driven by multi-faceted collaborations between chemists, biologists 
and engineers, and today, costs continue to decline while accuracy and throughput 
continue to increase (Elshire et al. 2011, Tung et al. 2010). Correlated with the 
downward trend in the cost of sequencing is the expanded use of high-resolution 
genotyping in plant species that were previously ignored by the genomics community, 
a sampling of which include cassava, common bean, pea, sunflower, cowpea, and 
grain amaranth (Bachlava et al. 2012, Ferguson et al. 2011, Hyten et al. 2010, 
Maughan et al. 2011, Smýkal et al. 2012, Varshney et al. 2009, Varshney et al. 2010). 
In addition to offering new insights into diverse germplasm resources, high throughput 
genotyping and next-generation sequencing (NGS) make it possible to efficiently 
leverage genetic information across species. The power of whole-genome sequencing 
as a unifying force in biology has motivated the development of diversity panels and 
large mapping populations in many crop species to facilitate trait dissection and gene 
discovery (Atwell et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2010, McCouch et al. 2012, Yu et al. 2008, 
Zhao et al. 2011a, Neumann et al. 2011, Pasam et al. 2012). It has also catalyzed new 
thinking about how to manipulate the genetic variation that exists in elite gene pools 
(Chen et al. 2011, Thomson et al. 2011, Trebbi et al. 2011).  
 
With the deluge of low-cost genomic information on important crop species, a 
fundamental change in research emphasis is needed to address the shortage of high 
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quality phenotypic information. At this time, phenotyping has replaced genotyping as 
the major operational bottleneck and funding constraint of genetic analyses. Unlike 
genotyping, which is now highly mechanized and essentially uniform across 
organisms, phenotyping is still a cottage industry, species-specific, labor intensive, 
and inevitably environmentally sensitive. Further, while sequence variation is 
theoretically finite, and thus all sequence variants could conceivably be discovered for 
a given crop species, there is no expectation that the phenome will ever be fully 
characterized (Houle et al. 2010). The phenome of an organism is dynamic and 
conditional, representing a complex set of responses to a multi-dimensional set of 
endogenous and exogenous signals that are integrated over the evolutionary and 
developmental life history of an individual. Phenotypic information can be envisioned 
as a continuous stream of data that changes over the course of development of species, 
a population or an individual in response to different environmental conditions. It can 
be associated with genomic information to understand the components of phenotypic 
variation that are due to genetics. With increasing availability of high-density 
genotypic information, understanding genotype-phenotype relationships becomes 
increasingly dependent on the availability of high quality phenotypic and 
environmental information.  
 
Over the next two decades, the development of phenotyping strategies will almost 
certainly mirror innovations in genotyping technology that have occurred over the last 
twenty years, characterized by increasing automation and throughput (Rafalski and 
Tingey 1993, Perlin et al. 1995, Sheffield et al. 1995, Weber and Broman 2001). As 
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the science of phenotyping evolves, emphasis will increasingly be placed on 
generating information that is as accurate (able to effectively measure traits and/or 
performance characteristics), precise (small variance associated with replicated 
measurement), and as relevant as possible, while keeping costs within reasonable 
limits. If developments in genotyping offer a roadmap for where phenotyping is going 
in the future, these objectives will be reached based on new forms of automation and 
collaborations between biologists, engineers and computer scientists.  
 
The purpose of this review is to outline considerations related to the future of 
phenotyping as the basis for association mapping and gene discovery as well as for 
developing predictive genomic selection models for crop improvement.  
  
Association between Phenotype and Genotype 
The central challenge of modern genetic analysis is to understand the biological 
determinants of quantitative phenotypic variation. To date efforts in the plant genetics 
community have done well at identifying genes underlying traits controlled by one or 
a few loci with large effects. This is particularly true in the major crop species where 
genetic analyses have identified the biochemical basis of many important phenotypes 
(particularly resistance to biotic and abiotic stress) and have also been the driving 
force behind the development of tools for marker assisted selection in crop 
improvement (Foolad and Panthee 2012, Jin et al. 2010, Paux et al. 2010, Robbins et 
al. 2010). However, understanding complex trait variation has proven frustratingly 
difficult, as the genetic architecture of these important traits often involves many loci 
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of small effect that may interact with each other as well as with the environment 
(Buckler et al. 2009, Collard and Mackill 2008, Schuster 2011). To discriminate such 
small effects, a combination of technologies and statistical methods are now being 
employed. Next-generation sequencing technologies have provided an economically 
feasible way to survey genetic variation with a resolution that is now limited more by 
the linkage disequilibrium (LD) in a particular mapping population than by marker 
density. This phenomenon has motivated the assembly of large panels of genetic 
diversity as well as the creation of large inter-mated populations to manipulate LD and 
facilitate the association of genotype with phenotype (Huang et al. 2011, Yu et al. 
2008, Zhao et al. 2011a). These large and diverse populations aim to increase the 
recombination frequency and the frequency of rare alleles in order to enhance the 
power to infer the effects of individual loci. This also highlights the need for careful 
population design and advocates for the inclusion of admixed lines that may provide 
statistically useful observations of allele effects in diverse genetic backgrounds. 
 
Phenotyping for Genomic Selection 
The emphasis on precision-phenotyping represents a significant change for breeders 
engaged in variety development who have traditionally favored simplicity, speed, and 
flexibility over sensitivity, precision and accuracy. This is because historically, the 
advantages of the latter could not be translated into economically relevant genetic gain 
in a breeding context. We argue that this paradigm is beginning to change with the 
potential to integrate genomic selection into a variety development program. As the 
cost and efficiency of obtaining genomic information on large numbers of individuals 
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dips below the cost and efficiency of evaluating populations phenotypically over years 
and environments, the breeding community is alert to the idea that genomic 
information can be leveraged to predict phenotypic outcomes (Cabrera-Bosquet et al. 
2012, Heffner et al. 2009, Heslot et al. 2012). Further, the use of Bayesian models 
facilitates the analysis of sparse data (where not all individuals or families are 
evaluated phenotypically in each environment) and strongly suggests that there are 
cost-effective experimental designs that can dramatically reduce the amount of 
replication needed to extract meaningful phenotypic performance indicators for a 
population (see section on “Analysis, Adjustment, and Value extraction of Phenotypic 
Data”). 
 
If the accuracy of genomic predictions is sufficient to offset the time and expense 
required to evaluate the performance of the breeding populations in the traditional 
manner, and if genomic selection demonstrates a clear increase in the rate of genetic 
gain per cycle of selection, then breeders will quickly adopt the most efficient strategy 
to accomplish their goals. This may require staggered use of traditional and precision-
phenotyping, depending on the trait(s) and the species under consideration. What is 
important is breeders begin to reevaluate how a focused investment in precision-
phenotyping of a training population may be able to minimize the requirement for 
costly, extensive phenotyping of large numbers of lines every generation in the future. 
The purpose of this paper is to explore some of the key dimensions of next-generation 
phenotyping that will allow geneticists and breeders to productively interrogate the 
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complex ménage-à-trois between genotype, phenotype and the environment and 
develop models to leverage genotypic information to predict phenotypic outcomes.  
 
Under a genomic selection model, precision phenotyping is most important when 
evaluating a training population because that dataset provides the basis for developing 
the statistical model that is then used to predict phenotypic performance in related 
members of a breeding population. The model is derived from the relationship 
between phenotype, genotype, and GXE, where marker genotypes are treated as 
random variables. Genomic selection is particularly useful when it can save a 
generation or two of time-consuming and expensive phenotyping, as only 
comparatively small training populations need be screened.  
 
Genomic selection aims to model genome-wide SNP variation without concern for 
identifying particular alleles, loci or pathways or understanding how different alleles 
contribute to the phenotype. Since the metric of success is the ability to predict the 
performance of an adapted line or variety under relevant agronomic conditions, it is 
important to consider phenotyping strategies that 1) estimate crop performance under 
appropriate management conditions in the field, 2) can evaluate performance across a 
population of target environments, and 3) can generate useful data in real time without 
a disproportionate investment in labor and infrastructure. Despite the advantages of 
accelerating the breeding cycle, the ability of genomic selection models to accurately 
predict phenotypes on is dependent on using prohibitively large training populations 
when working with traits with low heritability and complex inheritance (Calus et al. 
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2008, Guo et al. 2012, Hayes et al. 2009, Heffner et al. 2010, Jia and Jannink 2012, 
Kumar et al. 2012, Nakaya and Isobe 2012, Munoz et al. 2011, Resende Jr et al. 2012, 
Zhao et al. 2011b, Zhong et al. 2009). This is due to the fact that GXE interaction 
plays a major role in explaining field performance, and genomic selection is highly 
dependent on a prediction model developed from a limited sampling of the 
environmental variance. Further research is needed to improve the accuracy of 
prediction under a genomic selection model, particularly in the face of climate change 
and increased environmental variance across the target population of environments.  
 
Phenotyping for QTL and gene discovery  
In contrast to genomic selection, phenotyping of a diversity panel for Genome Wide 
Association Studies (GWAS) or a bi-parental mapping population for QTL analysis is 
designed to interpret and dissect the genetic architecture of complex traits and to 
understand how specific DNA variants condition the inheritance of diverse 
phenotypes. Both forms of linkage mapping are successful at implicating genomic 
regions involved in complex trait variation, but cloning the gene(s) underlying the 
QTL remains time consuming and resource intensive, even when the QTL explains a 
substantial proportion of the phenotypic variation (Bhattacharyya 2010, Fan et al. 
2006, Krattinger et al. 2009, Li et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2008, Saito et al. 2010). Bi-
parental populations are limited by the particular alleles present in the parents but they 
offer power for QTL dissection because population structure is disrupted and genetic 
background differences in the progeny are constrained. Association mapping studies, 
on the other hand, generally provide higher resolution of QTL for the same number of 
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lines and evaluate a wider array of alleles but are limited by the inability to interrogate 
rare alleles or to dissect phenotypes that are perfectly correlated with population 
structure (Kruglyak, 2008; Manolio and Collins, 2009; Price et al., 2006; Pritchard and 
Cox, 2002; Reich and Lander, 2001). When large numbers of markers are used for 
either QTL analysis or GWAS, a multiple test correction is required to limit the false 
discovery rate . With ever-improving statistical approaches and improvements in the 
accuracy and precision of phenotyping, both forms of linkage mapping hold great 
promise for elucidating the genetic architecture of complex traits and identifying the 
genes and specific alleles underlying trait variation.  
 
Sampling vs. Controlling Environmental Variation  
Different approaches to phenotyping are required for different purposes (Campos et al. 
2004, Crouch et al. 2009, Gordon and Finch 2005, Kloth et al. 2012, Masuka et al. 
2012, Pieruschka and Poorter 2012). Plant breeders have traditionally relied on large-
scale replication of phenotypic trials over years and locations to identify individual 
families or populations that perform best in a target population of environments. By 
modeling locations and years as random effects, they were able to reliably extract 
genetic signal from environmental noise and identify varieties with broad or narrow 
zones of adaptation (Beavis 1998), though the process was very time and labor 
consuming. Many geneticists, on the other hand study phenotypic variation at the cell 
or tissue-specific level using plants grown under carefully defined environmental 
conditions, and evaluate cascades of molecular events using biochemical and “omics” 
technology. The world of the plant breeder and that of the molecular geneticist 
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intersect at the level of the plant, but the different scales of phenotyping make it 
challenging to integrate the knowledge contributed by each community into a unified 
and comprehensive view of the genetic determinants of plant growth, development 
and response to environment.  
 
Under field conditions, it is often convenient to collapse quantitative phenotypes into 
discrete categories to facilitate manual data collection in real time and at reasonable 
cost. This has been the practice for many years among breeders and geneticists 
working with large, field-grown populations, and different communities of researchers 
have developed standardized categorical scales or indices for important whole-plant 
phenotypes that are easy to apply (Clarke et al. 1992, De Boever et al. 1993, 
International Rice Research Institute 1996, Kuhn and Smith 1977, Molina-Cano 1987, 
Yuan et al. 2004). For example, traits such as flowering time or disease resistance are 
frequently estimated using a visual assessment of “days to 50% flowering” in a row or 
plot, or “diseased leaf area” on individual plants. Historically, trait evaluation using 
these indices was reliable enough to provide reasonable data in the context of plant 
breeding. However, new population designs (Yu et al. 2008) in combination with 
high-density marker coverage have increased the power to detect small-effect QTL 
and estimate their effects, even on whole-plant phenotypes. This suggests that more 
rigorous, quantitative approaches to phenotyping are likely to bring rewards. Further, 
when there is significant variability in phenotypic scores collected by different 




Recently, it has been argued that automated, high-throughput, field-based organismal 
phenotyping techniques involving remote sensing, such as near-infrared spectroscopy 
mounted on agricultural harvesters to measure spectral canopy reflectance with the aid 
of global positioning system (GPS)-guided tractors will enhance the precision and 
accuracy of phenotyping without extracting plants from the production environment 
(Cabrera-Bosquet et al. 2012, Houle et al. 2010, Montes et al. 2007, Tuberosa 2012, 
White et al. 2012). While these efforts can certainly facilitate selection for enhanced 
performance in a target zone of adaptation, one of the biggest challenges associated 
with these automated, field-based technologies is the variable nature of most natural 
environments.  
 
To enhance the ability to screen for stress tolerance in field-grown plants, scientists 
often use plant populations to 'sample' the degree of stress encountered in a target 
population of environments (TPE). Once this has been ascertained, the TPE is used to 
evaluate the relative performance of different populations over several growing 
seasons. This requires significant up-front investment, as many different locations 
must be tested over multiple years in order to make an accurate estimation. 
Alternatively, breeders use “managed stress” as a way of optimizing screening 
protocols for application to large plant populations in the field. By managing the 
amount and timing of water, fertilizer, pest control or soil amendments, plants can be 
exposed to fairly reliable levels of stress while experiencing normal temperature, day 
length, etc. over the course of the growing season. These approaches work well if the 
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genetic component of phenotypic variation (heritability) is high, and if the differences 
among populations or individuals within a population are large. However, in cases 
where complex traits are conditioned by many alleles with small effects, the error 
associated with estimating the phenotype and the environmental variance contributing 
to the observed phenotypic variation are likely to dilute the relatively weak genetic 
signals and may preclude their detection.  
 
To partially overcome this problem, many researchers have endeavored to take 
advantage of phenotyping strategies based on analytical chemistry (i.e. gas 
chromatography-mass spectroscopy, high performance liquid chromatography, 
inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy etc.) or a wide range of -omics technologies 
(transcriptomics, metabolomics, ionomics, proteomics, etc.). These are all highly 
automated and are important and useful due to their high-throughput and high 
accuracy. They are generally used to analyze specific anatomical parts of a plant at a 
particular time(s) in its development, and are best used on plants grown under well-
defined growing conditions. Owing to the high cost per sample and the requirement 
for considerable technical expertise and infrastructure, these techniques may not be 
available to everyone and it may not be economically feasible to survey large numbers 
of field-grown plants. Thus, it often makes sense to first screen a population under 
controlled conditions with minimal replication and once a hypothesis about the genetic 
control of a trait of interest is formulated, it can be tested in a focused way in the field, 
or simply used to eliminate a large proportion of a population prior to undertaking 
field evaluation.  
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Screening populations under controlled conditions is also appropriate when the 
controlled environment is necessary to impose a particular form of stress or to permit 
growth of plants under specific conditions that cannot be replicated in the field. 
Controlled environments have been successfully used to inoculate plants with a 
particular strain of a pathogen, or to impose a particular abiotic stress such as 
aluminum toxicity without the natural coupling with phosphorus deficiency, or high 
CO2 in combination with a critical night time temperature. Use of multi-step strategies 
involving both controlled and field environments are often the best way to maximize 
the extraction of useful genetic information while minimizing the expense and time 
involved (Fernie and Schauer 2009, Rafalski 2010). 
 
Drought tolerance as an illustration of next-generation  
While a complete survey of advances in drought phenotyping is beyond the scope of 
this review (See Mir et al. 2012 for a detailed overview of this topic), drought 
tolerance offers a compelling example of a combined approach of leveraging both 
controlled and uncontrolled phenotyping designs to enhance genetic analysis. The 
onset of water deficit and its impact on plant performance is a dynamic process that 
occurs across space and time. Under field conditions the inability to obtain 
standardized and consistent drought stress contributes to a loss in heritability and 
presents a challenge for both selection and mapping experiments (Berger et al. 2010). 
Many different approaches have been used to apply defined levels of drought stress in 
an effort to understand the nature of this complex trait, ranging from chemically 
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manipulating osmotic balance in hydroponics (Rengasamy 2010, Tavakkoli et al. 
2010) to conveyer systems in glasshouses with digitally controlled irrigation systems 
(Granier et al. 2006, Jansen et al. 2009, Neumann 2013, Pereyra-Irujo et al. 2012) to 
the use of rainout shelters in the field (Czyczyło-Mysza et al. 2011, Dodig et al. 2012, 
Zhu et al. 2011a). Measurements of drought tolerance likewise range from surveys of 
root system architecture (Ibrahim et al. 2012, Landi et al. 2010, Lopes et al. 2011, 
Steele et al. 2007, Zhu et al. 2011b, Clark et al., 2011) to physiological metrics related 
to water status (Bartlett et al. 2012a, Bartlett et al. 2012b, Blum 2009, Gilbert et al. 
2011, Ogburn and Edwards 2012, Tucker et al. 2011) to spectral imaging of shoot 
tissue (Berger et al. 2010, Goltsev et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2011, Zia et al. 2012) to 
simply evaluating yield under stress in the field (Bennett et al. 2012, Bernier et al. 
2007, Ghimire et al. 2012, Golabadi et al. 2011, Messmer et al. 2009, Rehman et al. 
2011, Swamy et al. 2011, Venuprasad et al. 2012, Vikram et al. 2011). Screening can 
be done using in-house facilities (growth chambers, green houses) or outsourced to a 
phenotyping facility such as the Jülich Plant Phenotyping Centre- JPPC (Jülich , 
Germany; http://www.fz-juelich.de/ibg/ibg-
2/EN/About_us/organisation/JPPC/JPPC_node.html9), the Leibniz-Institut für 
Pflanzengenetik und Kulturpflanzenforschung – IPK (Gatersleben, Germany; 
http://www.ipk-gatersleben.de/), the Plant Accelerator ® (University of Adelaide, 
Australia; http://www.plantaccelerator.org.au/), or the High Resolution Plant 
Phenomics Center –HRPPC (CSIRO Plant Industry, Canberra Australia; 
http://www.plantphenomics.org/HRPPC). The two former facilities are part of the 
larger European Plant Phenomics Network (http://www.plant-phenotyping-
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network.eu/) and the latter two are part of the Australian Plant Phenomics Facility 
(http://www.plantphenomics.org.au/). Each system presents it’s own advantages and 
disadvantages, but collectively they empower the researcher to investigate plant 
response to drought in ways that are more comprehensive than any one design can 
offer. These approaches are most often utilized for linkage mapping and gene 
discovery, and once QTL or candidate genes are identified, they can be validated for 
practical application by evaluating specific germplasm, genetic stocks or breeding 
populations under managed drought conditions in the field (Ali et al. 2010, Cavanagh 
et al. 2008, Huang et al. 2012, Kholová et al. 2010, Saisho and Takeda 2011, 
Venuprasad et al. 2011, Yadav et al. 2011). If validated, lines carrying the genes or 
QTLs of interest will be useful for elucidating the molecular mechanism(s) involved in 
the component trait(s), and will also be of immediate value as donor material for 
breeding with elite germplasm.  
 
Examining the relationship between phenotypic variation under controlled 
environments and that observed under field conditions offers valuable insights that can 
be used to iteratively improve controlled environment phenotyping techniques so they 
are more predictive of plant performance in the field (Figure 2.1; Table 2.1). 
Ultimately, the choice of phenotyping approach will depend on the intention of the 
researcher, the size of the population in question (e.g. less than 10 individuals for 
precise physiological experiments, to a moderate number of lines (200-400) for 
mapping studies or GS training populations, or a large number of lines (400 – 1000+) 
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for association studies), the heritability of the phenotype, the tractability of the 




Figure 2.1:Illustration of different phenotyping platforms. The choice of 
phenotyping under controlled vs. field conditions depends on the purpose of 
phenotyping, heritability, and logistical considerations. A) High clearance tractor 
measuring the height, temperature, and spectral reflectance of young cotton plants 
from White et al. 2012. Such a system is high throughput and can measure canopy 
traits with high accuracy and precision. These traits have high heritability and are 
component phenotypes of yield under drought stress (Reprinted from White et. al. 
Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier). B) 10-day time course of root system 
growth in three dimensions of two divergent varieties of rice from Clark et al. 2012. 
Roots are notoriously difficult to phenotype in the field. This phenotype lends itself 
well to controlled conditions as the logistics of evaluating roots are more tractable, and 
it permits the exploration of otherwise un-surveyable phenotypes such as center of 
mass and dynamic tracking of architecture development over time (copyright 
American Society of Plant Biologists).  
         Azucena
(upland rice variety)
              IR64
(lowland rice variety)
     A  





Table 2.1. Controlled vs. Uncontrolled environments. Factors to consider when 
evaluating if a field based or environmentally controlled phenotyping platform is most 
appropriate.  
 
Development of Technology and Phenotyping Tools  (This sub-section initially authored 
by Dr. Randy Clark, Ph.D.) 
The creative use of technology and careful development of tools to automate processes 
without sacrificing predictive power will be critical as next-generation phenotyping 
platforms are developed. This can be a real challenge as many experimental 
techniques in plant physiology, molecular biology and breeding can be restrictive and 
require specialized protocols that are often difficult to standardize. The integration of 
these approaches will be necessary to fully interrogate the genetic landscape of 
complex traits. Standardized phenotyping systems are not feasible for all research 
questions, but with thorough consideration and clearly defined objectives, many 
Measurements of drought tolerance likewise range from sur-
veys of root system architecture (Ibrahim et al. 2012; Landi
et al. 2010; Lopes et al. 2011; Steele et al. 2007; Zhu et al.
2011b; Clark et al. 2011) to physiological metrics related to
water status (Bartlett et al. 2012a, b; Blum 2009; Gilbert et al.
2011; Ogburn and Edwards 2012; Tucker et al. 2011) to
spectral imaging of shoot tissue (Berger et al. 2010; Goltsev
et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2011; Zia et al. 2012) to simply evaluating
yield under stress in the field (Bennett et al. 2012; Bernier et al.
2007;Ghimire et al. 2012;Golabadi et al. 2011;Messmer et al.
2009; Rehman et al. 2011; Swamy et al. 2011; Venuprasad
et al. 2012; Vikram et al. 2011). Screening can be done using
in-house facilities (growth chambers, green houses) or out-
sourced to a phenotyping facility such as the Ju¨lich Plant
Phenotyping Centre—JPPC (Ju¨lich, Germany; http://www.fz-
juelich.de/ibg/ibg-2/EN/About_us/organisation/JPPC/JPPC_
node.html9), the Leibniz-Institut fu¨r Pflanzengenetik und
Kulturpflanzenforschung—IPK (Gatersleben,Germany; http://
www.ipk-gatersleben.de/), the Plant Accelerator! (University
ofAdelaide,Australia; http://www.plantaccelerator.org.au/), or
the High Resolution Plant Phenomics Center—HRPPC
(CSIRO Plant Industry, Canberra Australia; http://www.plant
phenomics.org/HRPPC). The two former facilities are part of
the larger European Plant Phenomics Network (http://
www.plant-phenotyping-network.eu/) and the latter two are
part of the Australian Plant Phenomics Facility (http://www.
plantphenomics.org.au/). Each system presents its own
advantages and disadvantages, but collectively they empower
the researcher to investigate plant response to drought in ways
that are more comprehensive than any one design can offer.
These approaches are most often utilized for linkage mapping
and gene discovery, and once QTL or candidate genes are
identified, they can be validated for practical application by
evaluating specific germplasm, genetic stocks or breeding
populations under managed drought conditions in the field (Ali
et al. 2010; Cavanagh et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2012; Kholova´
et al. 2010; Saisho and Takeda 2011; Venuprasad et al. 2011;
Yadav et al. 2011). If validated, lines carrying the genes or
QTLs of interest will be useful for elucidating the molecular
mechanism(s) involved in the component trait(s), and will also
be of immediate value as donor material for breeding with elite
germplasm.
Examining the relationship between phenotypic varia-
tion under controlled environments and that observed
under field conditions offers valuable insights that can be
used to iteratively improve controlled environment phe-
notyping techniques so they are more predictive of plant
performance in the field (Table 1; Fig. 1). Ultimately, the
choice of phenotyping approach will depend on the inten-
tion of the researcher, the size of the population in question
[e.g. less than ten individuals for precise physiological
experiments, to a moderate number of lines (200–400) for
mapping studies or GS training populations, or a large
number of lines (400–1,000?) for association studies], the
heritability of the phenotype, the tractability of the phe-
notype to controlled environment testing, and resource
availability.
Development of technology and phenotyping tools
The creative use of technology and careful development of
tools to automate processes without sacrificing predictive
power will be critical as next-generation phenotyping
platforms are developed. This can be a real challenge as
many experimental techniques in plant physiology,
molecular biology and breeding can be restrictive and
require specialized protocols that are often difficult to
standardize. The integration of these approaches will be
necessary to fully interrogate the genetic landscape of
complex traits. Standardized phenotyping systems are not
feasible for all research questions, but with thorough con-
sideration and clearly defined objectives, many techniques
can be harnessed to investigate specific traits under high-
throughput settings.
In recent years, automation, imaging, and software
solutions have paved the way for many high-throughput
phenotyping studies. Semi-automated systems have been
successfully applied to investigate various components of
plant growth and development, and can be used to help
tackle basic research questions when combined with
genetic mapping strategies (Famoso et al. 2010). Addi-
tionally, automated systems have allowed researchers to
reduce the labor needed to manage and perform large-scale
growth screens in laboratory, greenhouse and field envi-
ronments (Nagel et al. 2012).
Aside from mechanization, digital imaging has emerged
as a cornerstone to capturing quantitative phenotypic
information under most automated or semi-automated
approaches. Imaging has allowed many aspects of plant
Table 1 Factors to consider when evaluating if a field-based or
environmentally controlled phenotyping platform is most appropriate
Controlled conditions Field conditions




Increased precision of critical
measurements
Characterizes the range of
environmental variation
Maximizes information from a
minimum of replicates
Evaluates over time as well as
space





Develop hypotheses to be tested on a
targeted set of lines in the field





techniques can be harnessed to investigate specific traits under high-throughput 
settings. 
 
In recent years, automation, imaging, and software solutions have paved the way for 
many high-throughput phenotyping studies. Semi-automated systems have been 
successfully applied to investigate various components of plant growth and 
development, and can be used to help tackle basic research questions when combined 
with genetic mapping strategies (Famoso et al. 2010). Additionally, automated 
systems have allowed researchers to reduce the labor needed to manage and perform 
large-scale growth screens in laboratory, greenhouse and field environments (Nagel et 
al. 2012).  
 
Aside from mechanization, digital imaging has emerged as a cornerstone to capturing 
quantitative phenotypic information under most automated or semi-automated 
approaches. Imaging has allowed many aspects of plant development, function, and 
health to be monitored, measured and tracked in ways previously unattainable using 
conventional metrics. Large image data sets, however, require novel software 
solutions in order to process and extract meaningful estimates of phenotypic variation. 
Most image analysis tools for plant phenotyping incorporate predefined processing 
and analysis procedures into semi-automatic or automatic routines in order to quantify 
multiple phenotypes from single images or groups of images. 
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In its essence, high-throughput phenotyping means integrating and optimizing a 
phenotyping process in a way that makes it as efficient and controlled as possible. In 
considering efficiency, several questions and decisions arise related to the accuracy, 
precision, automation, and adaptability of various stages of the phenotyping process, 
from growth techniques to experimental design and management practices to data 
capture and analysis strategies. 
 
The accuracy and precision of the treatment and measurement process is a 
fundamental concern during any experimental procedure. During phenotyping studies 
where multiple individuals and replicates from different genetic backgrounds are 
evaluated across batches, effectively controlling the accuracy and precision of the 
phenotyping system will have direct impacts on the outcome of the analysis. Accuracy 
and precision are intimately interrelated, where accuracy represents how close the 
process or measurement is to the absolute truth and precision represents the 
repeatability or variance of the measurement process. Accuracy is important when 
there is variation across individual genotypes during mapping experiments. For 
instance, Clark et al. (2011) characterized the root systems of a rice bi-parental 
recombinant inbred line (RIL) population, and found that one parental genotype had 
dense, highly branched root systems while the other had long, sparse root systems. In 
order to clearly capture these differences a system needed to be designed that could 
correctly quantify both types of root systems in order to properly assess their 
relationship and further analyze variation within the progeny. Comparison and 
validation studies with known standards, such as the use of complementary imaging 
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modalities or other quantification software, can help evaluate the accuracy of a 
system.  
 
Precision is critical when individual genotypes have multiple replicates that are 
evaluated across several batches. Presuming that the replicates share similar 
characteristics, the measurement system must be able to quantify the features in a 
repeatable way to prevent unpredictable system noise from masking the true 
similarities/differences between the genotypes. While there are statistical approaches 
for accounting for unwarranted variability in silico, efforts to improve the precision of 
data collection will only serve to enhance the statistical power of any analysis 
performed. The key to maintaining precision throughout a phenotyping activity is to 
employ stable instrument designs that can effectively control precision, such as the 
fixed lighting and camera setups used in the root systems in studies cited previously.  
 
Unfortunately, there will always be tradeoffs between the maintenance of accuracy, 
precision, and the ultimate throughput of the phenotyping approach. As throughput 
and standardization increase, it necessitates a drop in accuracy and precision that must 
be carefully monitored in order to maintain the economic feasibility of the data 
collection. It is not always straightforward how to properly balance these tradeoffs, but 
through iterative design and testing, phenotyping tools can be established to satisfy 
research objectives and meet resource constraints. 
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The level of automation employed by a phenotyping approach is counter-balanced not 
only by tradeoffs with accuracy and precision, but also with adaptability. Increasing 
automation improves throughput and reduces labor costs, but also results in more 
specialized designs that have less adaptability and predictive power, and are prone to 
errors from non-standard individuals. This principle is illustrated well when image 
analysis involves batch processing many photographs using predefined algorithms and 
commands. It is fairly obvious that batch processing is invaluable during large-scale 
phenotyping experiments where thousands of images can be generated daily, but this 
also means that the software must rely on a rigid set of constraints. The quality of the 
images is usually not a problem during high-throughput phenotyping where the 
imaging process is standardized, but if any individuals deviate from pre-specified 
growth assumptions of the measurement algorithm, unpredictable and misleading 
measurement errors can arise. Even with automated analysis algorithms that have been 
thoroughly tested, it is necessary for the experimenter to manually check and validate 
the system outputs regularly. Along those same lines, incorporating user-guided 
processes into the phenotyping pipeline can also provide a useful compromise that 
improves the flexibility while maintaining the efficiency needed to perform large 
experiments (Clark et al. 2012, Le Bot et al. 2010, Lobet et al. 2011). 
 
Most phenotyping tools that have been developed by research groups in the public and 
private sector are integrated in a way that makes them easy to disseminate and use, but 
sometimes this convenience can limit the range of their functionality to other studies. 
While this has precipitated the release of a number of software programs available for 
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the extraction of phenotype data from images (Table 2.2) the highly specific nature of 
individual phenotypes also motivates the development of in-house tools ideally suited 
to the analysis at hand. Although it is not a simple task, implementing modular designs 
will help increase flexibility of phenotyping in the future. The ImageJ analysis tool is a 
good example of the successful incorporation of modular designs in the software 
realm (Schneider et al. 2012). This image processing software allows users to create 
and share custom-developed plugins that expand the functionality of the software and 
make it applicable to wide range of research disciplines. Modular concepts have 
proven quite successful for the high-throughput phenotyping of notoriously difficult 
phenotypes such as root system traits. A notable example is GiaRoots, a software 
program that allows users to incorporate their own processing and algorithms into the 
automated analysis routines as a way of overcoming the limitations imposed by more 
integrated approaches (Galkovskyi et al. 2012). 
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Access, Storage, and Management of Phenotypic Data  (This sub-section initially 
authored by Genevieve DeClerck) 
It is clear then, that much of next-generation phenotyping will be done at the 
intersection of the fields of biology, engineering, and computer science. Progress in 
developing technology in these disciplines that empowers next-generation 
phenotyping strategies is moving forward rapidly. However congruent with the 
progress in the capability to collect high-throughput phenotypic data, is the growing 
problem of managing these data sets in ways that empower value extraction. 
Retrofitting a lab to handle the rapid influx of phenotype data could require significant 
investment in facilities, device control systems and computational resources. 
 
For experiments that are only measuring a few traits on a panel of germplasm, setting 
up a local (customized) phenotyping system in-house might be practical; but in such 
cases, a laboratory information management system (LIMS) or local database may be 
needed to manage the high volumes of phenotypic information. Generally there are no 
‘off the shelf’ solutions that can be applied universally, so some computer expertise 
will be needed for data management. Even so, organizing that information into a 
“phenome” is challenging because of the continuous, multi-faceted, and interpretive 
nature of what a phenotypic observation is, contrasted with the “discrete” nature of 
genotypic data, which can be abstracted into a single alphabetical character (National 
Science Foundation 2011). 
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Beyond the technologies used to run, collect and digest large scale phenotypic 
evaluations, the field of phenomics faces similar bottlenecks that genomics has been 
grappling with as the drop in cost of DNA sequencing outpaces the cost of hard drive 
data storage (Stein 2010). Though there is ample exploration that can be done on 
genomic data alone, for many plant researchers, associating and enriching genotype 
data with phenotypic manifestations contextualized by the field environment is a vital 
part of gaining true biological insight and solving agronomic problems. 
 
The storage of phenotype data at this scale has become a sub-discipline all its own and 
some projects are dealing with it quite well. There are many public databases that have 
been working to organize and collate plant phenotype data (Lai et al. 2012; Table 2.3), 
but most only have the current capacity to present free-text phenotypic descriptions of 
mutants, e.g. SoyBase (Grant et al. 2010) and MaizeGDB (Schaeffer et al. 2011). 
Some crop databases have tried to move beyond this paradigm by including 
functionality for the management of phenotypic measurements, predominantly from 
either managed field trials or GWA studies (e.g. T3 Triticeae Toolbox 
(http://triticeaetoolbox.org), Panzea (Canaran et al. 2008), and Gramene’s Diversity 
module (Chen et al. 2010). They are also among a number of projects preparing for an 
increasing amount of association data emerging from the marriage of powerful 
genomic information with next-generation phenotyping. One effort is NCBI’s dbGAP 
(Mailman et al. 2007), which was created as a public repository for phenotypes, 





Table 2.3: A selection of integrated storage and maintenance systems. These 
systems are designed to enable query-based approaches to characterizing variation in 
phenotypic data and the relationship it shares with genotypic data. 
project recently announced that it will further expand the
scope of the resource to include management of environ-
mental plant studies (http://www.dbnp.org).
One important feature shared among many current dat-
abases organizing phenotype data is the use of controlled
vocabularies known as ‘ontological terms’. Ontologies are
sets of defined keywords that can be used as tags to qualify
and describe features related to biological data points and
data sets. Such ontological terms can be used to describe
traits, genes, environments, or taxonomy. As an example,
one might use the hierarchy of terms ‘‘growth and devel-
opment C shoot development C inflorescence develop-
ment C flower development C flowering time C days to
flower’’ to describe formally what is colloquially referred
to as simply ‘‘flowering time’’. While this is an arguably
simple example, it is not difficult to imagine the com-
plexity that ensues when trying to use ontologies to
describe complicated molecular pathways. Usage of
ontologies is a critical step toward making diverse and
rapidly growing collections of biological data searchable,
and accessible to computational algorithms. The Open
Biological and Biomedical Ontologies Foundry (OBO
foundry) (Smith et al. 2007) has emerged as an important
centralized repository for plant and animal ontological
collections, with the goal of increasing standardization and
maximizing interoperability between ontologies. For plant
data the most commonly used ontologies include the plant
ontology (PO), (Avraham et al. 2008; Jaiswal et al. 2005)
the plant trait ontology (TO), plant environment ontology
(EO), and the phenotypic quality ontology (PATO).
Unfortunately, all research groups do not universally
adopt usage of these community standards and without a
critical mass of ‘‘buy-in’’, their benefits cannot be fully
realized. Also a great deal of time and resources go into the
curation and maintenance of ontologies and projects rely
on term-based grant funding, which is not always reliable.
In order to meet the demand imposed by the upscaling
of phenotypic data production, sophisticated computational
methods will need to be employed. Phenotype data is
complex and highly context sensitive, and crucial infor-
mation can potentially be lost when data descriptions are
flattened down to only a few ontology terms. As a way of
dealing with this complexity, some groups have been
exploring the potential of the SemanticWeb (Lee et al. 2001)
to expand thedimensionality of stored biological data in order
to more effectively mine the enormous volume of descriptive
data available in the literature (Vision et al. 2011). The
Phenoscape project (http://kb.phenoscape.org; Mabee et al.
2012) has been working on developing semantical search
algorithms capable of linking biological data by relationships
between ontological terms and by similarities found between
free-text descriptions. Data are characterized as statements of



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are a few database projects that specialize specifically in plant phenomics data, 
and deserve to be highlighted. The first example of these is PHENOPSIS DB (Juliette 
et al. 2011), which mainly houses information regarding the growth response of 
Arabidopsis thaliana to various environmental conditions. The database is populated 
with phenotype information extracted from images and measurements collected 
automatically in specialized growth chambers. The collaborative international network 
for ionomics; www.ionomicshub.org; (Baxter et al. 2007) is a second example that 
hosts ICP-mass spectrometry ionomics data for thousands of Arabidopsis, rice, and 
yeast samples with the goal to facilitate the understanding of response mechanisms in 
plants to various nutrient availabilities and/or abiotic toxicities.  
 
Additionally, there are other efforts in human and mouse genomics research that could 
serve as useful models for continued development in the plant phenomics domain. 
Mouse Genomics Informatics (MGI), (www.informatics.jax.org) is comprised of 
several database projects, including the Mouse Genome Database (MGD), (Eppig et 
al. 2012) and houses a variety of tools for searching and browsing large phenotype 
data sets. PhenomicDB is another, multi-species (primarily human, mouse, fruit fly, 
and yeast) resource designed to empower “comparative phenomics” (Kahraman et al. 
2005). The Nutritional Phenotype Database (Van Ommen et al. 2010) is a third, which 
focuses on human nutritional phenotype data. The DbNP even goes a step further than 
most databases by emphasizing the importance of the characterization and unification 
of experimental designs and allows for finer grained storage and searching of protocol 
parameters. The DbNP project recently announced that it will further expand the scope 
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of the resource to include management of environmental plant studies 
(www.dbnp.org). 
 
One important feature shared among many current databases organizing phenotype 
data is the use of controlled vocabularies known as ‘ontological terms.’ Ontologies are 
sets of defined keywords that can be used as tags to qualify and describe features 
related to biological data points and data sets. Such ontological terms can be used to 
describe traits, genes, environments, or taxonomy. As an example, one might use the 
hierarchy of terms “growth and development=>shoot development=>inflorescence 
development=>flower development=>flowering time=>days to flower” to describe 
formally what is colloquially referred to as simply “flowering time.” While this is an 
arguably simple example, it is not difficult to imagine the complexity that ensues 
when trying to use ontologies to describe more complex molecular pathways. Usage of 
ontologies is a critical step toward making diverse and rapidly growing collections of 
biological data searchable, and accessible to computational algorithms. The Open 
Biological and Biomedical Ontologies Foundry (OBO Foundry) (Smith et al. 2007) 
has emerged as an important centralized repository for plant and animal ontological 
collections, with the goal of increasing standardization and maximizing 
interoperability between ontologies. For plant data the most commonly used 
ontologies include the Plant Ontology (PO), (Avraham et al. 2008, Jaiswal et al. 2005) 
the Plant Trait Ontology (TO), Plant Environment Ontology (EO), and the Phenotypic 
Quality Ontology (PATO). 
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Unfortunately, all research groups do not universally adopt usage of these community 
standards and without a critical mass of “buy-in,” their benefits cannot be fully 
realized. Also a great deal of time and resources go in to the curation and maintenance 
of ontologies and projects rely on term-based grant funding, which is not always 
reliable. 
 
In order to meet the demand imposed by the upscaling of phenotypic data production, 
sophisticated computational methods will need to be employed. Phenotype data is 
complex and highly context sensitive, and crucial information can potentially be lost 
when data descriptions are flattened down to only a few ontology terms. As a way of 
dealing with this complexity some groups have been exploring the potential of the 
Semantic Web (Lee et al. 2001) to expand the dimensionality of stored biological data 
in order to more effectively mine the enormous volume of descriptive data available in 
the literature (Vision et al. 2011). The Phenoscape project (kb.phenoscape.org; 
(Mabee et al. 2012) has been working on developing semantical search algorithms 
capable of linking biological data by relationships between ontological terms and by 
similarities found between free-text descriptions. Data are characterized as statements 
of fact, where there is a subject (e.g. “a floret”), a predicate (e.g. “has the color”) and 
an object (e.g. “white”). Capturing phenotypic metadata using this approach adds 
some of the necessary dimensionality for unlocking biological meaning using 
linguistic and intuitive tool sets.  
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Analysis, Adjustment, and Value extraction of Phenotypic Data (This sub-section 
initially authored by Dr. Anthony Greenberg, Ph.D) 
Independent of the effort involved to both collect and appropriately manage high-
throughput phenotype data, the data sets themselves are only as valuable as the 
analyses that can be performed on them. Great care must be taken to make accurate 
inferences from the data in order to correctly characterize the genotype-phenotype 
relationship. Correct estimations of genetic gain from selection, for example, depend 
heavily on accurate estimates of heritability and the covariance among phenotypes 
(Dickerson 1955). Because none of these parameters are directly observable, they 
must be estimated from data using a variety of statistical models. 
 
While the methods for measuring phenotypic data are becoming more sophisticated 
and the ability to catalog and query data across experimental designs is becoming 
more achievable, the precision of such data will always be limited by inherent 
biological noise. This biological noise is unavoidable and is even present under the 
most controlled experimental conditions. These fluctuations can be local, affecting 
single organisms, or more general, influencing the whole experiment and modifying 
the phenotypes for the whole replicate population. Furthermore, where automation is 
impractical, and a team of researchers is employed to conduct the experiment, 
individual bias can skew observations, even in cases where subjective criteria are not 
directly used to measure the phenotypes. These problems are further compounded by 
the environmental variability that inconsistently affects phenotypic observation over 
both space and time. Unpredictable environmental conditions can also lead to a fair 
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amount of missing data, which in turn will limit the statistical power to make 
inferences about the genotypic contribution to the phenotype. In addition to biological 
and environmental noise, variable assay quality can introduce further uncertainty and 
must be accounted for in any statistical models that are used to estimate parameters of 
interest. 
 
Linear models have long been the mainstay of quantitative genetic experiments, and 
are the most commonly applied statistical approach to understanding phenotypic 
variation. Traditionally, these models are fit using a variety of maximum-likelihood 
approaches (Lynch and Walsh 1997, Sorensen and Gianola 2002). These approaches 
are popular because they are fast and easy to use, and their long history has resulted in 
a wide availability of user-friendly software. However, maximum-likelihood methods 
have a number of serious limitations. Fundamentally, maximum-likelihood model 
fitting yields point estimates of parameters, ignoring the inherent uncertainty in their 
values. Parameters are then tested for statistical significance based on a threshold 
(typically the 5% cut-off) and are excluded from further analysis if they are not 
“significant." Finally, these statistical tests rely on restrictive assumptions about the 
distributions of model parameters. These constraints of maximum-likelihood model 
fitting affect experimental designs and data acquisition procedures, as well as biasing 
the resulting associations. More pointedly, these estimates perform well only when 
measurements are extensively replicated and normally distributed. Therefore, a great 
variety of procedures for data normalization and detection of outliers are necessary in 
order to meet the assumptions of the model. Unfortunately, these methods are often 
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poorly motivated from a statistical point of view because they involve arbitrary 
thresholds for data exclusion. Despite these drawbacks, the speed and prevalence of 
maximum-likelihood methods make them useful as exploratory data analysis tools 
even in cases where the resulting estimates are not expected to be robust.  
 
The Bayesian approach to statistical inference is fundamentally different and 
overcomes many of the limitations imposed by a maximum-likelihood approach. 
Instead of arriving at single most likely point estimates of parameters, the goal of 
Bayesian inference is to describe distributions of random variables of interest, taking 
into account uncertainty in all the other model parameters. This perspective on 
inference is thus much more in line with biological reality and should be preferable 
when dealing with phenotype data that have been contextualized by both the genotype 
and the environment. The drawback of Bayesian inference is its computational 
complexity. Historically, this complexity has been the disadvantage that held back 
widespread applications of Bayesian statistics. However, with the dramatic increase in 
computer power it is now feasible to apply this approach to inference even when the 
data sets are large and multi-faceted. Furthermore, computer packages that make 
model building and analysis relatively simple and accessible to researchers without a 
programming background are starting to make an appearance (Lunn et al. 2009, 
Plummer 2003). Bayesian formulations of the standard quantitative genetic models 
have been extensively studied (Sorensen and Gianola 2002), but these models can be 
computationally inefficient for large data sets. This is true for maximum-likelihood as 
well, but because Bayesian estimation involves the extra step of estimating full 
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distributions rather than just point estimates of parameters the computational problems 
are particularly acute. 
 
Appreciable improvements in computational stability and efficiency can be achieved 
by re-formulating the standard linear models in a hierarchical framework (Gelman et 
al. 2003, Gelman and Hill 2007). This framework is popular in the analyses of 
sociological data, and is now achieving more currency in genetics (Greenberg et al. 
2010, Lenarcic et al. 2012). The basic idea is that quantitative-genetic experiments are 
inherently structured. For example, when an inbred line is evaluated in a number of 
environments, environmental effects can be nested within genotypic effects. Such 
nesting improves computational efficiency, increases power by incorporating data-
driven pooling of observations from replicates (Gelman et al. 2003, Gelman and Hill 
2007, Greenberg et al. 2010), and aids in biological interpretation of the results. 
Nesting environmental effects within genotypes has the added convenience of 
allowing the direct modeling of genotype by environment interactions (GxE) simply 
by estimating the regression slopes as they vary between inbred lines.  
 
In cases where even modest numbers of outlier observations are present, Bayesian 
hierarchical models also out-perform similar maximum-likelihood approaches 
(Greenberg et al. 2010). Furthermore, it is straight forward to expand hierarchical 
models to include non-normal data (Gelman et al. 2003, Gelman and Hill 2007, 
Greenberg et al. 2010), handle unbalanced designs (Gelman et al. 2003, Greenberg et 
al. 2010), incorporate variable assay quality (Greenberg et al. 2010, Greenberg et al. 
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2011), account for outlier observations without using arbitrary thresholds to exclude 
them from the data (Greenberg et al. 2010, Greenberg et al. 2011, Lenarcic et al. 
2012), and interrogate phenotypic networks by extending the analyses to multiple 
phenotypes through multivariate modeling (Greenberg et al. 2011). Finally, because 
the Bayesian approach integrates over the inherent uncertainty in a system and 
borrows power across the experiment through hierarchical modeling, it reduces the 
need for extensive biological replicates, and therefore maximizes the number of lines 
that can be evaluated in a given study (Greenberg et al. 2010). 
 
That being said, while Bayesian hierarchical models are robust to many problems in 
experimental design and data acquisition, it is still a good idea to follow best practices 
when embarking on a quantitative genetic experiment. Certain problems, such as 
putting all replicates for a line in a single block, lead to complete confounding of 
variables that cannot be resolved by any statistical treatment. Although it is possible to 
incorporate non-Gaussian data into Bayesian models, these extensions are typically 
computationally more expensive. For example, when modeling categorical data one 
attempts to estimate an underlying continuous distribution that would yield the 
observed data when coerced to being discrete. Converting quantitative phenotypes (for 
example, the fraction of a plant tissue affected by disease) to an index (susceptibility 
class) leads to loss of information and an increase in model complexity. Likewise, 
summarizing replicate observations and reporting only means can lead to either 
increased noise when outliers are present or unwarranted precision. Such short cuts 
were defensible in the past, when computational power and storage capacity to handle 
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large data sets was limited, but this is no longer the case and the data should be 
reported as “raw" as possible, and then modeled explicitly. 
 
Germplasm Development and Distributed Phenotyping Networks 
Advances in phenotyping and genotyping technology, as well as data storage, and 
computational capacity are opening many new opportunities to extract meaningful 
inferences from even noisy biological data. New statistical models that account for 
biological uncertainty and estimate values of direct interest, rather than those dictated 
by computational convenience, promise to aid in the achievement of this goal. 
However, the value of any progress that may be gained through the marriage of next-
generation phenotyping with modern genomic tools is predicated on the availability of 
diverse germplasm and genetically well-defined populations. Indeed associating 
genotype with phenotype in ways that address hypothesis-driven questions and 
empower crop improvement depends on the availability of appropriate germplasm 
resources to address specific questions.  
 
The preservation of plant biodiversity in publicly available, international germplasm 
collections is of central importance to our quest to understand natural variation and to 
utilize that variation to meet the future needs of the planet. It is not unimaginable that 
we will be able to genomically characterize most of the accessions in the world’s 
repositories of genetic resources, but the sheer size of these collections, the broad 
range of adaptation they represent, import-export restrictions, and the genetic 
redundancy housed within their ranks presents a challenge for direct phenotypic 
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evaluation. Targeted subsets of this variation need to be assembled so that available 
phenotyping resources can be efficiently used to evaluate them, taking advantage of 
economies of scale wherever possible (Glaszmann et al., 2010; McCouch et al., 2012). 
The development of shared populations with publically available, high-resolution 
genotype data will be critical for permitting the kind of distributed phenotyping 
necessary to understand genotype-phenotype relationships (Valdar et al. 2006). 
Examples of research communities that have developed these kinds of publicly shared 
germplasm resources include rice (Zhao et al. 2011a), maize (Yu et al. 2008), wheat 
(Neumann et al. 2011) arabidopsis (Atwell et al. 2010), sorghum (Mitchell et al. 
2008), barley (Pasam et al. 2012) and many other species (Zhu et al. 2008). The 
availability of these resources makes it possible for multiple researchers to interrogate 
the same genetic materials, phenotyping in environments and with technology and 
analytical expertise that are uniquely available to different research groups. Integrating 
such vast phenotypic datasets on common germplasm resources in well-structured 
databases will permit high-end analysis not just of the phenotypes themselves, but also 
of complex correlated phenotypic networks that represent a more accurate depiction of 
biological reality.  
 
Additionally, more genetically structured resources such as chromosome segment 
substitution lines (Ali et al., 2011; Lu et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2012, Fukuoka et al., 
2010; Xu et al., 2010; Zhang et al. 2011), MAGIC (multi-parent advanced generation 
inter-cross) populations (Huang et al. 2012, Huang et al. 2011, Rakshit et al. 2012), 
and nested association mapping (NAM) populations (Yu et al. 2008) will permit the 
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interrogation of natural variation in elite genetic backgrounds that may be intractable 
otherwise. These genetically structured populations partition the variation in ways that 
facilitate the identification of exotic alleles that may have a significant impact on a 
phenotype of interest, but only when introgressed into the elite background. They also 
expedite the subsequent use of these resources as parents in a breeding program, 
helping expand the range of genetic variation available in an elite gene pool and 
opening up new opportunities to utilize natural variation to drive crop improvement. 
 
Conclusions 
Ever since the first published QTL analysis (Sax 1923) genetics as a discipline has 
endeavored to shed light on the complexities of phenotypic variation. For most of 
recent memory, progress in understanding the genetic architecture of complex traits 
has been driven by advances in genotyping technology. As a clear picture of the 
genome emerges, a renewed focus on understanding the nature of phenotypes will be 
necessary for continued progress. 
 
We have discussed the role of phenotyping in gene-discovery and crop improvement 
through both GWAS and genomic selection, and we have attempted to understand the 
complexities incumbent on the association of genotype with phenotype under diverse 
and variable environmental conditions. We considered strategies that permit the 
collection of phenotypic data in quantitative ways as well as the development of 
modular technologies to accommodate the changing needs and opportunities of 
phenotyping in the future. We have pondered best practices for storing, cataloging, 
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managing, and disseminating this information within a community, and suggested how 
this data might be combined with cutting edge statistical analysis to leverage increased 
computing capacity (Figure 2.2). To conclude, we consider where some of the current 




Figure 2.2. Outline of decision making considerations for genetic 
experimentation. When combined with high-throughput genotyping on shared 
germplasm resources, and done in geographically distributed collaborative networks, 
next-generation phenotyping can empower both gene discovery and crop 
improvement. Central to that capacity is the careful and judicious use of modular 
technologies and managed environments. The use of standardized ontologies and 
Bayesian analysis then create a controlled vocabulary for describing the data and 
provide a way to integrate results across experiments by accounting for the unique 
signatures of biological noise generated by environmental covariates.  
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Genotyping, while closing in on understanding the full extent of allelic variation in 
major crop species, is still years away from delivering on the quest to catalogue the 
world’s collection of DNA variants for an entire species. This requires assembly of 
multiple de novo reference genomes and re-sequencing of thousands of diverse lines to 
identify all of the SNPs, copy number variants, and other forms of DNA and 
epigenetic variation within a gene pool. As that information is generated, researchers 
will seek to annotate the functional significance of the SNPs and insertion/deletion 
polymorphisms, and design databases that can host this information and make it 
accessible and query-able for the research community. This is a real challenge because 
many functional variants do not fall within gene models, but are found as inter-genic 
regulatory elements or may condition gene expression through epigenetic pathways 
that contribute to quantitative phenotypic variation (Ding et al. 2012, Loehlin et al. 
2010, Salvi et al. 2007, Zhou et al. 2012, Zhu and Deng 2012). This challenge also 
highlights the value of positional cloning to verify the functional nucleotide 
polymorphisms (FNP) rather than taking a candidate gene approach, as the FNP may 
not be found within a gene model at all. Additionally, for many years to come, the 
identification and characterization of rare alleles will remain a priority, despite the fact 
that both GWAS and genomic selection have little power to detect their contributions 
to phenotypic variation.  
 
Algorithms for optimizing signal to noise ratios in phenotypic experiments, pipelines 
for identifying GWAS peaks and extracting meaningful lists of candidate genes 
underlying those peaks are needed to help standardize association mapping studies. 
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Functional annotation of QTL alleles and correspondence to the germplasm samples in 
which they are found would help link genetics research with breeding applications. 
Better tools for SNP haplotype visualization and management of high-volume SNP 
data need to be integrated into software platforms to facilitate the identification of 
functionally relevant SNPs that can be used for marker assisted selection and as fixed 
variables in genomic prediction. As more and more phenotype data are collected and 
databased, tools to facilitate our understanding of intersecting phenotypic networks 
will shed light on the complex relationships within and between phenotypes (Yin and 
Struik 2008). This information will provide important insights about selection trade-
offs and phenotypic correlations that are relevant to variety development and plant 
breeding.  
 
Major questions about phenotypic variation, which we currently have limited capacity 
to answer, include: How does variation in regulatory elements manifest itself in the 
phenotype? Which environmental variables act as signals that regulate these genes and 
how do different allelic variants recognize those signals? What is the role of epistasis 
and epigenetics in determining phenotypic variation, or in phenotypic plasticity?  
 
Approaching many of those questions will require more refined strategies of collecting 
and managing phenotype data. Many of the considerations that need to be addressed 
before making decisions about defining a phenotyping approach include: How easy is 
it to evaluate the phenotype? How quantitative is that measurement? Can the process 
be automated? If so, does it make economic sense to do so? What value would 
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automation bring? What indirect factors will influence the phenotypic measurement? 
Can they be quantified? How much storage capacity do I need to maintain the raw or 
processed phenotypic data? How will the data be organized so that it is both query-
able and understandable? What data processing needs must be considered before the 
phenotype is biologically meaningful? Do I have the skills in-house or appropriate 
collaborators in place to realize a sophisticated analysis of the data? Answers to these 
questions will depend entirely on the purpose and intention of collecting phenotypic 
data to start with, and of course the nature of the phenotype itself. 
 
The phenotype of an organism is fundamentally a manifestation of a genotype’s 
interaction with the environment. With increased allocation of funding and intellectual 
investment over the next decade, advances in phenotyping will enhance our ability to 
associate that data with the genotypic and environmental variables to simultaneously 
and synergistically drive gene discovery efforts aimed at understanding the genetic 
basis of quantitative phenotypic variation and fuel the development of genomic 
prediction models for crop improvement. As these two drivers of genetic analysis feed 
into each other, not only will tremendous gains be made in comprehending the biology 
of plants, but also we will ensure continued advancement in crop improvement aimed 
at meeting the demands of a growing population.  
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IONOMIC PROFILING IN A PANEL OF DIVERSE Oryza sativa ACCESIONS IS 
ASSOCIATED WITH NATURAL GENETIC VARIATION AS REVEALED BY 
GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION MAPPING 
 
ABSTRACT 
Nutrient acquisition and exclusion of toxic elements is of paramount importance to all 
plant life, and of particular interest to crop species that form the basis of the human 
food supply. Ionomic profiling offers a way of simultaneously analyzing the entire 
mineral element composition of tissues within an organism. Rice is an ideal system for 
exploring the functional genomics of the ionome because of its diverse genetic 
resources, wide array of genomics tools, ability to grow in diverse soils and 
environments, and importance as a staple crop. In this study, we screened 394 diverse 
O. sativa accessions under controlled conditions in a specially designed nutrient 
solution to survey uptake and partitioning of 24 elements in roots and shoots of 6-
week old seedlings. We conducted Genome-Wide Association (GWA) analysis using 
SNPs from the recently developed High Density Rice Array (HDRA) to associate 
natural genetic variation with root and shoot ionomic content across and within the 
major subpopulations of domesticated Asian rice. Distinct networks of ions were 
associated with ionomic content of roots versus shoots, and among the different sub-
populations in our diversity panel. A major peak in the analysis highlights the 
potential role of OsMOT1 in governing shoot molybdenum content. Likewise we 
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report on the co-localization of a small heat shock protein (OsSLT1 ) with a major 
peak for sodium accumulation in the aus subpopulation. SLT1 was previously 
implicated in sodium homeostasis in Arabidopsis and Tobacco via yeast mutant 
complementation, and here we report that haplotype variation at this gene in rice is 
significantly associated with shoot Na content and shoot Na/K ratio, both important 
measures of yield under salt stress. We also identified two individual accessions 
(NSF_TV_11 and NSF_TV_171) that preferentially discouraged translocation of Cd 
to the shoots. The aus subpopulation in particular is highlighted as a potentially 
valuable donor of genetic variation for the repartitioning of Cu, Fe, Mg, Mo, P, Si, Sr, 
and Zn from the root to the shoot. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
The processing and acquisition of matter is of seminal importance to life on earth, and 
is of particular concern for plants whose sedentary life cycle limits the organism to 
acquiring the necessary materials from a confined radius of soil surrounding the plant. 
The acquired mineral elements are critical to the ability of nucleic acids, amino acids 
and carbohydrates to perform their biological functions; 14 mineral elements have 
been identified as essential to all plant life. Six of these are commonly known as 
macronutrients and are required in relatively large amounts (>0.1% of dry mass). 
These consist of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), 
magnesium (Mg), and sulfur (S) (Maathuis 2009). A second group of elements are no 
less essential, but required in much smaller, trace amounts. These micronutrients 
include iron (Fe), boron (B), choride (Cl), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), 
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molybdenum (Mo), zinc (Zn), and nickel (Ni) (Hänsch and Mendel 2009). In addition 
to the essential macro- and micro-nutrients that plants need to survive, plants have 
evolved to exclude or avoid the acquisition of toxic elements that are counter-
productive to biological processes. Yet many toxic elements share analogous chemical 
properties to essential nutrients, making them difficult to discriminate. Such elements 
include arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), lithium (Li), sodium (Na), lead 
(Pb), strontium (Sr) and aluminium (Al). While in many cases natural deposits of 
some of these elements are a source of toxicity to plants, others come from 
anthropogenic contamination of soils. Strontium, as one example, is one of the most 
hazardous radioactive byproducts of nuclear fission and plants are much more adept at 
absorbing it from the environment than are animals (Soetan et al. 2010). While 
typically neither toxic nor essential, there are other elements such as cobalt (Co), 
iodine (I), rubidium (Rb), selenium (Se) and silicon (Si) which play important roles in 
the plant’s adaptive responses to their environment or are otherwise necessary for 
human nutrition and thus are important selection targets for plant breeders (Pilon-
Smits et al. 2009, Soetan et al. 2010). The appropriate acquisition of essential and 
beneficial elements, coupled with the necessity to avoid toxic or harmful elements, is 
further complicated for plants due to the highly variable nature of the distribution of 
these elements in the environment over space and time. Their distribution in soil is a 
result of stochastic geological, evolutionary and environmental factors including 
weather, climate, erosion, physiochemical properties, and pH. As such, in order to 
sustain growth, plants have had to develop a suite of adaptive and environmentally 
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responsive mechanisms for the acquisition and internal distribution of mineral 
elements (Williams and Salt 2009). 
 
The emergence of ‘ionomics’ represents a high throughput approach to the 
phenotyping of plant populations and offers an important foundation that will allow us 
to begin to understand the complex physiological networks that plants have evolved to 
cope with the challenges of acquiring appropriate nutrition. Simply put, the plant 
ionome is “the mineral nutrient and trace element composition of an organism and 
represents the inorganic component of cellular and organismal systems” (Lahner et al. 
2003, Salt et al. 2008). Understanding the genetic architecture and underlying 
functional genomics of the ionome in major crop species will provide important new 
insights about the range of phenotypic variation within and between crop species and 
the complex trade-offs that define opportunities to optimize productivity in the face of 
soil and nutrient constraints, climate change, and the need to improve the long-term 
sustainability of crop production systems.  
 
For many decades, inroads have been made in understanding the underlying molecular 
mechanisms of nutrient uptake and distribution on an element-by-element basis (see 
Williams and Salt (2009) for a survey of several reviews on this topic published in a 
special issue of Current Opinion in Plant Biology). Over the last decade, new tools and 
technologies have enhanced the power and resolution of genome-wide approaches for 
both forward and reverse genetic analysis, enabling the scientific community to begin 
to dissect the genetic architecture of the ionome as a whole. To date, the most 
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extensive effort to understand the functional genomics governing the ionome has been 
done using mutagenized populations of Arabidposis thaliana (Lahner et al. 2003), 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Eide et al. 2005), and the model legume Lotus japonicas 
(Chen et al. 2009). Since that time there have been also several attempts to 
characterize natural variation in plant ionomic profiles, notably in Lotus japonicas 
(Chen et al. 2009, SANCHEZ et al. 2011), Arabidopsis thaliana (Atwell et al. 2010, 
Buescher et al. 2010, Ghandilyan et al. 2009, Rus et al. 2006, Vreugdenhil et al. 2004), 
Mimulus guttatus (Seep Monkeyflower) (Lowry et al. 2012), Oryza sativa (Li et al. 
2013, Norton et al. 2010, Norton et al. 2012, Norton et al. 2009), and Zea mays 
(Baxter et al. 2013), and broadly across 138 distinct families of terrestrial plants 
(Watanabe et al. 2007). 
 
Current efforts to associate ionomic profiles with genetic variation at the population 
level in Arabidopsis have identified at least six genes that govern mineral nutrient 
homeostasis for metal ions (Rampey et al. 2006), sodium (Rus et al. 2006), 
molybdenum (Baxter et al. 2008), iron and cobalt (Morrissey et al. 2009), cadmium 
(Chao et al. 2012), and the ionome more generally via a root suberin protein (Baxter et 
al. 2009). Four of these genes were implicated as natural variants among diverse 
Arabidopsis accessions, while the other two (Rampey et al. 2006 and Baxter et al. 
2009) were only identified as induced mutations in the Columbia (Col-0) wild type 
Arabidopsis genetic background. 
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Published reports of whole ionome profiling and the association of genotype with 
ionomics phenotypes in domesticated Asian rice (Oryza sativa) thus far have been 
limited to QTL mapping in a single population of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) 
derived from a cross between a traditional upland tropical japonica variety (Azucena) 
and a lowland aus-like indica variety (Bala), and have focused specifically on the leaf 
and grain ionome, in most cases contextualized by a search for the genes /QTLs 
underlying arsenic toxicity (Norton et al. 2010, Norton et al. 2012, Norton et al. 2009). 
Recently two studies surveyed the grain ionomic profiles of contemporary paddy rice 
as well as rice landraces sampled from a limited geographic region in China (Li et al. 
2013, Zeng et al. 2010). The attempt of Zeng et al. (2010) to associate allelic variation 
of 20 SSRs in Chinese landraces to phenotypic variation of the unpolished grain 
ionome demonstrated a clear link between genetic variation and ionomic profile 
phenotypes and emphasized the need to use more sophisticated genetic resources and 
marker technologies to explore this complex relationship between genotype and 
phenotype.  
 
O. sativa is arguably one of the most important food crops in the world, providing up 
to 76% of the caloric intake for many populations in South East Asia and roughly 1/5 
of human caloric intake worldwide (Fitzgerald et al. 2009). In addition to being a 
major target species for both private and public sector breeding efforts due to it’s role 
as a staple food in the human diet, rice comparative genomics also allows researchers 
to build on the wealth of rice sequence information (Goff et al. 2002, Yu et al. 2002), 
mapping and germplasm resources (Agrama et al. 2010, Huang et al. 2010, McCouch 
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et al. 2012, McCouch et al. 2010, McNally et al. 2009, Tung et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 
2011) and publicly available databases for the benefit of related cereal grains (Sakai et 
al. 2013, Youens-Clark et al. 2011). As a model system, these resources make rice a 
powerful starting point for investigating the genetic basis for complex trait variation.  
 
The widely divergent phenotypic variation present in rice germplasm has led to a 
historical classification of rice into two varietal groups, Indica and Japonica (indicated 
in this manuscript in italics and beginning with a capital letter), which has since been 
confirmed using molecular tools  (Huang et al. 2012, Kovach and McCouch 2008, 
Molina et al. 2011, Oka 1988). The population sub-structure of these clades is divided 
into 5 distinct subgroups, referred to as subpopulations (indicated in this manuscript in 
italics with a lower case letter). These include indica, aus, temperate japonica, 
tropical japonica and aromatic [Group V] (Garris et al. 2005, Zhao et al. 2011).  
 
While documentation of natural variation for elemental uptake, sequestration, 
utilization, and mobilization in rice has begun, little is known about the identity and 
regulation of the genes involved. Combining high-quality rice genomic resources 
(Tung et al. 2010) with sophisticated and carefully designed phenotyping approaches 
and statistical analysis should yield (Cobb et al. 2013) a better and more detailed 
understanding of the genetic architecture of mineral element homeostasis. This in turn 
will empower the effective integration of novel genetics for the breeding of nutrient 
fortification, input use efficiency, and abiotic stress tolerance into modern, high-
yielding, resource-use efficient cultivars. 
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Furthermore, from a purely genetics standpoint the ionome is an interesting phenotype 
to work with, as it represents a correlated network of related phenotypes rather than 
one physiological/morphological metric. Understanding the genetic architecture of the 
overall phenotypic network is helpful when trying to manipulate complex but poorly 
interrogated traits such as nutrient acquisition when only one or a few mineral 
nutrients are considered at a time. In many cases, interesting and nonintuitive 
relationships emerge when characterizing the distribution of the broader ionome (Eide 
et al. 2005, Lahner et al. 2003). This principle is ironically juxtaposed with the use of 
single marker association analysis as a tool to identify genomic regions with 
phenotypic impacts on the rice ionome. The use of multi-variate analysis techniques 
will be needed to characterize the relationships among traits and to begin to explore 
the trade offs that occur in the ionome as a whole when the uptake or distribution of 
one element is perturbed due to either genetic variation in the plant or changes in 
availability of ions in the environment. 
 
It’s worthy to note an important limitation of the ICP-OES analytical technology as 
applied to the ionome. Nitrogen and chlorine are both essential nutrients to plants that 
can’t be surveyed by the optical emission technology due to the necessity to digest 
samples in nitric and perchloric acid. Chlorine is essential and needed in only very 
trace amounts, but Nitrogen is the single most important elemental determinant of 
agricultural productivity. These two elements were not included in the present study 
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due to throughput limitations, and more intensive research into their homeostatic 
maintenance is warranted; particularly as it intersects with nitrogen use efficiency.  
 
The objectives of this study were: [1] to define a controlled hydroponic-
based phenotyping platform that allowed precise and accurate determination of root 
and shoot accumulation of 24 elements of agronomic or biological importance to rice, 
[2] to measure root and shoot nutrient density using inductively coupled plasma-
optical emission spectroscopy [ICP-OES] in a publicly available rice association 
mapping population. This population, which is referred to as the Rice Diversity Panel 
1 (RDP1), consists of a collection of 410 diverse domestic rice varieties collected from 
79 countries (Eizenga et al. 2013, Ali et al. 2011, Tung et al. 2010) that has been 
genotyped using a 44,000 Affymetrix custom SNP array (Zhao et al. 2011) and more 
recently, a high-density Affymetrix custom SNP array (HDRA; High-Density Rice 
Array), providing a resolution of one SNP every 3-5 kilobases (McCouch S., Cornell 
University, personal communication), [3]to associate the phenotypic variation for 
mineral density with genetic polymorphisms and identify genomic regions associated 
with uptake, sequestration and partitioning of each element using Bayesian estimates 
of phenotypic means and single SNP linear mixed model analysis, and [4] to identify 
candidate genes underlying GWA peaks and characterize their haplotype signatures 
using whole-genome re-sequencing data from 125 rice lines (riceSNP.org; Wright, M. 
and McCouch S., Cornell University, personal communication) in order to gain insight 
into the genetic architecture of the phenotypic variation they control.  
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Two of the primary discoveries immediately suggested by GWA analysis in this study 
concern the effects of natural genetic variation at key candidate gene loci for shoot 
sodium and shoot molybdenum accumulation. Molybdenum is essential for plants but 
needed in only trace amounts. Only four proteins are known to require molybdenum 
(nitrate reductase, sulfite oxidase, aldehyde oxidase, and xanthine dehydrogenase;  
(Hänsch and Mendel 2009) but these proteins are involved in important physiological 
processes such as the assimilation and metabolism of both nitrogen and sulfur, 
phytohormone biosynthesis, and stress responses. The role of molybdenum in nitrate 
assimilation is of particular interest as the processing and acquisition of nitrogen is 
paramount to plant growth and reproduction, while at the same time nitrogen use 
efficiency is a major breeding objective. Molybdenum is critical for the proper 
functioning of nitrate reductase, which catalyzes the first and rate limiting step of 
nitrogen assimilation (Schwarz and Mendel 2006). Furthermore, the proper 
functioning of aldehyde oxidase is critical for abscisic acid biosynthesis, and sulfite 
oxidase is instrumental in protecting plants from the toxic effects of sulfite, the 
primary component of acid rain (Hänsch and Mendel 2009). Complexation of 
molybdenum with molybdopterin (a metal-containing pterin compound) is necessary 
to facilitate biological activity, and collectively the molybdenum-molybdopterin 
complex is referred to as molybdenum cofactor (moco). Molybdenum metabolism 
interacts both upstream and downstream of moco biosynthesis with pathways 
governing iron, copper, and sulfur metabolism, as well, and together represent 
crosstalk between ionomic networks within the plant (Hänsch and Mendel 2009, 
Kuper et al. 2004). Our study is the first investigation to describe a molybdate 
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transporter in rice, to document the effect of natural variation at that locus on shoot 
molybdate concentration, and to propose a mechanism for how allelic variation at that 
locus contributes to whole shoot molybdate content.  
 
Sodium on the other hand has been widely studied due to the toxic effects it exhibits 
on plant growth and the abundance of saline/sodic soils in which rice is grown. Low 
levels of sodium are beneficial to plants as the sodium cation can act as an important 
osmolyte and can replace potassium as a cofactor in certain chemical reactions (Pilon-
Smits et al. 2009). Sodium has also been shown to be an important component of 
CAM/C4 photosynthetic pathways (Ohnishi et al. 1990). Sodium transport and 
metabolism is probably best known, however, for the exclusion, or vacuolar 
sequestration of, sodium in the event of salt stress (Munns and Tester 2008, Zhu 
2000). Relative to the well-documented role of the high-affinity K+ transporters 
(HKT’s) in the uptake and repartitioning of sodium, the role of small heat shock 
proteins (sHSPs) such as SLT1 has received little attention (Antoine et al. 2005, 
Garciadeblas et al. 2003, Matsumoto et al. 2001). To the author’s knowledge, this is 
the first report of natural variation for shoot sodium accumulation implicating an SLT1 
ortholog in plant sodium homeostasis , and this is the first report suggesting the 
involvement of OsSLT1 in sodium metabolism and shoot sodium accumulation in rice. 
Additionally we report evidence of the possible importance of OsSLT1 not only in 




Given the breadth of our elemental analysis (24 chemical species), the extent of the 
genetic variation in the rice diversity panel, the density of the SNP coverage available 
on this panel, the depth of re-sequencing data available on the 125 lines used for 
sequence analysis and haplotype reconstruction, the precision of our phenotyping 
platform, and the sophistication of our Bayesian estimation of phenotypic parameters, 
to our knowledge this is the most extensive survey of genotype-phentoype 
relationships in a single species for ionomic variation published to date.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Precision and accuracy of the phenotyping platform 
Three hundred ninety-four diverse accessions from the NSFTV rice diversity panel 
(Eizenga et al. 2013, Liakat Ali et al. 2011, Tung et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2011) were 
grown hydroponically to 47 days post-germination in a standard nutrient solution 
modified to provide all of the macro- and micronutrients necessary for plant growth as 
well as sub-toxic levels of heavy metals and other ions that would be non-standard in a 
nutrient solution but are of biological or agronomic interest. Macronutrient levels were 
also adjusted as to minimize competition for uptake between different macronutrients 
but were still at adequate levels so as not to induce nutrient deficiencies. pH of the 
nutrient solution was maintained at 6.0 for the duration of the experiments. This is 
different from the pH of a rice paddy (typically 7.0) in order to 1) ameliorate the 
chemical sequestration of nutrients as the pH becomes more acidic over the course of 
24 hours due to ammonium uptake; 2) to ensure the general availability of all ions in 
the analysis, some of which lose availability at higher pH values, and 3) reduce the 
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amount of potassium hydroxide needed to maintain the pH of the nutrient solutions 
over time. Even at pH 6.0 the additional potassium added over the course of the 
experiment was enough to saturate most genotypes and reduce the variance of 
potassium shoot concentration compared to the other ionomic phenotypes 
(Supplemental Figure 3.22). 
 
By 47 days post-germination, all of the accessions in the population were in the 
vegetative growth stage and had an average root dry-weight biomass of 172 
milligrams. This was critical as the ability to precisely detect low levels of trace 
elements with an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-
OES) depended on a minimum atomic signal in the sample tube. Using between 100 
and 200 mg of dry weight root tissue provided enough signal from the ionized sample 
to reproducibly ascertain the lowest concentrations of elements in the rice samples 
(Table 3.1). To achieve the desired levels of precision for ICP-OES analysis of root 
tissue, the entire shoot biomass growth (average of 1.56g) often exceeded the amount 
of tissue that could be analyzed in a single sample. As a result, subsamples of 200 mg 
of homogenized shoot tissue were used to estimate whole shoot elemental 
concentrations.  
 
In addition to small sample volumes, one other significant source of variation in an 
ICP-based elemental analysis pipeline is the dilution volume used to calculate the 
concentration of each element within a sample. Small variations in the delivery 
volume of the acid solution used to dilute the samples as well as evaporation after 
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dilution has taken place could change the final dilution volume. In an effort to improve 
dilution accuracy, a known volume and concentration of yttrium was added to each 
sample. Yttrium is not absorbed by plant tissue and thus is used to determine the total 
volume of each sample. The yttrium concentration data produced by the ICP is 
compared to the amount of yttrium that was added to calculate an individualized 
dilution factor for every sample in the analysis. This had the added benefit of 
accounting for drift in the ICP measurements that inevitably occurs over runs with 
large sample numbers and is typically corrected only when the occasional quality 
control solution is inserted between experimental samples. 
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Arsenic (As) 3.94 0.0383 
Boron (B) 5.10 0.1463 
Calcium (Ca) 2.84 0.2913 
Cadmium (Cd) 1.54 0.0044 
Cobalt (Co) 4.87 0.0028 
Chromium (Cr) 2.70 0.0219 
Copper (Cu) 2.52 0.0053 
Iron (Fe) 3.36 0.2399 
Iodine (I) 74.14 0.3569 
Potassium (K) 3.97 6.864 
Lithium (Li) 88.80 0.0287 
Magnesium (Mg) 3.00 1.219 
Manganese (Mn) 3.63 0.0009 
Molybdenum (Mo) 3.36 0.0034 
Sodium (Na) 3.75 0.788 
Nickel (Ni) 55.88 0.0028 
Phosphorus (P) 1.81 2.794 
Lead (Pb) 48.98 0.0077 
Rubidium (Rb) 121.12 0.2264 
Sulfur (S) 2.48 0.5086 
Selenium (Se) 2.29 0.0142 
Silicon (Si) 2.62 0.0886 
Strontium (Sr) 2.45 0.0008 
Zinc (Zn) 1.96 0.0651 
 
Table 3.1: Percent relative standard deviations and lower limits of detection for 
the 24 elements in the analysis. Table depicts the respective precision (%Relative 
Standard Deviation--%RSD) and accuracy (Lower Detection Limit) of our 
phenotyping platform. %RSD values reflect an average across all samples. %RSD for 
each sample was calculated as 100*(Standard Deviation/Mean) of three repeated 
measurements. Lower limits of detection (LOD; expressed as ppm) for each element 
were calculated as 3*(Standard Deviation of a blank sample).  
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Once the means and %RSD’s were known for each sample, a Bayesian modeling 
approach was used to account for the experimental covariates (such as tub, plant 
position within the tub, digestion batch etc…) and estimate a mean phenotypic value 
(50th percentile of the posterior distribution) for each line in the population. To extract 
robust estimates of means from replicated measurements of ion concentration, we 
constructed a hierarchical Bayesian model (Gelman and Hill 2007). This model 
considers all phenotypes at once, estimates covariance among them, and takes into 
account the uncertainty in all parameters to construct marginal distributions of all 
variables of interest. For the purposes of this study, we are primarily interested in the 
portion of the phenotypic attribute of each rice line that is due to its genetic make-up 
and our modeling follows very closely the ideas presented in (Greenberg et al. 2011). 
We assume that covariances come from inverse-Wishart distributions with vague 
diagonal priors. We have three levels of replication within which all the phenotypes 
are simultaneously modeled: 1) individual observations are nested within lines, which 
are nested 2) within subpopulations, with 3) an overall mean for the entire diversity 
panel as the final level. Owing largely to the significant amount of tissue used for the 
analyses, the controlled conditions under which the plants were grown, and the 
sophistication of modeling experimental covariates to determine line means, the 
heritability for most of the ionomic phenotypes in this study is relatively high (> 0.4) 
(Figure 3.1). This results from a reduction in type I error due to the correction for 
covariates such as tub identity, plant position, initials of the harvester, and the ICP 
digestion batch. While critical to reducing noise in the data set it does little to correct 




Figure 3.1: Respective heritability for each ionomic phenotype. Bayesian  
estimates of broad-sense heritability (H^2 = Var(among lines)/[Var(among lines) + 
Var(among replicates)]) of A) whole shoot phenotypes and B) whole root phenotypes. 
Black bars indicate the 50th percentile of the posterior distribution, and whiskers 
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Relationships among phenotypes within and across subpopulation structure 
 
It is of interest to note that despite extensive control over the environmental variation 
and subsequent modeling of remaining extemporaneous sources of phenotypic 
variation, there is still a large range of heritability manifested across the rice ionome. 
Those elements with heritability below 0.3 (namely Li, I, Rb, Ni, and Pb) correspond 
to the elements whose percent relative standard deviations (%RSD; 88.80, 74.14, 
121.12, 55.88, and 48.98 respectively) were high enough to preclude a precise 
estimation of their concentration. As such it is reasonable that this lack of precision 
would contribute to a larger variance within replicates of the same lines. For the 
remaining elements, the precision of phenotypic estimation was quite high, and as 
such the range of heritability among them could represent the relative complexity of 
the genetic architecture governing their uptake into the root and subsequent 
partitioning to the shoot tissue. For most elements of interest in rice, accumulation in 
the edible portions of the plant is of greater interest than that observed in roots or 
shoots. Since partitioning from the root to the shoot, however, is the first step in 
translocation to the grain, those elements with high shoot heritability have crossed the 
first hurdle toward breeding efforts to either increase (e.g. Fe bio-fortification) or 
decrease (e.g. Cd exclusion) their levels in the developing grain endosperm. It also 
stands to reason that heritability in the roots would be higher than in the shoots 
because partitioning decisions throughout the life cycle of the plant introduce more 
variation. Elemental species are often stored in different biological constructs that 
have different physiological properties that govern how they interact with the 
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biochemistry of an organism. Additionally whole shoot tissue in rice comprises both 
young and old tillers alike which are likely to exhibit differing ionomic profiles.  
 
The relationship between root and shoot mineral concentration was highly variable 
across a wide range of genetic variation as well as across the various chemical species 
that comprise the ionome. For some elements, there was a positive correlation between 
root and shoot accumulation (e.g., Cr, Mo, Cd), others show a negative correlation 








Figure 3.2 Bayesian estimation of correlations between root and shoot values for 
each phenotype. Values near r=0 indicate there is no relationship between root and 
shoot values. Positive values imply a positive correlation while negative values imply 
a physiological preference for distribution in one organ or the other. Error bars 
represent the 95% credible interval of the posterior distribution and black bars indicate 
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Root/shoot ratios are another important metric for determining how different mineral 
elements are partitioned within a plant. Figure 3.3 illustrates the distribution of mean 
root/shoot ratios across genetic supopulations for each element in the rice ionome. The 
indica, aus, tropical japonica and temperate japonica subpopulations were all 
represented by >50 individuals, while ionomic data was available for only 12 samples 
in the aromatic (Group V) subpopulation. The aromatic subpopulation was therefore 
not considered further, due to lack of statistical power to make inferences. 
 
All of the heavy metals (Cd, Fe, Ni, Pb, Sr, and Zn) were more abundant in root tissue, 
while elements known to be associated with shoot/leaf physiology (K, Mg, and Si) 
were more abundant in the shoot tissue. For many cations and in particular divalent 
cations (namely Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Li, Na, Ni, Pb, Sr, and Zn), some of the high 
concentrations reported in root tissue can be attributed in part to binding and 
adsorption in the root cell wall because of the negative charge within plant cell walls 
creates a cation exchange matrix. This remains true even after careful rinsing and 




Figure 3.3 Box and whisker plots highlighting the differences of root/shoot ratio 









































































































































































































































































































































Of interest to breeders and geneticists is the observation that there are a few outliers in 
one subpopulation or another for virtually every element (Fig. 3.3). These individuals 
represent transgressive segregants within a subpopulation and may contain key 
introgressions from another subpopulation that govern elemental re-distribution within 
the plant. For example, two indica varieties (NSF_TV_11 from Bangladesh and 
NSF_TV_171 from China) have root/shoot ratios for Cd that are almost two orders of 
magnitude greater than the same parameter values for indica varieties as a whole, 
indicating a clear preference for shoot cadmium exclusion. Further, NSF_TV_11 
exhibited transgressive behavior relative to it’s partitioning of manganese (a known 
chemical analog to cadmium) to root tissue. In fact, it was the only variety with a 
manganese root/shoot ratio greater than one, indicating that it is the only line that 
preferentially sequesters Mn in the roots.  
 
Differences between subpopulation means were significant for every element except B 
and Ni and Tukey’s multiple comparison test showed only Na exhibited a 
characteristic Indica/Japonica split (Table 3.2). Much more common was for the 
indica subpopulation to be significantly different than all the others. This may be due 
to the fact that the indica gene pool is far more diverse than the others and therefore is 
more prone to have transgressive genotypes. For many elements (Ca, K, Mn, Mo, P, S, 
and Si) the root/shoot ratio value spans 1.0 with some genotypes with a value higher 
than one and others with a value lower than one. A value of one is indicative of ions 
being distributed evenly on a per gram basis between roots and shoots. Since values 
above 1.0 indicate preferential sequestering of ions to the roots, and values below 1.0 
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indicate preferential reapportioning of ions to the shoots, these seven elements exhibit 
unique distributions with means around 1.0. 
 
Of particular note are Ca and S because the differences in means for root/shoot ratios 
for these elements in the different subpopulations are both significant and span the 
value 1.0. In both cases the subpopulation means for aus and indica are significantly 
different where the aus subpopulation has a value of less than one showing 
disproportionate repartitioning to shoot tissue and the indica subpopulation mean is 
greater than one highlighting a preference of indica to keep higher concentrations of 
Ca and S in the root. This hypothesizes that some subpopulations may partition ionic 
species differently and underscores the genetic control of ion distribution with in the 
plant. It is unclear what this may mean for calcium and/or sulfur metabolism, but 
highlights the potential role of subpopulation-specific introgressions on the re-
partitioning of sulfur within a variety.  
 
Another interesting finding is that the aus subpopulation in particular exhibits a 
significant preference for partitioning of Ca, Cu, Si, Sr, and Zn to the shoot, relative to 
other subpopulations, and the indica subpopulation shows a significant preference for 
partitioning Cd, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, S, and Se to the root tissue. This implicates 
germplasm in the Indica clade as a potentially important source of genes controlling 
the redistribution of these elements to the above ground plant tissues.  
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%	  Var	  exp	  
by	  Subpop	  
As	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   14%	  
B	   a	   a	   a	   a	   0.05426	   NS	  
Ca	   a	   b	   a	   ab	   0.000483	   5%	  
Cd	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   20%	  
Co	   a	   a	   a	   b	   <	  0.00001	   7%	  
Cr	   a	   bc	   ad	   cd	   <	  0.00001	   7%	  
Cu	   a	  	   b	   c	   a	   <	  0.00001	   17%	  
Fe	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   12%	  
I	   a	   a	   a	   a	   0.3557	   0.10%	  
K	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   10%	  
Li	   a	   ab	   b	   a	   0.0014	   4%	  
Mg	   a	   b	   c	   bc	   <	  0.00001	   15%	  
Mn	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   19%	  
Mo	   a	   a	   b	   a	   <	  0.00001	   12%	  
Na	   a	   a	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   10%	  
Ni	   a	   a	   a	   a	   0.906	   NS	  
P	   a	   b	   ac	   c	   <	  0.00001	   10%	  
Pb	   ab	   a	   b	   a	   0.003218	   3%	  
Rb	   a	   b	   b	   b	   0.02671	   3%	  
S	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   20%	  
Se	   a	   b	   b	   b	   <	  0.00001	   10%	  
Si	   a	   b	   a	   a	   <	  0.00001	   7%	  
Sr	   a	   b	   a	   a	   <	  0.00001	   7%	  
Zn	   a	   b	   a	   a	   <	  0.00001	   18%	  
 
Table 3.2 Results of Tukey’s Honest Signficant Difference test for multiple 
comparisons of root/shoot ratios. Significantly different groups are indicated with 
different letters. P-values given and percent variance explained indicate results from 
two-way analysis of variance. 
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Relationships across space and time within a plant are one way to understand a 
phenotypic network, but often relationships between the phenotypes themselves within 
a plant tissue can be equally informative. Scaled principle component analyses are 
shown as biplots (Gabriel 1971) in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (and Supplemental Figures 3.1 
and 3.2). These analyses were conducted in an effort to begin to describe multivariate 
relationships among the elements of the ionome within roots and shoots. The length of 
each of the eigenvectors is proportional to the phenotypic variance for that element, 
and the angle between eigenvectors indicates a relationship between two phenotypes. 
Parallel unidirectional vectors indicate a strong positive correlation; parallel 
bidirectional vectors indicate a strong negative correlation; and perpendicular vectors 
are consistent with a lack of correlation between two variables. Similar descriptions of 
elemental interconnectedness for mutant populations have been described for 
Arabidopsis (Lahner et al. 2003) and yeast (Eide et al. 2005). Similar to the way a 
photograph depicts two-dimensions of a three-dimensional world, a PCA Biplot is 
likewise a two dimensional depiction of an Nth dimensional world. As such, the 
relationships defined between variables are constrained by the ‘perspective’ of the 
principle components. Nevertheless it is an important entry point to begin 
understanding multivariate relationships that exist in a correlated phenotypic network 
like the ionome. Chen et al. (2009) similarly assayed multivariate relationships 
between ionomic phenotypes using natural variants of Lotus japonicas, and wisely 
pointed out that, unlike in a mutagenized population of what was once a single 
genotype, more than one unrelated pathways may co-exist to govern elemental 
accumulation and distribution in a broad survey of natural variants. Considering that 
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wild proto-Indica and proto-Japonica forms of O. rufipogon diverged more than 
100,000 years ago (Ma and Bennetzen 2004) and were independently cultivated by 
different people in different geographic regions of the world (Fuller et al. 2007, Fuller 
et al. 2009, Fuller 2011, Fuller et al. 2010, Gu et al. 2013, Hosoya et al. 2010, Sagart 
2011, Sweeney and McCouch 2007), it is not unreasonable to assume that different 
strategies may have evolved convergently in the two groups for dealing with similar 
stresses. In fact, genetic precedent for this in rice has been established previously 
relative to aluminum toxicity tolerance where it was shown that different Al tolerance 
strategies can be employed across subpopulations which has potential importance for 
breeding (Famoso et al 2011).  
 
Roots are the front line of nutrient acquisition, and are usually where the plant’s 
partitioning decisions are first made. It follows that the correlations between ionomic 
phenotypes in roots would tend to be more pronounced than in the shoots. For roots 
(Figure 3.4), there is a clear bi-directional split along PC1 that explains a very large 
proportion of the variation in the data (69.9%). It also shows a very strong positive 
correlation between many of the mineral elements in the analysis (cluster II). 
Revealingly, the dry-weight of the root system (symbolized DW) was included in the 
analysis and is in strong opposition to cluster II. As part of the analysis pipeline, entire 
root systems were analyzed rather than sub-sampled in order to maximize the spectral 
signal, especially from the trace elements, when run through the ICP optical emission 
spectrometer. As such, in order to derive the concentration of each element in the 
sample expressed in g/kg (ppm), the undiluted sample values are divided by the 
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weight of the tissue in the analysis. Despite including root dry weight biomass in the 
Bayesian modeling of phenotypic means, it is our belief that including the dry weight 
of the root system in the denominator of the biologically interpretable metric ‘parts per 
million’ (ppm) induces a negative correlation between every mineral phenotype in the 
analysis and the weight of the root system. In turn, this also creates an artifactual, 
positive correlation between the ionomic phenotypes because they are often negatively 
correlated with a single variable (Pearson 1896). As such, separation of variables 
along PC2 in roots might be more informative in terms of defining biologically 
relevant relationships among members of the ionome.  
 
That being the case, it is interesting to note a few elements that do not exhibit this 
behavior. The elements in cluster I (namely Mo, B, Rb, Ni, and Li) all share a 
reasonably parallel unidirectional relationship with root dry weight, while Cu (and to 
an extent, Pb and Se) share a reasonably perpendicular relationship with root dry 
weight. Rb, Ni, and Li are among the elements in the analysis with less precise 
phenotypic measurements due to the analytical limitations of our platform and they 
tend to exhibit unpredictable relationships to other variables (phenotypic and genetic). 
Relationships with these phenotypes are likely stochastic, due to the quantity of 
missing data points that comprise them. Mo and B, on the other hand, are measured 
with high accuracy and precision and their positive correlation with dry weight may be 
a relationship with biological underpinnings.  
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Figure 3.4 PCA Biplot of the rice root ionome. Eigenvectors are displayed for each 
phenotype in the space defined by the first two principle components. The sub-
population identity is given for each of the points representing different accessions (I 
= indica; A = aus, R = tropical japonica, E = temperate japonica, M = aromatic 
(Group V), and X = admixed lines). 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































PC1	  -­‐	  69.9% PC2	  –	  7.0% 
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For shoots (Figure 3.5), the elemental analysis was conducted on a subsample of the 
entire dried homogenized shoot. As such, the variance in the weight of the tissue that 
was analyzed was low and as none of the relationships depicted are caveated by an 
induced correlation. In fact, the correlation between whole shoot dry weight biomass 
and ionomic concentration ranges from a varying negative correlation with a number 
of elements (cluster III) to no correlation with other phenotypes (clusters I and II). As 
such, PC1 and PC2 explain a much lower percentage of the variation in shoot tissue 
(19% and 13.4% respectively). Every principle component after PC2 explains less 
than 10% of the variation, but twelve principle components are needed before 80% of 
the variation is described. A scree plot analysis indicates that approximately 5 
principle components are needed before the variance explained becomes so low 
enough to disregard. The fact that 5 dimensions of 25th dimensional space are needed 
to describe most of the phenotypic variation of the ionome in the diversity panel 
highlights the complexity and depth of the relationships shared among traits in this 
correlated phenotypic network. It is also an indication that it will be likely challenging 
to define predictable physiological trade-offs between elements within the network 
without considering the rest of the ionome because the relationship between any two 
elements is highly dependent on other ionomic phenotypes.  
 
On a comparative note, it is interesting that in root tissue, Mo and B are positively 
correlated, but once partitioning to the shoot has taken place, they are negatively 
correlated in the shoots.  
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Figure 3.5 PCA Biplot of the rice shoot ionome. Eigenvectors are displayed for each 
phenotype in the space defined by the fist two principle components. The sub-
population identity is given for each of the points representing different accessions (I 
= indica; A = aus, R = tropical japonica, E = temperate japonica, M = aromatic 
(Group V), and X = admixed lines). 
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  –	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III 
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Genome-wide association analysis 
Understanding relationships among traits in a correlated network of phenotypes is an 
important hypothesis generating activity that helps to further the understanding of 
physiological networks and predict elemental trade-offs, but it does little to expose the 
underlying genetic basis for the observed relationships. To this end, genome-wide 
association (GWA) analysis for the ionome was conducted on the entire rice diversity 
panel as a whole, and individually on each of the corresponding subpopulations. 
Recently, a custom-designed high density Affymetrix fixed array with over 1,000,000 
features was used to genotype the 394 lines in this study (S. McCouch, Cornell 
University, personal communication). Efficient Mixed Model Association eXpedited 
(EMMAX;  (Kang et al. 2010)) was used to control for population structure and 
associate SNP genotypes (with minor allele frequencies (MAF) greater than five 
percent) to each of the univariate rice root and shoot ionomic phenotypes (See 
Supplementary Figures 3.3 – 3.102 for Manhattan plots, Quantile-Quantile plots, and 
phenotype distributions associated with the GWA analysis). A ‘peak’ in the GWA 
analysis was defined as having at least 3 SNPs within less than 500 kb of one another 
where, each SNP has a p-value of less than 1x10-4 and was greater than 500 kb from 
the next/previous peak. Using these critieria, a total of 362 significant regions were 
defined across the rice genome for all 50 phenotypes (24 elements plus dry weight 
biomass in roots and shoots; Supplemental Table 3.1). The average width of a peak 
was about 364kb and greater than 95% of the peaks were less than 1 MB in width 
(Figure 3.6). This is approaching the range of reported linkage disequilibrium for 
domesticated rice which has been calculated to be between 50-500kb (Garris et al. 
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2005, Mather et al. 2007, Olsen et al. 2006, Rakshit et al. 2007). Table 3.3 shows there 
were 24 regions that were coincident (within 500 kb of each other) across 
subpopulations for 16/48 elemental phenotypes. Nineteen of these 24 regions represent 
coincident regions between the entire population (ALL) and one or more 
subpopulations. Four of the 24 regions (all for K shoot concentration) were coincident 
only among subgroups in the Indica clade (indica and aus), and one curious region for 
Fe root concentration is found to be coincident between temperate japonica and aus, 
possibly representing an Indica/Japonica introgression at that region.  
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Figure 3.6 Histogram of peak length for GWA analysis and summary statistics.  
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Table 3.3 Summary of GWA regions coincident between subpopulation analyses. 
All positions are given in basepairs (bp) and are defined using the MSU7 assembly of 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Likewise, seven regions were identified as being coincident between roots and shoots 
for the same ionomic phenotype (Table 3.4). If validated, genes in these regions could 
be regulator genes that govern physiological pathways that control uptake of elements 
from the soil into the root, as well as other cellular cascades that repartition that 
element to the shoot. There were also 11 regions identified where five or more peaks 
overlapped for multiple phenotypes and were designated as genomic hotspots for 
ionomic phenotypes (Table 3.5). None of these regions were exclusive to phenotypes 
that would be predicted a priori based on elemental species that are chemical analogs 
of one another (i.e., micronutrients and heavy metals). Eight of the eleven hotspots are 
for root phenotypes (hotspots 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10), which could suggest that the 
associations between genotypes at these loci are driven by the strong correlation with 
root biomass exhibited by most of the root phenotypes. However, only hotspot 8 
(which was not enriched for root phenotypes) is also coincident with a GWA region 
significant for the root biomass phenotype, and even so the peak for root biomass in 
this region was only detected in the temperate japonica subpopulation, while all of the 
peaks that exhibit association in hotspot 8 are associated with their respective 
phenotypes only when the entire population is analyzed (see Supplementary Table 3.2 
for a complete summary of peaks related to biomass). Additionally, five of the eleven 
hotspots (1, 3, 5, 6, and 10) are significantly enriched for peaks that were detected 
only in one subpopulation. Considering that master regulator genes that govern 
downstream activation of other loci in response to ionic stimulus have been known to 
vary substantially across subpopulations (Famoso et al. 2011), this further supports the 
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hypothesis that these hotspots, if validated, could indicate regions of the rice genome 
that have broad and significant impact on the size, breadth, and distribution of the rice 
ionome. 
 
Prior to this study the bi-parental QTL analysis offered by (Norton et al. 2010) 
provided the most comprehensive attempt to describe the underlying genetic 
architecture of the rice ionome (17 elements). In their analysis they screened both the 
leaf and grain ionome of 105 F6 recombinant inbred line (RIL) plants derived from a 
cross between two divergent varieties (indica/aus: cv. Bala and a traditional upland 
tropical japonica: cv. Azucena) genotyped with 164 markers and grown in a flooded 
paddy at Huazhong Agricultural University in Wuhan, China. (It’s important to note 
here that the indica/aus designation of Bala is due to Bala being classified as an indica 
but the particular line used as a parent in this population is much more aus-like than 
other Bala genotypes). Their analysis yielded 36 QTL for leaves and 41 QTL for 
grain. Based on the mapped position of the peak markers in their analysis, and 
assuming one centi-Morgan in rice is equal to 240,000 base pairs, nine of their leaf 
QTL and seven of their grain QTL co-localized with 21 different GWA peaks for the 
same phenotypes in our analysis (Table 3.6). Most notably, peak 164 (from 
Supplementary Table 3.1) for As shoot concentration in the aus subpopulation is less 
than 400 kb from the approximated position of QTL qAs5 from Norton et al. (2010) 
for leaf As content. Interestingly, of the 8 GWA peaks in our analysis discovered for 
root content of Cu, Fe, Mg, and Ni that co-localized with QTL from Norton et al. 
(2010), six of them were coincident with QTL for grain concentration and the 
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remaining two were coincident only with putative leaf QTL (i.e. QTL crossing a 
threshold based on 1,000 permutations at alpha=0.1 as opposed to the standard 
alpha=0.05). Also of note is that of the 13 GWA peaks in our analysis for shoot As, 
Cd, K, Mg, Ni, and Se content that aligned with QTL for their respective phenotypes, 
four of them (two Cd peaks, one Mg and one Se peak) aligned with grain QTL while 
the remaining nine peaks aligned with leaf QTL. This again suggests the important 
implication that the first step to grain accumulation is remobilization from the roots to 
the shoots, and these QTL may be indicators of the portion of the genetic variance that 
controls both shoot and grain ionic concentration. 
 
Understanding the alignment of significant loci in our study with the previously 
published QTL analysis is not only a critical step toward validating the genome-wide 
association analysis, but because there was such high co-localization between shoot 
GWA hits and grain QTL the comparison also lends itself to a greater understanding 
of the partitioning of ionomic constituents to the edible tissues in rice, which is of 
paramount importance to breeding efforts, especially as those efforts intersect with 
human health and nutrition (as in the case of Cd and Se above). The comparison of the 
present study with (Norton et al. 2010) not only lends believability to the GWA peaks 
discovered here, but also implies that the genetic determinacy for the accumulation of 
elements of critical importance to human health, such as Cd and As, is tractable and 




Table 3.4 Summary of GWA peaks coincident across tissues. All positions are 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.5 Summary of GWA hotspots. All positions are given in basepairs (bp) 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Norton	  et	  al.	  
2009	  
Peak	  
Identifier	   Phenotype	  
Sub-­‐






qAs3-­‐LEAF	   166	   As-­‐shoot	   IND	   3	   35410744	   35589970	   -­‐2.284	  
qAs5-­‐LEAF	   164	   As-­‐shoot	   AUS	   5	   21268077	   21554491	   0.647	  
qCd7-­‐GRAIN	   179	   Cd-­‐shoot	   AUS	   7	   424382	   545121	   5.501	  
qCd9*-­‐
GRAIN	   173	   Cd-­‐shoot	   ALL	   9	   14814169	   15013054	   5.843	  
qCu2-­‐GRAIN	   29	   Cu-­‐root	   TRJ	   2	   24378805	   24459501	   -­‐3.048	  
	  	   22	   Cu-­‐root	   AUS	   2	   25761069	   25827209	   -­‐4.431	  
qFe3-­‐GRAIN	   33	   Fe-­‐root	   IND	   3	   31249805	   31298364	   -­‐2.203	  
qFe6*-­‐LEAF	   31	   Fe-­‐root	   AUS	   6	   665738	   1290375	   1.896	  
qK9.1-­‐LEAF	   252	   K-­‐shoot	   AUS	   9	   9605468	   9993344	   -­‐3.348	  
qK9.2-­‐LEAF	   253	   K-­‐shoot	   AUS	   9	   17114488	   18143973	   -­‐1.791	  
qMg1-­‐LEAF	   285	   Mg-­‐shoot	   AUS	   1	   35343330	   35494441	   1.171	  
qMg3-­‐GRAIN	   287	   Mg-­‐shoot	   IND	   3	   2273913	   2298354	   -­‐1.156	  
	  	   67	   Mg-­‐root	   AUS	   3	   3759765	   3768164	   -­‐2.642	  
qMg6-­‐LEAF	   289	   Mg-­‐shoot	   TEJ	   6	   3562814	   3602700	   -­‐1.740	  
qNi1.2*-­‐LEAF	   326	   Ni-­‐shoot	   AUS	   1	   18690404	   18725405	   4.082	  
	  	   106	   Ni-­‐root	   TEJ	   1	   23366321	   23591173	   -­‐0.594	  
qNi7*-­‐LEAF	   325	   Ni-­‐shoot	   ALL	   7	   19958320	   20561696	   -­‐0.572	  
	  	   328	   Ni-­‐shoot	   IND	   7	   22680383	   23231066	   -­‐3.294	  
qNi9*-­‐GRAIN	   103	   Ni-­‐root	   AUS	   9	   444217	   1399643	   4.853	  
	  	   104	   Ni-­‐root	   AUS	   9	   1904206	   2500461	   3.393	  
qSe1.2-­‐
GRAIN	   348	   Se-­‐shoot	   ALL	   1	   41244480	   41587329	   1.409	  
 
Table 3.6 Comparison of GWA Peaks with QTL from Norton et al. (2010). All 
positions are given using the MSU7 assembly of the rice genome. A minus symbol in 
the approximate position indicates the QTL is upstream from the coincident peak. * 
indicates QTL significant only at alpha=0.05.  
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Co-localization of GWA peaks with a priori candidate genes 
To begin to explore and annotate the GWA mapping results, a list of rice candidate 
genes for each phenotype was compiled using gene ontology (GO) terms related to the 
transport and movement of ions across plant cell membranes and throughout the plant. 
The same GO terms were also used to probe the Arabidopsis thaliana and Zea mays 
genomes for putative candidates. Rice orthologs of those genes were then identified 
and classified as putative candidates using the Ensembl COMPARA pipeline 
(www.ensembl.org/info/docs/compara/index.html). Combining the candidates 
identified by searching the rice genome directly, along with the putative candidate 
genes identified by orthology with A. thaliana and Z. mays, a total of 1,222 unique 
rice gene models were implicated for all of the ionomics phenotypes.  
 
The genes identified here provide an important, if preliminary and necessarily 
incomplete, genetic infrastructure upon which meaningful interpretation of GWA 
peaks can be conducted. This also provides a mechanism to quickly identify peaks for 
follow up analysis and targeted, hypothesis driven validation. In addition to the 
putative candidate genes, a list of 28 candidate genes, cloned and characterized in rice 
was also compiled (Table 3.7). All of the candidate genes cloned in rice for a given 
phenotype were combined with putative candidates for the same phenotype that fell 
within 500kb of a GWA peak and aligned with the distribution of SNPs on the 
Manhattan plots to improve the efficiency of peak annotation (See Supplementary 
Figures 3.3-3.52). Five of the 28 cloned candidate genes (YSL2, ZIP8, ZIP6, ZIP4 and 
ZIP5) co-localized with association hits for root concentration of Cu, Mn, Pb, and Zn, 
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respectively. The remaining cloned candidate genes were either not highlighted within 
a peak or the peak associated with them was not significant enough in our population 
to meet the useful, but arbitrary significance threshold of 1x10-4.  
 
A total of 163 GWA peaks for various root and shoot phenotypes aligned with 131 
putative candidate ion transport genes (Supplementary Table 3.3), some of which 
harbored significant SNPs in the gene models themselves (such SNPs are highlighted 
in red in Supplementary Figures 3.3 – 3.52). While some of this co-localization is 
expected by random chance (given the probability of a stochastically generated peak 
and the relative number and distribution of putative candidate genes across the 
genome for a given phenotype), it still offers compelling evidence that in many cases, 




Gene	  Name	   Chr	   Start	   Stop	   Candidacy	  Phenotypes	   Reference	  
ATX1	   2	   19466343	   19480380	   Fe	   Ganesh	  et	  al.	  2002	  
BOR1	   12	   23215284	   23219805	   B	   Nakagawa	  et	  al.	  2007	  
BOR3	   1	   3877069	   3899085	   B	   Nakagawa	  et	  al.	  2007	  
BOR4	   5	   4600956	   4607390	   B	   Nakagawa	  et	  al.	  2007	  
DMAS1	   3	   7227962	   7230747	   Fe	   Bashir	  et	  al.	  2006	  
FRO1	   4	   21997480	   22001824	   Fe	   Ishmaru	  et	  al.	  2006	  
FRO2	   4	   28993724	   28996525	   Fe	   Ishmaru	  et	  al.	  2006	  
IRT1	   3	   26279204	   26285071	   Cd,	  Co,	  Cu,	  Fe,	  Ni,	  Pb,Zn	   Bughio	  et	  al.	  2002	  
IRT2	   3	   26274320	   26275225	   Cd,	  Co,	  Cu,	  Fe,	  Ni,	  
Pb,Zn	  
Ishmaru	  et	  al.	  2006	  
Lsi1	   2	   31260376	   31264091	   Si	   Ma	  et	  al.	  2006	  
Lsi2	   3	   429476	   431876	   Si	   Ma	  et	  al.	  2006	  
NAAT1	   2	   11997090	   12002629	   Fe	   Inoue	  et	  al.	  2008	  
NAS1	   3	   10928201	   10929613	   Fe	   Inoue	  et	  al.	  2008	  
NAS2	   3	   10925187	   10926668	   Fe	   Inoue	  et	  al.	  2008	  
NAS3	   7	   29322102	   29323731	   Fe	   Inoue	  et	  al.	  2008	  
OsHKT1;5	   1	   11457931	   11462418	   Na	   Ren	  et	  al.	  2005	  
OsHMA3	   7	   7404750	   7408558	   Cd	   Miyadate	  et	  al.	  2011	  
OsLCT1	   6	   22565778	   22570985	   Cd	   Uraguchi	  et	  al.	  2011	  
Tpc1	   1	   27905564	   27919936	   Ca	   Kurusu	  et	  al.	  2004	  
YSL2*	   2	   26164518	   26169101	   Cu,	  Fe,	  Zn	   Koike	  et	  al.	  2004	  
ZIP1	   1	   42904522	   42906430	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Ramesh	  et	  al.	  2003	  
ZIP2	   3	   17006829	   17010137	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Ishimaru	  et	  al.	  2005	  
ZIP3	   4	   30893089	   30895447	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Ramesh	  et	  al.	  2003	  
ZIP4*	   8	   6266828	   6269910	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Ishimaru	  et	  al.	  2005	  
ZIP5*	   5	   23153854	   23156724	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Lee	  et	  al.	  2010	  
ZIP6*	   5	   3807951	   3810783	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Ishimaru	  et	  al.	  2005	  
ZIP7	   5	   5996577	   6000540	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Yang	  et	  al.	  2009	  
ZIP8*	   7	   7393491	   7396720	   Cd,	  Co,	  Mn,	  Ni,	  Pb,	  Zn	   Yang	  et	  al.	  2009	  
 
Table 3.7 Cloned rice candidate genes. Gene names marked with an * indicate that 
they were identified in the GWA analysis. All positions are given using the current 
(MSU7) rice reference genome assembly.   
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Annotation of selected GWA peaks - Molybdenum 
The most significant GWA peak in the entire GWA analysis is for molybdenum shoot 
concentration, surveyed across the entire RDP1 (Peak ID 296 in Supplementary Table 
3.1; Figure 3.7). This peak is coincident with similarly significant peaks in indica and 
tropical japonica. The peak extends across 633 kilobases of the distal region of the 
small arm of rice chromosome 8, and the negative LOG of the most significant SNP in 
the peak is 15.39. There are 99 gene models in the reference Nipponbare genome that 
fall within the region of this peak, and there are no cloned genes in rice known to 
specifically impact molybdenum concentration.  
 
One of the gene models (LOC_Osg0801120) under the peak was highlighted by the 
candidate gene analysis as being associated with the gene ontology term GO:0015098 
(“molybdate ion transmembrane transporter activity”). This gene is electronically 
annotated in the rice reference genome as an expressed putative sulfate transporter 
(sulfate is a known chemical analog of molybdate). The locus LOC_Os08g01120, 
(heretofore referred to as OsMOT1 ), is 455 residues in length and has a single exon. 
CLUSTAL W multiple sequence alignment (Larkin et al. 2007) shows 59% protein 
sequence identity with a similarly structured orthologous gene in A. thaliana recently 
described as AtMOT1 (AT2G25680; (Baxter et al. 2008, Tomatsu et al. 2007).  
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Figure 3.7 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for molybdenum shoot content. 
Blue SNPs have p-values less than 10-4, and red SNPs are in the candidate gene itself. 
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Haplotype analysis of OsMOT1 using the HDRA 
Mo shoot concentration in the diversity panel was normally distributed in the RDP1, 
and 10% of the variation was explained by subpopulation (p-value <0.0001; Figure 
3.8). The most notable pattern was observed within the Indica clade where the aus 
subpopulation tended to have the highest shoot Mo concentration, and the indica 
subpopulation had the lowest. In an effort to understand the underlying variation at 
this locus, haplotype analysis across the OsMOT1 gene was conducted based on the 
HDRA genotype data for the RDP1 (Figure 3.9). Three SNPs on the array were 
located within the OsMOT1 gene model and are found either in the 5’ untranslated 
region (5’ UTR), the exon, or the 3’ UTR. Furthermore, there were two SNPs on the 
array in the inter-genic space upstream of OsMOT1 . Using these 5 markers, nine 
distinct haplotypes were identified in the RDP1. Only the first four haplotypes were 
found at frequencies > 5%, and showed significant enrichment within one 
subpopulation or another. For example, out of 77 temperate japonica varieties, 73 
contained the ‘reference genotype’ (i.e., identical to the Nipponbare genome) at all 
SNPs under consideration. Likewise 44/46 indica lines and 46/69 tropical japonica 
lines harbored a variant allele only at the non-synonymous SNP in the exon. 
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Figure 3.8 Boxplots and histogram distributions of molybdenum shoot phenotype 
data. Each subpopulation is represented individually, and ALL represents the entire 
panel. Subpopulation identity explains 9.7% of the phenotypic variation for Mo shoot 

















































































































































































































Figure 3.9 LD and Haplotype analysis of region surrounding OsMOT1 . A) 
Haplotype analysis of OsMOT1 using the HDRA. SNPs in the haplotype analysis 
highlighted in dark red are in the inter-genic region upstream of the gene. SNPs inside 
the black outline are in the gene model. Light red SNPs are non-synonymous. SNPs 
highlighted in blue are in the gene model but present in the 3’/5’ UTR. Haplotype 
numbers highlighted in blue are specific to the Japonica clade, those in orange are 
specific to the Indica clade. Genotypes in dark green are identical to the reference 
genome (Nipponbare), Yellow represent the alternate allele. B) LD analysis of 100 kb 
region surrounding OsMOT1 based on genotype data from the HDRA on the diversity 
panel. LD Plot spans the region from chr8:75000 – chr8:100,000.  
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Only two haplotypes (‘Haplotype 3’ and ‘Haplotype 4’) were specific to a particular 
subpopulation (tropical japonica and aus, respectively), and offered shoot Mo 
concentration means significantly higher than the most abundant haplotype in the 
panel (‘Haplotype 1’). Haplotype variation, specifically in the tropical japonica 
subpopulation (which has the strongest peak among subpopulation-specific analyses), 
was bifurcated primarily between ‘Haplotype 1’ (66.6% frequency in tropical 
japonica) and ‘Haplotype 3’ (26% frequency in tropical japonica, 7.5% in ALL; 
Figure 3.10 A). These two haplotypes could be distinguished by either a SNP in the 
3’UTR of OsMOT1 (c8p86783) or by an upstream SNP (c8p83535). Individuals 
carrying ‘Haplotype 3’ had significantly higher average Mo shoot concentrations than 
other haplotypes (5.58 ppm compared to 3.86 ppm) in tropical japonica.  
Despite the fact that no formal peak was identified in the aus specific subpopulation 
analysis, haplotype variation at OsMOT1 was similarly bifurcated by two major 
haplotypes (‘Haplotype 1’ and ‘Haplotype 4’). ‘Haplotype 1’ was the most abundant 
haplotype in the entire panel (frequency of 47%), but had a frequency of 35% in the 
aus subpopulation. ‘Haplotype 4’, which had a frequency of 6% in the RDP1 was 
found in 62% of lines in the aus subpopulation. The locus explained 30.6% of the 
variation for Mo shoot concentration in aus (average of 4.77 ppm Mo for ‘Haplotype 
1’ compared to 6.33 ppm Mo for ‘Haplotype 4’) (Figure 3.10 B). Interestingly, the 
lines in the aus gene pool are monomorphic for the HDRA SNPs in the coding region 
of OsMOT1 , but ‘Haplotype 1’ and ‘Haplotype 4’ can be readily distinguished by a 
single SNP (c8p84414) upstream of the 5’ UTR.  
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Resulting from the fact that most of the subpopulation specific variation for Mo shoot 
concentration can be explained by two SNPs upstream of OsMOT1 and one SNP in 
the 3’ UTR, it is hypothesized that differences in gene expression of OsMOT1 are 
driving this gene’s contribution to the overall phenotypic variance for shoot Mo 
accumulation.   
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Figure 3.10 Subpopulation specific haplotype analysis of tropical japonica and 
aus. SNPs in the haplotype analysis highlighted in dark red are in the inter-genic 
region upstream of OsMOT1 . SNPs inside the black outline are in the gene model. 
Light red SNPs are non-synonymous. SNPs highlighted in blue are in the gene model 
but present in the 3’/5’ UTR. Haplotype numbers highlighted in blue are specific to 
the Japonica clade, those in light red are specific to the Indica clade. Genotypes in 




Sequence Analysis of OsMOT1 using re-sequenced lines 
To identify additional polymorphisms across OsMOT1 that might refute this 
hypothesis, full-length sequence variation was compared separately. We compared re-
sequencing data (7-50x genome coverage) across the region for 125 rice genomes 
(McCouch, S and Wright M personal communication), of which 52 lines were also 
included in the diversity panel, and thus we had both HDRA genotype data and Mo 
shoot phenotype data for each of them. Sequence variation was compared for the 
OsMOT1 coding region and approximately 3 kb of upstream DNA. 
 
For the transcribed portion of OsMOT1 , there were 3 non-synonymous SNPs in the 
exon and 5 SNPs in the 3’ UTR that were polymorphic among the lines for which both 
phenotypic data and re-sequencing information was available (Figure 3.11 A). 
Consistent with the haplotype analysis based on the HDRA data, all of the re-
sequenced temperate japonica lines were monomorphic for every SNP in the coding 
region of OsMOT1 , and the genetic variation at this locus in tropical japonica showed 
only two haplotype groups (‘CDS 1’ and ‘CDS 7’), both of which were found to be 
specific to the Japonica clade and completely monomorphic for the SNPs in the 
coding region of OsMOT1.  
 
More variation was observed among indica and aus lines, and haplotypes not 
discovered previously were identified in these groups, including two haplotypes 
(‘CDS 4’ and ‘CDS 6’) in the indica subpopulation and one haplotype (‘CDS 5’) in 
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the aus subpopulation. These haplotypes could be distinguished by non-synonymous 
SNP variation in the exon of OsMOT1. In addition to ‘CDS 5’, the aus subpopulation 
also exhibited two other haplotypes: ‘CDS 3’, distinguished by two polymorphisms in 
the 3’ UTR, and ‘CDS 2’ distinguished by a another single but different SNP in the 
3’UTR. Only one haplotype (‘CDS 3’) was found to be present across clades, and was 
notably more abundant in the Indica varietal group, and specifically the aus 
subpopulation. When all of the lines in the RDP1 were considered together, three 
haplotypes (‘CDS 4’, ‘5’, and ‘7’) explained a trivial amount of phenotypic variation.  
 
To investigate the hypothesis that variation in the upstream, promoter region of 
OsMOT1 might be driving Mo shoot accumulation, sequence analysis was similarly 
performed based on 1,908 base pairs upstream of OsMOT1 (Figure 3.11 B). There 
were 105 polymorphic SNPs in this “promoter” region for the phenotyped re-
sequenced lines, and 28 of them explained a statistically significant amount of the 
phenotypic variation for Mo shoot content, either in the RDP1 as a whole, and/or 
when evaluated in a subpopulation-specific manner. These 28 SNPs were 
subsequently used to create upstream haplotypes. A total of 12 upstream haplotypes 
were defined using these 28 SNPs. Three haplotypes (‘Upstream 1’, ‘3’, and ‘6’) were 
specific to the Japonica clade, and seven (‘Upstream 5’, ‘7’, ‘8’, ‘9’, ‘10’, ‘11’, and 
‘12’) were specific to the Indica clade. Only two haplotypes were present across 
varietal groups (‘Upstream 2’ and ‘4’), but even then were defined by much higher 
frequencies in either the Japonica clade (‘Upstream 2’) or the Indica clade (‘Upstream 
4’). Similar to the sequence analysis of the coding region of OsMOT1 , only 3 
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upstream haplotypes (‘Upstream 5’, ‘6’, and ‘7’) explained a significant, but small 
portion of the phenotypic variance. ‘Upstream 7’ is an exception, explaining 14.7% of 
the phenotypic variance, largely due to the fact that it is specific to the indica 
subpopulation and is characteristically found in lines that have low shoot Mo 
concentrations (~2.8ppm).   
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Figure 3.11 Sequence analysis of the CDS region and upstream regulatory region 
of OsMOT1 .	  A) SNPs shown represent all SNPs in the gene model for which there is 
variation among resequenced and phenotyped lines. SNPs highlighted in light red are 
non-synonymous. SNPs highlighted in blue are found in the 3’ UTR. SNPs inside the 
black rectangle are in the exon of OsMOT1 , An ‘*’ indicates that the SNPs are in the 
coding region of a putative flap endonuclease gene (LOC_08g01130) in the reverse 
direction on the complimentary strand, ‘+’ indicates a SNP in the 3’ UTR of 
LOC_08g01130, and SNPs highlighted in dark blue represent non-synonymous 
polymorphisms in the coding region of the overlapping gene. Haplotype numbers 
highlighted in blue are specific to the Japonica clade, those in light red are specific to 
the Indica clade. Genotypes in green are identical to the reference genome 
(Nipponbare), Yellow represents the alternate allele, and non-highlighted nucleotides 
represent missing data. The numbers in brackets preceding the average shoot 
molybdenum concentration indicate the number of resequenced and phenotyped lines 
with that haplotype that contribute to the phenotypic average. B)	  SNPs shown 
represent only SNPs upstream of OsMOT1 that explained a significant percentage of 
the shoot Mo concentration in the resequenced lines. Asterisks indicate significance at 
the 0.05 (**) and 0.1 (*) levels. SNPs highlighted in blue are significant when only 
tropical japonica germplasm is considered. SNPs in orange are significant only when 
indica germplasm is considered. SNPs in yellow are significant when the entire 
population of phenotyped individuals is considered. SNP c8p85415 (unhighlighted) 
was not significant in this population, but is present in the HDRA and explains 25.3% 
of the shoot Mo variation in aus in the diversity panel.  
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Subpopulation-specific sequence analysis of the CDS region of OsMOT1 revealed low 
levels of variation, particularly within the Japonica clade. The two tropical japonica-
specific haplotypes (‘CDS 1’ and ‘CDS 7’) differed at only 3 SNPs in the 3’UTR and 
yet haplotype variation in tropical japonica explained 32% of the phenotypic variation 
for Mo shoot content (Figure 3.12 A). Considering that exonic variation across 
OsMOT1 is low despite abundant phenotypic diversity, it can be concluded that it is 
unlikely that variation in the coding region of this candidate gene is driving natural 
variation for Mo shoot uptake. 
 
Subpopulation-specific sequence analysis of the inter-genic upstream region proved to 
be much more useful in terms of explaining significant differences in shoot 
molybdenum content. Similar to the tropical japonica haplotypes for the coding 
region of OsMOT1 , two upstream haplotypes were identified for this subpopulation 
(Figure 3.12 B). Twenty-three of the 28 SNPs upstream of OsMOT1 explained a 
significant portion of the phenotypic variance for Mo shoot concentration among 
tropical japonica lines and were used to define upstream haplotypes. Among the 
resequenced and phenotyped lines, haplotype ‘Upstream 1’ was characterized entirely 
by reference alleles at all 23 loci in question and was found at very low frequency 
(~5%). The remaining 17 lines were split between haplotypes ‘Upstream 3’ and 
‘Upstream 6’ in a nearly 2:1 fashion (frequencies of 66% and 33%, respectively). 
Haplotype ‘Upstream 3’ was characterized by reference alleles at 22/23 SNPs and 
explained 47% of the phenotypic variance (Average Mo: 4.8ppm). Similarly, 
haplotype ‘Upstream 6’ explained 35% of the phenotypic variance and was 
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characterized by non-reference alleles at 22/23 SNPs. Among the lines under 
consideration, ‘Upstream 6’ is always associated with the genic haplotype ‘CDS 7’ 
which is identified by the 3 non-reference alleles in the 3’UTR. The correlation 
between the strong phenotypic differences and the dramatically different regulatory 
haplotypes, combined with the high level of conservation in the exon of OsMOT1 , 
supports the hypothesis that, at least in the tropical japonica subpopulation, 







Figure 3.12 CDS and upstream haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in tropical 
japonica among resequenced lines. A) Coding haplotypes of OsMOT1 in tropical 
japonica. SNPs shown represent all SNPs in the gene model for which there is 
variation among phenotyped and resequenced lines. SNPs highlighted in light red are 
non-synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs highlighted in blue are SNPs 
found in the 3’ UTR. SNPs inside the black rectangle are in the exon itself. An “*” 
indicates that the SNPs are in the coding region of a putative flap endonuclease gene 
(LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the complimentary strand, “+” indicates a 
SNP in the 3’ UTR of the overlapping gene, and SNPs highlighted in dark blue 
represent non-synonymous polymorphisms in the coding region of the overlapping 
gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also present in the HDRA and explains 
32% of the phenotypic variation for shoot Mo content among the tropical japonica 
lines in the diversity panel. B)	  Haplotypes present in the upstream region of OsMOT1 
that are present in tropical japonica germplasm. Only SNPs that explained a 
significant portion of the variation of shoot Mo concentration in tropical japonica 
were included (significance as indicated by the double asterisks). SNP c8p84536 
(indicated with a # tag) is likewise present in the HDRA and explains 29.5% of the 




Figure 3.12 CDS and upstream haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in tropical japonica among resequenced lines. A) Coding 
haplotypes of OsMOT1 in tropical japonica. SNPs shown represent all SNPs in the gene model for which there is variation among 
phenotyped and resequenced lines. SNPs highlighted in light red are non-synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs 
highlighted in blue are SNPs found in the 3’ UTR. SNPs inside the black rectangle are in the exon itself. An “*” indicates that the 
SNPs are in the coding region of a putative flap endonuclease gene (LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the complimentary 
strand, “+” indicates a SNP in the 3’ UTR of the overlapping gene, and SNPs highlighted in dark blue represent non-synonymous 
polymorphisms in the coding region of the overlapping gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also present in the HDRA 
and explains 32% of the phenotypic variation for shoot Mo content among the tropical japonica lines in the diversity panel. B)!
Haplotypes present in the upstream region of OsMOT1 that are present in tropic l japonica g rmplasm. Only SNPs that explained a 
significant portion of the variation of shoot Mo concentration in tropical japonica were included (significance as indicated by the 
double asterisks). SNP c8p84536 (indicated with a # tag) is likewise present in the HDRA and explains 29.5% of the phenotypic 
variation among tropical japonica lines in the diversity panel.
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Haplotypes ‘CDS 2’, ‘CDS 3’, and ‘CDS 5’ were all present in the aus subpopulation, 
and one (‘CDS 5’) was specific to aus and characterized by a non-synonymous SNP 
variant in the exon. However, none of the CDS haplotypes present in aus explained a 
significant portion of the phenotypic variance among aus lines (Figure 3.13 A). There 
were no SNPs in the upstream region that were significant for Mo shoot content, 
specifically among aus lines, so upstream haplotypes for this subpopulation were 
defined using only the 8 SNPs that were shown to be significant when regressed on 
Mo shoot phenotype data for the entire diversity panel. Among the 4 upstream 
haplotypes present in the aus subpopulation (‘Upstream 4’, ‘5’, ‘8’, and ‘10’), only 
two were found in appreciable frequency in aus (‘Upstream 4’ and ‘5’; Figure 3.13B). 
None of the regulatory haplotypes explained a significant amount of phenotypic 
variance among the resequenced aus lines, but one SNP (c8p84414 at MSU7 position 
85415), while it did not show significance when regressed on the phenotype data for 
the re-sequenced lines, explained 25% of the phenotypic variation of Mo shoot content 
in the RDP1. The alternate allele for this SNP in aus is in perfect LD with haplotype 
‘Upstream 5’ and ‘CDS 5’ which exhibit slightly (though not significantly) higher Mo 
concentrations in aus (5.2ppm vs. 4.4ppm). While this is markedly different from the 
circumstances in tropical japonica, it isn’t surprising considering the fact that the 
GWA peak highlighting this candidate gene is very significant in the GWA analysis 
for ALL and for tropical japonica, but is not present in aus. The fact that a single SNP 
upstream of OsMOT1 explains a significant difference in shoot Mo concentration of 
aus lines in the diversity panel, but not among the resequenced lines, could be 
explained by a low sample size (55 lines vs. 13 lines) among the resequenced lines. 
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Variation in the indica sub-population was similar to aus in that two out of the 4 CDS 
haplotypes present in the resequenced indica lines were defined by non-synonymous 
SNP variation in the exon that was specific to the indica subpopulation. Despite that, 
every haplotype present in indica likewise failed to explain a significant portion of the 
variance for Mo shoot uptake when only indica lines were considered (Figure 3.14A). 
Additionally none of the six haplotypes present in the indica subpopulation explain a 
significant amount of phenotypic variance (Figure 3.14B). It is notable however that 
one haplotype (‘CDS 3’), which is differentiated from the reference genome at only 
two SNPs in the 3’UTR, has a frequency of 33% in resequenced aus lines (the high 
Mo accumulating subpopulation, average ~6ppm) and only 10% among the 
resequenced indica lines (the low Mo accumulating subpopulation, average ~3.5ppm). 
‘CDS 3’ is also in perfect LD with ‘Upstream 4’ among aus lines and has the same 
frequency. Interestingly, the Indonesian indica accession “Sigadis” (NSFTV207) is the 
only indica that was both resequenced and phenotyped. It possesses these aus-like 
haplotypes and its shoot Mo concentration is almost double (6ppm vs. 3.5ppm) that of 
the other indica accessions. The fact that this one indica line possesses an aus-like 
promoter and 3’UTR and exhibits enhanced shoot Mo content relative to other indica 
lines provides evidence that even in aus, where OsMOT1 may not be the primary 
driver of shoot Mo concentration, when introgressed into an indica background, 
exhibits significant phenotypic gains. Further, the significant phenotypic impact of the 
aus introgression in Sigadis provides evidence that it is the promoter region of the 






Figure 3.13 CDS and upstream, haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in aus among 
resequenced lines. A) aus haplotypes in the coding region of OsMOT1 among the 
resequenced population. The number in brackets following the average phenotypic 
value for each haplotype indicates the number of lines in the resequenced population 
for which phenotypic information is available. SNPs highlighted in light red are non-
synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs highlighted in blue are SNPs found 
in the 3’ UTR. SNPs inside the black rectangle are in the exon itself. An “*” indicates 
that the SNPs are in the coding region of a putative flap endonuclease gene 
(LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the complimentary strand, “+” indicates a 
SNP in the 3’ UTR of the overlapping gene, and SNPs highlighted in dark blue 
represent non-synonymous polymorphisms in the coding region of the overlapping 
gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also present in the HDRA, but was 
monomorphic in aus. B) Haplotypes from the resequenced dataset in the upstream 
region of OsMOT1 . Significance is similarly denoted with (*) or (**) and only SNPs 
that explained a significant portion of the variance when the entire population were 
considered. None of the SNPs were significant when only considering aus germplasm. 
SNP c8p85415 (indicated with a # tag) did not significantly explain any phenotypic 
variance in this population but did explain 25.3% of the phenotypic variance for shoot 
Mo content in aus in the diversity panel genotyped with the HDRA.  146 
 
Figure 3.13 CDS and upstream, haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in aus among resequenced lines. A) aus haplotypes in the 
coding region of OsMOT1 among the resequenced population. The number in brackets following the average phenotypic value for 
each haplotype indicates the number of lines in the resequenced population for which phenotypic information is available. SNPs 
highlighted in light red are non-synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs highlighted in blue are SNPs found in the 3’ UTR. 
SNPs inside the black rectangle are in the exon itself. An “*” indicates that the SNPs are in the coding region of a putative flap 
endonuclease gene (LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the complimentary strand, “+” indicates a SNP in the 3’ UTR of 
the overlapping gene, and SNPs highlighted in dark blue represent non-synonymous polymorphisms in the coding region of the 
overlapping gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also present in the HDRA, but was monomorphic in aus. B) 
Haplotypes from the resequenced dataset in the upstream region of OsMOT1 . Significance is similarly denoted with (*) or (**) and 
only SNPs that explained a significant portion of the variance when the entire population were considered. None of the SNPs were 
significant when only considering aus germplasm. SNP c8p85415 (indicated with a # tag) did not significantly explain any 
phenotypic variance in this population but did explain 25.3% of the phenotypic variance for shoot Mo content in aus in the 







Figure 3.14 CDS and upstream haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in indica among 
resequenced lines. A) Coding haplotypes of OsMOT1 in indica. SNPs shown 
represent all SNPs in the gene model for which there is variation among phenotyped 
lines. Highlighted in red are non-synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs 
highlighted in blue are SNPs found in the 3’ UTR. SNPs inside the black rectangle are 
in the exon itself. An “*” indicates that the SNPs are in the coding region of a putative 
flap endonuclease gene (LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the 
complimentary strand, “+” indicates a SNP in the 3’ UTR of the overlapping gene, and 
SNPs highlighted in dark blue represent non-synonymous polymorphisms in the 
coding region of the overlapping gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also 
present in the HDRA, but was monomorphic in indica. B) indica haplotypes from the 
resequenced dataset in the upstream region of OsMOT1 . Significance is similarly 
denoted with (*) or (**) and only SNPs that explained a significant portion of the 
variance when the entire population (unhighlighted) or just the indica subpopulation 





Figure 3.14 CDS and upstream haplotype structure of OsMOT1 in indica among resequenced lines. A) Coding haplotypes of 
OsMOT1 in indica. SNPs shown represent all SNPs in the gene model for which there is variation among phenotyped lines. 
Highlighted in red are non-synonymous and in the exon of OsMOT1 , SNPs highlighted in blue are SNPs found in the 3’ UTR. 
SNPs inside the black rectangle are in the exon itself. An “*” indicates that the SNPs are in the coding region of a putative flap 
endonuclease gene (LOC_08g01130) in the reverse direction on the complimentary strand, “+” indicates a SNP in the 3’ UTR of 
the overlapping gene, and SNPs highlight d in dark blu  represent non-synonymous polymorphisms in the coding region of the 
overlapping gene. SNP c8p87784 (indicated with a # tag) is also present in the HDRA, but was monomorphic in indica. B) indica 
haplotypes from the resequenced dataset in the upstream region of OsMOT1 . Significance is similarly denoted with (*) or (**) and 
only SNPs that explained a significant portion of the variance when the entire population (unhighlighted) or just the indica 
subpopulation (highlighted in orange) were considered.
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Gene co-expression network analysis of OsMOT1  
Further evidence supporting the role that gene expression of OsMOT1 might play in 
determining shoot Mo concentration is found using gene co-expression network 
analysis. When OsMOT1 is used as a single gene query in the riceFREND gene co-
expression network database (Sato et al. 2013) a small network with 11 nodes and 10 
edges is revealed (MR=7, Hierarchy=3). Intriguingly, two gene models 
(LOC_Os01g61070 and LOC_Os011g38790) not identified in the gene ontology-
based candidate gene analysis were found to be co-expressed with OsMOT1 (Figure 
3.15) and are each found within 500kb of a GWA peak in our analysis for 
molybdenum root concentration in temperate japonica (Peak_IDs 94 and 95, 
respectively, in Supplementary Table 3.1). The specificity to temperate japonica is not 
surprising, considering the data that underlies riceFREND is collected largely on the 
temperate japonica reference accession ‘Nipponbare.’ It is also interesting regarding 
shoot Mo concentration to note that temperate japonica is the only sub-population for 
which there is no GWA peak in the region of OsMOT1 for Mo shoot concentration, 
but there is a region of elevated significance on chromosome 11 that co-localizes with 
GWA peak #95, and with LOC_Os11g38790 (from the co-expression analysis). Given 
the low level of polymorphism in OsMOT1 in the temperate japonica subpopulation, 
it is not unreasonable to expect that OsMOT1 would not show significance in the 
GWA mapping analysis for that subpopulation, and that in a genomic background 
where the primary driver of shoot Mo relocation is fixed, other genes related more 
generally to whole-plant Mo accumulation might be significant. The fact that the two 
GWA peaks that co-localize with gene models co-expressed with OsMOT1 are 
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significant only in a background where variation at OsMOT1 is fixed might suggest 
that temperate japonica is a good target for investigating Mo accumulation 
mechanisms that may be underrepresented (or simply have a smaller phenotypic 
effect) in the other, more variable, rice gene pools.  
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Figure 3.15 Gene co-expression network of OsMOT1 . Results from a single gene 
search query using OsMOT1 in the RiceFrend gene co-expression database 
(http://ricefrend.dna.affrc.go.jp/). The network (Hierarchy: 3, MR:7) has 11 nodes and 
10 edges. LOC_Os01g61070 (annotated as an expressed heavy metal-associated 
domain containing protein) and LOC_Os11g38790 (annotated as an expressed protein) 
co-localize with peaks 94 and 95 in the GWA analysis for root Mo concentration in 
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Molybdenum is required as a cofactor for nitrogen and sulfur metabolism in all plants, 
and plays an important role in abscisic acid biosynthesis. Despite it’s essential role, 
very little is known about its uptake and regulation, nor about the genetics controlling 
these activities. Baxter et al. (2008) and Tomatsu et al. (2007) have elucidated some of 
the genetic control of molybdenum uptake and transport in A. thaliana, but nothing is 
currently known about similar mechanisms in rice or any other major crop plant. By 
mapping ionomic traits in rice, we implicate OsMOT1 as one of the primary genes 
responsible for uptake of molybdenum into rice shoots and hypothesize that the 
mechanism driving the phenotypic variation is related to differential gene expression 
across lines.  
 
Annotation of selected GWA peaks – Sodium 
Next to the GWA peak for molybdenum shoot content, the next most significant peaks 
in the analysis are found in conjunction with sodium shoot concentration in aus (Peak 
ID 306, 311, and 314 respectively). Of the three, two are specific to the aus 
subpopulation (Peaks 306 and 311) and one peak (Peak ID 314) co-localizes with a 
similarly significant peak for sodium shoot concentration detected when the entire 
RDP1 is considered as a whole (Figure 3.16). The aus subpopulation is adapted to the 
Ganges river basin in northwestern India and Bangladesh and has contributed alleles 
for salt tolerance in the past (Thomson et al. 2010). The three peaks span 1.6, 0.6, and 
0.59 megabases respectively and in each case the peak SNP has a negative LOG p-
value of more than 8.4. There are 297 gene models in the Nipponbare reference 
genome under peak 306 on chromosome 1, none of which were identified using the 
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candidate gene search. However, one locus annotated as the small heat shock protein 
(sHSPs) sodium and lithium tolerant 1 (SLT1) did co-localize with this peak and has 
been implicated in sodium transport in the past (Antoine et al. 2005, Matsumoto et al. 
2001). Peak 311 located on chromosome 4 harbored only 85 genes underneath it. 
Among them include three widely studied high affinity potassium transporters 
(OsHKT1;1, OsHKT1;2, and OsHKT1;4; (Garciadeblas et al. 2003). In addition to the 
HKT transporters there was also one gene (LOC_Os04g51610) under the peak 
annotated as a sodium/calcium exchange p-type ATPase that was highlighted in the 
candidate gene search. Interesting, the three SNPs in this peak that were found to be 
within a gene model for a candidate gene were found in two of the introns (intron 6 
and intron 33) of this candidate gene, and not in any of the HKT transporters in the 
region. The third peak (Peak 314) was located on chromosome 8 and included 113 
genes. Among them, only two were identified in the candidate gene search 
(LOC_Os08g43690 and LOC_Os08g44310) with the first gene annotated as a member 
of the monovalent cation:proton anti-porter-2 family. The second ,candidate, 
LOC_Os08g44310, is not described in rice, but was highlighted by the candidate gene 
search because it is an ortholog of the Z. mays gene GRMZM2g067235, which is 
associated with the gene ontology term GO:0006816 describing mitochondrial 
sodium/calcium ion exchange. In addition to these three major peaks, there were nine 




Figure	  3.16	  Manhattan and Quantile-Quantile plots for sodium shoot content. 
Blue SNPs have p-values less than 10-4, and red SNPs are located in a candidate gene 
itself. Highlighted in red are the high-affinity potassium transporters co-localizing 
with peak 311 on chromosome 4 in the aus subpopulation, and in blue is sodium and 




































































































































Figure 3.17 Overview of peaks for sodium shoot content in aus. Hits highlighted in 
red indicate peaks that co-localize with known rice sodium transporters, green with 
putative candidate genes, and purple where no candidates were detected. ‘*’ indicates 
a the candidate genes are associated with a region of elevated significance that was not 

















































































































































Haplotype analysis of OsSLT1 using the HDRA 
Sodium shoot concentration in the diversity panel was normally distributed, and 
exhibited statistically significant variation across subpopulations, but due to the 
significant variance still present within each subpopulation, the subpopulation identity 
only explained 3.5% of the phenotypic variation (p-value 0.0001; Figure 3.18). 
Notably, the mean of the aus subpopulation is lower than all the others, but even this 
gene pool has significant outliers. Noting that one of the most significant GWA peaks 
was found to co-localize with OsSLT1 only in the aus analysis, and that aus has the 
lowest average shoot sodium content, is adapted to regions known for saline soils, and 
has donated alleles contributing to salt tolerance in the past, haplotype analysis was 
conducted at the OsSLT1 gene to try to explain some of the Na shoot phenotypic 
variance (Figure 3.19). OsSLT1 is a member of a recently discovered class of plant 
specific heat shock domain containing proteins similar to the small heat shock family 
of proteins (sHSPs). sHSPs-like proteins have been shown to be an important class of 
stress-related genes that have been demonstrated to be critical for response to 
temperature, water deficit, and osmotic balance (Antoine et al. 2005). The SLT1 class 
of proteins was first discovered in Nicotiana benthamiana and A. thaliana via yeast 
mutant complementation tests, where Na sensitive mutant yeast strains harboring 
either the tobacco or Arabidopsis orthologs of SLT1 showed enhanced tolerance to 
sodium and lithium toxicity via the CaN and SPK1/Hal4 signal transduction pathways. 
Interestingly, this gene has been shown to be constitutively expressed in rice, tobacco, 
and Arabidopsis (Sarkar et al. 2009) and Na/Li tolerance in yeast only occurred after 
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cleavage of the C-terminal domain of the Arabidopsis and tobacco proteins, implying 
a post-translational mechanism of auto-inhibition/activation (Matsumoto et al. 2001). 
The C-terminally truncated OsSLT1 from rice has been shown to provide enhanced 
heat tolerance when heterologously expressed in recombinant E. coli and was shown 
to exhibit ATP independent molecular chaperone activity. Unlike the orthologs in 
Arabidopsis and tobacco, OsSLT1 has not previously been implicated in sodium or 
lithium homeostasis (Antoine et al. 2005).  
 
 There were a total of nine SNPs from the HDRA in the OsSLT1 gene model on the 
HDRA. Three of the SNPs are in the 5’UTR, three non-synonymous and two 
synonymous SNPs in the single exon of the gene, and one SNP is found in the 3’UTR. 
Using these 9 markers, nine distinct haplotypes were identified in the RDP1, the first 
five of which occurred with appreciable frequency in the population, and showed 
significant enrichment for one subpopulation or another (Figure 3.19). The aus 
subpopulation, in particular, had 4 distinct haplotypes, one of which (‘Haplotype 3’) 
displayed a markedly lower average sodium shoot content (260 ppm verses 297 ppm) 
and explained 3% of the phenotypic variance (p-value 0.0010) when the entire RDP1 
was considered. There were other haplotypes (notably ‘Haplotype 9’) that were 
extremely rare in the population, but also exhibited comparatively low shoot sodium 
values. If that variation were indeed driven by genetic diversity at OsSLT1, it would 
not have been detected due to the low statistical power of GWA to detect the effects of 
rare alleles. Since only variation in aus showed a wide range of phenotypic classes, it 
is not surprising that only the analysis specific to the aus subpopulation would exhibit 
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a peak in this region. When only the aus lines are considered for the haplotype 
analysis, the two most abundant haplotypes in aus (‘Haplotypes 3’ and ‘5’) show 
dramatically different levels of shoot sodium and explain 20% and 15% of the 
phenotypic variation, respectively (Figure 3.20). These two haplotypes are 
distinguished by variation for one SNP in the 5’UTR of OsSLT1, but are otherwise 
identical. There is variation at one of the non-synonymous SNPs in the aus gene pool, 
but the minor allele frequency is reasonably low and as such does not explain a 
significant amount of phenotypic variance. 
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Figure 3.18 Boxplots and histogram distributions of sodium shoot phenotype 
data. Each subpopulation is represented individually, and ALL represents the entire 
panel. Subpopulation identity explains 3.6% of the phenotypic variation for Na shoot 






































































































































































































































Figure 3.19 LD and Haplotype analysis of region surrounding OsSLT1 . A) 
Haplotype and B) LD analysis of region surrounding OsSLT1 based on genotype data 
from the HDRA on the diversity panel. SNPs in the haplotype analysis highlighted in 
light red SNPs are non-synonymous, light green are synonymous, and SNPs 
highlighted in blue are in the gene model but present in the 3’/5’ UTR. Haplotype 
numbers highlighted in blue are specific to the Japonica clade, those in orange are 
specific to the Indica clade. Genotypes in dark green are identical to the reference 
genome (Nipponbare), Yellow represent the alternate allele. LD Plot spans the region 











































































































































































































































































Figure 3.20 Subpopulation specific haplotype analysis of OsSLT1 in aus. A) SNPs 
in the haplotype analysis highlighted light red SNPs are non-synonymous, green are 
synonymous SNPs highlighted in blue are in the gene model but present in the 3’/5’ 
UTR. Genotypes in dark green are identical to the reference genome (Nipponbare), 
Yellow represent the alternate allele. B) Screenshot of the OsSLT1 gene and transcript 







































































































































































































Sequence Analysis of OsSLT1 using re-sequenced lines 
Sequence analysis of SLT1 was conducted using the set of resequenced lines described 
for the OsMOT1 analysis in order to more fully explore the impact of genetic variation 
at this locus on Na shoot concentration. There were 14 total SNPs in the OsSLT1 gene 
model: six in the 5’UTR, six in the exon (two synonymous and four non-synonymous) 
and two in the 3’UTR (Figure 3.21). Together these variants created seven distinct 
haplotypes across the entire population, with two specific haplotypes private to the 
Japonica clade (‘CDS 2’ and ‘CDS 7’), one specific to the Indica clade, and one 
specific to the aus subpopulation (‘CDS 6). Lines containing ‘CDS 6’, the aus 
haplotype, had markedly lower average shoot sodium content, and when regressed on 
the phenotype, explained 18% of the variation (p-value .001). When the analysis was 
repeated and limited to only the four haplotypes present in the aus lines (‘CDS 1, 4, 5, 
and 6), a very different pattern emerged. Only haplotypes ‘CDS 4’ and ‘CDS 6’ 
occurred at frequencies >10% and while the phenotypic averages were quite different 
in the RDP1 as a whole, when only the aus lines were included in the comparison, the 
means of the two haplotype classes were not significantly different. Haplotypes ‘CDS 
5’ and ‘CDS 1’ were rare among the aus lines (but more common among the higher 
accumulating indica and tropical japonica lines), but the aus lines with these 
haplotypes had phenotypic values markedly higher than the aus average (268 ppm and 
335 ppm, respectively), more on par with or higher than the subpopulation averages of 
indica and tropical japonica. These two haplotypes are also distinguished from the 




Figure 3.21 Sequence analysis of OsSLT1 . A) SNPs shown represent all SNPs in the 
gene model for which there is variation among resequenced and phenotyped lines. 
SNPs highlighted in light red are non-synonymous, green are synonymous, and SNPs 
highlighted in blue are found in the 5’/3’ UTR. An ‘*’ indicates the SNP that was 
likewise present on the HDRA and distinguished the two aus haplotypes that 
explained 21% and 16% of the phenotypic variance each. Haplotype numbers 
highlighted in blue are specific to the Japonica clade, those in light red are specific to 
the Indica clade. Genotypes in green are identical to the reference genome 
(Nipponbare), Yellow represents the alternate allele. The numbers in brackets 
proceeding the average shoot sodium concentration indicate the number of 
resequenced and phenotyped lines with that haplotype that contribute to the 






































































































































































































































































































































Analysis of OsSLT1 with near-isogenic admixed lines 
It is clear that patterns of haplotype variation at OsSLT1 are consistent with the GWA 
analysis and this region of the genome is significant for shoot Na accumulation in the 
diversity panel when grown in hydroponics . In order to investigate the effect that the 
aus alleles have on salt tolerance under stress, near-isogenic lines (NILs) developed 
from a cross between the tropical japonica variety ‘Jefferson’ and the aus-like wild 
rice Oryza rufipogon (accession IRGC105491) were screened under salt stress. Five 
distinct lines were available for analysis: the two parental genotypes and three NILs, 
each backgrossed 3 times to the tropical japonica parent, and sharing the same 
background introgressions from the wild donor variety. The tropical japonica parent 
carries haplotype ‘CDS 5’ that is rare in aus but common in indica and tropical 
japonica, and the O. rufipogon donor line carries haplotype ‘CDS 6’. This haplotype is  
specific to the aus subpopulation, and distinguished from ‘CDS 5’ by a non-
synonymous SNP in the exon, a synonymous SNP in the exon, and 5 SNPs in the 5’/3’ 
UTR of the OsSLT1 gene.  
 
The three NILs differed from each other primarily in the region surrounding OsSLT1 , 
and had very similar background introgressions in the rest of the genome (Figure 3.22; 
Supplementary Table 3.4). Line 141_2-1 harbored O. rufipogon alleles from 0.6 to 
20.2 megabases on the distal end of the short arm of chromosome 1. This introgression 
covers the OsSLT1 region as well as a region containing the OsHKT1;5, OsHKT2;3, 
and a previously identified QTL for salt tolerance known as the Saltol QTL (Thomson 
et al. 2010). Line 141_2-6 harbors O. rufipogon alleles at the SalTol/HKT region, but 
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harbors tropical japonica alleles in the region of OsSLT1 , specifically the ‘CDS 5’ 
haplotype of OsSLT1 . Thus comparisons between these two lines should highlight the 
effect of the OsSLT1 region on the phenotype. Line 141_2-11 harbors only ‘Jefferson’ 
alleles on chromosome 1, but has very similar introgressions of O. rufipogon in the 
rest of the genome and was included to estimate the effects. Five replicates each of 
treatment and control plants were grown under controlled conditions and bottom 
watered with either elevated sodium (EC of 18 using NaCl) or standard modified 
Magnavaca’s solution (Famoso et al. 2010) at pH 5.8.  
 
Figure 3.22 illustrates both the Na shoot concentration of each line and the Na/K ratio 
in the shoot tissue (a well-known proxy for salt tolerance in the field). Low Na/K 
ratios are an indication of less displacement of potassium ions by sodium ions under 
salt stress and indicate a tolerant genotype (Asch et al. 2000). The parental genotypes 
‘Jefferson’ and O. rufipogon had differing but statistically indistinguishable shoot 
sodium concentrations (Dunnett Multiple Comparisons (DMC) test adjusted p-value: 
0.6224) and shoot Na/K ratios (DMC adjusted p-value: 0.3268). However, the shoot 
sodium concentration and Na/K ratio for line 141_2-1, which differs from the other 
two introgression lines because of the introgression of the aus-like allele for OsSLT1 
on chromosome 1, were significantly lower than the shoot Na concentration and Na/K 
ratio for line 141_2-6 (DMC adjusted p-value: 0.0081). These differences are evidence 
that, at least in the genetic backgrounds of these NILs, the aus-like allele in the 
OsSLT1 region alters shoot sodium accumulation and is likely to contribute to salt 
tolerance in an otherwise susceptible background. Likewise, 141_2-11 which acted as 
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a control for the effects of the remaining O. rufipogon introgressions in the genetic 
background was indistinguishable from the ‘Jefferson’ recurrent parent in shoot Na 
content and Na/K ratio (DMC adjusted p-value: 0.8229 and 0.9615 respectively), 
indicating that the background introgressions had little effect on the Na/K ratios or on 
Na content in the shoot. This demonstrates that the aus-like alleles in the OsSLT1 
region contributed by the wild donor significantly alter the Na/K shoot ratios of the 
NILs. As such, we hypothesize that variation at this locus can impact performance 




Figure 3.22 Summary of Na shoot content and shoot Na/K ratio for the bi-
parental admixed lines. A) Graphical schematic of O. rufipogon introgressions of 
admixed lines and their relative position to genes/QTL of interest including OsSLT1 . 
B) Bar plots of Na shoot content (left) and shoot Na/K ratio (right). Darker bars 
represent plants grown under control (non-sodium stress) conditions, and lighter bars 
represent plants grown under elevated sodium levels. Statistical groupings were 
determined using a Dunnett Multiple Comparison test for groups with unequal 
variance. Numbers in the bars of the right graph indicate the average Na/K ratio for 















































































































































































































































































This study represents the most comprehensive survey of ionomic variation to date. It is 
the first to provide evidence that OsMOT1 controls the acquisition and partitioning of 
molybdenum to rice shoots and to propose a mechanism for this partitioning based on 
patterns of natural genetic variation. This is likewise the first report to highlight the 
role of natural genetic variation at the SLT1 locus as a determinant of shoot sodium 
concentration and a possible selection target for increased salt tolerance in rice. We 
demonstrated that combining the power of controlled environments and Bayesian 
modeling can produce precise phenotype data for GWA analysis, which when 
combined with the otherwise disparate lines of evidence, like QTL mapping, candidate 
gene searching, and haplotype analysis, is an efficient way to develop targeted and 
coherent hypotheses about genes that underlie complex trait variation. Many of these 
gene targets are worthy of continued investment in the form of molecular 
physiological evaluation and integration into breeding populations. By navigating 
from phenotypic data collection through GWA analysis and a focus on haplotype 
variation to identify putative candidate genes, we illustrate the power of combining 
large genotypic and phenotypic datasets from shared germplasm resources to generate 
hypotheses. This work provides insight into the potential for rapid genetic gain that is 
possible when alleles from different subpopulations are introgressed into novel genetic 
backgrounds to make significant gains in phenotypic performance. Additionally, the 
use of NILs to investigate the potential of candidate genes represents one way in 
which specific and genetically useful germplasm can be utilized in a targeted way to 
test hypotheses generated by large genomic screens of natural variation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant Growth Conditions and Germplasm – Ionomics Analysis 
Rice seeds were sterilized with 20% bleach for 15 to 20 minutes and germinated in 
rolled germination paper at 26 to 30 degrees C for 3-5 days under dark conditions. 
Upon germinating, seedlings were transferred to one of five 400 liter hydroponics tubs 
by suspending them in foam circles embedded in modified 35mm film canisters and 
placed in a foam framework that accommodated 200 plants per tub. Individuals were 
randomized within and across tubs. Aeration was not provided. Plants were stagger 
germinated such that five tubs were planted over the course of 5 days and likewise 
tissue was harvested over 5 days. The seedlings were allowed to grow in the 
hydroponic nutrient solution for 42 days before harvesting root and shoot tissue for 
ICP analysis. After the first 21 days, ribbon scaffolding was erected to support the 
shoots and prevent lodging. The nutrient solution was specially constructed and 
consisted of 1000 µM Ca(NO3)2.4H2O; 1000 µM NH4NO3; 250 µM KNO3; 250 µM 
KH2PO4; 250 µM MgSO4.7H2O; 1000 µM MES pH buffer; 77 µM Fe(NO3)3.9H2O; 
77 µM H3EDTA; 300 µM  NaOH; 50 µM KCl; 12.5 µM H3BO3; 0.1 µM 
Na2MoO4.2H2O; 2 µM Na2SeO3; 4 µM Na2HAsO4.7H2O; 0.1 µM KI; 0.1 µM 
K2Cr2O7; 0.1 µM NiSO4.6H2O; 2 µM MnSO4.H2O; 1 µM CuSO4.5H2O; 0.1 µM 
Co(NO3)2.6H2O; 2 µM  ZnSO4.7H2O; 0.1 µM Cd(NO3)2.4H2O; 0.1 µM RbNO3; 0.1 
µM Sr(NO3)2; 0.1 µM LiNO3; 0.1 µM PbNO3; and 145µL/L of commercial AgSil 25 
(http://www.pqcorp.com/) which contributed 600 µM K2SiO3. Chemical speciation 
was determined according to Shaff et al. (2010) using the GEOCHEM-EZ speciation 
program and the predicted ionic activity (availability) for each element was 
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determined through the primary distribution and case progress table output. The 
solution in each tub was re-circulated daily with a magnetic drive pump and brought 
up to a pH of 6.0 using KOH. 15mL samples of the nutrient solution were taken every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and used to evaluate the nutrient composition of the 
media. Given the volume of the tubs and the expense of the DI water used to fill them 
rather than changing the solution after a specified period of time, nutrients that 
depleted quickly were replenished as needed. Plant roots were desorbed in 5 mM 
CaCl2 for 15 minutes and then the entire plant was rinsed in DI water prior to 
separating the roots from the shoots. Plant tissue was dried in a hot air drying oven at 
60 degrees C for 5 days. The growing conditions were set to 30 degree C daytime 
temperatures and 26 degree C night time temperatures on a 12H light/dark cycle. Light 
intensity was approximately 450 mmol photons m-2 s-1. The 394 genotypes used in the 
association analysis are part of a set of 410 O. sativa lines that have been genotyped 
with 44,000 SNPs (Tung et al. 2010) and again with the HDRA (McCouch S, personal 
communication). The experiment was repeated twice (with two reps of each line each 
time) in order to compile the 4 reps that comprised the raw data that went into the 
Bayesian adjustment pipeline. 
 
Plant Growth Conditions and Germplasm – Salt tolerance screen 
Plant growth chamber conditions were as above. Seeds from each line were sterilized 
as above and germinated in 6” pots containing the potting soil “Cornell Mix.” Seven 
pots were then set in a tank and bottom watered with either modified Magnavaca’s 
solution(Famoso et al. 2010) at pH 5.8 or the same solution amended with NaCl. 
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Treatment plants were allowed to grow to for 3 days with no salt stress, then for 4 
days at 12 dS/M of NaCl stress, and finally for 14 additional days (for a total of 21 
days) at 18 dS/M of NaCl. The nutrient solution in the tanks was replaced once a 
week. Shoot tissue was harvest and analyzed as above via ICP analysis to determine 
sodium content.  
 
ICP Analysis for elemental composition 
Dried shoot tissue was weighed and homogenized in liquid nitrogen and 200 mg were 
subsampled for ICP analysis. As whole roots were analyzed, they were not 
homogenized prior to weighing and digestion. Each tissue sample was digested in a 
carbon heat block using a Vulcan 84 automated sample digestion unit 
(http://www.qtechcorp.com/). 250 µL of 40ppm Yttrium standard was added to each 
sample in order to back-calculate the appropriate dilution volume. Approximately 4 ml 
of 60/40 nitric/perchloric acid was added to each sample and heated to 150 degrees C. 
After incubating for an hour at 150o C, the blocks were heated to 190o C for 10 
minutes. Samples were not allowed to digest to dryness and were subsequently diluted 
with deionized 18 Mohm water. ICP analysis was run on a Thermo 6000 series 
inductively coupled argon plasma optical emission spectrometer housed at the US 
Department of Agriculture – ARS Robert W. Holley Center in Ithaca, NY.  
 
Bayesian adjustment of phenotype data 
Bayesian models were implemented using the open source statistical package R 
(http://www.r-project.org/). Replicates were modeled with a multivariate Student-t 
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distribution with three degrees of freedom to modulate the influence of outlier 
observations. Multivariate Gaussian distributions were assumed for location 
parameters at the rest of the levels. Three technical replicates of each ion measurement 
were collected by the ICP for each sample. The %RSD was treated as a calculated 
measurement error from these technical replicates and used to weigh individual 
observations within the hierarchical model, as described by (Greenberg et al. 2011). 
We noted four sets of replicate-level conditions with the potential to affect 
systematically our observations: the position of each plant within the growth chamber, 
the tub identity, the identity of the individual harvesting the tissue, and the identity of 
the digestion batch as each sample was prepared for ICP analysis. We constructed 
dummy variables reflecting contrasts within each set of covariates, but some of the 
resulting contrasts were collinear. To circumvent this problem, we estimated principal 
components of the corresponding covariance matrix and used principal component 
vectors that corresponded to non-zero eigenvalues as predictors in a variable-intercept 
regression at the replicate level in our model. To obtain biologically interpretable data-
points, the levels of each element in each sample were divided by the weight of that 
sample. While this procedure of dividing by sample weight is preferable in highly 
structured experiments such as ours, because whole roots (rather than subsamples) 
were analyzed due to their smaller size, results have to be interpreted with the 
possibility of spurious correlations among variables in mind, particularly for the root 
samples. Only a portion of each shoot was used, resulting in a very narrow distribution 
of sample weights. A detailed discussion of the pitfalls and advantages of per-weight 
measurements can be found in (Greenberg et al. 2011). 
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Mixed-Model Genome-wide Association Analysis 
Genome-wide association analysis was performed using the EMMAX mixed model 
approach to control for population structure. The model can be written as y = 
Xβ+Cγ+Zµ+e where β and γ are coefficient vectors for SNP effects and subpopulation 
PCs respectively and treated as fixed effects. X and C are the SNP vector and the first 
4 PC vectors and e is random error. The coefficient µ in this instance is the random 
effect accounting for differential relatedness between lines and Z is the corresponding 
design matrices. We assume µ~N(0,σ2gK) and e~N(0,σ2eI), and K is the IBS matrix as 
in (Atwell et al. 2010). For within subpopulation analyses the model was changed to a 
simple regression y = Xβ+Zu+e since no main population structure needed to be 
accounted for. 
 
LD and Haplotype Analysis 
Linkage disequilibrium analysis and haploblocks were calculated at the regions 





Subpopulations specific analysis of PCA Biplots of the root and shoot ionome.  
 
The relative interconnectedness of the ionome becomes more interesting from a 
breeding and genetics standpoint when we consider how these relationships change 
across subpopulations (Supplementary Figures 3.1 and 3.2). For the root ionome, the 
observed relationships in each subpopulation are not substantially different from the 
plot considering the entire diversity panel. With the exception of an arbitrary inversion 
of the axis along the second PC the relationships between each element and between 




Supplementary Figure 3.1 PCA Biplots of ionomic relationships within the roots 
by subpopulation. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2 PCA Biplots of ionomic relationships within the shoots 
by subpopulation  
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Similar to the subpopulation specific relationships among the root ionome, phenotypes 
in the shoot ionome also do not fluctuate wildly across subpopulations. There are 
however, notable differences in the strength of the correlation between certain 
elements that does change with subpopulation. For example, among the aus lines there 
are much fewer instances of positive correlation with whole shoot biomass. This could 
be important to consider in light of the dwarfing genes from the green revolution that 
dramatically altered the harvest index of cultivated rice. Consistent with relationships 
depicted in Supplementary Figure 3.2 reducing shoot biomass in indica or temperate 
japonica might lead to marked increases in shoot concentrations of 
micronutrients/heavy metals, including Zn, Cu, Mn, and Cd (see clusters IND(II); 
TRJ(V); and TRJ(VI), where such metals occur in the soil. In the aus and tropical 
japonica subpopulations, semi-dwarf varieties would likely also accumulate high 
concentrations of the same heavy metals, with the exception of Cd (see clusters 
TEJ(II); TEJ(III); AUS(II); AUS(III); and AUS(IV)) because the correlative 
relationship between Cd and shoot dry weight in those subpopulations is dramatically 
reduced compared to indica and temperate japonica.  
 
Similarly, Supplementary Figure 3.2 suggests that remobilization of both Cd and Cu to 
the shoots is tightly linked in all subpopulations except aus (see clusters AUS(II) and 
AUS(III)), and that P, S, As, and Zn concentrations, are positively correlated in all 
subpopulations except tropical japonica (where As and Zn share almost no 
relationship and P and S are slightly negatively correlated; see clusters TRJ(II); 
TRJ(IV); and TRJ(VI)). For some elemental pairs (notably Na/As [clusters AUS(V), 
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IND(III)], Cu/Si [clusters AUS(III), IND(II)] and Zn/Mn [clusters AUS(IV), 
IND(II))], the Indica clade harbors more strongly correlated relationships, while the 
same correlations in the Japonica clade are still present, but much less predictive of 
each other (Na/As [clusters TRJ(IV), TEJ(III)], Cu/Si [clusters TRJ(V), TRJ(VI), 
TEJ(II), TEJ(III)], Zn/Mn [clusters TRJ(V), TRJ(VI), TEJ(III)]).  
 
The biplot visual is also a convenient tool to empower comparative ionomics between 
populations and species.  (Chen et al. 2009) considered whole shoot ionomic variation 
among 45 natural accessions of L. japonicas grown hydroponically with subtoxic 
levels of many heavy metals and metalloids and as such their results lend themselves 
well to direct comparison with our own. They found As, Fe, Na, Zn, and Mo to be 
positively correlated in the L. japonicas shoot ionome. Our results indicate likewise 
that As, Fe, Na, and Zn are positively correlated to varying degrees (see clusters 
(IND(II), IND(III), IND(IV), AUS(IV), AUS(V), AUS(VI), TRJ(IV), TRJ(VI), 
TEJ(III), and TEJ(IV)) but we found elements almost never share a significant 
relationship with shoot Mo content. Furthermore, a previous study (Shaibur et al. 
2006), demonstrated that As toxicity has been known to induce Fe deficiency in rice 
shoots, which led to the hypothesis that perhaps a negative correlative relationship 
should exist between these two phenotypes. However, the analysis of  (Shaibur et al. 
2006) not only looked at much higher As levels than what was present in our study, 
but their conclusions were drawn from a single temperate japonica variety. Our data 
shows that As and Fe are positively correlated to varying degrees across 
subpopulations and that the correlation is the weakest in the temperate japonica gene 
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pool (see clusters TEJ(III) and TEJ(IV)).  
 
In Arabidopsis thaliana,  (Lahner et al. 2003) found that Fe accumulation in A. 
thaliana shoots affected phosphate content, but our analysis showed a very weak 
relationship between Fe and P concentrations in rice shoots. It has however, been 
suggested that potassium is involved in the increased absorption and distribution of Fe 
in plants (Alam et al. 2002, Jolley et al. 1988) and that deficiencies in either one of 
these elements impacts the expression profiles of many of the same gene networks 
(Wang et al. 2002). Interestingly, in the present analysis the Indica clade shows 
slightly positive correlations between Fe and K while the Japonica clade harbors 
slightly negative correlations. This could perhaps be an indication that differing 
molecular mechanisms between the two divergent clades are influencing the crosstalk 





Supplementary Figure 3.3 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for arsenic (As) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.4 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for arsenic (As) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.5 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for boron (B) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.6 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for boron (B) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.7 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for calcium 
(Ca) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.8 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for calcium 
(Ca) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.9 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for cadmium 
(Cd) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.10 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for cadmium 
(Cd) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.11 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for cobalt 
(Co) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.12 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for cobalt 
(Co) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.13 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for chromium 
(Cr) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.14 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for chromium 
(Cr) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.15 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for copper 
(Cu) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.16 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for copper 
(Cu) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.17 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for iron (Fe) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.18 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for iron (Fe) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.19 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for iodine (I) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.20 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for iodine (I) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.21 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for potassium 
(K) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.22 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for potassium 
(K) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.23 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for lithium 
(Li) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.24 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for lithium 
(Li) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.25 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
magnesium (Mg) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.26 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
magnesium (Mg) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.27 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
manganese (Mn) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.28 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
manganese (Mn) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.29 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
molybdenum (Mo) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.30 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
molybdenum (Mo) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed 
as well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.31 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for sodium 
(Na) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.32 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for sodium 
(Na) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.33 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for nickel (Ni) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.34 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for nickel (Ni) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.35 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
phosphorus (P) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.36 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for 
phosphorus (P) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as 
well as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are 
found within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and 











Supplementary Figure 3.37 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for lead (Pb) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.38 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for lead (Pb) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.39 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for rubidium 
(Rb) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.40 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for rubidium 
(Rb) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.41 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for sulfur (S) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.42 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for sulfur (S) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.43 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for selenium 
(Se) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.44 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for selenium 
(Se) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.45 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for silicon (Si) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.46 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for silicon (Si) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.47 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for strontium 
(Sr) root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.48 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for strontium 
(Sr) shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. 
Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within 
gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate 











Supplementary Figure 3.49 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for zinc (Zn) 
root content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.50 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for zinc (Zn) 
shoot content. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as ALL. Blue 
SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found within gene 
models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative candidate genes 











Supplementary Figure 3.51 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for whole root 
dry weight biomass. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well as 
ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found 
within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative 











Supplementary Figure 3.52 Manhattan and quantile-quantile plots for whole 
shoot dry weight biomass. Each subpopulation specific analysis is displayed as well 
as ALL. Blue SNPs have a p-value of less than 10-4, and red SNPs (if any) are found 
within gene models for candidate genes. Only cloned candidate genes and putative 











Supplementary Figure 3.53 Boxplot and histogram distributions of arsenic (As) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 4% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.54 Boxplot and histogram distributions of arsenic (As) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 12% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.55 Boxplot and histogram distributions of boron (B) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 4% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.56 Boxplot and histogram distributions of boron (B) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 









Supplementary Figure 3.57 Boxplot and histogram distributions of calcium (Ca) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.58 Boxplot and histogram distributions of calcium (Ca) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.59 Boxplot and histogram distributions of cadmium 
(Cd) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 6% 









Supplementary Figure 3.60 Boxplot and histogram distributions of cadmium 
(Cd) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not 









Supplementary Figure 3.61 Boxplot and histogram distributions of cobalt (Co) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% of the 










Supplementary Figure 3.62 Boxplot and histogram distributions of cobalt (Co) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 6% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.63 Boxplot and histogram distributions of chromium 
(Cr) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 









Supplementary Figure 3.64 Boxplot and histogram distributions of chromium 
(Cr) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not 









Supplementary Figure 3.65 Boxplot and histogram distributions of copper (Cu) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of the 










Supplementary Figure 3.66 Boxplot and histogram distributions of copper (Cu) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 4% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.67 Boxplot and histogram distributions of iron (Fe) root 
phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.68 Boxplot and histogram distributions of iron (Fe) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.69 Boxplot and histogram distributions of iodine (I) root 
phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.70 Boxplot and histogram distributions of iodine (I) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 









Supplementary Figure 3.71 Boxplot and histogram distributions of potassium (K) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 6% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.72 Boxplot and histogram distributions of potassium (K) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 









Supplementary Figure 3.73 Boxplot and histogram distributions of lithium (Li) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 37% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.74 Boxplot and histogram distributions of lithium (Li) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.75 Boxplot and histogram distributions of magnesium 
(Mg) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not 








Supplementary Figure 3.76 Boxplot and histogram distributions of magnesium 
(Mg) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 









Supplementary Figure 3.77 Boxplot and histogram distributions of manganese 
(Mn) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% 









Supplementary Figure 3.78 Boxplot and histogram distributions of manganese 
(Mn) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 









Supplementary Figure 3.79 Boxplot and histogram distributions of molybdenum 
(Mo) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% 









Supplementary Figure 3.80 Boxplot and histogram distributions of molybdenum 
(Mo) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 









Supplementary Figure 3.81 Boxplot and histogram distributions of sodium (Na) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 6% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.82 Boxplot and histogram distributions of sodium (Na) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 4% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.83 Boxplot and histogram distributions of nickel (Ni) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.84 Boxplot and histogram distributions of nickel (Ni) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.85 Boxplot and histogram distributions of phosphorus 
(P) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.86 Boxplot and histogram distributions of phosphorus 
(P) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 18% 









Supplementary Figure 3.87 Boxplot and histogram distributions of lead (Pb) root 
phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 1% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.88 Boxplot and histogram distributions of lead (Pb) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.89 Boxplot and histogram distributions of rubidium 
(Rb) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% 









Supplementary Figure 3.90 Boxplot and histogram distributions of rubidium 
(Rb) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 5% 









Supplementary Figure 3.91 Boxplot and histogram distributions of sulfur (S) root 
phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 20% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.92 Boxplot and histogram distributions of sulfur (S) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 








Supplementary Figure 3.93 Boxplot and histogram distributions of selenium (Se) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 13% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.94 Boxplot and histogram distributions of selenium (Se) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.95 Boxplot and histogram distributions of silicon (Si) 
root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain any 









Supplementary Figure 3.96 Boxplot and histogram distributions of silicon (Si) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of 









Supplementary Figure 3.97 Boxplot and histogram distributions of strontium 
(Sr) root phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% 









Supplementary Figure 3.98 Boxplot and histogram distributions of strontium 
(Sr) shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 3% 









Supplementary Figure 3.99 Boxplot and histogram distributions of zinc (Zn) root 
phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure explained 2% of the 









Supplementary Figure 3.100 Boxplot and histogram distributions of zinc (Zn) 
shoot phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did not explain 









Supplementary Figure 3.101 Boxplot and histogram distributions of whole root 
dry weight biomass phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure did 









Supplementary Figure 3.102 Boxplot and histogram distributions of whole shoot 
dry weight biomass phenotype data by subpopulation. Subpopulation structure 








Tissue	   Peak	  
ID	  














Root	   1	   As	   TEJ	   1	   23315779	   23643681	   5.62	   23366321	   14	  
	  	   2	   B	   ALL	   7	   22826217	   22924664	   4.93	   22897553	   6	  
	  	   3	   B	   AUS	   6	   27297876	   27591816	   5.81	   27365257	   12	  
	  	   4	   B	   IND	   3	   30874384	   31303675	   5.06	   31179006	   68	  
	  	   5	   Ca	   AUS	   6	   665738	   1290375	   6.20	   1125502	   76	  
	  	   6	   Ca	   IND	   2	   32401678	   32416787	   4.75	   32406938	   4	  
	  	   7	   Ca	   IND	   3	   31126028	   31303675	   5.42	   31298364	   54	  
	  	   8	   Ca	   IND	   8	   5566006	   6438548	   4.27	   5566006	   3	  
	  	   9	   Ca	   TEJ	   1	   23346777	   23591173	   5.11	   23591173	   8	  
	  	   10	   Ca	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   1010352	   7.13	   885465	   13	  
	  	   11	   Cd	   TEJ	   1	   23338971	   23643681	   5.92	   23523041	   15	  
	  	   12	   Co	   ALL	   1	   30211322	   30290566	   4.56	   30211322	   3	  
	  	   13	   Co	   ALL	   9	   248437	   529430	   4.28	   529430	   3	  
	  	   14	   Co	   ALL	   10	   11940350	   12209074	   4.52	   12209074	   8	  
	  	   15	   Cr	   ALL	   7	   22263900	   22296846	   4.65	   22263900	   3	  
	  	   16	   Cr	   ALL	   7	   22894666	   22924664	   4.82	   22897553	   4	  
	  	   17	   Cr	   AUS	   6	   665738	   1344591	   6.47	   1069445	   78	  
	  	   18	   Cr	   AUS	   6	   27070507	   27365257	   4.79	   27365257	   6	  
	  	   19	   Cr	   AUS	   8	   636916	   637101	   6.15	   637006	   4	  
	  	   20	   Cr	   IND	   3	   31179006	   31298364	   5.21	   31265273	   17	  
	  	   21	   Cr	   TEJ	   1	   23338971	   23624147	   6.01	   23591173	   15	  
	  	   22	   Cu	   AUS	   2	   25761069	   25827209	   5.28	   25801640	   6	  
	  	   23	   Cu	   AUS	   7	   28664814	   28667427	   5.12	   28666781	   5	  
	  	   24	   Cu	   AUS	   8	   25356023	   25757487	   5.32	   25429360	   11	  
	  	   25	   Cu	   AUS	   9	   18783606	   18925247	   5.52	   18857431	   11	  
	  	   26	   Cu	   AUS	   11	   26826261	   27762679	   5.32	   27762679	   7	  
	  	   27	   Cu	   AUS	   11	   28981724	   29009215	   4.11	   28986391	   4	  
	  	   28	   Cu	   IND	   2	   14148989	   14817597	   4.77	   14148989	   6	  
	  	   29	   Cu	   TRJ	   2	   24378805	   24459501	   4.68	   24394042	   4	  
	  	   30	   Fe	   ALL	   7	   22261483	   22271232	   4.94	   22263900	   3	  
	  	   31	   Fe	   AUS	   6	   665738	   1290375	   6.00	   1125502	   53	  
	  	   32	   Fe	   AUS	   8	   636916	   637101	   5.62	   637006	   3	  
	  	   33	   Fe	   IND	   3	   31249805	   31298364	   4.25	   31249805	   6	  
	  	   34	   Fe	   TEJ	   1	   23343063	   23624147	   5.60	   23591173	   12	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Root	   35	   Fe	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   1010352	   5.30	   885465	   9	  
	  	   36	   I	   ALL	   1	   29145484	   29183500	   4.20	   29183500	   3	  
	  	   37	   I	   ALL	   6	   27244620	   27346700	   4.76	   27250341	   4	  
	  	   38	   I	   AUS	   6	   802340	   1344591	   5.58	   933835	   41	  
	  	   39	   I	   AUS	   6	   27209060	   27366961	   5.58	   27365257	   14	  
	  	   40	   I	   AUS	   9	   444217	   540295	   4.95	   444217	   3	  
	  	   41	   I	   AUS	   9	   1142760	   1399643	   4.95	   1142760	   3	  
	  	   42	   I	   IND	   3	   31179006	   31298364	   4.84	   31265273	   13	  
	  	   43	   I	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   1010352	   5.66	   885465	   5	  
	  	   44	   K	   ALL	   2	   5287458	   5310974	   4.92	   5310939	   4	  
	  	   45	   K	   ALL	   6	   888848	   1290375	   4.30	   1290375	   3	  
	  	   46	   K	   ALL	   6	   27240812	   27347992	   5.29	   27250341	   11	  
	  	   47	   K	   AUS	   5	   29607966	   29628692	   4.52	   29628692	   4	  
	  	   48	   K	   AUS	   6	   933835	   1344591	   4.74	   1271352	   5	  
	  	   49	   K	   AUS	   6	   27181412	   27366961	   5.51	   27365257	   40	  
	  	   50	   K	   AUS	   9	   444217	   540295	   5.13	   444217	   3	  
	  	   51	   K	   AUS	   9	   1142760	   1399643	   5.13	   1142760	   3	  
	  	   52	   K	   TEJ	   1	   34917397	   34919224	   5.13	   34918495	   3	  
	  	   53	   K	   TRJ	   7	   18658838	   19992804	   4.67	   19991889	   14	  
	  	   54	   Li	   ALL	   3	   29304435	   29598899	   4.49	   29307434	   7	  
	  	   55	   Li	   ALL	   5	   23162760	   23242125	   4.37	   23162760	   3	  
	  	   56	   Li	   ALL	   5	   24906165	   25057270	   4.56	   24973819	   5	  
	  	   57	   Li	   ALL	   5	   25874780	   26980454	   7.29	   26250170	   42	  
	  	   58	   Li	   ALL	   6	   888758	   1290375	   5.91	   1290375	   12	  
	  	   59	   Li	   AUS	   6	   676614	   1212717	   4.78	   933835	   18	  
	  	   60	   Li	   AUS	   6	   27209060	   27365257	   4.85	   27209060	   5	  
	  	   61	   Li	   IND	   3	   4732523	   4751762	   4.33	   4732523	   3	  
	  	   62	   Li	   IND	   3	   31113733	   31303675	   5.37	   31265273	   22	  
	  	   63	   Li	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   1010352	   4.52	   885465	   3	  
	  	   64	   Mg	   ALL	   11	   7568949	   7621953	   5.26	   7618862	   5	  
	  	   65	   Mg	   ALL	   12	   20046073	   20149007	   5.34	   20058277	   4	  
	  	   66	   Mg	   ALL	   12	   20745551	   21111225	   5.39	   20907529	   12	  
	  	   67	   Mg	   AUS	   3	   3759765	   3768164	   5.33	   3762181	   4	  
	  	   68	   Mg	   IND	   2	   8290355	   8375270	   5.44	   8293405	   5	  
	  	   69	   Mg	   IND	   2	   17269521	   17438837	   4.38	   17269521	   4	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Root	   70	   Mg	   IND	   5	   2129008	   2215618	   4.39	   2215618	   3	  
	  	   71	   Mn	   ALL	   1	   28988283	   30388745	   5.88	   29758550	   60	  
	  	   72	   Mn	   ALL	   3	   28397341	   29088366	   6.65	   29079679	   7	  
	  	   73	   Mn	   ALL	   7	   4853119	   5135390	   5.01	   4853119	   3	  
	  	   74	   Mn	   ALL	   7	   8915536	   9047298	   5.62	   8980684	   4	  
	  	   75	   Mn	   ALL	   7	   19206302	   19700691	   4.52	   19700691	   4	  
	  	   76	   Mn	   ALL	   12	   24513286	   24874445	   7.62	   24590841	   7	  
	  	   77	   Mn	   TEJ	   1	   23315779	   23643681	   8.04	   23591173	   21	  
	  	   78	   Mn	   TEJ	   9	   5945064	   6018232	   5.57	   5992041	   4	  
	  	   79	   Mn	   TRJ	   1	   29007814	   29816172	   5.09	   29758550	   6	  
	  	   80	   Mn	   TRJ	   2	   28868473	   29277336	   4.22	   28868473	   3	  
	  	   81	   Mn	   TRJ	   3	   28653856	   29194977	   5.49	   29194977	   6	  
	  	   82	   Mn	   TRJ	   4	   34994882	   35030833	   4.95	   34995725	   3	  
	  	   83	   Mn	   TRJ	   7	   4341647	   6324027	   8.35	   5833470	   23	  
	  	   84	   Mn	   TRJ	   7	   6897551	   9673523	   12.25	   8560399	   29	  
	  	   85	   Mn	   TRJ	   7	   10640038	   13992091	   5.58	   11330907	   20	  
	  	   86	   Mn	   TRJ	   7	   14896463	   16990188	   8.66	   16024996	   17	  
	  	   87	   Mn	   TRJ	   7	   19193423	   19709161	   6.68	   19700691	   27	  
	  	   88	   Mn	   TRJ	   12	   24513286	   25256090	   7.93	   24777604	   31	  
	  	   89	   Mo	   ALL	   6	   888848	   1290375	   5.78	   1290375	   6	  
	  	   90	   Mo	   AUS	   2	   9543938	   10166381	   4.88	   10166381	   4	  
	  	   91	   Mo	   AUS	   3	   18234494	   19211260	   4.42	   19211260	   3	  
	  	   92	   Mo	   AUS	   3	   32980724	   33077373	   4.51	   33077373	   3	  
	  	   93	   Mo	   AUS	   4	   13595581	   14129605	   6.14	   14093560	   15	  
	  	   94	   Mo	   TEJ	   1	   34917357	   34919224	   5.05	   34918495	   3	  
	  	   95	   Mo	   TEJ	   11	   22165958	   22607665	   4.94	   22480416	   10	  
	  	   96	   Na	   AUS	   9	   3730447	   4250398	   4.61	   3730447	   3	  
	  	   97	   Na	   IND	   3	   31170812	   31303675	   5.34	   31265273	   17	  
	  	   98	   Na	   TEJ	   1	   23346777	   23591173	   4.64	   23523041	   4	  
	  	   99	   Ni	   ALL	   1	   29145484	   29183500	   4.24	   29183500	   3	  
	  	   100	   Ni	   ALL	   6	   27244620	   27346700	   4.78	   27250341	   4	  
	  	   101	   Ni	   AUS	   6	   802340	   1344591	   5.38	   1125502	   38	  
	  	   102	   Ni	   AUS	   6	   27209060	   27366961	   5.17	   27365257	   14	  
	  	   103	   Ni	   AUS	   9	   444217	   1399643	   5.59	   444217	   7	  
	  	   104	   Ni	   AUS	   9	   1904206	   2500461	   5.68	   1904206	   5	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Root	   105	   Ni	   IND	   3	   31265273	   31298364	   4.63	   31265273	   5	  
	  	   106	   Ni	   TEJ	   1	   23366321	   23591173	   4.90	   23591173	   4	  
	  	   107	   Ni	   TEJ	   8	   371458	   1010352	   5.47	   885465	   6	  
	  	   108	   P	   ALL	   7	   19554097	   19557934	   5.39	   19556364	   3	  
	  	   109	   P	   AUS	   6	   802340	   838315	   4.49	   819994	   3	  
	  	   110	   P	   IND	   1	   29110936	   29120311	   4.42	   29118033	   3	  
	  	   111	   P	   IND	   7	   28146025	   28750621	   4.50	   28415622	   8	  
	  	   112	   P	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   878120	   4.57	   878120	   3	  
	  	   113	   P	   TEJ	   9	   4587405	   5032349	   4.40	   4587405	   4	  
	  	   114	   Pb	   ALL	   3	   21475253	   22265539	   4.97	   21773155	   15	  
	  	   115	   Pb	   ALL	   5	   3289189	   3424811	   4.23	   3289189	   3	  
	  	   116	   Pb	   ALL	   5	   7873620	   7942316	   5.96	   7880314	   4	  
	  	   117	   Pb	   ALL	   11	   6092665	   6399212	   4.62	   6292903	   6	  
	  	   118	   Pb	   ALL	   11	   21961581	   22304328	   4.94	   21961581	   3	  
	  	   119	   Pb	   ALL	   12	   26628482	   26678806	   4.75	   26678806	   5	  
	  	   120	   Pb	   IND	   1	   29050028	   29150350	   4.92	   29118033	   9	  
	  	   121	   Pb	   IND	   2	   6249589	   6314060	   4.59	   6249589	   5	  
	  	   122	   Pb	   IND	   5	   7873620	   8332608	   4.66	   7914363	   3	  
	  	   123	   Pb	   IND	   5	   25725424	   25768128	   4.67	   25768128	   9	  
	  	   124	   Pb	   IND	   7	   29142588	   29420306	   4.58	   29142588	   3	  
	  	   125	   Pb	   IND	   12	   9161061	   9166759	   4.08	   9161061	   4	  
	  	   126	   Pb	   TEJ	   7	   1592389	   1688251	   5.10	   1592389	   3	  
	  	   127	   Rb	   ALL	   1	   29122296	   29499909	   4.57	   29183500	   8	  
	  	   128	   Rb	   ALL	   6	   27244620	   27346700	   4.77	   27250341	   4	  
	  	   129	   Rb	   AUS	   6	   802340	   1344591	   5.20	   933835	   37	  
	  	   130	   Rb	   AUS	   6	   27209060	   27365593	   5.10	   27365257	   10	  
	  	   131	   Rb	   AUS	   9	   444217	   540295	   4.96	   444217	   3	  
	  	   132	   Rb	   AUS	   9	   1142760	   1399643	   4.96	   1142760	   3	  
	  	   133	   Rb	   IND	   3	   31179006	   31298364	   4.90	   31265273	   17	  
	  	   134	   Rb	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   1010352	   5.54	   885465	   5	  
	  	   135	   S	   ALL	   3	   29311021	   29571958	   5.27	   29410804	   4	  
	  	   136	   S	   AUS	   6	   948665	   1290375	   5.50	   1222551	   19	  
	  	   137	   S	   AUS	   7	   29409744	   29414791	   4.42	   29414791	   3	  
	  	   138	   S	   TRJ	   1	   31362366	   31670605	   4.10	   31362366	   4	  
	  	   139	   Se	   ALL	   6	   3148378	   3243220	   6.36	   3148378	   5	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Root	   140	   Se	   ALL	   12	   24245213	   24313180	   4.20	   24245213	   9	  
	  	   141	   Se	   AUS	   1	   29615659	   30130607	   4.83	   29947864	   9	  
	  	   142	   Se	   TRJ	   8	   26795720	   26847238	   4.88	   26806317	   10	  
	  	   143	   Si	   ALL	   1	   19438001	   19687852	   5.91	   19438001	   7	  
	  	   144	   Si	   AUS	   3	   17370641	   17526415	   5.41	   17370641	   4	  
	  	   145	   Si	   AUS	   6	   1048700	   1069445	   4.06	   1058312	   3	  
	  	   146	   Si	   AUS	   6	   7285028	   7521804	   4.98	   7510422	   6	  
	  	   147	   Si	   IND	   1	   24053209	   24078116	   4.30	   24061337	   4	  
	  	   148	   Si	   TRJ	   11	   26048175	   26322817	   4.12	   26048175	   3	  
	  	   149	   Sr	   AUS	   2	   25510388	   25650272	   5.34	   25637267	   4	  
	  	   150	   Sr	   AUS	   6	   802340	   894443	   4.59	   802340	   8	  
	  	   151	   Sr	   IND	   1	   28924884	   29303536	   5.25	   29122296	   7	  
	  	   152	   Sr	   IND	   3	   31126028	   31294481	   5.05	   31210807	   37	  
	  	   153	   Sr	   IND	   6	   13832318	   13837968	   4.19	   13834831	   3	  
	  	   154	   Sr	   TEJ	   1	   23341359	   23643681	   5.83	   23501367	   15	  
	  	   155	   Sr	   TEJ	   8	   408438	   935991	   4.54	   885465	   3	  
	  	   156	   Zn	   ALL	   5	   6819739	   6887945	   4.96	   6866993	   6	  
	  	   157	   Zn	   ALL	   11	   26594281	   26774053	   4.98	   26599150	   4	  
	  	   158	   Zn	   IND	   1	   12280164	   12422900	   4.52	   12298958	   20	  
	  	   159	   Zn	   IND	   4	   31838879	   31856313	   5.67	   31856313	   3	  
	  	   160	   Zn	   IND	   8	   6708187	   7320736	   4.80	   7161287	   3	  
	  	   161	   Zn	   TEJ	   5	   23563852	   23627296	   5.19	   23609093	   12	  
	  	   162	   Zn	   TEJ	   5	   24346854	   24583903	   6.56	   24471818	   5	  
	  	   163	   Zn	   TEJ	   11	   19233267	   19425358	   6.38	   19425358	   3	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Shoot	   164	   As	   AUS	   5	   21268077	   21554491	   4.53	   21268077	   4	  
	  	   165	   As	   IND	   1	   23395262	   23546960	   4.75	   23398195	   6	  
	  	   166	   As	   IND	   3	   35410744	   35589970	   4.72	   35551032	   10	  
	  	   167	   As	   TEJ	   2	   18353131	   18587251	   4.24	   18390996	   5	  
	  	   168	   As	   TEJ	   2	   19323729	   19400515	   4.18	   19397934	   5	  
	  	   169	   Ca	   ALL	   1	   10136944	   10209654	   4.59	   10209654	   3	  
	  	   170	   Ca	   ALL	   3	   11275123	   11376612	   4.82	   11376612	   3	  
	  	   171	   Ca	   IND	   11	   18314295	   18675129	   4.60	   18314295	   3	  
	  	   172	   Cd	   ALL	   6	   29188206	   29500577	   5.02	   29416846	   4	  
	  	   173	   Cd	   ALL	   9	   14814169	   15013054	   4.63	   14814169	   4	  
	  	   174	   Cd	   AUS	   1	   1871	   415905	   4.51	   292234	   8	  
	  	   175	   Cd	   AUS	   2	   4770994	   4802039	   4.33	   4797798	   4	  
	  	   176	   Cd	   AUS	   3	   12926392	   13010077	   6.53	   12965741	   3	  
	  	   177	   Cd	   AUS	   3	   35811859	   35854811	   5.39	   35811859	   5	  
	  	   178	   Cd	   AUS	   6	   12974289	   13339625	   6.41	   13202677	   3	  
	  	   179	   Cd	   AUS	   7	   424382	   545121	   6.04	   495577	   5	  
	  	   180	   Cd	   AUS	   7	   21178877	   21992234	   6.54	   21178877	   5	  
	  	   181	   Cd	   AUS	   8	   3836456	   4102665	   7.43	   3872308	   6	  
	  	   182	   Cd	   AUS	   11	   20559284	   20784446	   7.08	   20782844	   3	  
	  	   183	   Cd	   AUS	   11	   21972796	   22474860	   5.31	   22474860	   7	  
	  	   184	   Cd	   TRJ	   1	   861730	   1032090	   5.07	   861730	   5	  
	  	   185	   Cd	   TRJ	   6	   29588432	   29642473	   4.58	   29588432	   3	  
	  	   186	   Co	   AUS	   4	   18936104	   19208524	   4.97	   18936104	   4	  
	  	   187	   Co	   TEJ	   3	   14810243	   15583631	   4.57	   14832862	   14	  
	  	   188	   Co	   TEJ	   4	   13682646	   15084915	   4.23	   14214329	   9	  
	  	   189	   Co	   TRJ	   7	   28706880	   29248197	   4.45	   29248197	   4	  
	  	   190	   Cr	   ALL	   3	   12931369	   13007155	   4.98	   12970471	   4	  
	  	   191	   Cr	   IND	   6	   1550846	   2126533	   4.79	   1843333	   19	  
	  	   192	   Cr	   IND	   9	   19274086	   19610167	   4.87	   19610167	   8	  
	  	   193	   Cu	   ALL	   3	   5777754	   5796251	   4.90	   5777754	   3	  
	  	   194	   Cu	   ALL	   4	   4869256	   5105482	   4.72	   4936961	   5	  
	  	   195	   Cu	   AUS	   9	   15665247	   15880023	   4.59	   15880023	   3	  
	  	   196	   Cu	   IND	   4	   17583307	   18570914	   4.64	   17583307	   5	  
	  	   197	   Cu	   IND	   8	   4671983	   5038925	   5.30	   4767925	   21	  
	  	   198	   Cu	   IND	   10	   208457	   321214	   4.53	   321214	   3	  
	  	   199	   Cu	   IND	   11	   22153562	   22433640	   5.15	   22433640	   13	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Shoot	   200	   Fe	   ALL	   6	   27244620	   27365257	   6.59	   27250341	   7	  
	  	   201	   Fe	   AUS	   6	   27245820	   27365257	   4.93	   27250341	   4	  
	  	   202	   Fe	   IND	   3	   35912262	   36243919	   5.05	   36241743	   4	  
	  	   203	   Fe	   IND	   6	   26886515	   27106735	   4.79	   26886515	   5	  
	  	   204	   Fe	   TEJ	   7	   22510121	   23178153	   4.95	   22515424	   7	  
	  	   205	   I	   ALL	   7	   18508120	   18654861	   5.40	   18654861	   4	  
	  	   206	   I	   AUS	   8	   16922	   85414	   4.36	   16922	   9	  
	  	   207	   I	   IND	   4	   14209773	   15080495	   5.33	   14540875	   10	  
	  	   208	   I	   IND	   4	   16296552	   16494299	   4.49	   16494299	   7	  
	  	   209	   I	   IND	   5	   3890377	   4125320	   4.20	   4125320	   6	  
	  	   210	   I	   TEJ	   1	   22980639	   23084851	   4.37	   22987492	   3	  
	  	   211	   I	   TEJ	   1	   32103912	   32260885	   4.37	   32111639	   4	  
	  	   212	   I	   TEJ	   7	   22515424	   22924664	   4.77	   22916565	   5	  
	  	   213	   K	   ALL	   1	   38242293	   38335941	   4.45	   38294582	   4	  
	  	   214	   K	   AUS	   1	   4622619	   5229097	   4.57	   4622619	   4	  
	  	   215	   K	   AUS	   1	   27995687	   30115859	   4.97	   28710381	   8	  
	  	   216	   K	   AUS	   1	   39507550	   40119743	   5.05	   39940070	   4	  
	  	   217	   K	   AUS	   2	   3090966	   4374988	   4.94	   4374988	   4	  
	  	   218	   K	   AUS	   2	   7599316	   8292903	   5.39	   7599316	   3	  
	  	   219	   K	   AUS	   2	   10664141	   11218910	   4.67	   11218910	   4	  
	  	   220	   K	   AUS	   2	   14737312	   15330207	   4.98	   15330207	   3	  
	  	   221	   K	   AUS	   2	   26737324	   27600091	   5.01	   26737324	   5	  
	  	   222	   K	   AUS	   2	   31889061	   32720360	   5.22	   32024610	   6	  
	  	   223	   K	   AUS	   2	   35525737	   35772744	   5.18	   35525737	   3	  
	  	   224	   K	   AUS	   3	   7505803	   8463355	   5.27	   7505803	   5	  
	  	   225	   K	   AUS	   3	   9021632	   9564556	   5.07	   9021632	   3	  
	  	   226	   K	   AUS	   3	   19181935	   20111237	   5.01	   19868909	   5	  
	  	   227	   K	   AUS	   3	   30916945	   31070960	   4.96	   30916945	   3	  
	  	   228	   K	   AUS	   3	   32188258	   32634755	   5.07	   32625274	   3	  
	  	   229	   K	   AUS	   4	   154487	   590469	   5.43	   278717	   6	  
	  	   230	   K	   AUS	   4	   24184803	   24477797	   5.35	   24278353	   3	  
	  	   231	   K	   AUS	   4	   28467312	   29086219	   4.28	   28467312	   3	  
	  	   232	   K	   AUS	   4	   30122230	   31330466	   5.47	   31330466	   5	  
	  	   233	   K	   AUS	   4	   35131240	   35216258	   5.27	   35141825	   3	  
	  	   234	   K	   AUS	   5	   3503460	   3786191	   4.98	   3503460	   3	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Shoot	   235	   K	   AUS	   5	   11094735	   11504562	   5.51	   11094735	   3	  
	  	   236	   K	   AUS	   5	   13007423	   13810556	   4.83	   13314069	   4	  
	  	   237	   K	   AUS	   5	   18069024	   18951827	   4.95	   18479954	   5	  
	  	   238	   K	   AUS	   5	   22999721	   23653123	   4.47	   23653123	   3	  
	  	   239	   K	   AUS	   5	   25146331	   25700676	   4.99	   25700676	   4	  
	  	   240	   K	   AUS	   5	   27743719	   27949052	   4.84	   27933681	   3	  
	  	   241	   K	   AUS	   6	   6329293	   6573980	   5.40	   6329293	   4	  
	  	   242	   K	   AUS	   6	   7562663	   8017951	   4.78	   7562663	   4	  
	  	   243	   K	   AUS	   6	   12784098	   13475269	   4.59	   13099667	   4	  
	  	   244	   K	   AUS	   6	   16617638	   17322917	   5.17	   16864925	   4	  
	  	   245	   K	   AUS	   6	   22993345	   23328083	   5.01	   23167924	   4	  
	  	   246	   K	   AUS	   6	   26738864	   26883500	   4.21	   26738864	   3	  
	  	   247	   K	   AUS	   7	   1873795	   2496746	   5.03	   2050379	   3	  
	  	   248	   K	   AUS	   7	   3230562	   3406619	   4.93	   3406619	   3	  
	  	   249	   K	   AUS	   7	   6054211	   6223152	   5.08	   6161839	   3	  
	  	   250	   K	   AUS	   8	   3246377	   4068565	   4.53	   3611473	   3	  
	  	   251	   K	   AUS	   8	   10730232	   10955673	   4.96	   10730232	   3	  
	  	   252	   K	   AUS	   9	   9605468	   9993344	   5.09	   9605468	   3	  
	  	   253	   K	   AUS	   9	   17114488	   18143973	   5.38	   17114488	   4	  
	  	   254	   K	   AUS	   10	   4510121	   4989594	   4.57	   4510121	   3	  
	  	   255	   K	   AUS	   10	   15139740	   15829889	   5.08	   15623501	   3	  
	  	   256	   K	   AUS	   10	   17070954	   17847334	   4.95	   17070954	   5	  
	  	   257	   K	   AUS	   10	   18440701	   19592406	   5.14	   19592406	   7	  
	  	   258	   K	   AUS	   11	   2825707	   3670795	   4.98	   2825707	   5	  
	  	   259	   K	   AUS	   11	   6543099	   6834229	   4.96	   6543099	   7	  
	  	   260	   K	   AUS	   11	   20379701	   21411524	   5.40	   20481479	   5	  
	  	   261	   K	   AUS	   11	   24940262	   25174859	   5.02	   24965186	   3	  
	  	   262	   K	   AUS	   12	   19397447	   19801415	   5.42	   19801415	   3	  
	  	   263	   K	   AUS	   12	   23479599	   23884421	   4.86	   23884421	   3	  
	  	   264	   K	   AUS	   12	   26023144	   26614915	   4.94	   26346396	   3	  
	  	   265	   K	   IND	   1	   29463693	   30339697	   6.77	   29463693	   7	  
	  	   266	   K	   IND	   1	   32950985	   34129689	   5.66	   33319349	   4	  
	  	   267	   K	   IND	   1	   42588487	   42633864	   5.60	   42620042	   4	  
	  	   268	   K	   IND	   2	   21086603	   21590332	   4.37	   21590332	   4	  
	  	   269	   K	   IND	   2	   26069482	   26682220	   4.66	   26069482	   3	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Shoot	   270	   K	   IND	   4	   58864	   458929	   4.08	   58864	   3	  
	  	   271	   K	   IND	   6	   7692740	   7760675	   4.49	   7760675	   3	  
	  	   272	   K	   IND	   6	   8894604	   9477259	   4.94	   8894604	   7	  
	  	   273	   K	   IND	   8	   527192	   560290	   4.13	   555392	   6	  
	  	   274	   K	   IND	   8	   27425634	   27551266	   5.47	   27474258	   3	  
	  	   275	   K	   IND	   11	   21172654	   21323271	   6.68	   21323271	   3	  
	  	   276	   K	   IND	   12	   8765565	   9292944	   4.28	   9193540	   3	  
	  	   277	   K	   IND	   12	   11588371	   12341164	   6.13	   11703999	   5	  
	  	   278	   Li	   ALL	   6	   22678090	   23214440	   5.13	   23214440	   4	  
	  	   279	   Li	   ALL	   7	   11475186	   11704702	   4.51	   11475186	   3	  
	  	   280	   Li	   ALL	   7	   12413100	   13281653	   4.30	   13281653	   4	  
	  	   281	   Li	   IND	   2	   4561293	   4572528	   4.33	   4561293	   3	  
	  	   282	   Li	   IND	   10	   6273257	   6695706	   4.42	   6273257	   3	  
	  	   283	   Li	   IND	   10	   9172744	   9794490	   4.43	   9794490	   4	  
	  	   284	   Mg	   ALL	   11	   17086644	   17379890	   4.19	   17316500	   3	  
	  	   285	   Mg	   AUS	   1	   35343330	   35494441	   4.40	   35343330	   3	  
	  	   286	   Mg	   IND	   1	   22640125	   22913650	   4.99	   22640125	   8	  
	  	   287	   Mg	   IND	   3	   2273913	   2298354	   4.69	   2273913	   3	  
	  	   288	   Mg	   IND	   8	   8772106	   8805623	   5.04	   8772106	   7	  
	  	   289	   Mg	   TEJ	   6	   3562814	   3602700	   5.25	   3602700	   9	  
	  	   290	   Mn	   ALL	   1	   34817951	   35093428	   5.68	   34892065	   9	  
	  	   291	   Mn	   ALL	   10	   1925788	   2019805	   6.85	   1965441	   10	  
	  	   292	   Mn	   AUS	   4	   5316204	   5320155	   4.22	   5316204	   3	  
	  	   293	   Mn	   AUS	   10	   1632107	   2086124	   5.66	   1812624	   5	  
	  	   294	   Mn	   IND	   4	   18041132	   18950984	   5.12	   18950984	   10	  
	  	   295	   Mn	   TRJ	   11	   5370874	   5709028	   5.54	   5370874	   3	  
	  	   296	   Mo	   ALL	   8	   15243	   648977	   15.39	   200233	   152	  
	  	   297	   Mo	   AUS	   10	   17225629	   17468081	   4.82	   17225629	   3	  
	  	   298	   Mo	   IND	   1	   9769265	   10029348	   4.05	   10029348	   4	  
	  	   299	   Mo	   IND	   1	   12868405	   13435952	   4.58	   13228832	   6	  
	  	   300	   Mo	   IND	   8	   9952	   118947	   4.64	   116154	   10	  
	  	   301	   Mo	   TRJ	   2	   18623912	   18630619	   5.70	   18626031	   6	  
	  	   302	   Mo	   TRJ	   8	   16922	   320915	   6.37	   200233	   69	  
	  	   303	   Na	   ALL	   8	   7451726	   7518485	   4.93	   7488138	   12	  
	  	   304	   Na	   ALL	   8	   27470977	   28060458	   7.55	   27504822	   27	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Shoot	   305	   Na	   ALL	   9	   21706927	   21961224	   5.49	   21926446	   7	  
	  	   306	   Na	   AUS	   1	   2173566	   3784649	   8.43	   2173566	   18	  
	  	   307	   Na	   AUS	   1	   20436138	   20996673	   4.70	   20436138	   3	  
	  	   308	   Na	   AUS	   1	   21625580	   21660511	   4.39	   21625580	   4	  
	  	   309	   Na	   AUS	   1	   33427940	   33783082	   4.74	   33611031	   3	  
	  	   310	   Na	   AUS	   4	   5446315	   5784232	   6.72	   5784232	   3	  
	  	   311	   Na	   AUS	   4	   30548798	   31148129	   8.46	   31027452	   63	  
	  	   312	   Na	   AUS	   8	   6340786	   7463918	   5.76	   7132839	   7	  
	  	   313	   Na	   AUS	   8	   20552012	   21076009	   4.53	   20560046	   6	  
	  	   314	   Na	   AUS	   8	   27468044	   28059167	   8.41	   27585649	   28	  
	  	   315	   Na	   AUS	   11	   1557071	   1571203	   4.62	   1571203	   6	  
	  	   316	   Na	   AUS	   11	   25787205	   25829801	   4.42	   25814569	   5	  
	  	   317	   Na	   IND	   2	   24840284	   25009820	   4.93	   24922063	   5	  
	  	   318	   Na	   IND	   5	   7759436	   7778665	   5.74	   7770039	   3	  
	  	   319	   Na	   IND	   6	   21162563	   21198668	   4.26	   21165004	   5	  
	  	   320	   Na	   IND	   6	   21999646	   22013011	   5.48	   22002438	   4	  
	  	   321	   Na	   IND	   6	   23726184	   23908959	   6.25	   23880293	   10	  
	  	   322	   Na	   TEJ	   8	   7737265	   8305931	   4.23	   7941068	   3	  
	  	   323	   Ni	   ALL	   4	   33732514	   33835671	   4.50	   33780362	   8	  
	  	   324	   Ni	   ALL	   5	   24973819	   25206799	   6.18	   25054618	   10	  
	  	   325	   Ni	   ALL	   7	   19958320	   20561696	   5.59	   20084671	   8	  
	  	   326	   Ni	   AUS	   1	   18690404	   18725405	   4.25	   18707335	   3	  
	  	   327	   Ni	   AUS	   6	   7313739	   7478120	   5.15	   7414753	   11	  
	  	   328	   Ni	   IND	   7	   22680383	   23231066	   5.96	   23229073	   4	  
	  	   329	   P	   ALL	   1	   2001792	   2002635	   5.12	   2002080	   3	  
	  	   330	   P	   TEJ	   1	   1874689	   2061535	   6.63	   2001792	   79	  
	  	   331	   P	   TEJ	   2	   9661058	   9776692	   4.38	   9716094	   4	  
	  	   332	   Pb	   ALL	   6	   25887619	   26063255	   4.39	   25887619	   3	  
	  	   333	   Pb	   ALL	   7	   9115025	   9313052	   5.01	   9196108	   3	  
	  	   334	   Pb	   TEJ	   1	   23338971	   23523041	   4.65	   23343063	   9	  
	  	   335	   Rb	   AUS	   2	   20422375	   21052036	   4.22	   21022136	   12	  
	  	   336	   Rb	   TEJ	   6	   10494286	   10545225	   5.28	   10532008	   3	  
	  	   337	   S	   ALL	   1	   25269849	   25293079	   5.26	   25277070	   7	  
	  	   338	   S	   ALL	   3	   4954427	   5482615	   4.52	   5468596	   5	  
	  	   339	   S	   ALL	   5	   4984765	   5174807	   8.34	   5110523	   8	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Shoot	   340	   S	   ALL	   5	   16376289	   16481639	   4.66	   16481639	   3	  
	  	   341	   S	   ALL	   5	   19956751	   20436357	   4.19	   20436357	   3	  
	  	   342	   S	   ALL	   9	   5971601	   6598973	   4.94	   6261692	   3	  
	  	   343	   S	   AUS	   3	   1833744	   1839135	   4.87	   1834615	   3	  
	  	   344	   S	   TEJ	   1	   24607600	   24774092	   4.08	   24723609	   5	  
	  	   345	   S	   TEJ	   5	   20434408	   20439744	   5.66	   20434408	   4	  
	  	   346	   S	   TEJ	   9	   9077744	   9203668	   4.34	   9077744	   7	  
	  	   347	   S	   TRJ	   5	   13828640	   13945193	   4.27	   13828640	   3	  
	  	   348	   Se	   ALL	   1	   41244480	   41587329	   4.72	   41320564	   8	  
	  	   349	   Se	   ALL	   12	   17654666	   18121845	   5.28	   18121845	   4	  
	  	   350	   Se	   IND	   6	   725500	   744876	   5.66	   742145	   6	  
	  	   351	   Se	   IND	   7	   7002502	   7239622	   5.56	   7194338	   27	  
	  	   352	   Se	   TRJ	   12	   17015815	   17395209	   4.41	   17015815	   5	  
	  	   353	   Si	   ALL	   10	   1711242	   1884948	   4.75	   1711242	   3	  
	  	   354	   Si	   AUS	   4	   5292411	   5320155	   4.70	   5316720	   11	  
	  	   355	   Sr	   ALL	   4	   29686878	   29749647	   4.57	   29686878	   3	  
	  	   356	   Sr	   ALL	   5	   25839893	   25939552	   4.87	   25839893	   3	  
	  	   357	   Sr	   IND	   3	   23442785	   23472227	   4.12	   23471146	   4	  
	  	   358	   Zn	   AUS	   3	   13170835	   13707521	   4.09	   13170835	   4	  
	  	   359	   Zn	   AUS	   4	   22713197	   22793211	   4.18	   22713197	   3	  
	  	   360	   Zn	   AUS	   5	   7397430	   7468733	   4.50	   7468733	   4	  
	  	   361	   Zn	   AUS	   8	   19282078	   19575921	   5.19	   19575921	   19	  
	  	   362	   Zn	   TRJ	   6	   14407847	   15148145	   4.59	   15148145	   3	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Root	   1	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   11	   22175445	   22229352	   5.31	   22218247	   9	  
	  	   2	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   12	   16572914	   16573422	   4.38	   16572914	   3	  
	  	   3	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   11	   21300178	   21958520	   4.73	   21300178	   4	  
	  	   4	   DW	  Biomass	   IND	   4	   14188745	   14210684	   5.14	   14188812	   6	  
	  	   5	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   5	   8019201	   8125496	   5.91	   8125496	   4	  
	  	   6	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   7	   22526139	   23104027	   4.89	   22526139	   9	  
	  	   7	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   12	   16452234	   16579036	   5.30	   16505204	   12	  
Shoot	   8	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   1	   23110137	   24172561	   5.28	   23636753	   5	  
	  	   9	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   3	   28662027	   28910693	   5.36	   28689536	   5	  
	  	   10	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   4	   11280520	   11406913	   4.54	   11406913	   3	  
	  	   11	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   6	   27346190	   27403764	   5.40	   27346190	   8	  
	  	   12	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   7	   28290387	   28924479	   6.29	   28292381	   7	  
	  	   13	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   8	   20583349	   20656448	   4.62	   20583349	   5	  
	  	   14	   DW	  Biomass	   ALL	   8	   27431783	   28390513	   7.09	   28390513	   24	  
	  	   15	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   1	   7000762	   7844665	   5.89	   7000762	   4	  
	  	   16	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   1	   12053191	   13297675	   6.00	   12080365	   6	  
	  	   17	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   1	   21947697	   22627369	   5.56	   22448851	   5	  
	  	   18	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   1	   30575005	   31569396	   4.78	   31569396	   5	  
	  	   19	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   2	   19772390	   20027636	   5.47	   19772390	   3	  
	  	   20	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   2	   23827320	   24342407	   6.29	   24244675	   3	  
	  	   21	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   3	   14026004	   14472863	   4.79	   14472863	   3	  
	  	   22	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   3	   23996007	   24469905	   5.96	   24200942	   6	  
	  	   23	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   4	   24524127	   25113370	   5.89	   24524127	   5	  
	  	   24	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   5	   13447503	   13856067	   4.60	   13729011	   3	  
	  	   25	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   5	   20853698	   21391523	   4.47	   20910584	   3	  
	  	   26	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   5	   25583648	   26395069	   4.86	   25583648	   3	  
	  	   27	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   6	   4733353	   5460719	   4.41	   5460719	   3	  
	  	   28	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   6	   16541699	   17321328	   5.59	   16541699	   3	  
	  	   29	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   7	   212171	   722663	   6.30	   722663	   3	  
	  	   30	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   8	   19444792	   20061445	   6.23	   19793379	   3	  
	  	   31	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   8	   26456867	   27894292	   5.38	   26456867	   4	  
	  	   32	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   9	   12545322	   13157056	   5.58	   12545322	   3	  
	  	   33	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   10	   5554612	   6543196	   5.17	   5554612	   5	  
	  	   34	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   10	   13058762	   13436291	   6.12	   13058762	   3	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.2 Summary  of GWA peaks for root and shoot biomass. 
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Shoot	   35	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   10	   17000410	   17786196	   5.54	   17651536	   4	  
	  	   36	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   11	   5246181	   5317331	   6.18	   5317331	   3	  
	  	   37	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   11	   11048660	   11252684	   5.10	   11048660	   3	  
	  	   38	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   11	   18984703	   19862475	   5.82	   19862475	   4	  
	  	   39	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   12	   9427757	   10082280	   4.96	   9427757	   3	  
	  	   40	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   12	   11752377	   12700420	   5.63	   11752377	   4	  
	  	   41	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   12	   14604896	   15094700	   5.02	   15094700	   3	  
	  	   42	   DW	  Biomass	   AUS	   12	   18305855	   18837378	   5.61	   18837378	   3	  
	  	   43	   DW	  Biomass	   IND	   3	   35695364	   35747828	   4.84	   35743038	   5	  
	  	   44	   DW	  Biomass	   IND	   6	   6996839	   7552457	   4.52	   7549158	   7	  
	  	   45	   DW	  Biomass	   IND	   12	   14520563	   14989923	   4.66	   14985444	   7	  
	  	   46	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   5	   18010808	   18109068	   5.55	   18018686	   14	  
	  	   47	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   7	   6342461	   6378388	   4.22	   6342461	   5	  
	  	   48	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   8	   8119447	   8677013	   6.10	   8667086	   6	  
	  	   49	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   10	   3013496	   3384210	   5.70	   3017423	   6	  
	  	   50	   DW	  Biomass	   TEJ	   11	   25524147	   26090875	   5.67	   25596026	   4	  
	  	   51	   DW	  Biomass	   TRJ	   3	   10160492	   10186052	   6.56	   10185539	   3	  
 











Tissue	   Subpop	  
LOC_Os06g01170	   6	   Ca	   130089	   137360	   26	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g01690	   6	   Ca	   409926	   412145	   26	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g01760	   6	   Ca	   437685	   440554	   26	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g01890	   6	   Ca	   493851	   510407	   26	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g54100	   3	   Ca	   31007714	   31010336	   28	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g54160	   3	   Ca	   31024033	   31034456	   28	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g54170	   3	   Ca	   31041238	   31047906	   28	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g55100	   3	   Ca	   31337819	   31343721	   28	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g02070	   8	   Ca	   678358	   680739	   29	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g02070	   8	   Ca	   678358	   680739	   31	   root	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os01g18890	   1	   Ca	   10678464	   10681164	   35	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g48720	   6	   Cd	   29476951	   29479907	   40	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os02g08010	   2	   Cd	   4195421	   4202350	   43	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os02g08014	   2	   Cd	   4202296	   4202592	   43	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os02g08018	   2	   Cd	   4203438	   4208367	   43	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os08g06460	   8	   Cd	   3621707	   3624002	   49	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g48720	   6	   Cd	   29476951	   29479907	   53	   shoot	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os04g32030	   4	   Co	   19017158	   19020428	   57	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g27040	   3	   Co	   15478390	   15480786	   58	   shoot	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os04g25470	   4	   Co	   14752994	   14760563	   59	   shoot	   TEJ	  
YSL2	   2	   Cu	   26164518	   26169101	   72	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os07g47480	   7	   Cu	   28381565	   28383153	   73	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os11g47809	   11	   Cu	   28304455	   28305292	   77	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os02g39230	   2	   Cu	   23694091	   23695761	   79	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os02g39240	   2	   Cu	   23699789	   23700991	   79	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os02g39260	   2	   Cu	   23705021	   23706577	   79	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os02g39420	   2	   Cu	   23778892	   23780064	   79	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os02g39430	   2	   Cu	   23783066	   23784268	   79	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os03g11030	   3	   Cu	   5672158	   5675258	   81	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g11040	   3	   Cu	   5676634	   5679112	   81	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os09g25314	   9	   Cu	   15155994	   15158085	   83	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g03770	   6	   Fe	   1491884	   1501598	   89	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g04020	   6	   Fe	   1641215	   1642801	   89	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g54910	   3	   Fe	   31209286	   31211707	   91	   root	   IND	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.3 Cloned and putative candidate genes that aligned with 
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Tissue	   Subpop	  
LOC_Os06g45450	   6	   Fe	   27472218	   27473452	   97	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g46310	   6	   Fe	   28058356	   28064182	   97	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g45450	   6	   Fe	   27472218	   27473452	   98	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g46310	   6	   Fe	   28058356	   28064182	   98	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g64140	   3	   Fe	   36235979	   36238006	   99	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g64340	   3	   Fe	   36359238	   36360640	   99	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g45450	   6	   Fe	   27472218	   27473452	   100	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os07g38910	   7	   Fe	   23329028	   23329853	   101	   shoot	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os02g09480	   2	   K	   4867671	   4869377	   119	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g03610	   6	   K	   1396922	   1399969	   120	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g44280	   6	   K	   26713869	   26716573	   121	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g44460	   6	   K	   26853888	   26857589	   121	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g45940	   6	   K	   27818966	   27826495	   121	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os05g51090	   5	   K	   29250342	   29252223	   122	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os05g51610	   5	   K	   29526001	   29531196	   122	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g03610	   6	   K	   1396922	   1399969	   123	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g44280	   6	   K	   26713869	   26716573	   124	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g44460	   6	   K	   26853888	   26857589	   124	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g45940	   6	   K	   27818966	   27826495	   124	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g02020	   9	   K	   703295	   709944	   125	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g02214	   9	   K	   877145	   889186	   126	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g02020	   9	   K	   703295	   709944	   126	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g02214	   9	   K	   877145	   889186	   126	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os01g59490	   1	   K	   34405333	   34408175	   127	   root	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os01g60140	   1	   K	   34787358	   34790577	   127	   root	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os07g30960	   7	   K	   18330762	   18332965	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g32530	   7	   K	   19377446	   19385145	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g32680	   7	   K	   19513897	   19515320	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g32700	   7	   K	   19528479	   19529369	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g32710	   7	   K	   19532183	   19533584	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g33350	   7	   K	   19934500	   19935430	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g33790	   7	   K	   20220084	   20224931	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g39310	   7	   K	   23539714	   23543082	   128	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os01g66170	   1	   K	   38435799	   38439417	   129	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os01g66420	   1	   K	   38565104	   38569818	   129	   shoot	   ALL	  
 











Tissue	   Subpop	  
LOC_Os01g51420	   1	   K	   29567502	   29570439	   181	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g52070	   1	   K	   29942865	   29947609	   181	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g53294	   1	   K	   30621627	   30633361	   181	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g56330	   1	   K	   32460834	   32464022	   182	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g57890	   1	   K	   33470856	   33477491	   182	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g58380	   1	   K	   33729334	   33731992	   182	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g58740	   1	   K	   33951049	   33955085	   182	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g59490	   1	   K	   34405333	   34408175	   182	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g73810	   1	   K	   42756787	   42757563	   183	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g74470	   1	   K	   43124919	   43133458	   183	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35300	   2	   K	   21219175	   21222864	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35320	   2	   K	   21237383	   21240893	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35338	   2	   K	   21247879	   21249767	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35356	   2	   K	   21256905	   21258793	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35374	   2	   K	   21265931	   21267819	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35392	   2	   K	   21274957	   21276845	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35420	   2	   K	   21283983	   21285873	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g35600	   2	   K	   21408016	   21411353	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g36330	   2	   K	   21921698	   21923050	   184	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g43300	   2	   K	   26093366	   26097273	   185	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os02g43540	   2	   K	   26265810	   26266788	   185	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os04g01600	   4	   K	   399955	   404335	   186	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os04g01650	   4	   K	   442307	   443840	   186	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os04g01660	   4	   K	   445010	   446108	   186	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os04g01674	   4	   K	   452417	   456130	   186	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g14030	   6	   K	   7798074	   7805572	   187	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g14240	   6	   K	   7939907	   7940693	   187	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g14310	   6	   K	   7981085	   7982860	   187	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g15150	   6	   K	   8583739	   8589596	   188	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g15620	   6	   K	   8846703	   8847848	   188	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g15910	   6	   K	   9032863	   9036776	   188	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g02050	   8	   K	   661168	   666559	   189	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g02450	   8	   K	   980212	   983446	   189	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g42920	   8	   K	   27125046	   27127010	   190	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g43690	   8	   K	   27616156	   27618880	   190	   shoot	   IND	  
 











Tissue	   Subpop	  
LOC_Os08g44050	   8	   K	   27730405	   27736989	   190	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g44340	   8	   K	   27897097	   27900409	   190	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os12g16250	   12	   K	   9288203	   9288904	   192	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os12g16290	   12	   K	   9312637	   9315532	   192	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g04480	   3	   Mg	   2074318	   2076632	   220	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g05750	   3	   Mg	   2865311	   2867238	   220	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g53210	   1	   Mn	   30573817	   30575243	   223	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os07g15370	   7	   Mn	   8870442	   8877911	   226	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os07g15460	   7	   Mn	   8965029	   8969888	   226	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os12g39180	   12	   Mn	   24086315	   24090178	   228	   root	   ALL	  
ZIP8	   7	   Mn	   7393491	   7396720	   236	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g15370	   7	   Mn	   8870442	   8877911	   236	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os07g15460	   7	   Mn	   8965029	   8969888	   236	   root	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os08g01120	   8	   Mo	   85335	   87510	   254	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os08g01120	   8	   Mo	   85335	   87510	   258	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os08g01120	   8	   Mo	   85335	   87510	   260	   shoot	   TRJ	  
LOC_Os09g07500	   9	   Na	   3750007	   3753991	   261	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g53630	   3	   Na	   30740482	   30748610	   262	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g54160	   3	   Na	   31024033	   31034456	   262	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os03g54170	   3	   Na	   31041238	   31047906	   262	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os01g37690	   1	   Na	   21070325	   21075685	   263	   root	   TEJ	  
LOC_Os08g44310	   8	   Na	   27885222	   27886124	   265	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os08g43690	   8	   Na	   27616156	   27618880	   265	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os01g05790	   1	   Na	   2764773	   2767644	   267	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os01g37690	   1	   Na	   21070325	   21075685	   268	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os01g34850	   1	   Na	   19242042	   19243853	   268	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os04g51610	   4	   Na	   30386970	   30399183	   272	   shoot	   AUS	  
OsHKT1;2	   4	   Na	   30548314	   30545885	   272	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os04g51820	   4	   Na	   30724244	   30727084	   272	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os04g51830	   4	   Na	   30734183	   30739334	   272	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os08g34120	   8	   Na	   21390687	   21392300	   274	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os08g44310	   8	   Na	   27885222	   27886124	   275	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os08g43690	   8	   Na	   27616156	   27618880	   275	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os11g04460	   11	   Na	   1858334	   1864303	   276	   shoot	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g36940	   6	   Na	   21762121	   21764047	   280	   shoot	   IND	  
 











Tissue	   Subpop	  
LOC_Os06g36940	   6	   Na	   21762121	   21764047	   281	   shoot	   IND	  
LOC_Os06g45500	   6	   Ni	   27516103	   27522606	   285	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os06g02580	   6	   Ni	   907486	   909323	   286	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os06g45500	   6	   Ni	   27516103	   27522606	   287	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g03310	   9	   Ni	   1611177	   1614358	   288	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os09g03310	   9	   Ni	   1611177	   1614358	   289	   root	   AUS	  
LOC_Os03g41064	   3	   Pb	   22822261	   22823032	   308	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g41070	   3	   Pb	   22824386	   22825030	   308	   root	   ALL	  
ZIP6	   5	   Pb	   3807951	   3810783	   309	   root	   ALL	  
LOC_Os07g15370	   7	   Pb	   8870442	   8877911	   322	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os07g15460	   7	   Pb	   8965029	   8969888	   322	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g09930	   3	   S	   4945325	   4952952	   346	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g09940	   3	   S	   4953103	   4958450	   346	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g09970	   3	   S	   4983579	   4991413	   346	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g09980	   3	   S	   4995775	   5001179	   346	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os03g10500	   3	   S	   5340101	   5346082	   346	   shoot	   ALL	  
LOC_Os11g43860	   11	   Zn	   26016786	   26020797	   436	   root	   ALL	  
ZIP4	   8	   Zn	   6266828	   6269910	   439	   root	   IND	  
LOC_Os05g39540	   5	   Zn	   23141972	   23150720	   440	   root	   TEJ	  
ZIP5	   5	   Zn	   23153854	   23156724	   440	   root	   TEJ	  
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
1	   168.189	   -­‐14.540	   5663.487	   118.428	   38.323	   23.124	   145.956	   14527.702	  
2	   159.918	   -­‐1.078	   5626.124	   107.585	   31.616	   21.746	   91.371	   13609.265	  
3	   193.208	   -­‐5.837	   5113.259	   121.273	   34.116	   22.712	   196.794	   13362.252	  
4	   135.734	   -­‐7.914	   5148.670	   125.927	   35.287	   21.327	   84.375	   12899.524	  
5	   209.421	   -­‐19.000	   5330.434	   108.012	   34.742	   27.201	   170.426	   14535.685	  
6	   160.624	   2.085	   5550.922	   144.968	   38.270	   22.331	   111.701	   15132.296	  
7	   188.937	   35.529	   5750.993	   127.271	   39.700	   24.064	   221.864	   14223.572	  
8	   195.225	   -­‐18.216	   6272.783	   127.897	   40.558	   27.001	   97.811	   16637.575	  
9	   216.584	   -­‐14.568	   5963.597	   138.561	   52.573	   25.896	   267.605	   17143.291	  
10	   188.288	   4.664	   5531.474	   148.062	   46.058	   23.986	   189.477	   17405.081	  
11	   194.044	   9.676	   5755.384	   156.329	   37.779	   25.993	   250.283	   15930.728	  
12	   162.410	   -­‐2.102	   5460.337	   101.639	   38.912	   23.042	   166.015	   13452.206	  
13	   189.681	   -­‐7.197	   5632.644	   88.375	   46.748	   22.984	   91.501	   15429.506	  
14	   246.649	   -­‐5.821	   6060.201	   149.036	   34.577	   37.123	   312.896	   18779.906	  
15	   185.482	   21.709	   5313.716	   140.423	   48.379	   27.195	   185.414	   15082.936	  
16	   186.282	   -­‐22.161	   5851.136	   104.072	   45.765	   27.568	   171.741	   15318.567	  
17	   232.595	   34.559	   5920.318	   159.403	   42.824	   31.395	   267.428	   17626.531	  
18	   267.102	   4.416	   6568.408	   199.326	   60.395	   27.629	   207.834	   19914.854	  
19	   161.558	   -­‐21.550	   5156.734	   94.638	   36.315	   20.417	   107.634	   13821.866	  
20	   167.794	   -­‐2.097	   5570.415	   142.586	   45.038	   25.205	   170.652	   14396.974	  
21	   207.150	   31.387	   5065.732	   168.418	   52.283	   23.805	   213.909	   15004.784	  
22	   142.062	   -­‐23.492	   5270.431	   107.510	   40.446	   21.004	   142.341	   13806.010	  
23	   169.221	   -­‐15.102	   5997.503	   146.830	   47.449	   25.523	   167.051	   14227.468	  
24	   202.180	   -­‐7.294	   5992.760	   135.920	   46.653	   24.424	   139.437	   14023.254	  
25	   225.674	   -­‐6.395	   6473.446	   132.350	   44.978	   28.806	   138.000	   16066.908	  
26	   233.720	   -­‐16.298	   6033.567	   127.213	   46.066	   25.319	   115.338	   14947.714	  
27	   163.852	   -­‐10.389	   6257.240	   153.999	   46.660	   25.801	   128.493	   15058.280	  
28	   151.590	   -­‐27.910	   5192.788	   125.077	   33.781	   20.937	   137.616	   12342.105	  
29	   217.916	   3.340	   6259.292	   146.281	   38.691	   26.585	   197.346	   15699.835	  
30	   213.476	   8.635	   5955.501	   189.493	   46.343	   21.942	   252.396	   16551.973	  
31	   199.768	   18.922	   5401.424	   141.653	   42.157	   24.533	   159.240	   16186.434	  
32	   197.509	   38.093	   5642.905	   114.039	   44.658	   27.366	   129.692	   16020.408	  
33	   161.873	   -­‐3.270	   5276.762	   130.297	   36.409	   23.605	   101.210	   13992.687	  
34	   177.266	   -­‐16.986	   5798.446	   157.165	   45.114	   17.802	   143.285	   14941.617	  
  
Supplementary Table 3.5 Summary of Bayesian adjusted root ionomic 
phenotypic values for RDP1. Per line values represent the 50th percentile of the 
posterior probability distribution. 
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NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
35	   197.617	   -­‐8.955	   5946.860	   146.497	   40.435	   22.611	   148.619	   14971.974	  
36	   162.099	   14.445	   5362.021	   120.116	   37.740	   25.418	   139.824	   12749.163	  
37	   155.929	   24.984	   5535.827	   115.146	   35.871	   23.183	   123.125	   13269.379	  
38	   190.163	   10.118	   5794.793	   127.116	   39.746	   26.275	   134.719	   15704.518	  
39	   197.993	   -­‐13.868	   5750.356	   164.567	   44.478	   21.775	   129.744	   15628.223	  
40	   156.221	   -­‐14.896	   5524.960	   135.066	   43.786	   22.188	   206.962	   14083.653	  
41	   189.783	   -­‐9.507	   5981.383	   135.498	   37.326	   26.610	   169.452	   16634.669	  
43	   204.022	   19.770	   6067.567	   144.612	   42.143	   28.384	   236.982	   16654.745	  
44	   173.791	   -­‐10.092	   5139.246	   148.469	   38.921	   22.309	   130.599	   14607.361	  
45	   207.861	   -­‐4.364	   5348.361	   140.728	   49.727	   24.884	   249.950	   13834.255	  
46	   135.511	   -­‐20.180	   5630.792	   143.862	   50.869	   18.866	   91.238	   13504.507	  
48	   170.568	   4.276	   5410.312	   123.686	   37.949	   25.482	   157.836	   14715.719	  
49	   179.052	   7.627	   5444.656	   161.069	   49.765	   23.850	   168.375	   14875.103	  
50	   151.105	   -­‐0.556	   5430.705	   143.060	   44.408	   21.839	   128.756	   13371.109	  
51	   190.278	   10.886	   4999.492	   113.229	   40.511	   23.558	   143.905	   13228.806	  
52	   184.102	   4.955	   5689.565	   119.619	   42.408	   26.478	   146.191	   14551.765	  
53	   185.453	   -­‐0.291	   5306.110	   92.250	   43.116	   28.001	   175.466	   14351.932	  
54	   184.069	   18.769	   5827.944	   121.721	   40.784	   27.259	   137.853	   15661.060	  
55	   156.035	   -­‐14.418	   5356.012	   112.807	   39.629	   20.898	   141.885	   12745.632	  
56	   131.582	   -­‐0.250	   5089.086	   116.709	   30.271	   23.723	   177.679	   13895.536	  
57	   194.473	   9.218	   5402.630	   137.210	   37.325	   23.723	   213.923	   15766.717	  
58	   195.268	   11.496	   5862.942	   146.616	   41.563	   22.950	   101.211	   14307.703	  
59	   187.849	   -­‐17.152	   5673.648	   120.102	   40.982	   24.238	   137.021	   14548.323	  
60	   203.356	   0.929	   5539.719	   112.330	   39.917	   27.208	   134.748	   13989.189	  
61	   189.023	   -­‐6.646	   5231.490	   151.133	   39.726	   25.033	   168.014	   13615.704	  
62	   211.723	   16.254	   5936.831	   158.786	   47.567	   33.683	   164.946	   16752.385	  
63	   205.150	   23.239	   5192.972	   133.113	   43.956	   25.499	   143.971	   14230.260	  
64	   189.908	   13.172	   5164.204	   111.642	   37.616	   27.247	   135.244	   14092.726	  
65	   226.783	   1.262	   6062.832	   159.709	   53.095	   25.956	   158.106	   15981.381	  
66	   211.909	   8.059	   5931.455	   146.251	   37.712	   24.919	   204.721	   15494.874	  
67	   185.496	   23.915	   5481.202	   133.509	   42.095	   25.478	   138.222	   14677.133	  
68	   254.156	   11.303	   6225.684	   173.333	   38.222	   32.431	   283.946	   18922.467	  
69	   143.657	   -­‐18.941	   5969.775	   139.288	   44.898	   21.284	   81.222	   13013.814	  
70	   141.828	   0.854	   5571.469	   134.190	   42.356	   24.463	   147.703	   13538.895	  
71	   169.463	   1.360	   5638.176	   109.023	   30.417	   21.739	   130.638	   15048.303	  
  
Supplementary Table 3.5 (continued).  
 300 
NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
72	   209.921	   16.288	   5826.088	   134.765	   34.534	   28.929	   219.862	   18109.596	  
73	   183.603	   3.266	   6006.054	   153.343	   50.510	   25.231	   145.733	   16062.308	  
74	   174.140	   -­‐11.738	   5486.075	   140.017	   37.710	   23.974	   200.363	   15376.574	  
75	   149.308	   -­‐18.392	   5440.081	   129.984	   51.726	   19.718	   103.055	   14151.315	  
76	   194.357	   -­‐1.427	   5964.839	   142.138	   37.515	   26.885	   223.029	   16046.180	  
77	   186.311	   -­‐5.899	   5388.632	   118.251	   38.357	   22.344	   133.489	   13943.067	  
78	   160.532	   -­‐9.838	   5455.630	   143.145	   43.022	   24.578	   85.577	   14298.487	  
79	   168.435	   22.003	   5585.734	   132.590	   38.969	   23.930	   149.296	   16120.190	  
80	   170.628	   50.425	   5319.139	   131.694	   35.231	   28.483	   185.899	   16305.010	  
81	   129.109	   -­‐19.368	   4976.774	   137.151	   35.574	   18.325	   102.816	   11945.509	  
83	   146.064	   23.711	   5084.053	   98.829	   28.998	   22.115	   97.647	   12912.251	  
84	   175.935	   -­‐1.731	   5343.394	   123.706	   40.240	   25.458	   130.242	   12321.576	  
85	   185.024	   8.867	   4639.232	   146.479	   42.431	   22.314	   130.660	   15414.709	  
86	   128.333	   -­‐9.880	   5335.933	   127.895	   40.440	   21.873	   145.601	   14269.267	  
87	   146.660	   -­‐4.390	   5266.822	   126.747	   36.618	   24.064	   169.199	   14754.851	  
88	   151.152	   -­‐8.593	   5278.759	   141.987	   41.098	   23.771	   141.595	   13963.468	  
89	   162.187	   7.815	   5478.104	   134.996	   45.584	   23.805	   156.986	   13953.734	  
90	   213.675	   1.369	   5679.915	   124.641	   43.129	   24.248	   177.125	   15184.723	  
91	   182.061	   30.007	   5152.316	   115.429	   44.459	   24.638	   160.256	   15591.832	  
92	   184.775	   -­‐3.037	   5710.607	   131.043	   45.413	   24.864	   151.910	   14367.823	  
93	   198.581	   -­‐2.059	   5069.653	   87.483	   42.756	   26.495	   157.842	   13326.300	  
94	   200.445	   20.931	   5087.750	   127.214	   45.021	   25.771	   171.330	   15371.861	  
95	   191.493	   -­‐21.398	   4982.381	   125.475	   47.448	   21.532	   142.742	   13703.916	  
96	   213.024	   0.728	   5348.971	   106.956	   37.970	   26.711	   142.079	   15237.356	  
97	   208.698	   10.819	   5014.566	   126.826	   44.290	   20.969	   148.630	   15532.339	  
98	   193.803	   22.991	   6286.598	   126.816	   48.634	   27.860	   207.799	   15998.859	  
99	   231.964	   -­‐7.281	   5708.221	   126.613	   49.507	   27.163	   181.896	   16265.170	  
100	   197.862	   -­‐17.746	   5149.765	   119.898	   46.086	   23.456	   166.415	   14595.155	  
101	   194.209	   27.435	   5538.124	   99.137	   40.473	   21.361	   136.648	   16522.697	  
102	   236.838	   23.097	   5378.877	   140.290	   47.700	   26.037	   282.127	   15955.625	  
103	   200.479	   36.386	   4757.085	   118.164	   42.159	   25.720	   180.136	   13960.374	  
104	   224.279	   -­‐3.008	   5385.812	   117.048	   46.695	   28.827	   156.579	   15080.859	  
105	   166.580	   8.480	   4723.084	   115.603	   42.408	   21.712	   99.366	   12075.808	  
106	   165.680	   -­‐2.755	   4590.644	   123.809	   38.005	   20.344	   159.931	   11078.718	  
107	   201.980	   -­‐0.552	   5403.110	   143.100	   54.344	   23.194	   145.245	   14406.438	  
  




NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
108	   186.889	   6.151	   5201.287	   110.669	   42.090	   23.068	   164.579	   13517.187	  
109	   232.042	   -­‐3.744	   5296.275	   146.407	   48.669	   25.217	   206.957	   15856.493	  
110	   240.163	   -­‐19.132	   5334.055	   132.186	   44.575	   23.780	   252.859	   14886.634	  
111	   167.793	   -­‐3.152	   5047.352	   121.657	   44.592	   21.770	   163.915	   13636.301	  
112	   230.873	   3.868	   5270.834	   148.784	   50.711	   30.131	   173.987	   15521.875	  
113	   255.372	   3.797	   5359.511	   158.905	   58.473	   24.292	   239.694	   16630.782	  
114	   230.582	   11.144	   6038.597	   162.779	   54.511	   26.951	   200.128	   16243.115	  
115	   208.376	   10.324	   4619.836	   130.592	   49.506	   20.325	   173.707	   12621.671	  
116	   225.717	   11.060	   5484.158	   154.756	   49.717	   31.380	   203.978	   15873.628	  
117	   242.450	   12.106	   5233.393	   169.137	   56.840	   26.038	   243.649	   15285.157	  
118	   189.121	   15.141	   5392.738	   123.478	   48.928	   26.528	   197.389	   13807.284	  
119	   199.709	   3.587	   4906.896	   135.773	   45.602	   22.903	   149.829	   14347.211	  
120	   211.797	   -­‐17.656	   5250.336	   139.338	   48.911	   24.260	   151.581	   14253.246	  
121	   185.668	   11.621	   4801.316	   129.798	   47.675	   22.767	   168.553	   14249.525	  
122	   204.009	   7.525	   5328.398	   123.994	   45.733	   23.244	   262.003	   14169.867	  
123	   225.791	   2.523	   5498.188	   129.192	   44.515	   23.510	   216.042	   15981.083	  
124	   244.303	   0.200	   5465.965	   156.256	   54.331	   28.096	   240.178	   14635.343	  
125	   183.764	   -­‐3.577	   5273.135	   128.178	   44.844	   21.804	   216.578	   13691.835	  
126	   189.943	   8.138	   4662.995	   141.283	   45.488	   22.221	   189.127	   13478.478	  
127	   169.186	   6.301	   5122.296	   111.150	   44.392	   21.553	   134.484	   11822.864	  
128	   213.252	   17.629	   5144.723	   141.281	   51.867	   26.704	   210.107	   14969.660	  
129	   185.990	   1.798	   5360.656	   124.254	   39.842	   22.322	   240.175	   14950.494	  
130	   228.740	   3.925	   5412.910	   134.738	   47.480	   27.072	   246.999	   16353.467	  
131	   191.380	   7.719	   5159.827	   112.720	   44.131	   19.668	   103.588	   12983.554	  
132	   200.916	   2.656	   4717.744	   118.338	   41.350	   24.516	   123.323	   13369.082	  
133	   195.966	   43.258	   5000.036	   97.289	   42.102	   24.671	   156.853	   14096.284	  
134	   183.032	   -­‐21.423	   5092.474	   134.354	   57.723	   23.365	   169.120	   13800.666	  
135	   201.542	   -­‐3.450	   5020.833	   152.736	   53.464	   22.271	   128.305	   14096.011	  
136	   236.732	   -­‐8.252	   5377.040	   127.490	   41.220	   23.164	   173.146	   15825.877	  
137	   199.692	   -­‐8.773	   5384.773	   139.236	   46.151	   21.873	   224.242	   15359.837	  
138	   221.633	   -­‐0.025	   5235.868	   145.824	   48.647	   21.379	   137.743	   15077.027	  
139	   198.930	   25.572	   5181.755	   123.673	   45.681	   24.578	   163.652	   13538.853	  
140	   195.056	   9.080	   5333.756	   123.440	   51.587	   27.755	   192.530	   13023.282	  
141	   164.647	   41.801	   5608.750	   118.260	   40.406	   20.856	   146.977	   12649.916	  
142	   243.743	   42.913	   5739.082	   174.573	   54.493	   26.351	   186.808	   18350.971	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
143	   215.565	   6.369	   5171.680	   121.850	   48.643	   25.477	   192.048	   15274.399	  
144	   240.591	   30.976	   5298.913	   155.182	   56.365	   27.458	   240.120	   16502.375	  
145	   199.037	   -­‐2.779	   4714.549	   127.209	   39.436	   22.572	   236.574	   15108.725	  
146	   288.128	   5.083	   5537.404	   169.217	   51.140	   27.030	   259.207	   15686.940	  
147	   217.203	   19.223	   5333.302	   112.788	   44.893	   23.270	   152.193	   12940.347	  
148	   186.396	   -­‐4.213	   4904.492	   130.472	   43.832	   22.908	   178.194	   15074.075	  
149	   200.269	   1.035	   5262.535	   114.385	   42.475	   27.167	   140.471	   14700.796	  
150	   213.260	   -­‐12.228	   5355.566	   102.022	   41.960	   25.247	   129.155	   14278.386	  
151	   262.555	   26.733	   5628.965	   146.096	   52.735	   29.931	   225.694	   16412.427	  
152	   224.731	   -­‐9.061	   5375.324	   130.915	   45.990	   25.054	   142.018	   15440.009	  
153	   210.499	   -­‐3.704	   4905.299	   138.389	   47.623	   23.891	   143.361	   15897.950	  
154	   206.224	   -­‐20.106	   5468.701	   121.416	   48.447	   23.431	   196.308	   14987.057	  
155	   190.802	   0.634	   4971.699	   129.360	   49.568	   21.004	   138.787	   12980.302	  
156	   254.123	   -­‐2.474	   5467.175	   144.829	   46.392	   28.834	   296.700	   17703.486	  
157	   222.845	   1.840	   4959.724	   144.724	   55.313	   25.607	   192.520	   14848.677	  
158	   209.486	   20.508	   5105.525	   136.438	   49.184	   25.330	   185.792	   14616.503	  
159	   227.657	   8.672	   5589.007	   141.401	   49.813	   21.296	   235.666	   15654.966	  
160	   274.792	   3.629	   5638.059	   146.461	   57.090	   30.747	   242.761	   16737.641	  
161	   258.774	   21.438	   5197.292	   170.668	   52.117	   28.389	   370.509	   18497.973	  
162	   254.705	   9.887	   5273.212	   145.840	   53.179	   25.308	   163.464	   15322.820	  
163	   245.092	   0.852	   5649.543	   175.985	   54.194	   23.885	   174.033	   16479.206	  
164	   214.037	   -­‐3.776	   4807.953	   113.842	   43.665	   22.580	   230.904	   12625.311	  
165	   189.975	   -­‐3.917	   4982.701	   97.592	   39.872	   21.851	   156.172	   13883.542	  
166	   252.229	   11.903	   5256.641	   142.277	   49.802	   26.505	   180.204	   14885.920	  
167	   206.323	   19.359	   5585.711	   84.279	   34.945	   24.509	   120.102	   13967.537	  
168	   228.807	   20.026	   5636.135	   138.422	   45.159	   26.217	   238.988	   15336.637	  
169	   194.541	   9.825	   4631.548	   117.523	   49.360	   22.481	   138.462	   11634.757	  
170	   219.020	   8.929	   5461.223	   140.149	   43.500	   25.474	   282.947	   14032.183	  
171	   198.962	   0.375	   5045.155	   124.689	   39.050	   21.085	   170.328	   12487.914	  
172	   170.552	   32.702	   4783.475	   115.232	   34.580	   18.421	   226.028	   14859.253	  
173	   170.321	   66.389	   3782.175	   90.502	   33.824	   16.611	   146.924	   11401.056	  
174	   130.454	   50.735	   3857.635	   64.789	   31.089	   11.685	   163.757	   8912.662	  
175	   119.720	   39.796	   3967.450	   71.435	   31.668	   10.911	   141.070	   8564.209	  
176	   134.858	   57.231	   3765.926	   68.786	   30.336	   14.051	   129.381	   7311.828	  
177	   147.456	   91.783	   3171.097	   66.988	   28.994	   17.942	   117.599	   9078.070	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
178	   109.045	   49.020	   2840.261	   58.925	   19.424	   12.160	   140.267	   7711.707	  
179	   123.322	   52.136	   3093.884	   51.894	   24.317	   12.411	   146.685	   7129.680	  
180	   102.150	   54.537	   2447.111	   67.023	   27.678	   10.987	   165.020	   6288.553	  
181	   137.462	   63.236	   2834.075	   62.559	   28.512	   10.906	   147.240	   6095.881	  
182	   108.804	   62.622	   4102.531	   77.822	   29.644	   13.062	   131.494	   8173.822	  
183	   127.677	   68.851	   3242.063	   73.244	   32.568	   15.287	   93.500	   7923.092	  
184	   90.940	   35.164	   3674.541	   60.194	   26.675	   8.605	   131.793	   7231.760	  
185	   116.749	   73.247	   3583.566	   72.061	   33.162	   11.136	   135.176	   5785.760	  
186	   130.725	   61.540	   3609.742	   80.142	   32.060	   16.039	   188.457	   8515.547	  
187	   98.565	   84.364	   3104.035	   72.598	   30.046	   13.272	   141.966	   5904.275	  
188	   157.728	   89.769	   3335.945	   54.714	   34.006	   16.359	   183.163	   8172.069	  
189	   137.651	   62.656	   2472.788	   88.478	   28.984	   10.256	   199.368	   7444.623	  
190	   93.752	   54.583	   3162.102	   59.312	   26.825	   9.975	   133.506	   5968.882	  
191	   117.817	   45.092	   3346.811	   71.491	   30.928	   10.827	   176.462	   7276.054	  
192	   146.657	   68.231	   3123.198	   79.429	   36.964	   12.735	   165.178	   7098.523	  
193	   90.108	   63.159	   2843.863	   56.231	   28.148	   7.029	   145.574	   5535.547	  
194	   106.744	   51.064	   2996.580	   112.003	   27.708	   6.117	   157.382	   6555.723	  
195	   135.873	   72.617	   4319.709	   98.852	   33.542	   14.000	   160.790	   9444.682	  
196	   112.957	   47.827	   3117.086	   83.245	   27.509	   8.013	   274.842	   6143.185	  
197	   105.773	   51.897	   3272.079	   67.939	   29.112	   9.925	   210.016	   8807.540	  
198	   108.072	   58.476	   3192.320	   63.350	   25.557	   11.874	   126.517	   7309.448	  
199	   139.187	   65.608	   3954.023	   96.578	   35.727	   16.536	   216.836	   9760.804	  
200	   99.437	   42.589	   3063.776	   21.929	   26.797	   7.343	   50.806	   5660.713	  
201	   93.080	   56.721	   3197.310	   54.972	   24.570	   10.731	   160.039	   5872.832	  
202	   111.544	   68.060	   3015.325	   71.752	   29.587	   10.734	   157.662	   5246.054	  
203	   117.787	   51.408	   3353.353	   84.943	   30.199	   9.026	   158.129	   9095.157	  
204	   108.272	   51.690	   3021.761	   64.433	   27.575	   11.525	   133.910	   6471.399	  
205	   127.111	   43.923	   3515.176	   66.616	   26.704	   14.129	   150.126	   7300.043	  
206	   132.079	   60.786	   4944.862	   98.937	   24.740	   15.949	   242.816	   10586.970	  
207	   122.978	   57.488	   3700.373	   98.984	   33.131	   12.351	   136.231	   9376.768	  
208	   177.615	   58.120	   3965.128	   112.156	   36.246	   14.599	   171.439	   9022.835	  
209	   140.860	   57.776	   4140.636	   74.196	   23.357	   13.430	   208.409	   8324.163	  
211	   145.059	   74.534	   3788.701	   95.414	   32.525	   16.945	   168.838	   7376.416	  
212	   176.943	   70.532	   3564.343	   82.014	   35.300	   14.310	   132.642	   7595.548	  
213	   103.333	   58.699	   3578.345	   73.376	   27.968	   9.563	   111.209	   7374.630	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
214	   96.278	   56.871	   3297.397	   52.580	   26.035	   12.423	   118.895	   6277.357	  
215	   98.949	   44.249	   3348.111	   102.288	   39.181	   9.873	   118.468	   5154.210	  
216	   133.978	   98.311	   3535.843	   88.543	   33.769	   12.596	   218.944	   8169.065	  
217	   99.889	   58.488	   2981.259	   69.926	   32.151	   11.889	   156.904	   6603.109	  
218	   132.367	   72.091	   3611.082	   91.532	   34.682	   15.300	   150.125	   8915.474	  
219	   112.421	   46.479	   2697.845	   69.122	   28.062	   11.205	   132.800	   5261.734	  
220	   117.390	   39.431	   3360.051	   66.396	   25.976	   10.359	   184.551	   6920.877	  
221	   142.096	   35.001	   3994.845	   83.444	   33.761	   15.035	   165.901	   9051.188	  
222	   127.814	   29.584	   3559.428	   78.113	   25.491	   10.058	   270.347	   8764.499	  
223	   113.475	   32.227	   3817.889	   87.430	   30.503	   12.021	   132.412	   8911.974	  
224	   115.698	   39.757	   3961.619	   74.673	   30.522	   8.834	   170.093	   6536.636	  
225	   95.857	   48.407	   3219.031	   49.992	   24.308	   8.570	   128.622	   5810.930	  
226	   86.875	   54.128	   3635.789	   54.280	   21.904	   9.466	   110.649	   5552.508	  
227	   114.868	   49.938	   3170.508	   97.471	   33.365	   10.611	   246.833	   8445.547	  
228	   116.468	   39.273	   3496.282	   106.147	   32.155	   13.080	   137.433	   8447.636	  
229	   116.953	   52.949	   3475.035	   79.961	   30.269	   13.886	   171.343	   8131.082	  
230	   117.215	   55.114	   2765.869	   61.655	   29.758	   8.874	   162.509	   5925.757	  
231	   158.524	   56.692	   3713.713	   90.595	   28.285	   11.341	   225.754	   8162.400	  
232	   141.874	   91.402	   3508.016	   85.168	   33.107	   13.891	   174.858	   8089.602	  
233	   127.529	   71.084	   2897.479	   69.404	   28.433	   7.765	   126.076	   5325.375	  
234	   113.793	   45.057	   3684.914	   87.845	   27.325	   11.744	   242.170	   9120.663	  
235	   149.532	   43.329	   3553.594	   94.861	   28.395	   11.298	   259.665	   7922.510	  
236	   106.467	   37.419	   2909.392	   71.806	   29.697	   10.551	   141.248	   6615.672	  
237	   121.329	   53.776	   3882.374	   54.578	   22.081	   13.499	   105.910	   11485.614	  
238	   94.426	   57.399	   4289.316	   73.480	   29.068	   14.584	   145.845	   9295.095	  
239	   130.444	   72.949	   2769.292	   93.936	   37.221	   11.858	   164.984	   5490.616	  
240	   139.863	   60.603	   4041.152	   84.576	   31.947	   14.089	   141.185	   7199.534	  
241	   97.038	   47.740	   3125.623	   78.261	   27.637	   9.300	   129.916	   8413.477	  
242	   163.887	   61.286	   3580.944	   110.848	   48.061	   14.333	   236.329	   8368.501	  
243	   96.284	   46.360	   2874.141	   81.035	   34.783	   5.461	   154.910	   3985.359	  
244	   141.177	   65.165	   2955.763	   73.905	   30.299	   10.875	   189.406	   6608.096	  
245	   130.409	   52.635	   3801.770	   80.763	   30.381	   10.404	   154.425	   7173.735	  
246	   81.829	   50.543	   3465.184	   73.398	   23.778	   8.430	   125.923	   6648.400	  
247	   102.874	   58.978	   2718.685	   78.822	   34.120	   8.805	   206.645	   6450.646	  
248	   101.845	   70.170	   2388.559	   73.213	   29.299	   10.550	   153.457	   3292.285	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
249	   103.711	   54.141	   3177.273	   78.899	   31.563	   11.708	   191.648	   7894.465	  
250	   121.960	   64.422	   3158.787	   67.094	   31.348	   13.257	   142.312	   6993.823	  
251	   168.439	   56.434	   3588.045	   93.719	   39.924	   13.464	   174.187	   8741.180	  
252	   120.178	   59.885	   2802.393	   99.461	   29.858	   9.242	   105.595	   5251.163	  
253	   119.664	   73.952	   2376.547	   56.168	   24.621	   11.370	   147.886	   4077.167	  
254	   76.150	   47.790	   2049.006	   65.011	   19.530	   5.549	   172.388	   2769.427	  
255	   112.978	   52.291	   2395.903	   54.622	   20.823	   5.970	   164.845	   4648.755	  
256	   113.214	   47.209	   2374.043	   80.897	   34.103	   5.056	   224.735	   4699.639	  
257	   156.704	   68.975	   2337.922	   63.559	   27.871	   6.820	   172.300	   4319.878	  
258	   149.664	   68.989	   2870.772	   84.995	   38.778	   9.384	   211.071	   5321.298	  
259	   96.088	   69.386	   1683.604	   73.884	   24.854	   4.269	   259.145	   3664.482	  
260	   138.429	   65.412	   1430.652	   70.546	   32.510	   9.008	   160.588	   3475.717	  
261	   93.585	   67.778	   2030.162	   56.049	   21.871	   5.587	   109.954	   2398.887	  
262	   109.474	   61.057	   359.506	   56.101	   27.243	   1.616	   134.246	   834.579	  
263	   107.509	   80.932	   1985.885	   58.636	   25.555	   10.391	   180.322	   5952.410	  
264	   110.856	   64.830	   1269.412	   42.503	   23.614	   4.581	   109.645	   1119.599	  
265	   106.511	   67.811	   1007.994	   36.552	   21.723	   5.621	   156.764	   1696.281	  
266	   103.728	   63.659	   2123.354	   61.221	   28.896	   9.130	   171.768	   3385.851	  
267	   125.467	   68.951	   1269.277	   67.494	   30.414	   5.961	   165.634	   2599.868	  
268	   117.373	   72.845	   913.140	   43.190	   26.413	   3.201	   137.683	   -­‐379.024	  
269	   121.072	   72.311	   968.645	   35.037	   14.394	   6.234	   123.945	   229.814	  
270	   105.684	   72.533	   892.667	   45.119	   25.677	   1.987	   155.411	   1169.573	  
271	   94.316	   83.031	   1073.464	   46.673	   31.779	   1.318	   144.144	   1260.061	  
272	   103.259	   85.861	   1472.071	   91.878	   37.836	   6.913	   152.457	   3334.590	  
273	   105.775	   62.564	   1448.239	   45.700	   26.541	   0.459	   143.391	   2055.571	  
274	   75.348	   60.760	   722.718	   38.933	   23.830	   -­‐0.884	   128.404	   400.053	  
275	   116.724	   83.287	   541.011	   41.728	   25.628	   4.881	   159.191	   83.347	  
276	   119.225	   87.706	   1136.167	   114.651	   23.404	   6.861	   274.175	   3887.298	  
277	   100.939	   80.730	   963.812	   50.637	   23.367	   4.975	   169.899	   1403.570	  
278	   117.274	   87.179	   1595.056	   60.351	   21.698	   10.912	   127.977	   5139.950	  
279	   71.048	   72.125	   575.244	   51.840	   24.502	   -­‐1.084	   124.278	   -­‐542.070	  
280	   85.802	   68.330	   1376.909	   44.135	   25.579	   1.856	   119.447	   1265.680	  
281	   129.214	   84.158	   1122.278	   65.216	   34.360	   6.233	   176.312	   3598.186	  
282	   131.057	   90.187	   985.091	   71.710	   34.779	   6.681	   237.616	   3840.556	  
283	   94.818	   70.358	   1348.558	   50.908	   30.664	   5.407	   147.839	   1821.060	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
284	   137.743	   70.656	   1524.247	   83.217	   28.490	   7.180	   289.564	   4115.583	  
285	   111.615	   83.606	   1439.522	   34.621	   21.366	   10.346	   184.069	   3843.522	  
286	   100.687	   66.221	   1395.408	   53.731	   23.810	   4.004	   136.033	   2504.333	  
287	   96.134	   60.927	   403.902	   40.395	   24.414	   -­‐2.071	   142.523	   -­‐711.774	  
288	   86.705	   76.920	   1042.430	   50.262	   24.061	   3.499	   182.098	   1198.099	  
289	   87.267	   76.682	   815.026	   42.113	   20.948	   1.836	   179.622	   1027.640	  
290	   139.365	   100.611	   2042.780	   71.855	   36.837	   6.938	   177.520	   3953.078	  
291	   102.915	   87.701	   1524.826	   59.329	   27.840	   5.229	   158.471	   2272.760	  
292	   119.068	   57.930	   966.348	   58.564	   27.955	   2.475	   164.913	   2482.810	  
293	   100.018	   71.970	   1079.649	   66.384	   29.034	   1.978	   202.302	   1738.701	  
294	   92.911	   87.530	   1361.070	   66.538	   22.110	   2.759	   156.402	   920.748	  
295	   99.935	   74.583	   590.261	   37.251	   20.338	   0.691	   190.268	   -­‐324.373	  
296	   95.534	   74.444	   668.304	   60.256	   28.818	   2.120	   151.083	   928.757	  
297	   99.973	   97.607	   980.409	   41.775	   22.673	   3.201	   152.889	   1706.041	  
298	   164.179	   82.657	   1127.624	   91.438	   38.209	   5.295	   238.472	   2246.669	  
299	   121.180	   82.358	   2528.127	   80.208	   26.085	   9.421	   220.613	   5161.870	  
300	   99.790	   70.233	   1354.888	   57.649	   36.949	   4.933	   154.743	   2047.371	  
301	   117.560	   57.173	   1232.158	   51.337	   33.924	   4.318	   134.968	   2400.676	  
302	   107.621	   96.722	   757.015	   36.428	   27.110	   4.950	   110.461	   1483.348	  
303	   90.848	   98.162	   696.244	   34.409	   22.665	   2.160	   152.792	   -­‐158.320	  
304	   124.589	   77.331	   1319.228	   58.191	   22.537	   5.074	   182.223	   2896.554	  
305	   99.501	   61.612	   1514.673	   53.203	   22.149	   6.958	   146.809	   1779.174	  
306	   98.886	   60.580	   964.960	   47.762	   21.797	   -­‐2.251	   120.528	   219.974	  
307	   103.948	   82.967	   56.059	   36.225	   22.042	   -­‐0.228	   175.764	   -­‐1713.313	  
308	   104.175	   72.460	   1183.556	   76.991	   33.759	   3.896	   261.396	   2197.734	  
309	   90.212	   68.159	   1475.375	   54.435	   26.937	   1.970	   177.634	   1897.589	  
310	   93.676	   102.952	   1319.520	   53.313	   27.057	   4.941	   192.378	   2008.656	  
311	   126.256	   99.727	   961.368	   59.370	   31.682	   7.385	   159.831	   2216.774	  
312	   136.366	   74.129	   1007.015	   79.634	   30.755	   3.682	   190.176	   2085.382	  
313	   96.287	   59.900	   917.071	   78.255	   25.912	   0.574	   142.364	   1099.159	  
314	   129.359	   75.457	   1483.029	   80.163	   33.865	   4.608	   163.229	   3601.420	  
315	   63.175	   47.211	   1060.451	   40.173	   21.865	   -­‐2.270	   91.570	   2321.611	  
316	   112.585	   96.967	   1083.595	   66.672	   29.613	   -­‐0.156	   119.362	   1507.581	  
317	   99.813	   64.119	   1285.032	   96.208	   31.604	   3.012	   172.532	   3419.609	  
318	   112.511	   56.325	   1014.512	   116.626	   37.577	   4.228	   162.411	   3749.992	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
319	   103.931	   76.128	   -­‐210.476	   70.801	   27.763	   5.764	   164.216	   735.337	  
320	   83.082	   60.020	   494.148	   57.986	   30.214	   -­‐0.275	   114.276	   208.263	  
321	   128.872	   64.307	   1566.787	   120.863	   39.399	   4.257	   280.412	   4694.919	  
322	   103.406	   73.040	   898.266	   57.545	   26.158	   -­‐0.320	   148.951	   731.016	  
323	   99.897	   58.016	   802.039	   61.827	   29.541	   1.542	   73.306	   1495.139	  
324	   119.267	   70.659	   1103.762	   99.830	   34.623	   4.930	   214.733	   3682.085	  
325	   123.084	   84.512	   1152.408	   80.572	   35.264	   6.510	   237.341	   3889.314	  
326	   113.272	   75.001	   1076.736	   54.640	   24.534	   4.457	   193.908	   3431.849	  
327	   107.478	   56.689	   1363.263	   79.156	   28.113	   3.850	   165.396	   2685.437	  
328	   133.261	   76.383	   982.913	   95.034	   38.453	   3.631	   222.590	   1801.632	  
329	   107.705	   52.440	   1066.850	   59.336	   23.537	   1.252	   114.174	   2386.587	  
330	   135.951	   55.922	   1513.462	   80.470	   28.890	   4.273	   116.842	   2944.273	  
331	   135.714	   82.953	   898.012	   65.427	   23.027	   5.639	   185.418	   1938.133	  
332	   115.650	   99.972	   1080.704	   96.989	   25.012	   5.352	   255.482	   2524.792	  
333	   120.985	   93.237	   1477.154	   78.418	   32.066	   7.854	   151.892	   4134.754	  
334	   118.892	   67.418	   1096.680	   69.648	   31.542	   4.795	   163.918	   2633.176	  
335	   122.952	   70.294	   1436.293	   84.164	   31.162	   5.960	   286.014	   3050.348	  
336	   81.253	   83.689	   788.255	   42.165	   23.197	   1.086	   100.552	   1717.950	  
337	   132.461	   76.437	   1512.225	   76.258	   28.000	   2.872	   184.319	   2046.295	  
338	   98.092	   78.754	   361.318	   47.509	   25.564	   1.976	   179.351	   468.136	  
339	   108.845	   64.410	   1232.282	   65.025	   25.529	   0.025	   180.577	   1765.100	  
340	   100.827	   89.306	   2062.235	   53.559	   28.876	   3.605	   151.447	   3120.985	  
341	   105.833	   71.821	   1956.648	   62.238	   24.034	   4.355	   130.248	   4760.098	  
342	   112.924	   86.874	   1632.266	   69.866	   33.312	   4.932	   202.763	   2468.283	  
343	   78.745	   78.844	   1038.478	   47.446	   24.743	   2.183	   192.916	   904.397	  
344	   179.399	   91.665	   2513.884	   103.625	   38.547	   16.561	   145.052	   7939.302	  
345	   103.417	   65.436	   408.922	   77.138	   27.651	   3.071	   150.707	   1769.838	  
346	   144.350	   66.881	   1998.316	   97.100	   37.514	   8.579	   102.019	   4983.736	  
347	   86.474	   74.839	   1504.914	   53.912	   25.141	   1.864	   114.052	   1612.292	  
348	   120.204	   81.118	   1719.876	   75.469	   22.370	   6.553	   209.986	   4312.022	  
349	   100.731	   85.798	   1853.992	   89.120	   25.483	   3.916	   153.508	   2863.513	  
350	   134.550	   85.376	   1954.407	   85.843	   39.279	   10.106	   235.798	   4825.864	  
351	   70.635	   98.323	   1575.953	   43.640	   17.907	   7.109	   116.266	   3484.673	  
352	   104.949	   82.087	   1980.392	   73.551	   32.738	   6.459	   161.788	   4151.909	  
353	   142.807	   92.789	   1633.113	   69.402	   22.056	   6.194	   136.494	   4042.108	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
354	   171.185	   79.928	   2288.460	   105.384	   36.089	   11.335	   239.172	   8174.544	  
355	   101.858	   87.359	   1647.346	   62.420	   26.373	   5.499	   205.095	   3301.858	  
356	   116.342	   77.973	   2116.708	   87.944	   28.453	   5.824	   258.602	   3985.629	  
358	   109.599	   81.749	   1550.940	   74.168	   27.246	   7.943	   162.490	   3305.767	  
359	   122.823	   90.474	   2010.648	   77.492	   29.362	   4.732	   184.926	   4293.108	  
360	   96.895	   69.507	   889.557	   40.337	   18.433	   1.419	   114.533	   2752.277	  
361	   101.655	   86.412	   2024.406	   80.336	   29.555	   7.345	   166.102	   6038.276	  
362	   107.331	   72.673	   2033.531	   71.865	   32.219	   6.484	   133.604	   4077.237	  
363	   86.625	   89.626	   1166.617	   61.978	   24.286	   3.879	   142.090	   1852.220	  
364	   132.948	   79.892	   1196.677	   78.072	   29.876	   8.747	   174.020	   3650.684	  
365	   115.062	   82.962	   2357.775	   70.545	   25.788	   8.194	   174.241	   8275.518	  
366	   109.011	   106.000	   1826.140	   75.910	   30.071	   7.494	   169.601	   4302.054	  
367	   95.483	   92.800	   1971.533	   82.330	   26.642	   4.991	   166.181	   3470.721	  
368	   118.679	   97.928	   1830.602	   90.483	   30.787	   10.377	   258.172	   5949.967	  
369	   73.642	   46.525	   1767.919	   50.854	   16.145	   0.040	   123.070	   3553.019	  
370	   121.608	   70.597	   2051.271	   83.237	   29.521	   7.412	   143.246	   5086.275	  
371	   108.738	   67.894	   1867.610	   88.297	   27.132	   4.818	   115.016	   5118.982	  
372	   95.580	   78.679	   1442.908	   78.614	   26.157	   5.067	   192.419	   3770.567	  
373	   104.522	   73.391	   1393.997	   62.495	   28.594	   5.920	   158.544	   2997.675	  
374	   114.339	   87.689	   1242.434	   60.585	   23.961	   6.274	   150.961	   3895.342	  
375	   111.695	   76.037	   2105.366	   77.336	   30.875	   4.721	   136.813	   3899.104	  
376	   97.231	   78.762	   2473.086	   69.156	   29.013	   5.337	   186.257	   5842.415	  
377	   145.671	   94.870	   2473.652	   72.556	   33.643	   13.353	   181.674	   6258.354	  
378	   110.404	   67.616	   2048.828	   110.816	   39.893	   3.463	   104.342	   4550.771	  
379	   127.532	   80.328	   2184.197	   85.241	   34.940	   7.766	   157.611	   4419.428	  
380	   138.370	   93.116	   1892.674	   77.034	   33.996	   9.336	   190.730	   3929.750	  
381	   132.034	   86.050	   2941.608	   60.402	   25.723	   7.686	   172.542	   5729.031	  
383	   63.700	   82.590	   1313.733	   42.164	   20.459	   2.298	   150.030	   1619.574	  
384	   135.853	   79.099	   2771.895	   86.623	   31.619	   10.403	   188.037	   5520.970	  
385	   96.571	   72.912	   1676.907	   74.618	   23.735	   3.734	   191.028	   4619.308	  
386	   102.041	   80.212	   2032.632	   81.336	   29.088	   9.391	   169.701	   4952.719	  
387	   77.604	   78.853	   2021.034	   70.400	   21.652	   5.234	   185.923	   3988.306	  
388	   91.086	   77.249	   1665.516	   69.435	   26.287	   6.935	   156.025	   2248.647	  
389	   146.901	   108.927	   2328.671	   71.699	   25.394	   15.095	   178.887	   7157.419	  
390	   120.041	   99.249	   2957.518	   79.677	   26.368	   11.614	   252.253	   6565.657	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	   Fe	  
391	   118.027	   82.424	   2203.428	   73.049	   27.159	   8.184	   168.773	   4779.983	  
392	   80.945	   91.893	   1440.764	   57.183	   25.357	   3.242	   119.830	   2120.332	  
393	   103.273	   78.795	   1888.493	   74.181	   21.568	   5.000	   187.206	   4385.488	  
394	   148.610	   72.307	   2340.339	   111.112	   33.623	   12.753	   180.876	   6441.116	  
395	   100.167	   71.791	   2513.334	   81.855	   32.677	   7.806	   203.571	   4395.275	  
396	   112.365	   90.896	   1808.843	   72.769	   31.655	   7.804	   163.776	   2595.866	  
397	   109.748	   76.830	   1503.790	   58.286	   22.337	   7.687	   181.053	   3630.792	  
398	   151.162	   82.019	   1836.385	   92.659	   31.753	   9.363	   305.080	   5385.746	  
399	   109.157	   83.705	   2164.242	   76.082	   39.150	   8.046	   159.741	   4026.689	  
400	   99.981	   68.460	   1834.983	   78.258	   27.613	   4.468	   219.718	   3315.204	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.5 (continued).  
 310 
NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
1	   32.638	   24084.038	   25.539	   1288.070	   29.746	   2.869	   1505.012	   -­‐4.539	   11657.027	  
2	   32.505	   33657.320	   27.302	   1354.964	   36.485	   0.544	   1656.954	   -­‐4.291	   9860.070	  
3	   31.886	   28941.361	   23.288	   1091.736	   30.128	   0.306	   2051.481	   -­‐3.782	   7869.454	  
4	   28.885	   28636.799	   23.492	   1093.099	   29.661	   0.121	   1859.577	   -­‐3.121	   8494.314	  
5	   31.494	   27798.636	   19.405	   1730.030	   41.367	   2.633	   1276.821	   -­‐3.530	   10412.086	  
6	   31.723	   32071.014	   24.645	   1032.882	   35.565	   0.211	   1568.242	   -­‐3.612	   9314.349	  
7	   28.474	   26478.562	   26.566	   1349.765	   35.879	   3.095	   1154.755	   -­‐3.212	   9332.230	  
8	   32.838	   21879.555	   25.504	   1428.474	   34.784	   -­‐0.857	   1340.759	  
-­‐
4.477	   10241.172	  
9	   32.059	   19078.216	   26.597	   998.156	   32.098	   3.289	   1367.405	   -­‐4.425	   11652.644	  
10	   32.182	   23575.004	   25.814	   1229.717	   34.043	   1.543	   1201.171	   -­‐4.805	   10774.683	  
11	   32.567	   35880.827	   24.302	   1363.644	   32.584	   3.997	   1648.843	   -­‐5.112	   7781.255	  
12	   30.887	   21221.236	   19.672	   1479.699	   42.873	   1.404	   1251.120	   -­‐3.783	   7993.628	  
13	   32.114	   31429.225	   23.350	   1386.621	   29.953	   0.940	   1463.285	   -­‐4.392	   8322.161	  
14	   32.260	   22499.644	   25.951	   1590.482	   39.113	   4.912	   1323.202	   -­‐4.732	   10337.890	  
15	   30.402	   26460.739	   26.600	   1177.259	   34.425	   1.093	   1310.606	   -­‐4.403	   10029.708	  
16	   37.130	   30133.893	   19.451	   1633.098	   44.150	   -­‐0.513	   1529.556	  
-­‐
5.677	   9786.162	  
17	   29.632	   23959.331	   25.558	   1772.422	   46.080	   1.437	   1287.258	   -­‐4.069	   9562.900	  
18	   30.020	   19152.179	   23.668	   1013.049	   35.409	   1.605	   1632.867	   -­‐4.193	   10532.047	  
19	   28.807	   23281.234	   24.009	   975.242	   30.788	   3.650	   1235.038	   -­‐3.573	   7658.183	  
20	   28.526	   27586.494	   27.157	   1179.024	   33.558	   0.042	   1160.808	   -­‐3.733	   11346.737	  
21	   27.951	   24779.599	   23.589	   1053.368	   39.720	   1.005	   1240.403	   -­‐3.654	   8140.774	  
22	   29.160	   28832.087	   25.709	   1338.144	   28.479	   -­‐1.258	   1298.048	  
-­‐
4.421	   10154.972	  
23	   30.456	   20648.306	   25.398	   1515.579	   38.420	   -­‐1.080	   1272.089	  
-­‐
4.549	   9173.851	  
24	   31.452	   25802.646	   26.349	   1412.704	   28.619	   -­‐1.279	   1130.309	  
-­‐
4.286	   10966.233	  
25	   30.829	   24620.226	   25.097	   1463.780	   34.223	   -­‐1.380	   1287.666	  
-­‐
4.303	   11964.900	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
26	   31.025	   26143.555	   25.123	   1527.494	   32.726	   -­‐1.473	   1209.675	  
-­‐
5.087	   10888.014	  
27	   32.595	   25546.860	   25.241	   1547.421	   34.717	   -­‐1.786	   1597.686	  
-­‐
4.557	   10669.535	  
28	   30.014	   34484.745	   23.772	   1313.784	   30.078	   2.102	   1424.122	   -­‐4.085	   8108.824	  
29	   39.053	   33431.874	   23.978	   1588.855	   39.825	   0.508	   2059.456	   -­‐6.210	   8947.843	  
30	   27.230	   20514.511	   24.433	   1348.212	   29.472	   3.690	   1388.721	   -­‐3.174	   9272.820	  
31	   25.765	   23144.345	   27.580	   1080.704	   34.748	   0.958	   1277.983	   -­‐3.520	   9488.647	  
32	   24.774	   30435.046	   28.742	   1197.299	   26.269	   1.771	   1497.288	   -­‐3.235	   11383.937	  
33	   31.198	   29641.614	   23.980	   1011.591	   25.159	   0.331	   1587.850	   -­‐4.163	   8465.996	  
34	   28.300	   27985.863	   23.805	   1494.697	   31.241	   -­‐0.565	   1548.609	  
-­‐
3.591	   8290.265	  
35	   28.604	   24978.827	   24.737	   1396.725	   26.172	   0.002	   1400.230	   -­‐3.914	   8074.241	  
36	   30.081	   32469.889	   26.413	   1695.420	   36.199	   2.532	   1446.125	   -­‐4.377	   8652.061	  
37	   30.456	   29802.847	   25.765	   1820.013	   35.106	   -­‐0.743	   1311.025	  
-­‐
4.388	   9111.801	  
38	   30.240	   27287.060	   25.736	   1329.647	   31.198	   2.842	   1442.959	   -­‐3.989	   9905.411	  
39	   29.432	   21215.901	   24.842	   1136.746	   44.037	   0.414	   1967.785	   -­‐3.960	   8700.827	  
40	   30.504	   23267.462	   26.874	   1501.113	   27.658	   1.700	   1403.852	   -­‐3.961	   10647.196	  
41	   28.647	   18381.794	   25.401	   1626.052	   33.507	   4.763	   1383.542	   -­‐3.733	   9960.517	  
43	   31.671	   21247.334	   24.330	   1490.106	   50.254	   3.387	   1498.061	   -­‐4.257	   9220.126	  
44	   30.391	   29358.498	   24.180	   1149.277	   30.441	   1.929	   1666.741	   -­‐3.818	   8191.379	  
45	   30.251	   22617.799	   19.667	   1603.434	   43.206	   -­‐0.251	   1573.522	  
-­‐
3.639	   9326.259	  
46	   30.615	   22762.236	   25.044	   1325.529	   40.356	   -­‐1.451	   1255.417	  
-­‐
4.296	   14052.412	  
48	   28.146	   23189.638	   26.284	   1481.865	   26.568	   0.744	   1444.507	   -­‐3.521	   10676.040	  
49	   34.144	   25122.617	   24.512	   1110.842	   50.717	   1.881	   1757.650	   -­‐4.394	   7747.392	  
50	   30.402	   31217.233	   23.958	   999.780	   33.085	   1.478	   1426.943	   -­‐4.089	   8080.723	  
51	   26.519	   25914.349	   26.563	   1096.010	   28.892	   2.338	   1575.243	   -­‐3.710	   9908.174	  
52	   31.437	   36203.123	   27.058	   1206.686	   30.903	   0.391	   1439.108	   -­‐4.532	   9628.605	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
53	   28.877	   21171.369	   20.010	   1475.925	   38.464	   -­‐0.315	   1562.126	  
-­‐
3.476	   8567.686	  
54	   27.119	   28497.249	   27.251	   1176.199	   29.906	   -­‐0.322	   1530.838	  
-­‐
3.870	   11383.943	  
55	   27.183	   26545.011	   25.280	   1125.426	   32.817	   2.044	   1367.734	   -­‐3.846	   10240.532	  
56	   27.136	   27617.472	   27.113	   953.546	   31.319	   1.072	   1260.322	   -­‐3.535	   8038.394	  
57	   28.660	   17190.644	   24.000	   1171.178	   30.920	   1.873	   1338.267	   -­‐3.484	   8554.238	  
58	   31.778	   35093.083	   24.944	   1731.191	   38.171	   2.314	   1450.322	   -­‐4.362	   9614.368	  
59	   29.505	   26340.874	   25.938	   1417.110	   35.200	   -­‐0.775	   1123.643	  
-­‐
3.620	   11391.170	  
60	   31.010	   24919.536	   27.098	   1285.400	   32.066	   0.733	   1471.330	   -­‐3.879	   9589.395	  
61	   32.100	   33006.995	   23.237	   1354.519	   37.362	   0.514	   1387.271	   -­‐4.251	   8202.285	  
62	   27.756	   26947.880	   28.192	   1385.958	   42.104	   2.867	   1243.950	   -­‐3.537	   11308.808	  
63	   27.176	   23117.376	   26.270	   1268.881	   30.897	   1.605	   1278.292	   -­‐3.575	   10189.213	  
64	   25.160	   26790.048	   28.250	   1264.920	   30.434	   1.996	   1487.578	   -­‐3.326	   11066.170	  
65	   29.589	   18972.452	   25.039	   1283.412	   25.394	   -­‐1.221	   1282.895	  
-­‐
4.187	   11919.896	  
66	   31.765	   30160.629	   23.823	   1550.715	   39.260	   -­‐0.471	   1593.064	  
-­‐
4.282	   8917.415	  
67	   26.813	   23984.790	   28.264	   1423.508	   34.874	   1.045	   1636.418	   -­‐3.421	   9174.463	  
68	   29.434	   24159.306	   26.755	   1333.720	   41.672	   2.560	   1295.034	   -­‐3.634	   10684.446	  
69	   32.835	   26879.087	   24.761	   1136.154	   39.926	   -­‐1.604	   1398.028	  
-­‐
4.985	   9621.833	  
70	   26.800	   26326.238	   25.628	   1425.109	   32.740	   1.512	   1289.116	   -­‐3.420	   9150.771	  
71	   29.028	   30746.111	   23.450	   1523.690	   30.870	   1.117	   1613.629	   -­‐3.534	   8938.488	  
72	   28.780	   23476.312	   24.813	   1652.515	   42.671	   3.818	   1465.392	   -­‐3.782	   8963.492	  
73	   30.594	   18925.480	   25.012	   1539.442	   36.890	   -­‐1.491	   1401.357	  
-­‐
4.355	   10825.412	  
74	   30.554	   29529.460	   24.308	   1357.134	   29.559	   2.887	   1550.817	   -­‐3.756	   7279.936	  
75	   28.096	   24757.928	   25.717	   1410.643	   26.943	   -­‐1.769	   1407.240	  
-­‐
3.662	   10665.557	  
76	   33.669	   27182.504	   23.949	   1573.714	   39.038	   1.823	   1651.627	   -­‐4.881	   8466.266	  
77	   28.869	   34483.202	   23.382	   1412.623	   24.286	   -­‐0.549	   1543.460	  
-­‐
3.299	   8891.455	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
78	   30.885	   32348.910	   23.547	   971.269	   37.814	   0.157	   1576.133	   -­‐3.666	   7772.623	  
79	   27.918	   26453.008	   27.573	   1277.262	   32.194	   0.523	   1406.133	   -­‐3.383	   9659.379	  
80	   21.885	   21312.451	   27.745	   1613.082	   31.080	   1.268	   1393.224	   -­‐2.255	   9843.241	  
81	   31.030	   30396.755	   24.078	   1041.728	   40.035	   0.958	   1567.144	   -­‐3.948	   7350.214	  
83	   27.073	   28774.589	   27.481	   1066.598	   27.309	   0.101	   1290.956	   -­‐3.191	   8490.630	  
84	   31.266	   33082.443	   26.192	   1434.145	   34.180	   -­‐1.117	   1165.795	  
-­‐
3.993	   10523.797	  
85	   27.014	   24940.353	   25.065	   1256.801	   35.629	   1.849	   1522.470	   -­‐3.076	   5825.970	  
86	   28.934	   28207.479	   26.624	   1336.992	   40.378	   1.486	   1362.716	   -­‐3.839	   11773.814	  
87	   30.934	   24018.060	   25.439	   1272.970	   30.435	   0.603	   1311.543	   -­‐4.048	   9543.605	  
88	   28.357	   36358.430	   24.584	   1326.182	   33.313	   0.489	   1594.673	   -­‐3.501	   9556.283	  
89	   35.322	   32912.380	   25.851	   1673.436	   57.379	   -­‐1.262	   1417.211	  
-­‐
5.343	   11905.756	  
90	   38.894	   35410.518	   22.957	   1508.451	   32.912	   1.256	   1752.003	   -­‐5.633	   11135.705	  
91	   27.659	   29509.727	   26.929	   1402.943	   29.800	   2.515	   1440.084	   -­‐4.174	   12250.472	  
92	   28.933	   26270.088	   25.618	   1471.095	   30.135	   -­‐1.872	   1529.510	  
-­‐
3.985	   10918.539	  
93	   34.938	   28557.949	   20.140	   1650.341	   42.801	   0.151	   1662.053	   -­‐4.555	   10562.985	  
94	   37.437	   31114.196	   26.769	   1545.057	   30.616	   2.090	   1690.664	   -­‐5.486	   11252.309	  
95	   38.868	   24557.249	   24.713	   1614.486	   41.394	   1.236	   1330.546	   -­‐6.371	   11104.263	  
96	   37.991	   23616.937	   25.951	   1900.046	   40.647	   -­‐0.483	   1590.207	  
-­‐
6.034	   12103.452	  
97	   34.828	   28860.315	   23.680	   1258.581	   33.422	   -­‐0.072	   1372.328	  
-­‐
3.891	   9766.931	  
98	   33.673	   33374.156	   26.325	   2037.056	   35.065	   0.371	   1623.852	   -­‐5.039	   12178.723	  
99	   35.186	   28087.461	   25.145	   1570.428	   28.457	   -­‐0.950	   1279.282	  
-­‐
4.498	   12832.716	  
100	   35.603	   35404.499	   24.949	   1565.603	   30.223	   0.443	   1541.306	   -­‐5.872	   14521.569	  
101	   28.021	   29707.962	   27.266	   1608.012	   30.093	   0.405	   1314.455	   -­‐4.159	   14520.692	  
102	   29.214	   29377.178	   24.182	   2089.852	   35.443	   3.094	   1346.712	   -­‐4.635	   11267.382	  
103	   23.337	   26805.647	   28.158	   1453.355	   37.489	   1.809	   1304.467	   -­‐3.520	   11540.446	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
104	   33.147	   33984.688	   26.900	   1320.850	   32.037	   0.693	   1251.100	   -­‐5.159	   13629.669	  
105	   33.955	   38680.598	   24.875	   1394.379	   32.329	   -­‐0.214	   1665.037	  
-­‐
5.313	   11858.056	  
106	   32.687	   39402.030	   23.438	   1422.748	   35.428	   0.263	   1529.556	   -­‐5.773	   9352.980	  
107	   32.151	   32796.871	   26.923	   1590.618	   49.990	   -­‐1.242	   1390.923	  
-­‐
5.708	   13755.937	  
108	   30.610	   30789.633	   26.331	   1674.236	   30.514	   -­‐0.575	   1694.035	  
-­‐
5.376	   12974.114	  
109	   35.005	   35694.117	   22.953	   1701.568	   37.428	   -­‐0.970	   1354.923	  
-­‐
5.598	   12060.588	  
110	   35.238	   40009.725	   23.164	   1469.420	   26.318	   3.015	   1499.671	   -­‐5.429	   10682.091	  
111	   33.650	   31017.973	   26.241	   1723.946	   55.166	   -­‐1.356	   1417.132	  
-­‐
5.942	   12603.774	  
112	   33.829	   27414.041	   19.864	   1587.168	   36.539	   -­‐0.621	   1455.981	  
-­‐
5.178	   11625.469	  
113	   28.914	   31576.992	   26.762	   1669.319	   41.110	   2.042	   1440.498	   -­‐4.481	   13922.760	  
114	   29.420	   27218.452	   28.166	   1435.841	   29.600	   0.175	   1591.952	   -­‐4.455	   14064.992	  
115	   28.056	   27649.919	   26.219	   1755.812	   29.858	   2.172	   1297.807	   -­‐4.355	   12174.290	  
116	   33.424	   34551.818	   26.314	   1736.305	   53.731	   -­‐1.419	   1758.539	  
-­‐
5.774	   12732.580	  
117	   31.516	   29419.724	   24.946	   1509.518	   30.429	   1.648	   1493.276	   -­‐4.821	   10553.934	  
118	   29.156	   29000.996	   27.842	   1690.061	   29.711	   3.792	   1371.680	   -­‐4.424	   12475.965	  
119	   31.074	   32025.195	   24.738	   1668.058	   31.378	   0.694	   1139.488	   -­‐4.594	   10699.600	  
120	   36.910	   25965.789	   25.548	   1557.193	   53.455	   -­‐0.655	   1369.291	  
-­‐
5.895	   11678.278	  
121	   32.617	   25401.887	   26.653	   1301.942	   32.949	   1.752	   1218.348	   -­‐4.955	   11686.794	  
122	   31.295	   24887.611	   26.756	   1578.162	   42.468	   -­‐0.226	   1535.608	  
-­‐
5.018	   12531.553	  
123	   33.860	   31192.989	   25.455	   1380.482	   39.023	   1.019	   1670.022	   -­‐5.108	   11984.499	  
124	   35.542	   30060.991	   20.922	   2058.862	   46.668	   -­‐0.006	   1656.545	  
-­‐
5.271	   9587.813	  
125	   32.952	   34953.985	   23.261	   1248.070	   39.627	   -­‐0.037	   1609.694	  
-­‐
5.069	   10553.253	  
126	   27.013	   32199.574	   24.755	   1401.234	   35.466	   0.901	   1561.442	   -­‐3.972	   9137.047	  
127	   32.394	   31308.774	   24.862	   1745.922	   41.158	   -­‐0.667	   1246.879	  
-­‐
5.679	   12368.227	  
128	   31.446	   27919.986	   27.011	   1910.722	   39.214	   2.572	   1349.942	   -­‐5.465	   14392.753	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
129	   35.092	   25564.559	   23.776	   1296.200	   34.064	   1.772	   1427.591	   -­‐6.193	   10030.228	  
130	   36.495	   33845.898	   24.887	   1521.439	   36.956	   2.019	   1492.679	   -­‐6.321	   11293.008	  
131	   30.602	   29560.010	   23.744	   1346.626	   32.763	   0.332	   1402.192	   -­‐4.841	   10087.110	  
132	   34.041	   35147.790	   23.351	   1632.019	   33.386	   0.902	   1601.799	   -­‐5.580	   10356.907	  
133	   27.457	   35848.077	   27.792	   1540.959	   26.064	   0.875	   1537.333	   -­‐4.247	   13986.283	  
134	   36.479	   33802.493	   24.999	   1505.487	   39.609	   -­‐0.437	   1449.042	  
-­‐
7.291	   13114.818	  
135	   34.112	   28078.432	   25.912	   1680.130	   77.392	   -­‐1.588	   1248.088	  
-­‐
5.948	   11806.969	  
136	   35.614	   34743.021	   23.933	   1424.067	   34.516	   0.246	   1559.800	   -­‐6.106	   11775.014	  
137	   35.427	   28218.610	   23.053	   1510.230	   38.096	   1.389	   1497.359	   -­‐5.109	   11342.645	  
138	   31.871	   29729.437	   23.706	   1661.139	   28.302	   0.144	   1474.376	   -­‐5.642	   11310.857	  
139	   36.110	   31146.004	   26.247	   1861.286	   33.886	   -­‐0.761	   1486.289	  
-­‐
6.345	   12168.634	  
140	   31.241	   32992.890	   26.558	   1820.913	   31.984	   0.462	   1398.647	   -­‐4.598	   11585.184	  
141	   32.548	   36328.794	   25.645	   1737.138	   46.297	   -­‐0.419	   1610.946	  
-­‐
4.747	   9657.927	  
142	   29.432	   30823.055	   24.537	   1578.895	   33.507	   1.115	   1356.647	   -­‐4.873	   13692.789	  
143	   28.544	   27227.003	   27.754	   1488.514	   37.159	   3.248	   1238.577	   -­‐4.859	   11543.836	  
144	   28.477	   25436.634	   27.919	   1502.238	   32.781	   3.976	   1047.051	   -­‐4.222	   13926.919	  
145	   33.741	   37079.386	   24.446	   1533.386	   41.345	   0.616	   1315.155	   -­‐5.343	   11291.625	  
146	   35.506	   28681.673	   24.055	   1734.248	   32.025	   1.167	   1587.970	   -­‐6.196	   10928.911	  
147	   28.587	   29745.202	   25.960	   1677.986	   30.610	   0.222	   1359.544	   -­‐4.744	   13143.200	  
148	   36.158	   34750.194	   23.641	   1446.032	   28.062	   1.494	   1524.939	   -­‐6.589	   10436.012	  
149	   35.366	   37447.403	   24.842	   1554.847	   30.388	   0.365	   1529.549	   -­‐6.361	   13852.928	  
150	   31.568	   26745.344	   24.778	   1648.087	   31.560	   -­‐1.176	   1425.552	  
-­‐
5.444	   12798.649	  
151	   34.256	   28933.378	   27.127	   1938.143	   42.209	   4.711	   1656.606	   -­‐6.108	   13897.106	  
152	   37.941	   32038.381	   24.105	   1379.658	   30.678	   1.404	   2031.887	   -­‐6.129	   10756.374	  
153	   32.796	   33434.214	   24.212	   1410.069	   31.085	   2.040	   1578.706	   -­‐5.461	   10454.911	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
154	   38.183	   37402.825	   25.356	   1870.469	   49.879	   1.034	   2021.159	   -­‐7.292	   12974.500	  
155	   33.071	   31035.812	   25.502	   1728.575	   38.750	   0.514	   1423.484	   -­‐5.883	   11997.918	  
156	   37.148	   34759.963	   24.023	   1569.407	   41.726	   3.347	   1302.474	   -­‐5.974	   11871.442	  
157	   31.689	   30829.883	   27.322	   1619.482	   44.492	   0.881	   1413.793	   -­‐5.269	   12187.927	  
158	   32.512	   36729.788	   27.404	   1649.817	   36.746	   2.009	   1389.819	   -­‐5.701	   13318.722	  
159	   31.966	   26610.081	   24.035	   1411.427	   34.528	   0.992	   1533.029	   -­‐5.521	   10955.429	  
160	   37.337	   31520.314	   20.210	   2035.717	   45.747	   -­‐1.001	   1462.540	  
-­‐
5.917	   12919.088	  
161	   30.310	   29242.959	   25.158	   1289.544	   37.996	   3.722	   1363.588	   -­‐4.267	   11941.498	  
162	   35.815	   27956.425	   23.434	   1649.343	   31.617	   1.556	   1606.313	   -­‐5.726	   11061.284	  
163	   36.119	   28561.791	   23.368	   1596.699	   36.963	   0.764	   1589.349	   -­‐6.315	   12470.783	  
164	   32.550	   34302.179	   25.748	   1449.548	   28.619	   0.156	   1613.872	   -­‐5.808	   11661.398	  
165	   32.242	   27711.126	   25.284	   1647.037	   27.367	   0.013	   1628.445	   -­‐5.652	   12336.708	  
166	   30.547	   21714.005	   25.915	   1320.610	   34.354	   2.453	   1345.537	   -­‐4.562	   10395.004	  
167	   28.858	   31498.062	   26.272	   1703.402	   27.125	   -­‐0.147	   1484.841	  
-­‐
4.944	   13942.843	  
168	   31.650	   32492.309	   27.681	   1672.512	   38.905	   4.752	   1643.336	   -­‐5.169	   11026.055	  
169	   30.843	   34677.820	   26.825	   1879.728	   34.352	   0.772	   1490.989	   -­‐5.553	   12960.037	  
170	   35.101	   30220.182	   25.218	   1604.198	   42.882	   1.146	   1551.720	   -­‐6.249	   11127.024	  
171	   33.566	   35460.033	   24.449	   1656.787	   31.627	   1.291	   1546.654	   -­‐5.451	   10746.929	  
172	   21.929	   29348.559	   25.877	   1129.550	   30.747	   2.457	   1235.253	   -­‐2.006	   10217.754	  
173	   14.622	   23574.926	   28.741	   1224.900	   29.189	   3.356	   1341.059	   -­‐0.935	   11743.679	  
174	   7.156	   20617.626	   27.620	   1270.006	   15.100	   0.745	   807.947	   0.898	   9757.388	  
175	   6.064	   22648.021	   27.126	   1372.470	   22.310	   1.155	   846.906	   0.940	   9089.203	  
176	   9.295	   25637.331	   27.446	   1657.832	   20.954	   1.420	   968.394	   0.261	   10001.389	  
177	   5.904	   18280.248	   29.151	   1013.039	   17.192	   2.540	   1194.681	   1.181	   9400.172	  
178	   2.865	   19580.866	   26.353	   798.113	   13.869	   2.750	   1123.150	   2.041	   7180.471	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
179	   2.682	   21793.691	   28.634	   1236.286	   22.657	   4.099	   807.162	   1.814	   10439.948	  
180	   4.811	   24388.012	   28.381	   1265.452	   15.579	   4.391	   565.638	   1.678	   9480.511	  
181	   1.460	   22713.055	   28.649	   1196.104	   12.842	   5.889	   1144.821	   1.582	   9798.743	  
182	   3.653	   22721.458	   28.268	   953.242	   20.351	   1.971	   687.977	   1.560	   8533.491	  
183	   -­‐0.487	   12979.617	   28.490	   1035.293	   38.742	   0.445	   798.552	   2.759	   10403.708	  
184	   -­‐1.684	   16424.808	   28.452	   957.625	   18.920	   2.328	   919.977	   2.651	   9193.977	  
185	   -­‐1.499	   16151.056	   28.426	   1083.460	   19.766	   1.035	   795.629	   2.331	   8404.525	  
186	   3.571	   19204.994	   28.889	   979.992	   41.446	   3.343	   720.033	   2.031	   10396.322	  
187	   -­‐1.173	   14867.984	   28.655	   1068.820	   14.267	   1.923	   904.819	   2.440	   8450.616	  
188	   -­‐2.746	   22633.667	   28.806	   919.565	   16.094	   1.591	   743.552	   2.890	   9727.299	  
189	   1.280	   29756.944	   26.320	   1177.718	   22.720	   2.762	   1308.675	   2.247	   9267.421	  
190	   -­‐2.962	   17001.141	   28.685	   1188.576	   21.578	   1.378	   676.950	   3.345	   9275.494	  
191	   -­‐1.398	   17229.156	   23.134	   1138.795	   23.463	   1.921	   1067.057	   3.152	   9135.669	  
192	   -­‐1.118	   20531.783	   29.061	   1025.310	   20.040	   2.862	   1035.596	   2.464	   9527.601	  
193	   -­‐1.355	   21068.380	   27.390	   1166.450	   16.470	   0.510	   919.597	   2.690	   8396.828	  
194	   -­‐3.380	   18501.778	   28.396	   1567.361	   22.569	   3.262	   1137.469	   3.371	   6523.138	  
195	   -­‐1.825	   15875.781	   28.627	   1437.353	   25.809	   0.971	   965.046	   2.516	   10917.385	  
196	   -­‐1.276	   22234.211	   25.856	   1094.856	   11.764	   3.439	   823.685	   3.083	   6405.723	  
197	   -­‐0.992	   11678.516	   28.791	   1499.106	   19.236	   3.010	   840.091	   2.669	   11891.026	  
198	   1.464	   17143.974	   28.285	   1360.249	   31.383	   0.901	   1110.777	   2.458	   8854.417	  
199	   -­‐0.063	   19733.363	   28.361	   1120.977	   14.582	   1.086	   834.982	   2.652	   9958.703	  
200	   -­‐1.802	   25406.474	   25.872	   980.496	   18.733	   2.914	   1327.293	   3.152	   6465.443	  
201	   -­‐1.885	   20676.722	   28.465	   1235.215	   15.549	   2.322	   812.732	   2.778	   9440.072	  
202	   -­‐3.208	   16444.543	   28.359	   1140.228	   39.998	   1.091	   816.145	   2.724	   9635.146	  
203	   -­‐1.875	   19813.114	   26.192	   1042.624	   17.960	   4.687	   1017.315	   3.036	   7170.037	  
 
















NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
204	   1.661	   20445.794	   28.451	   1257.921	   13.851	   2.709	   888.525	   2.259	   9539.576	  
205	   0.477	   17836.308	   27.929	   999.939	   23.951	   2.555	   918.913	   2.256	   9645.873	  
206	   1.221	   16641.819	   29.379	   1160.896	   18.561	   5.444	   1024.471	   2.889	   8695.098	  
207	   -­‐0.041	   19648.077	   26.554	   805.508	   15.663	   2.790	   885.186	   2.682	   7870.272	  
208	   -­‐2.008	   19375.106	   26.834	   1028.674	   18.253	   4.022	   932.294	   3.109	   7426.195	  
209	   0.634	   23569.735	   26.836	   1036.935	   22.197	   2.642	   1194.672	   2.180	   8303.126	  
211	   -­‐2.424	   15478.012	   29.063	   1187.024	   31.489	   2.903	   787.236	   2.871	   10835.188	  
212	   -­‐6.311	   16960.461	   28.375	   1139.199	   14.461	   1.484	   764.624	   3.197	   10485.322	  
213	   -­‐4.172	   19496.027	   28.180	   1013.297	   14.453	   1.590	   628.933	   3.107	   10958.578	  
214	   -­‐2.103	   20027.728	   28.110	   1354.271	   22.007	   0.945	   1202.154	   2.731	   9237.074	  
215	   -­‐0.144	   19956.610	   27.712	   1687.220	   46.917	   0.503	   1006.702	   2.321	   10485.280	  
216	   -­‐3.003	   12815.273	   30.480	   1091.231	   26.428	   4.318	   1065.710	   3.197	   8079.038	  
217	   -­‐2.774	   14325.963	   28.475	   1153.318	   13.355	   1.981	   726.264	   3.488	   7463.669	  
218	   -­‐2.501	   18215.326	   28.488	   1223.843	   24.563	   3.643	   553.366	   2.872	   11311.317	  
219	   3.620	   17149.196	   28.271	   1025.292	   23.339	   2.256	   748.869	   2.228	   7779.533	  
220	   3.178	   21254.150	   28.623	   1016.679	   20.083	   1.758	   1105.406	   2.307	   9972.074	  
221	   7.199	   9679.557	   22.101	   1584.910	   22.817	   1.731	   937.967	   2.052	   9074.056	  
222	   7.001	   24896.072	   25.928	   1136.190	   25.189	   3.524	   1119.890	   1.403	   7967.104	  
223	   9.033	   21789.740	   27.198	   1060.130	   28.128	   0.532	   866.399	   1.200	   10111.989	  
224	   1.063	   16534.819	   28.155	   1056.822	   22.390	   4.111	   723.355	   2.577	   9614.592	  
225	   1.503	   21472.303	   28.700	   956.739	   18.564	   2.967	   893.144	   2.736	   8892.424	  
226	   1.145	   12964.744	   27.801	   1200.312	   23.585	   1.539	   757.399	   2.613	   7500.072	  
227	   1.087	   17771.597	   28.358	   1210.367	   21.603	   4.325	   850.810	   2.881	   8480.724	  
228	   7.524	   21909.341	   25.968	   817.463	   29.890	   3.841	   1220.086	   1.604	   7422.231	  
229	   6.158	   23719.043	   27.629	   1077.651	   30.896	   3.365	   779.543	   1.719	   9946.615	  
230	   -­‐2.214	   23737.136	   28.614	   1040.416	   11.581	   4.247	   730.461	   3.040	   9198.864	  
231	   3.656	   24187.973	   25.959	   1088.545	   21.286	   2.525	   752.362	   2.593	   8816.925	  
232	   -­‐1.968	   16466.836	   29.349	   1141.215	   24.160	   3.449	   791.967	   2.773	   10238.203	  
233	   0.859	   21199.371	   29.009	   1224.136	   18.957	   2.449	   1187.495	   2.663	   8328.701	  
 












NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
234	   7.551	   21663.480	   26.341	   1154.873	   29.171	   1.949	   990.564	   1.483	   7997.530	  
235	   2.934	   22967.688	   25.703	   756.351	   18.169	   3.936	   1167.343	   2.317	   6983.216	  
236	   2.024	   23717.325	   28.483	   1019.742	   27.156	   1.933	   821.576	   2.452	   8680.443	  
237	   1.043	   14639.939	   28.554	   1050.464	   21.903	   2.410	   928.210	   2.578	   10482.980	  
238	   0.568	   13036.860	   28.604	   847.699	   16.123	   1.371	   1046.325	   2.775	   9353.445	  
239	   -­‐5.694	   17358.467	   28.246	   1398.887	   14.303	   1.363	   460.841	   3.503	   8514.052	  
240	   -­‐3.199	   17579.491	   28.019	   1615.002	   26.064	   1.827	   758.639	   2.756	   9562.303	  
241	   -­‐3.793	   18333.321	   26.087	   1013.741	   14.928	   2.223	   716.181	   3.042	   8009.347	  
242	   -­‐5.763	   13627.465	   28.994	   1187.475	   19.998	   0.981	   807.226	   3.114	   10052.267	  
243	   -­‐2.064	   16630.103	   28.936	   1046.694	   23.900	   2.644	   769.621	   2.834	   7164.485	  
244	   -­‐4.373	   17356.040	   28.679	   1351.048	   16.136	   3.560	   578.325	   3.472	   7625.181	  
245	   -­‐3.357	   13512.423	   28.711	   1060.713	   24.854	   3.840	   959.440	   2.951	   7855.828	  
246	   -­‐3.832	   23127.603	   26.580	   853.736	   18.471	   3.680	   775.917	   3.455	   8138.422	  
247	   -­‐6.012	   15836.789	   29.065	   1067.676	   15.935	   3.889	   781.803	   3.518	   8051.686	  
248	   -­‐9.751	   20145.554	   29.792	   1265.535	   11.356	   4.180	   1049.947	   4.272	   9015.303	  
249	   -­‐2.743	   19644.950	   28.374	   1367.239	   16.391	   4.362	   852.824	   3.182	   8804.538	  
250	   -­‐6.110	   15776.450	   28.864	   980.042	   15.628	   2.698	   640.245	   3.720	   9576.745	  
251	   -­‐3.923	   14222.396	   28.226	   1221.261	   15.371	   2.661	   706.485	   3.177	   7634.901	  
252	   -­‐4.952	   14933.984	   26.644	   1330.603	   12.499	   2.958	   924.975	   3.661	   6738.239	  
253	   -­‐15.067	   16080.521	   29.692	   1148.188	   14.036	   3.352	   644.643	   6.015	   7259.353	  
254	   -­‐2.300	   18640.084	   26.237	   979.151	   18.518	   1.867	   653.387	   3.474	   5756.786	  
255	   -­‐6.273	   23115.350	   26.195	   811.449	   14.189	   3.492	   1088.209	   4.371	   6117.537	  
256	   -­‐7.881	   17287.296	   29.409	   927.992	   19.509	   5.131	   622.928	   4.572	   8873.001	  
257	   -­‐10.460	   20101.857	   29.186	   1081.162	   14.241	   4.956	   658.168	   4.973	   9479.976	  
258	   -­‐10.505	   11116.847	   28.928	   764.793	   11.785	   2.826	   691.649	   5.004	   9042.928	  
259	   -­‐18.869	   11124.568	   29.515	   911.586	   14.956	   4.768	   455.747	   7.028	   5421.097	  
260	   -­‐18.557	   11504.251	   24.285	   1579.428	   28.122	   3.801	   675.985	   6.714	   6577.957	  
261	   -­‐13.842	   15889.732	   27.155	   927.228	   9.880	   5.580	   967.515	   5.288	   6139.051	  
262	   -­‐23.050	   15543.449	   27.147	   1105.936	   8.136	   5.029	   606.686	   7.705	   4699.748	  
263	   -­‐14.401	   13129.063	   30.055	   1165.287	   12.204	   7.656	   908.143	   5.278	   12057.518	  
264	   -­‐16.560	   16990.289	   29.221	   1201.398	   15.737	   4.073	   809.343	   6.304	   7736.584	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
265	   -­‐18.512	   12131.432	   29.777	   1112.914	   18.933	   5.137	   647.421	   6.469	   8215.031	  
266	   -­‐16.374	   10868.126	   29.562	   992.852	   17.393	   3.408	   991.941	   5.554	   7106.353	  
267	   -­‐20.432	   13897.835	   30.198	   804.483	   10.535	   4.287	   720.355	   6.400	   6860.076	  
268	   -­‐26.188	   10519.310	   30.318	   944.521	   16.835	   4.917	   661.342	   7.492	   5678.177	  
269	   -­‐19.167	   15065.325	   27.615	   895.240	   13.847	   4.874	   828.554	   6.678	   4875.001	  
270	   -­‐27.768	   8098.941	   30.005	   825.255	   16.052	   6.169	   775.833	   8.574	   7621.172	  
271	   -­‐24.133	   9295.722	   30.087	   1052.849	   9.732	   6.638	   878.801	   7.536	   6996.224	  
272	   -­‐24.357	   6767.813	   30.437	   1009.241	   36.901	   3.316	   621.399	   7.976	   6314.386	  
273	   -­‐26.790	   11064.216	   30.118	   1036.791	   6.652	   3.630	   825.920	   8.711	   6913.823	  
274	   -­‐24.679	   5942.971	   29.429	   915.593	   10.811	   3.032	   443.951	   8.642	   6170.996	  
275	   -­‐25.152	   12536.628	   30.488	   1027.696	   11.491	   5.665	   887.367	   7.146	   6612.990	  
276	   -­‐23.668	   5481.643	   28.365	   588.667	   7.412	   8.233	   704.193	   8.291	   6442.714	  
277	   -­‐26.574	   10229.887	   30.605	   798.346	   10.001	   6.195	   450.911	   8.318	   7549.606	  
278	   -­‐21.104	   14178.491	   30.088	   881.967	   22.522	   5.517	   583.128	   7.286	   6986.388	  
279	   -­‐29.372	   5452.948	   29.747	   781.393	   9.745	   4.207	   426.855	   8.791	   5620.328	  
280	   -­‐24.759	   7880.316	   30.071	   778.790	   19.358	   2.956	   696.883	   8.083	   7404.117	  
281	   -­‐20.790	   8727.149	   30.523	   822.270	   13.927	   5.165	   453.362	   7.110	   7573.003	  
282	   -­‐24.746	   8378.099	   30.910	   1202.692	   13.688	   6.933	   662.707	   7.609	   8881.407	  
283	   -­‐23.452	   8406.589	   30.182	   922.201	   18.507	   3.715	   710.227	   7.160	   5756.786	  
284	   -­‐19.368	   8108.564	   27.623	   1360.931	   10.268	   5.015	   601.163	   6.828	   5140.763	  
285	   -­‐19.696	   11042.726	   30.354	   891.113	   11.139	   3.261	   704.848	   6.779	   8652.573	  
286	   -­‐20.784	   14376.246	   28.977	   1075.987	   7.909	   2.609	   697.528	   6.878	   7162.816	  
287	   -­‐27.737	   14450.813	   29.255	   927.347	   11.754	   4.054	   409.659	   8.073	   6162.570	  
288	   -­‐25.353	   8447.244	   30.689	   1162.208	   14.789	   7.085	   566.155	   7.861	   6653.860	  
289	   -­‐26.860	   5392.080	   30.223	   1037.274	   13.860	   5.398	   587.173	   8.097	   7242.991	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
290	   -­‐21.022	   7557.675	   30.794	   1060.315	   17.530	   5.130	   923.232	   6.341	   7810.796	  
291	   -­‐21.092	   17112.762	   30.542	   994.411	   19.694	   4.331	   820.101	   6.738	   8469.353	  
292	   -­‐22.130	   12373.877	   29.752	   707.122	   8.468	   5.332	   769.599	   6.998	   6693.087	  
293	   -­‐23.473	   14202.035	   29.791	   963.051	   9.987	   4.656	   796.050	   7.640	   5557.607	  
294	   -­‐24.153	   4575.596	   30.292	   948.556	   14.469	   3.216	   624.904	   7.968	   5858.674	  
295	   -­‐24.944	   7777.354	   30.283	   1039.778	   5.630	   8.061	   510.909	   7.682	   8309.591	  
296	   -­‐24.310	   11964.678	   30.289	   1063.537	   8.144	   6.684	   815.436	   7.452	   8507.203	  
297	   -­‐26.627	   6405.148	   30.963	   638.384	   7.422	   6.026	   654.799	   8.031	   7968.497	  
298	   -­‐21.174	   14916.816	   27.837	   1249.380	   15.909	   6.811	   593.548	   6.689	   6684.721	  
299	   -­‐18.949	   5785.516	   27.959	   1071.159	   9.771	   3.900	   1072.792	   6.482	   6390.587	  
300	   -­‐19.206	   13021.727	   30.288	   1145.147	   12.832	   3.000	   846.829	   6.695	   8737.660	  
301	   -­‐21.654	   4623.243	   29.800	   816.510	   15.313	   5.068	   638.935	   7.203	   7277.003	  
302	   -­‐26.725	   5176.346	   30.707	   801.036	   6.296	   3.905	   763.371	   8.028	   6203.339	  
303	   -­‐29.369	   10619.077	   30.629	   1021.692	   7.081	   6.488	   625.195	   8.183	   6918.819	  
304	   -­‐20.467	   13049.732	   27.616	   884.925	   11.857	   3.072	   743.440	   7.145	   6124.911	  
305	   -­‐18.584	   13991.598	   30.141	   840.633	   18.831	   3.342	   1100.910	   6.601	   9024.688	  
306	   -­‐24.254	   10163.751	   30.044	   595.473	   8.038	   4.996	   590.636	   7.608	   8460.492	  
307	   -­‐25.580	   15692.267	   29.993	   970.025	   12.521	   6.308	   519.760	   7.472	   7940.629	  
308	   -­‐21.306	   12032.036	   29.226	   1059.566	   13.663	   2.717	   641.126	   6.690	   8654.823	  
309	   -­‐24.687	   6065.870	   29.090	   1128.579	   8.260	   2.443	   385.742	   7.593	   6574.533	  
310	   -­‐26.648	   9727.774	   30.075	   1241.450	   6.752	   2.127	   613.748	   7.679	   8291.213	  
311	   -­‐24.355	   7004.026	   30.844	   786.295	   10.505	   5.128	   658.952	   7.504	   6377.448	  
312	   -­‐20.171	   8860.767	   28.233	   724.774	   21.077	   4.449	   1175.275	   7.029	   5365.506	  
313	   -­‐19.932	   16255.466	   27.348	   778.949	   17.519	   3.840	   619.551	   7.213	   5841.578	  
314	   -­‐19.914	   12154.640	   28.170	   647.873	   15.197	   5.590	   1197.147	   6.840	   6425.629	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
315	   -­‐20.308	   15729.361	   27.038	   831.117	   8.269	   2.769	   792.760	   6.708	   5057.133	  
316	   -­‐26.129	   11366.156	   28.185	   749.874	   10.765	   5.417	   786.651	   8.078	   5323.722	  
317	   -­‐20.720	   11236.075	   27.960	   712.510	   8.022	   6.315	   988.371	   7.040	   6652.557	  
318	   -­‐20.310	   9287.348	   27.426	   814.279	   10.188	   6.166	   873.316	   7.150	   5566.742	  
319	   -­‐20.895	   10077.449	   27.559	   1423.104	   22.590	   5.857	   552.929	   6.915	   4951.003	  
320	   -­‐23.308	   14618.383	   27.264	   876.985	   24.090	   6.616	   578.503	   6.990	   4189.610	  
321	   -­‐17.992	   10875.832	   27.892	   757.728	   24.545	   6.073	   916.328	   6.449	   7036.139	  
322	   -­‐27.778	   8395.780	   28.155	   600.487	   7.490	   5.656	   1225.407	   8.076	   4744.263	  
323	   -­‐23.632	   17868.181	   28.347	   806.099	   18.033	   4.967	   1180.880	   7.357	   5578.538	  
324	   -­‐19.956	   10216.751	   27.705	   771.892	   19.018	   5.653	   765.290	   7.634	   7422.495	  
325	   -­‐16.532	   19020.175	   28.012	   1063.020	   29.220	   5.265	   529.026	   6.388	   6736.157	  
326	   -­‐23.606	   7193.114	   28.097	   732.355	   7.861	   12.532	   1077.294	   7.782	   5335.549	  
327	   -­‐19.912	   17939.913	   28.011	   1066.603	   12.033	   5.855	   777.694	   6.767	   6433.020	  
328	   -­‐21.207	   12113.415	   28.062	   897.156	   17.580	   5.639	   806.908	   7.280	   5399.111	  
329	   -­‐19.063	   12308.541	   27.197	   647.799	   6.852	   7.115	   796.784	   6.970	   5154.492	  
330	   -­‐19.858	   11613.592	   27.039	   1028.078	   13.499	   3.998	   737.381	   6.383	   6438.488	  
331	   -­‐27.013	   9371.861	   28.439	   573.426	   11.701	   9.112	   774.934	   8.309	   5078.328	  
332	   -­‐28.546	   2492.532	   30.190	   958.723	   18.728	   7.388	   509.648	   8.426	   5228.275	  
333	   -­‐18.858	   5233.661	   30.295	   716.680	   10.381	   4.402	   504.416	   6.931	   7635.271	  
334	   -­‐21.700	   8929.287	   29.805	   914.757	   9.365	   7.152	   477.866	   7.097	   7960.897	  
335	   -­‐19.516	   9261.437	   29.851	   1267.457	   30.090	   3.132	   641.596	   6.752	   8306.971	  
336	   -­‐21.847	   13978.720	   28.108	   482.160	   7.454	   9.452	   878.856	   7.653	   5586.290	  
337	   -­‐16.969	   11590.787	   27.378	   681.013	   22.716	   3.804	   925.590	   6.366	   6129.320	  
338	   -­‐16.955	   9858.325	   30.149	   786.390	   10.055	   6.418	   583.736	   6.732	   5441.061	  
339	   -­‐15.452	   17587.600	   27.078	   865.622	   21.313	   3.170	   781.382	   6.392	   5176.763	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
340	   -­‐18.938	   26335.343	   29.897	   978.541	   10.079	   3.644	   694.351	   6.509	   6151.214	  
341	   -­‐12.748	   17193.396	   27.710	   908.711	   18.319	   4.255	   1146.072	   5.747	   6451.533	  
342	   -­‐17.434	   8047.277	   29.631	   882.464	   19.731	   2.336	   643.418	   6.654	   8157.378	  
343	   -­‐19.474	   15700.441	   29.580	   1089.859	   13.319	   3.476	   438.357	   6.882	   7797.288	  
344	   -­‐15.651	   4213.356	   29.817	   983.738	   25.324	   3.728	   949.209	   6.106	   8687.597	  
345	   -­‐15.514	   17378.059	   27.280	   597.022	   11.823	   5.479	   983.563	   6.128	   5649.611	  
346	   -­‐13.550	   16301.827	   27.083	   810.345	   27.296	   4.489	   676.901	   5.372	   7410.817	  
347	   -­‐16.823	   14222.081	   29.213	   1096.930	   13.517	   2.062	   668.391	   6.095	   7098.484	  
348	   -­‐11.801	   14591.070	   27.493	   1166.627	   20.350	   3.654	   960.398	   5.831	   7163.421	  
349	   -­‐18.040	   11782.832	   27.371	   618.798	   15.356	   4.054	   698.376	   6.409	   6077.618	  
350	   -­‐14.470	   14848.297	   29.333	   1164.983	   25.529	   3.243	   576.542	   5.394	   11418.033	  
351	   -­‐18.211	   5672.602	   30.402	   640.178	   10.328	   4.270	   882.203	   5.965	   6264.466	  
352	   -­‐16.721	   13631.435	   29.332	   1106.880	   11.156	   2.665	   748.030	   5.941	   8280.809	  
353	   -­‐16.385	   14555.878	   28.027	   715.888	   23.252	   5.675	   997.612	   5.726	   6744.331	  
354	   -­‐10.471	   13206.481	   27.293	   1556.504	   23.476	   4.141	   1025.815	   4.879	   9813.888	  
355	   -­‐15.801	   16103.055	   30.558	   1432.695	   14.261	   5.747	   1284.842	   5.691	   9287.254	  
356	   -­‐10.625	   17885.265	   27.048	   1136.654	   28.597	   4.118	   1027.380	   4.999	   7446.072	  
358	   -­‐17.660	   18044.293	   29.262	   1077.482	   9.999	   3.375	   721.619	   6.008	   8969.841	  
359	   -­‐17.927	   15675.628	   27.959	   797.118	   19.561	   7.346	   1299.171	   6.199	   7326.557	  
360	   -­‐14.105	   21037.710	   26.858	   1112.648	   16.803	   4.124	   1139.181	   5.709	   5260.994	  
361	   -­‐15.621	   10954.200	   30.294	   912.699	   12.224	   4.941	   769.569	   6.131	   8690.508	  
362	   -­‐10.112	   18258.878	   28.832	   1110.908	   13.873	   2.696	   720.629	   5.108	   8047.608	  
363	   -­‐14.983	   14447.004	   29.916	   1015.940	   14.305	   5.791	   743.671	   5.780	   7269.739	  
364	   -­‐16.493	   14266.062	   30.109	   1268.233	   15.482	   3.853	   849.333	   6.042	   8361.280	  
365	   -­‐9.545	   16521.288	   30.433	   1064.685	   17.105	   4.514	   853.568	   4.772	   11198.487	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
366	   -­‐16.279	   16699.852	   30.582	   1234.757	   22.575	   6.038	   944.580	   6.289	   9032.511	  
367	   -­‐15.919	   17947.716	   30.074	   1267.201	   15.408	   4.663	   691.271	   6.323	   10074.685	  
368	   -­‐13.618	   15787.924	   29.890	   1188.716	   20.181	   5.256	   429.110	   5.918	   9309.551	  
369	   -­‐8.558	   22727.676	   26.082	   929.892	   10.062	   4.482	   1091.733	   4.561	   6839.595	  
370	   -­‐7.843	   13914.029	   27.712	   752.510	   20.453	   6.207	   800.989	   5.446	   7443.302	  
371	   -­‐12.149	   15133.148	   26.934	   758.748	   15.039	   4.330	   896.293	   5.579	   6825.338	  
372	   -­‐16.642	   14931.088	   27.483	   969.143	   15.809	   6.620	   858.917	   5.879	   6520.652	  
373	   -­‐15.701	   17282.272	   23.593	   1264.653	   20.735	   5.645	   832.923	   5.678	   7567.531	  
374	   -­‐17.103	   13820.305	   29.655	   1063.159	   18.470	   6.244	   643.248	   5.807	   9186.418	  
375	   -­‐16.694	   14282.009	   29.225	   1016.987	   11.684	   3.116	   650.537	   6.487	   9697.036	  
376	   -­‐15.760	   6744.850	   29.687	   955.867	   22.328	   4.023	   894.124	   6.963	   8751.616	  
377	   -­‐15.280	   14682.871	   29.563	   1250.818	   16.591	   2.024	   605.079	   5.669	   10695.553	  
378	   -­‐13.037	   12452.501	   27.876	   1145.818	   35.673	   4.428	   1097.997	   5.979	   7371.601	  
379	   -­‐15.572	   12366.491	   28.400	   1268.453	   15.204	   2.158	   559.304	   5.805	   10148.054	  
380	   -­‐13.778	   12306.027	   30.069	   1105.550	   17.386	   7.742	   966.785	   5.289	   8603.743	  
381	   -­‐14.680	   16669.847	   29.716	   1253.413	   31.415	   3.510	   937.403	   5.507	   10525.307	  
383	   -­‐17.909	   14719.941	   29.307	   1182.756	   17.831	   4.278	   1018.190	   5.936	   8791.818	  
384	   -­‐16.036	   10845.354	   29.943	   1244.437	   16.982	   2.438	   1079.461	   5.719	   9975.060	  
385	   -­‐11.029	   13395.544	   26.710	   679.927	   15.733	   4.910	   790.444	   5.303	   5928.541	  
386	   -­‐15.390	   13219.975	   29.934	   945.863	   12.337	   3.039	   918.164	   5.740	   8976.698	  
387	   -­‐13.117	   17849.703	   29.757	   1764.378	   18.640	   3.781	   909.628	   5.318	   9602.972	  
388	   -­‐13.166	   13015.000	   29.721	   970.623	   19.218	   3.845	   754.618	   5.651	   6909.203	  
389	   -­‐16.842	   11941.121	   30.677	   1225.305	   15.771	   2.881	   956.809	   6.098	   10728.519	  
390	   -­‐14.482	   13759.793	   30.222	   1189.059	   28.925	   3.453	   849.037	   5.673	   8968.801	  
391	   -­‐12.876	   11461.126	   29.019	   1243.582	   20.560	   2.677	   825.347	   4.894	   9419.250	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	   Ni	   P	  
392	   -­‐22.962	   15974.617	   29.599	   959.455	   14.422	   3.036	   669.386	   6.563	   8122.535	  
393	   -­‐13.375	   19644.575	   27.238	   1151.187	   25.573	   5.079	   763.285	   5.528	   7253.193	  
394	   -­‐14.484	   12933.446	   28.943	   1431.563	   13.758	   2.558	   810.880	   4.686	   9956.441	  
395	   -­‐11.378	   15165.487	   28.816	   1146.822	   18.248	   1.949	   951.734	   4.584	   9181.219	  
396	   -­‐22.917	   8965.856	   30.295	   840.138	   9.142	   3.303	   917.316	   7.111	   7017.069	  
397	   -­‐13.190	   25791.943	   29.043	   1197.726	   21.649	   3.255	   513.572	   5.239	   8999.584	  
398	   -­‐11.568	   16096.522	   27.668	   1049.095	   18.856	   3.046	   921.011	   4.964	   7592.715	  
399	   -­‐18.940	   13036.479	   29.787	   913.396	   12.082	   2.348	   740.757	   5.733	   8065.630	  
400	   -­‐12.832	   19006.595	   26.888	   1002.472	   19.895	   2.597	   918.877	   5.260	   6842.589	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.5 (continued).  
 326 
NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
1	   21.878	   -­‐47.638	   4403.218	   258.106	   524.148	   9.019	   929.785	   0.140	  
2	   24.567	   -­‐42.547	   4344.442	   206.527	   521.698	   8.464	   1100.864	   0.106	  
3	   19.689	   -­‐45.623	   5574.667	   231.629	   418.926	   7.989	   804.760	   0.121	  
4	   20.000	   -­‐44.040	   4329.200	   190.203	   400.650	   8.413	   935.345	   0.079	  
5	   22.476	   -­‐49.075	   4492.683	   243.817	   467.838	   8.835	   1030.071	   0.125	  
6	   27.965	   -­‐43.098	   4846.063	   232.182	   462.195	   8.999	   859.249	   0.112	  
7	   21.868	   -­‐33.820	   4135.848	   255.962	   606.436	   8.606	   945.807	   0.026	  
8	   21.994	   -­‐49.239	   3836.144	   233.061	   483.155	   9.758	   961.998	   0.116	  
9	   23.061	   -­‐46.581	   4028.336	   283.311	   515.131	   9.829	   995.646	   0.128	  
10	   23.845	   -­‐49.403	   4233.431	   264.556	   550.302	   8.865	   1112.353	   0.042	  
11	   25.787	   -­‐42.276	   5960.176	   316.232	   507.653	   8.027	   884.227	   0.072	  
12	   17.200	   -­‐48.761	   4767.644	   255.517	   435.476	   8.830	   919.484	   0.117	  
13	   28.410	   -­‐45.888	   5554.821	   241.488	   575.181	   8.442	   903.005	   0.177	  
14	   30.299	   -­‐43.270	   5463.038	   316.119	   453.254	   11.178	   914.814	   0.092	  
15	   25.514	   -­‐44.414	   4354.328	   246.388	   502.648	   8.685	   1069.821	   0.041	  
16	   26.479	   -­‐69.064	   6073.891	   277.838	   493.832	   9.792	   1029.683	   0.105	  
17	   24.863	   -­‐36.895	   6364.205	   296.846	   514.311	   10.242	   962.491	   0.051	  
18	   33.700	   -­‐44.771	   4756.995	   343.111	   526.907	   11.281	   793.438	   0.116	  
19	   21.744	   -­‐37.841	   4273.098	   210.184	   411.370	   8.423	   765.169	   0.150	  
20	   22.021	   -­‐45.921	   3882.289	   230.803	   528.830	   9.056	   1079.559	   0.074	  
21	   27.422	   -­‐35.563	   4804.931	   329.656	   509.448	   8.765	   934.993	   0.057	  
22	   18.980	   -­‐44.055	   4330.871	   211.494	   391.317	   8.002	   969.237	   0.159	  
23	   23.148	   -­‐49.647	   4980.802	   279.887	   510.583	   9.535	   1134.846	   0.147	  
24	   21.015	   -­‐46.131	   4244.691	   271.438	   536.701	   8.802	   948.473	   0.104	  
25	   28.368	   -­‐47.065	   4365.375	   263.513	   526.025	   10.676	   943.584	   0.088	  
26	   22.465	   -­‐50.897	   4725.750	   239.920	   517.674	   8.702	   933.449	   0.099	  
27	   25.616	   -­‐50.881	   4827.800	   273.927	   463.985	   11.344	   1065.297	   0.077	  
28	   25.348	   -­‐42.864	   4956.645	   226.707	   393.827	   8.196	   867.722	   0.221	  
29	   24.651	   -­‐62.841	   6173.002	   272.793	   556.832	   9.533	   820.386	   0.061	  
30	   30.622	   -­‐23.980	   4864.564	   387.931	   447.417	   11.371	   911.251	   0.161	  
31	   26.648	   -­‐33.616	   3860.984	   218.281	   602.955	   8.883	   1024.677	   0.064	  
32	   26.203	   -­‐24.923	   4101.679	   215.495	   632.460	   9.428	   779.515	   0.056	  
33	   24.414	   -­‐42.611	   5322.346	   241.050	   585.176	   8.168	   668.498	   0.140	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
34	   23.692	   -­‐36.625	   4862.963	   324.925	   409.974	   9.509	   989.852	   0.151	  
35	   23.543	   -­‐39.187	   4706.809	   315.415	   374.537	   9.234	   912.807	   0.169	  
36	   21.140	   -­‐36.687	   4650.789	   237.192	   508.683	   7.760	   883.776	   0.049	  
37	   21.739	   -­‐42.134	   4292.960	   207.779	   616.594	   8.090	   949.998	   0.052	  
38	   26.875	   -­‐45.103	   4091.337	   261.061	   428.982	   8.343	   837.283	   0.095	  
39	   27.996	   -­‐44.945	   5561.746	   314.999	   510.615	   9.287	   995.254	   0.218	  
40	   24.642	   -­‐44.488	   4385.130	   244.312	   501.146	   8.506	   1233.221	   0.170	  
41	   26.991	   -­‐37.927	   4135.995	   264.260	   498.707	   10.066	   884.719	   0.113	  
43	   25.165	   -­‐39.409	   5881.280	   319.606	   537.882	   9.547	   896.116	   0.078	  
44	   18.798	   -­‐39.024	   4332.066	   248.927	   464.293	   8.594	   870.884	   0.121	  
45	   23.948	   -­‐44.166	   5134.194	   302.176	   491.513	   10.150	   1122.758	   0.127	  
46	   17.030	   -­‐46.788	   4793.690	   257.871	   479.007	   8.230	   1129.144	   0.199	  
48	   29.464	   -­‐28.998	   4498.665	   220.623	   494.960	   8.629	   1182.612	   0.105	  
49	   25.360	   -­‐42.421	   4019.858	   278.554	   715.820	   8.921	   815.782	   0.065	  
50	   17.258	   -­‐44.935	   4935.139	   251.488	   428.008	   7.647	   662.738	   0.119	  
51	   21.795	   -­‐35.351	   3693.100	   178.516	   519.912	   8.544	   928.149	   0.101	  
52	   25.320	   -­‐44.782	   4565.140	   245.869	   518.620	   8.926	   932.955	   0.071	  
53	   25.821	   -­‐42.875	   5032.878	   269.690	   439.454	   9.297	   926.254	   0.093	  
54	   27.187	   -­‐34.786	   4176.356	   235.311	   520.200	   8.717	   702.024	   0.073	  
55	   21.395	   -­‐38.757	   4448.139	   233.971	   590.880	   8.427	   951.090	   0.121	  
56	   26.689	   -­‐30.174	   4042.996	   224.712	   498.765	   8.230	   793.686	   0.112	  
57	   28.304	   -­‐28.324	   5250.646	   283.896	   561.214	   9.140	   892.905	   0.129	  
58	   22.062	   -­‐39.233	   7285.866	   274.826	   551.693	   8.721	   625.287	   0.103	  
59	   20.301	   -­‐43.145	   4026.072	   238.306	   466.228	   8.373	   832.896	   0.206	  
60	   22.727	   -­‐43.829	   4080.592	   224.692	   557.221	   8.795	   902.953	   0.087	  
61	   23.717	   -­‐42.219	   6865.533	   306.694	   607.689	   8.782	   940.274	   0.097	  
62	   25.528	   -­‐32.729	   4259.178	   237.702	   518.752	   9.705	   1010.623	   0.070	  
63	   25.747	   -­‐35.836	   3771.245	   226.989	   572.462	   9.244	   939.544	   0.064	  
64	   23.566	   -­‐30.230	   3907.923	   202.637	   535.475	   8.379	   928.847	   0.061	  
65	   28.262	   -­‐45.796	   3753.868	   309.124	   520.406	   9.472	   935.923	   0.096	  
66	   28.842	   -­‐45.143	   6335.883	   290.103	   449.982	   10.250	   931.169	   0.045	  
67	   21.840	   -­‐29.673	   3961.012	   233.158	   472.601	   8.574	   1267.909	   0.119	  
 








NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
68	   34.330	   -­‐35.409	   5937.950	   283.255	   602.450	   11.112	   950.927	   0.065	  
69	   23.007	   -­‐49.658	   4244.834	   229.655	   341.859	   8.150	   1130.625	   0.172	  
70	   26.437	   -­‐33.276	   4191.898	   250.248	   502.374	   9.580	   1017.101	   0.088	  
71	   25.087	   -­‐33.606	   5588.444	   269.525	   489.988	   9.185	   780.468	   0.089	  
72	   26.747	   -­‐28.058	   5476.763	   301.345	   526.329	   9.686	   856.491	   0.092	  
73	   22.320	   -­‐46.259	   4728.799	   294.574	   518.873	   10.832	   1003.106	   0.098	  
74	   25.369	   -­‐34.639	   5146.504	   255.706	   431.411	   9.238	   951.544	   0.117	  
75	   20.072	   -­‐36.253	   4410.922	   264.005	   411.942	   9.405	   1092.417	   0.166	  
76	   21.259	   -­‐46.499	   5889.938	   291.048	   608.272	   9.849	   1032.239	   0.073	  
77	   21.303	   -­‐32.308	   5134.417	   290.187	   430.624	   8.298	   1076.448	   0.130	  
78	   26.381	   -­‐42.709	   4451.129	   257.841	   418.573	   8.864	   846.518	   0.115	  
79	   25.095	   -­‐30.476	   3572.034	   219.551	   563.687	   9.624	   996.461	   0.094	  
80	   26.077	   -­‐22.852	   4419.499	   246.562	   528.206	   8.987	   858.164	   0.105	  
81	   23.077	   -­‐44.392	   4802.790	   222.015	   410.634	   7.783	   878.324	   0.179	  
83	   21.100	   -­‐30.533	   3723.604	   165.377	   548.220	   7.596	   920.066	   0.036	  
84	   22.204	   -­‐44.946	   4168.385	   200.613	   578.687	   8.385	   906.824	   0.121	  
85	   23.084	   -­‐26.942	   7710.505	   232.323	   447.174	   6.725	   685.532	   0.097	  
86	   22.170	   -­‐36.575	   4346.435	   230.892	   451.160	   8.196	   918.671	   0.164	  
87	   21.637	   -­‐45.577	   4140.586	   215.446	   503.027	   8.310	   963.308	   0.090	  
88	   27.686	   -­‐35.502	   5168.779	   252.475	   455.840	   8.602	   921.667	   0.092	  
89	   25.711	   -­‐55.488	   5128.448	   278.841	   624.686	   9.359	   1159.863	   0.089	  
90	   28.172	   -­‐51.032	   6793.194	   341.559	   372.516	   9.844	   668.029	   0.166	  
91	   35.356	   -­‐34.423	   4995.167	   279.850	   696.140	   9.768	   802.044	   0.072	  
92	   22.569	   -­‐39.272	   4754.340	   279.394	   588.445	   9.527	   1098.600	   0.107	  
93	   21.152	   -­‐49.608	   5378.837	   316.839	   510.281	   9.948	   1158.609	   0.112	  
94	   23.031	   -­‐49.925	   4943.898	   269.419	   701.469	   9.345	   1142.955	   0.057	  
95	   21.314	   -­‐56.943	   5512.243	   327.364	   462.582	   8.792	   1107.557	   0.234	  
96	   22.786	   -­‐58.680	   4782.017	   235.090	   583.039	   9.931	   1133.735	   0.105	  
97	   22.749	   -­‐39.846	   6235.960	   271.992	   579.892	   8.811	   878.282	   0.072	  
98	   25.218	   -­‐48.180	   5645.587	   300.818	   480.576	   11.356	   982.276	   0.043	  
99	   24.527	   -­‐48.904	   5171.949	   283.590	   564.862	   8.995	   917.372	   0.138	  
100	   30.284	   -­‐57.233	   5382.851	   290.307	   575.811	   7.964	   836.969	   0.183	  
101	   20.788	   -­‐35.043	   5526.949	   240.151	   543.474	   7.797	   678.077	   0.123	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
102	   36.651	   -­‐37.234	   7239.058	   350.604	   612.347	   8.870	   811.333	   0.076	  
103	   29.373	   -­‐29.390	   4953.240	   287.928	   534.156	   8.297	   782.930	   0.043	  
104	   28.904	   -­‐47.420	   5471.469	   262.269	   590.941	   8.547	   923.136	   0.065	  
105	   21.878	   -­‐57.143	   5938.561	   251.317	   578.997	   7.645	   849.473	   0.050	  
106	   20.949	   -­‐49.473	   6127.864	   312.175	   463.493	   7.657	   835.958	   0.143	  
107	   23.107	   -­‐51.224	   5998.364	   304.704	   488.669	   8.950	   1143.865	   0.112	  
108	   20.108	   -­‐47.253	   5190.875	   253.744	   534.149	   8.382	   895.013	   0.143	  
109	   29.437	   -­‐55.608	   6286.161	   340.978	   561.628	   9.471	   974.006	   0.097	  
110	   30.203	   -­‐49.625	   6957.850	   339.696	   512.819	   8.908	   925.533	   0.173	  
111	   25.345	   -­‐53.409	   5422.910	   275.344	   540.404	   8.863	   1189.657	   0.133	  
112	   24.695	   -­‐56.407	   5478.309	   334.582	   492.012	   10.009	   843.895	   0.077	  
113	   29.799	   -­‐38.584	   5695.205	   297.866	   541.264	   8.358	   1134.041	   0.142	  
114	   28.779	   -­‐43.496	   5207.023	   317.610	   559.327	   10.998	   974.579	   0.114	  
115	   23.251	   -­‐36.210	   5616.457	   265.915	   528.400	   7.842	   1237.849	   0.113	  
116	   21.450	   -­‐50.178	   5753.565	   285.513	   548.011	   9.448	   1149.418	   0.082	  
117	   27.129	   -­‐42.798	   6835.297	   379.274	   506.258	   8.887	   841.981	   0.067	  
118	   25.308	   -­‐37.015	   5247.059	   290.406	   512.433	   9.971	   1118.723	   0.070	  
119	   28.460	   -­‐40.601	   6364.507	   293.359	   457.537	   8.253	   798.477	   0.174	  
120	   24.771	   -­‐56.033	   5492.175	   294.615	   562.092	   9.492	   1126.535	   0.159	  
121	   29.297	   -­‐48.341	   5120.207	   290.314	   598.578	   8.775	   812.781	   0.080	  
122	   25.970	   -­‐47.986	   6262.443	   352.157	   645.001	   9.759	   1086.953	   0.121	  
123	   28.814	   -­‐49.123	   6816.191	   321.925	   529.188	   9.166	   948.628	   0.123	  
124	   25.729	   -­‐57.434	   7808.142	   327.593	   505.190	   11.252	   1194.316	   0.098	  
125	   21.512	   -­‐48.628	   6659.430	   331.332	   550.433	   8.649	   841.595	   0.142	  
126	   21.489	   -­‐36.171	   6017.700	   292.800	   516.135	   8.830	   754.484	   0.087	  
127	   21.033	   -­‐49.619	   5263.550	   290.921	   558.493	   8.083	   791.344	   0.059	  
128	   30.629	   -­‐46.573	   5556.291	   312.760	   570.723	   9.752	   1077.163	   0.060	  
129	   31.773	   -­‐51.449	   5658.529	   306.048	   577.939	   10.185	   872.361	   0.104	  
130	   30.440	   -­‐52.132	   7224.679	   351.858	   476.541	   10.138	   1009.013	   0.104	  
131	   24.616	   -­‐39.470	   6906.053	   286.093	   536.987	   7.496	   907.589	   0.113	  
132	   20.912	   -­‐47.479	   6569.593	   285.478	   405.967	   8.971	   808.049	   0.108	  
133	   24.930	   -­‐31.325	   5216.238	   244.819	   677.839	   9.683	   895.466	   0.045	  
134	   26.933	   -­‐60.954	   5723.860	   312.438	   578.010	   7.812	   938.280	   0.145	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
135	   22.467	   -­‐51.637	   5506.660	   291.855	   555.751	   8.764	   1231.632	   0.128	  
136	   29.504	   -­‐54.570	   7061.907	   325.575	   697.965	   9.250	   931.949	   0.171	  
137	   27.234	   -­‐50.106	   6053.549	   324.090	   468.360	   7.857	   913.844	   0.172	  
138	   21.072	   -­‐45.922	   5991.939	   364.825	   527.722	   9.400	   863.327	   0.188	  
139	   24.537	   -­‐50.111	   5530.403	   266.557	   575.261	   8.258	   784.242	   0.067	  
140	   28.034	   -­‐47.051	   5500.419	   299.798	   577.978	   8.911	   974.763	   0.056	  
141	   21.231	   -­‐41.777	   5995.681	   272.709	   601.649	   9.092	   889.205	   0.042	  
142	   36.904	   -­‐37.198	   6435.964	   355.173	   542.413	   11.309	   901.414	   0.077	  
143	   30.557	   -­‐34.567	   4844.522	   270.675	   652.267	   8.980	   955.619	   0.079	  
144	   28.369	   -­‐32.836	   5505.712	   318.294	   501.264	   10.246	   699.309	   0.048	  
145	   26.011	   -­‐46.916	   7118.700	   291.355	   541.606	   7.702	   697.287	   0.135	  
146	   31.143	   -­‐51.182	   6663.537	   379.466	   520.686	   10.732	   923.624	   0.104	  
147	   20.913	   -­‐41.841	   5292.430	   270.169	   540.419	   8.680	   764.314	   0.078	  
148	   26.812	   -­‐55.568	   5044.335	   303.171	   550.221	   9.761	   943.422	   0.217	  
149	   27.248	   -­‐55.280	   5462.860	   270.747	   452.182	   8.727	   746.809	   0.111	  
150	   23.370	   -­‐48.466	   5236.237	   271.220	   584.473	   8.558	   921.042	   0.152	  
151	   30.595	   -­‐46.406	   5885.660	   309.357	   653.330	   10.217	   1052.607	   0.037	  
152	   26.841	   -­‐55.640	   6805.617	   297.995	   581.936	   10.022	   829.272	   0.098	  
153	   30.649	   -­‐45.201	   5724.768	   287.102	   555.185	   8.759	   786.986	   0.158	  
154	   25.744	   -­‐60.815	   6044.530	   286.446	   559.547	   7.935	   992.572	   0.198	  
155	   24.159	   -­‐48.985	   5584.400	   273.800	   544.382	   8.059	   1342.042	   0.197	  
156	   30.994	   -­‐47.557	   7617.039	   349.523	   575.621	   9.267	   985.562	   0.100	  
157	   28.891	   -­‐46.297	   5361.446	   267.120	   595.621	   8.838	   1035.932	   0.079	  
158	   27.281	   -­‐46.834	   5330.952	   281.785	   645.387	   9.274	   968.912	   0.053	  
159	   30.420	   -­‐43.199	   6543.160	   397.690	   575.122	   9.849	   850.352	   0.122	  
160	   31.069	   -­‐60.449	   7751.540	   350.119	   546.182	   10.343	   1104.677	   0.073	  
161	   35.872	   -­‐31.914	   5979.891	   329.649	   494.776	   9.637	   827.305	   0.063	  
162	   25.651	   -­‐47.816	   6237.264	   374.669	   553.642	   9.926	   960.698	   0.131	  
163	   34.155	   -­‐55.083	   5780.389	   394.041	   556.685	   11.973	   841.238	   0.096	  
164	   25.452	   -­‐50.847	   5523.223	   263.638	   543.229	   8.199	   952.774	   0.091	  
165	   22.206	   -­‐46.938	   5269.486	   238.449	   555.666	   8.593	   914.636	   0.227	  
166	   30.489	   -­‐40.386	   5110.092	   350.806	   513.438	   9.743	   683.505	   0.109	  
167	   25.541	   -­‐35.761	   5298.732	   228.150	   558.561	   8.126	   717.163	   0.116	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
168	   26.881	   -­‐43.345	   6173.499	   348.550	   610.864	   9.605	   691.695	   0.067	  
169	   22.379	   -­‐42.728	   5572.094	   271.523	   553.741	   7.935	   942.098	   0.073	  
170	   29.389	   -­‐51.155	   7327.615	   299.692	   522.886	   9.606	   1029.764	   0.094	  
171	   25.886	   -­‐43.414	   7095.084	   295.991	   561.556	   8.104	   862.413	   0.206	  
172	   29.024	   -­‐12.731	   6185.681	   263.709	   413.351	   8.500	   788.478	   0.128	  
173	   27.046	   0.275	   4097.429	   180.124	   655.486	   6.167	   817.664	   0.088	  
174	   21.528	   10.524	   3729.819	   161.193	   553.269	   5.913	   756.478	   0.171	  
175	   22.592	   10.981	   4103.510	   169.586	   541.720	   4.975	   1010.764	   0.194	  
176	   22.830	   7.306	   4357.079	   161.792	   418.782	   5.088	   854.300	   0.122	  
177	   24.769	   20.516	   3509.649	   169.711	   558.685	   6.348	   825.461	   0.074	  
178	   22.357	   24.129	   4218.683	   125.990	   330.165	   4.749	   426.911	   0.152	  
179	   23.531	   24.860	   4011.037	   153.415	   490.174	   4.762	   757.301	   0.148	  
180	   20.311	   22.561	   3472.321	   136.609	   570.814	   3.337	   682.752	   0.147	  
181	   21.620	   25.415	   4463.514	   161.570	   354.932	   4.001	   611.399	   0.185	  
182	   22.808	   15.168	   4237.743	   178.436	   539.385	   5.923	   666.803	   0.170	  
183	   23.788	   27.758	   3408.204	   146.451	   437.967	   5.701	   917.219	   0.117	  
184	   22.297	   26.502	   3570.890	   143.282	   310.636	   4.348	   696.752	   0.250	  
185	   20.804	   23.603	   3810.668	   191.407	   367.326	   4.223	   589.624	   0.146	  
186	   22.488	   22.362	   3438.061	   172.536	   534.308	   5.193	   780.252	   0.113	  
187	   23.813	   27.852	   2794.278	   169.147	   397.702	   6.355	   436.993	   0.099	  
188	   25.985	   33.189	   3647.456	   187.378	   440.515	   5.782	   723.944	   0.097	  
189	   22.982	   25.879	   4813.585	   173.439	   301.060	   5.144	   268.302	   0.158	  
190	   19.583	   30.335	   3369.941	   138.632	   376.967	   4.621	   628.286	   0.140	  
191	   20.816	   24.738	   4303.628	   210.122	   390.125	   5.289	   778.900	   0.224	  
192	   23.709	   27.402	   4544.750	   210.645	   362.123	   4.800	   811.222	   0.136	  
193	   20.044	   21.337	   3824.289	   144.389	   423.587	   4.407	   727.858	   0.152	  
194	   20.745	   30.948	   5868.998	   144.848	   310.462	   4.261	   516.653	   0.357	  
195	   24.908	   25.374	   4142.731	   193.846	   527.844	   6.454	   816.316	   0.147	  
196	   21.621	   32.434	   4202.460	   184.280	   136.340	   4.712	   537.625	   0.225	  
197	   20.971	   21.979	   3796.718	   183.541	   420.836	   5.045	   850.180	   0.184	  
198	   21.105	   23.449	   3868.818	   131.971	   401.248	   4.476	   795.209	   0.140	  
199	   27.175	   26.878	   4211.244	   227.621	   396.817	   7.195	   847.451	   0.140	  
200	   20.577	   29.767	   4819.124	   130.706	   175.123	   3.597	   403.566	   0.319	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
201	   20.562	   26.439	   3342.578	   141.390	   335.664	   5.045	   723.656	   0.144	  
202	   21.806	   30.931	   4077.021	   171.838	   301.283	   4.731	   833.812	   0.199	  
203	   23.296	   34.374	   5180.416	   220.072	   359.126	   4.869	   801.637	   0.187	  
204	   20.979	   23.994	   2920.550	   141.237	   424.015	   3.647	   788.229	   0.194	  
205	   23.211	   18.814	   3726.812	   146.184	   382.385	   4.422	   751.122	   0.232	  
206	   23.176	   25.964	   4191.096	   234.822	   319.313	   6.700	   485.186	   0.129	  
207	   23.330	   27.208	   4471.880	   248.728	   268.478	   5.955	   451.442	   0.146	  
208	   24.985	   36.331	   4807.679	   265.620	   331.902	   5.462	   749.287	   0.176	  
209	   23.993	   25.419	   5861.431	   185.511	   354.498	   6.325	   607.295	   0.172	  
211	   24.873	   27.274	   3736.171	   179.313	   366.519	   5.443	   726.240	   0.138	  
212	   25.873	   35.312	   3843.620	   201.089	   409.665	   5.155	   658.507	   0.186	  
213	   23.526	   32.123	   3802.858	   175.081	   435.861	   5.348	   611.842	   0.195	  
214	   21.632	   25.722	   3327.739	   133.621	   355.751	   6.126	   656.564	   0.121	  
215	   22.900	   22.121	   4000.186	   180.965	   285.175	   5.997	   1020.382	   0.179	  
216	   23.141	   42.610	   3155.295	   190.919	   509.028	   6.927	   640.840	   0.099	  
217	   22.912	   29.993	   2986.521	   138.437	   291.933	   4.752	   811.815	   0.148	  
218	   25.959	   26.513	   3584.704	   204.907	   451.956	   5.289	   475.990	   0.108	  
219	   21.645	   21.926	   3860.673	   167.174	   246.336	   4.410	   1221.184	   0.173	  
220	   21.786	   23.187	   4614.389	   163.348	   258.602	   5.100	   821.557	   0.237	  
221	   22.820	   8.555	   5240.610	   191.534	   289.073	   5.341	   853.200	   0.254	  
222	   22.500	   16.704	   5481.021	   190.124	   257.656	   6.057	   710.488	   0.207	  
223	   22.150	   9.243	   4070.816	   185.760	   317.378	   5.630	   668.813	   0.199	  
224	   19.850	   27.491	   3705.110	   182.392	   354.053	   4.068	   775.940	   0.362	  
225	   18.473	   28.251	   3506.763	   137.211	   327.544	   3.845	   536.538	   0.251	  
226	   19.999	   23.674	   3265.590	   130.933	   411.963	   4.565	   736.784	   0.203	  
227	   23.009	   25.941	   4413.969	   199.177	   176.995	   4.603	   495.135	   0.177	  
228	   24.167	   14.616	   4484.150	   156.267	   211.131	   5.870	   523.888	   0.208	  
229	   23.594	   16.525	   3912.518	   165.733	   376.648	   4.951	   595.348	   0.133	  
230	   21.410	   38.062	   3651.022	   167.426	   267.166	   4.049	   643.706	   0.175	  
231	   22.779	   27.467	   6314.354	   179.580	   316.323	   4.905	   672.310	   0.264	  
232	   25.762	   32.405	   3540.871	   192.893	   473.397	   5.699	   618.359	   0.088	  
233	   19.771	   28.986	   3426.293	   121.055	   439.285	   3.758	   671.274	   0.117	  
234	   21.877	   18.575	   5860.654	   212.955	   193.425	   5.367	   730.218	   0.154	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
235	   23.620	   25.263	   5849.723	   217.910	   232.338	   5.033	   479.015	   0.223	  
236	   18.299	   21.237	   4435.383	   164.647	   384.928	   3.303	   849.647	   0.207	  
237	   22.406	   23.159	   4469.902	   136.584	   385.115	   4.900	   829.506	   0.142	  
238	   23.601	   30.993	   3242.660	   173.367	   203.950	   6.736	   693.905	   0.131	  
239	   22.305	   39.029	   3845.572	   179.037	   398.850	   4.441	   549.633	   0.118	  
240	   22.804	   32.787	   4052.282	   195.532	   291.863	   5.765	   529.482	   0.185	  
241	   22.978	   35.723	   3284.664	   173.196	   324.939	   5.117	   700.024	   0.186	  
242	   24.822	   33.708	   3757.683	   289.333	   433.691	   5.827	   1038.112	   0.151	  
243	   17.963	   30.216	   3628.948	   150.587	   222.954	   3.450	   1310.390	   0.191	  
244	   21.269	   35.889	   4370.299	   180.960	   402.137	   3.583	   720.618	   0.225	  
245	   22.771	   34.470	   3618.119	   221.471	   243.759	   4.491	   625.674	   0.283	  
246	   21.257	   34.569	   4162.157	   159.931	   263.121	   4.309	   443.947	   0.342	  
247	   22.245	   39.008	   3162.427	   167.952	   319.198	   5.034	   952.258	   0.181	  
248	   23.088	   50.902	   2698.449	   164.063	   305.280	   6.321	   864.574	   0.144	  
249	   23.829	   31.053	   4069.900	   167.313	   271.086	   4.845	   585.083	   0.173	  
250	   24.604	   40.767	   3545.879	   173.498	   301.912	   3.754	   686.064	   0.152	  
251	   24.075	   36.696	   2810.639	   243.103	   386.430	   5.270	   731.895	   0.176	  
252	   21.767	   43.110	   4390.673	   212.445	   355.008	   4.768	   543.862	   0.154	  
253	   21.014	   57.372	   2715.106	   130.074	   324.556	   4.841	   630.681	   0.198	  
254	   19.023	   35.521	   4011.067	   167.015	   322.514	   2.723	   520.103	   0.159	  
255	   22.250	   43.503	   4686.332	   169.102	   237.556	   4.092	   600.056	   0.348	  
256	   20.022	   49.705	   3910.472	   203.971	   290.877	   3.775	   967.456	   0.256	  
257	   23.247	   54.567	   3877.769	   165.272	   301.953	   4.012	   640.722	   0.308	  
258	   24.072	   53.134	   2830.304	   211.217	   330.452	   6.109	   603.725	   0.233	  
259	   22.126	   71.065	   3399.973	   180.992	   244.360	   3.494	   585.632	   0.304	  
260	   21.481	   64.211	   4160.406	   236.129	   304.479	   3.269	   718.955	   0.222	  
261	   21.157	   58.040	   4535.759	   159.780	   300.359	   3.263	   468.924	   0.245	  
262	   20.044	   81.202	   5217.704	   164.803	   150.397	   2.137	   518.340	   0.400	  
263	   25.110	   60.012	   2971.361	   187.067	   253.811	   4.221	   602.285	   0.175	  
264	   19.376	   62.708	   3424.527	   178.210	   357.032	   3.491	   634.185	   0.243	  
265	   20.230	   70.830	   3393.703	   159.943	   238.363	   2.638	   600.137	   0.251	  
266	   22.067	   59.707	   2556.200	   172.759	   450.410	   4.242	   747.748	   0.183	  
267	   21.010	   71.000	   2577.693	   140.858	   389.264	   3.718	   561.216	   0.163	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
268	   18.070	   82.911	   2348.533	   168.313	   363.848	   2.176	   997.185	   0.316	  
269	   17.653	   73.255	   3178.783	   181.665	   251.174	   2.879	   245.905	   0.204	  
270	   21.766	   88.354	   2697.297	   171.626	   235.265	   2.905	   740.198	   0.270	  
271	   20.589	   78.560	   3159.035	   272.610	   280.354	   3.178	   772.450	   0.189	  
272	   21.888	   78.226	   2523.012	   238.455	   312.950	   4.440	   879.645	   0.211	  
273	   19.920	   82.533	   2754.036	   178.141	   230.405	   3.339	   906.000	   0.293	  
274	   17.140	   83.504	   1830.921	   148.847	   165.931	   2.172	   666.816	   0.272	  
275	   22.224	   78.299	   2417.990	   140.123	   254.748	   2.901	   652.933	   0.227	  
276	   24.935	   86.539	   2780.558	   231.093	   289.910	   4.142	   430.881	   0.190	  
277	   20.639	   87.834	   2065.307	   168.594	   288.623	   3.469	   824.308	   0.189	  
278	   24.497	   70.585	   2236.355	   152.685	   304.173	   4.205	   522.897	   0.144	  
279	   18.628	   89.629	   2368.360	   171.415	   117.014	   2.827	   647.806	   0.286	  
280	   20.781	   78.386	   2001.878	   188.925	   406.860	   3.556	   830.530	   0.243	  
281	   21.810	   77.447	   2825.257	   208.366	   289.947	   3.989	   823.489	   0.173	  
282	   23.308	   86.772	   2391.828	   184.923	   442.341	   3.671	   910.477	   0.187	  
283	   22.498	   79.942	   2154.726	   161.647	   316.823	   3.190	   873.852	   0.181	  
284	   24.316	   73.887	   3665.527	   268.887	   224.842	   4.461	   598.305	   0.242	  
285	   21.584	   69.161	   2871.383	   184.996	   242.278	   3.831	   419.086	   0.169	  
286	   19.939	   70.380	   3125.699	   168.883	   261.939	   3.312	   816.361	   0.229	  
287	   18.163	   84.930	   2922.145	   172.241	   124.053	   1.072	   1010.071	   0.344	  
288	   20.261	   84.603	   2589.402	   181.149	   193.902	   2.862	   897.078	   0.201	  
289	   20.183	   87.407	   2756.766	   151.039	   160.421	   2.445	   878.811	   0.259	  
290	   24.537	   70.781	   2617.899	   205.127	   396.881	   5.033	   850.118	   0.180	  
291	   23.799	   72.653	   2633.631	   173.984	   336.273	   4.319	   831.965	   0.146	  
292	   21.606	   74.364	   3138.179	   191.592	   234.454	   2.409	   933.278	   0.359	  
293	   21.262	   75.904	   3120.949	   190.087	   182.330	   3.089	   569.685	   0.293	  
294	   20.103	   76.804	   2794.358	   199.192	   384.716	   4.653	   649.145	   0.151	  
295	   18.209	   83.108	   2238.386	   152.415	   209.772	   2.060	   605.887	   0.273	  
296	   22.258	   78.771	   2078.482	   176.673	   195.017	   2.121	   691.283	   0.264	  
297	   20.013	   86.175	   1540.566	   159.135	   251.071	   2.575	   728.938	   0.202	  
298	   22.433	   75.620	   3530.819	   293.086	   347.277	   2.948	   718.911	   0.207	  
299	   24.402	   67.739	   3339.984	   251.517	   260.382	   7.690	   696.589	   0.176	  
300	   20.412	   67.405	   2438.681	   170.327	   269.906	   3.537	   955.729	   0.179	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
301	   22.549	   75.582	   2628.723	   224.370	   169.923	   3.771	   909.139	   0.316	  
302	   21.755	   89.393	   2108.338	   158.773	   383.068	   3.412	   948.511	   0.222	  
303	   19.600	   90.615	   2015.238	   146.241	   229.746	   2.313	   794.231	   0.228	  
304	   21.316	   73.868	   3849.577	   196.855	   277.617	   4.010	   436.253	   0.208	  
305	   22.059	   65.411	   3068.655	   163.086	   260.748	   4.266	   793.918	   0.219	  
306	   17.384	   83.561	   3530.540	   146.753	   211.514	   1.804	   700.443	   0.313	  
307	   16.503	   79.875	   2998.494	   176.893	   146.608	   0.897	   907.588	   0.190	  
308	   22.343	   69.485	   3082.078	   194.992	   167.882	   2.484	   913.695	   0.203	  
309	   21.756	   78.679	   2730.532	   211.041	   247.301	   4.966	   679.444	   0.227	  
310	   21.750	   80.890	   2530.908	   174.018	   324.068	   3.426	   787.094	   0.166	  
311	   20.682	   83.188	   2113.268	   174.838	   309.885	   3.831	   552.746	   0.140	  
312	   19.224	   76.486	   3878.004	   227.125	   211.765	   3.819	   319.822	   0.254	  
313	   19.330	   76.985	   4590.673	   227.245	   215.312	   2.588	   662.772	   0.227	  
314	   22.533	   74.126	   3815.277	   239.437	   281.098	   4.229	   489.698	   0.222	  
315	   17.182	   70.926	   2824.635	   164.200	   169.071	   2.448	   691.761	   0.347	  
316	   20.206	   85.220	   2889.128	   173.264	   204.396	   3.095	   553.489	   0.252	  
317	   22.615	   74.602	   3567.377	   216.686	   193.780	   3.187	   569.957	   0.290	  
318	   22.884	   71.317	   2867.461	   221.781	   136.740	   3.965	   850.089	   0.239	  
319	   20.821	   73.957	   5634.231	   174.076	   353.602	   1.635	   513.991	   0.263	  
320	   18.707	   79.394	   2657.120	   207.493	   183.572	   1.645	   576.402	   0.257	  
321	   23.384	   68.616	   3236.890	   281.700	   215.413	   4.719	   714.208	   0.231	  
322	   18.621	   86.764	   3047.276	   192.259	   131.518	   2.760	   289.223	   0.267	  
323	   19.002	   82.134	   3301.181	   185.055	   139.077	   3.667	   364.446	   0.290	  
324	   22.799	   77.825	   3596.940	   219.240	   149.105	   4.101	   633.149	   0.270	  
325	   22.923	   68.941	   7965.519	   282.438	   285.995	   4.213	   804.717	   0.189	  
326	   22.948	   86.870	   2850.933	   205.744	   167.883	   2.542	   406.741	   0.247	  
327	   20.330	   81.019	   4011.993	   177.538	   192.983	   3.884	   558.127	   0.294	  
328	   20.937	   75.455	   3850.641	   197.856	   187.047	   3.995	   567.378	   0.230	  
329	   20.773	   72.646	   2580.487	   173.882	   165.496	   3.485	   715.739	   0.288	  
330	   20.867	   65.035	   3614.356	   206.900	   216.690	   3.510	   595.677	   0.243	  
331	   23.583	   90.151	   3995.754	   158.062	   172.470	   4.180	   144.767	   0.234	  
332	   23.350	   86.734	   3006.293	   279.388	   167.422	   5.022	   414.906	   0.155	  
333	   21.918	   73.039	   2193.466	   187.173	   487.634	   4.161	   639.277	   0.150	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
334	   21.529	   75.082	   2399.940	   210.248	   272.938	   2.873	   688.736	   0.205	  
335	   21.445	   66.199	   2799.926	   218.441	   216.211	   3.935	   767.276	   0.216	  
336	   20.441	   80.828	   2651.217	   161.155	   214.830	   3.890	   436.192	   0.301	  
337	   21.383	   67.315	   4194.895	   252.602	   298.491	   3.954	   634.244	   0.284	  
338	   17.682	   70.914	   2015.592	   148.016	   203.273	   2.204	   774.317	   0.217	  
339	   18.859	   67.010	   3864.188	   209.344	   239.886	   3.646	   628.000	   0.287	  
340	   19.450	   66.143	   3474.692	   187.964	   252.129	   3.024	   380.320	   0.233	  
341	   21.136	   57.980	   3575.755	   185.656	   263.663	   4.898	   542.838	   0.297	  
342	   20.052	   70.085	   2905.430	   209.049	   315.927	   4.797	   972.432	   0.214	  
343	   20.212	   70.258	   3164.591	   184.709	   234.462	   3.345	   953.337	   0.273	  
344	   28.199	   60.899	   2977.056	   260.007	   451.771	   7.004	   783.964	   0.169	  
345	   18.820	   63.013	   3266.967	   181.459	   223.491	   3.506	   378.208	   0.332	  
346	   25.363	   55.157	   3674.451	   243.651	   213.649	   5.018	   687.800	   0.251	  
347	   18.436	   61.257	   3200.588	   192.163	   215.017	   3.701	   930.625	   0.288	  
348	   22.724	   57.619	   5671.716	   221.722	   307.058	   4.879	   642.004	   0.234	  
349	   22.620	   70.090	   3218.970	   249.918	   368.442	   5.603	   474.555	   0.254	  
350	   26.454	   59.872	   3076.820	   225.293	   402.879	   5.488	   951.664	   0.235	  
351	   21.120	   61.638	   1699.188	   140.549	   337.675	   4.375	   871.739	   0.180	  
352	   20.351	   60.018	   2777.228	   206.277	   299.552	   4.723	   731.185	   0.249	  
353	   22.535	   62.594	   3569.085	   193.888	   390.470	   4.832	   515.160	   0.220	  
354	   28.006	   53.805	   5232.346	   258.590	   244.594	   6.071	   787.185	   0.253	  
355	   20.405	   65.190	   3332.933	   216.909	   268.350	   4.153	   883.006	   0.228	  
356	   23.005	   55.060	   4901.608	   271.239	   274.282	   5.555	   780.792	   0.246	  
358	   22.894	   62.546	   3153.264	   187.540	   199.308	   3.156	   597.785	   0.257	  
359	   22.790	   67.421	   3554.502	   216.805	   244.470	   5.020	   530.019	   0.220	  
360	   17.282	   58.648	   5352.711	   169.907	   226.596	   2.671	   182.770	   0.438	  
361	   23.681	   67.508	   2520.536	   206.731	   212.637	   5.643	   771.453	   0.248	  
362	   20.237	   54.948	   3235.387	   208.803	   326.548	   4.828	   868.600	   0.295	  
363	   18.510	   61.529	   2656.759	   204.004	   261.516	   3.428	   476.267	   0.217	  
364	   20.525	   62.644	   3285.194	   199.644	   337.209	   3.793	   490.225	   0.272	  
365	   22.436	   54.962	   3165.387	   195.422	   307.252	   5.482	   753.903	   0.204	  
366	   23.728	   67.598	   2921.980	   203.506	   322.779	   3.766	   751.674	   0.180	  
367	   19.734	   60.545	   3561.356	   199.149	   335.807	   4.259	   601.986	   0.244	  
 







NSFTV_ID	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
368	   23.998	   66.010	   3612.401	   221.307	   372.732	   4.397	   710.722	   0.183	  
369	   18.475	   46.630	   3796.846	   185.715	   170.571	   3.048	   570.140	   0.557	  
370	   21.958	   56.054	   3695.250	   204.918	   179.627	   5.305	   354.535	   0.278	  
371	   22.770	   55.855	   3248.825	   222.231	   218.518	   4.778	   485.151	   0.326	  
372	   22.680	   66.081	   3128.793	   215.363	   201.939	   4.729	   467.289	   0.255	  
373	   21.700	   56.757	   3927.664	   255.415	   241.169	   3.954	   760.650	   0.241	  
374	   20.655	   64.660	   2716.543	   204.009	   324.178	   3.342	   564.601	   0.248	  
375	   20.478	   67.366	   3103.516	   220.635	   231.675	   5.059	   1120.974	   0.314	  
376	   23.259	   62.818	   2708.135	   202.380	   269.065	   5.502	   975.041	   0.263	  
377	   25.025	   58.978	   3793.263	   232.766	   384.271	   5.288	   879.304	   0.204	  
378	   20.104	   59.365	   3942.150	   251.496	   205.683	   5.514	   677.687	   0.276	  
379	   23.347	   64.414	   3797.454	   249.509	   232.617	   5.163	   835.080	   0.268	  
380	   23.547	   61.753	   3035.640	   208.956	   301.816	   5.076	   652.865	   0.189	  
381	   21.873	   60.764	   3200.027	   163.324	   337.983	   4.932	   478.547	   0.259	  
383	   19.623	   65.831	   3406.620	   177.823	   207.105	   3.159	   697.440	   0.310	  
384	   24.012	   66.201	   3348.150	   211.670	   299.244	   5.993	   716.313	   0.249	  
385	   19.472	   56.611	   3823.767	   222.431	   279.940	   4.538	   557.003	   0.296	  
386	   22.426	   58.831	   2925.026	   215.704	   273.662	   6.330	   955.348	   0.214	  
387	   19.478	   53.663	   3498.841	   159.948	   316.199	   4.821	   903.477	   0.248	  
388	   20.802	   53.997	   2459.226	   185.518	   349.970	   4.478	   980.167	   0.206	  
389	   26.383	   66.432	   3737.237	   203.026	   397.643	   6.939	   692.475	   0.157	  
390	   25.040	   57.990	   3299.851	   249.984	   431.646	   7.718	   816.469	   0.185	  
391	   23.545	   50.571	   2618.295	   208.612	   460.169	   5.356	   660.800	   0.187	  
392	   19.885	   74.994	   2859.267	   161.285	   273.249	   3.529	   648.936	   0.254	  
393	   21.300	   61.754	   4412.425	   270.783	   265.024	   4.239	   826.825	   0.324	  
394	   25.714	   53.940	   3855.897	   219.426	   343.606	   5.610	   665.325	   0.281	  
395	   23.063	   49.092	   3385.685	   234.639	   323.686	   5.687	   864.942	   0.278	  
396	   22.529	   81.418	   2729.374	   204.103	   282.597	   5.574	   614.391	   0.232	  
397	   20.568	   57.186	   3443.920	   174.264	   280.626	   4.795	   607.471	   0.220	  
398	   22.829	   55.378	   3902.336	   242.929	   367.622	   5.772	   699.581	   0.181	  
399	   21.488	   65.742	   2826.380	   179.585	   303.158	   4.163	   680.480	   0.231	  
400	   21.365	   54.279	   3865.677	   231.283	   253.462	   4.919	   822.351	   0.297	  
 








NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
1	   3.269	   76.659	   2488.052	   3.735	   0.369	   2.210	   22.172	  
2	   3.060	   77.243	   2859.925	   4.379	   0.304	   1.815	   20.866	  
3	   3.047	   56.853	   3174.446	   3.654	   0.407	   1.746	   20.406	  
4	   3.452	   62.819	   4044.972	   4.091	   0.354	   1.454	   25.355	  
5	   3.081	   67.728	   3008.315	   3.941	   0.339	   1.619	   25.499	  
6	   2.798	   69.820	   3724.757	   5.862	   0.316	   1.664	   29.005	  
7	   4.252	   69.808	   2910.324	   4.109	   0.423	   1.510	   36.443	  
8	   2.823	   59.927	   3320.113	   3.684	   0.533	   1.410	   25.069	  
9	   3.695	   73.100	   2597.414	   6.049	   0.473	   1.739	   21.966	  
10	   3.495	   79.655	   3722.664	   4.043	   0.455	   1.704	   22.476	  
11	   1.197	   77.050	   3410.106	   2.700	   0.465	   1.334	   25.103	  
12	   2.862	   84.507	   3766.035	   4.742	   0.343	   1.679	   21.286	  
13	   2.058	   76.531	   2445.464	   10.161	   0.597	   1.825	   26.214	  
14	   2.341	   64.710	   3663.804	   5.229	   0.582	   1.411	   20.597	  
15	   3.522	   88.259	   2787.914	   4.761	   0.351	   1.595	   24.637	  
16	   3.978	   91.523	   3606.367	   8.350	   0.407	   1.665	   30.816	  
17	   2.154	   76.654	   3253.957	   3.732	   0.400	   1.549	   20.328	  
18	   4.087	   71.798	   3926.861	   6.746	   0.530	   1.611	   29.776	  
19	   2.804	   68.166	   3760.301	   9.871	   0.448	   1.504	   22.726	  
20	   2.805	   72.189	   2487.355	   4.034	   0.450	   1.467	   23.284	  
21	   3.168	   68.519	   3598.691	   5.175	   0.411	   1.590	   22.903	  
22	   3.522	   76.168	   3482.650	   4.697	   0.353	   1.523	   24.950	  
23	   3.371	   79.924	   3627.365	   4.514	   0.413	   1.530	   24.086	  
24	   4.384	   75.845	   2712.586	   6.232	   0.479	   1.478	   26.978	  
25	   3.660	   89.223	   3459.201	   4.796	   0.436	   1.462	   27.541	  
26	   3.566	   82.733	   3139.558	   5.032	   0.481	   1.621	   31.493	  
27	   3.065	   83.851	   2380.625	   5.885	   0.553	   1.561	   29.665	  
28	   2.281	   89.703	   3313.904	   4.421	   0.478	   1.672	   26.573	  
29	   3.236	   82.003	   3327.946	   3.819	   0.601	   1.337	   31.091	  
30	   3.286	   76.355	   3064.963	   5.189	   0.362	   1.514	   31.018	  
31	   4.420	   75.430	   1865.514	   4.856	   0.292	   1.747	   24.029	  
32	   4.367	   82.664	   2399.144	   4.610	   0.395	   1.885	   27.045	  
33	   2.696	   81.688	   3370.943	   5.687	   0.451	   1.636	   28.109	  
34	   2.758	   74.965	   3447.904	   6.631	   0.456	   1.629	   26.958	  
35	   2.988	   68.543	   4254.165	   4.174	   0.599	   1.599	   31.951	  
36	   3.316	   81.828	   3435.152	   3.630	   0.544	   1.417	   19.180	  
37	   2.801	   78.003	   2350.184	   5.009	   0.404	   1.741	   24.263	  
38	   4.393	   69.053	   2876.255	   5.057	   0.485	   1.482	   33.014	  
39	   2.929	   68.530	   3228.572	   4.410	   0.399	   1.640	   25.865	  
40	   2.384	   72.580	   3372.158	   4.404	   0.346	   1.449	   24.882	  
41	   3.050	   77.845	   2034.689	   5.473	   0.494	   1.661	   36.189	  
43	   3.039	   77.367	   1927.461	   4.861	   0.365	   1.498	   27.838	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.6 Summary of Bayesian adjusted shoot ionomic 
phenotypic values for RDP1. Per line values represent the 50th percentile of the 




NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
44	   3.604	   80.588	   3795.069	   4.357	   0.486	   1.565	   33.111	  
45	   2.438	   84.664	   4155.267	   4.164	   0.346	   1.656	   26.089	  
46	   2.042	   77.772	   3163.480	   5.823	   0.523	   1.646	   22.708	  
48	   2.924	   74.932	   2929.049	   5.191	   0.382	   1.595	   24.927	  
49	   3.396	   74.312	   3794.017	   7.359	   0.630	   1.550	   30.833	  
50	   2.807	   80.578	   3737.914	   5.206	   0.531	   1.591	   27.609	  
51	   3.582	   65.607	   2564.811	   5.301	   0.420	   1.483	   25.763	  
52	   4.124	   75.594	   2526.485	   6.165	   0.465	   1.573	   23.068	  
53	   2.940	   72.898	   3257.635	   5.684	   0.412	   1.411	   21.122	  
54	   3.635	   79.693	   3933.066	   6.654	   0.525	   1.598	   23.891	  
55	   2.473	   80.119	   3813.044	   4.511	   0.374	   1.387	   22.442	  
56	   2.758	   78.967	   2549.817	   3.762	   0.410	   1.601	   26.336	  
57	   2.855	   68.254	   2921.727	   4.980	   0.542	   1.515	   42.906	  
58	   2.110	   66.459	   3422.918	   4.441	   0.362	   1.412	   21.468	  
59	   2.345	   94.065	   3504.574	   5.238	   0.533	   1.436	   31.287	  
60	   3.962	   71.571	   2783.057	   3.707	   0.443	   1.508	   21.486	  
61	   1.966	   73.807	   3147.393	   4.544	   0.488	   1.660	   27.906	  
62	   3.713	   75.377	   2505.973	   3.958	   0.373	   1.670	   26.057	  
63	   3.497	   77.028	   2456.847	   4.954	   0.514	   1.774	   24.091	  
64	   3.877	   58.524	   3594.388	   3.607	   0.462	   1.340	   16.040	  
65	   3.063	   71.613	   3305.563	   6.750	   0.517	   1.262	   23.134	  
66	   2.349	   70.369	   3672.969	   4.750	   0.422	   1.389	   26.946	  
67	   3.513	   76.402	   3788.159	   5.050	   0.364	   1.489	   26.061	  
68	   2.758	   81.076	   4451.517	   7.230	   0.369	   1.642	   35.626	  
69	   2.801	   79.809	   3177.284	   5.927	   0.575	   1.529	   28.397	  
70	   2.928	   74.858	   3060.699	   6.040	   0.491	   1.634	   34.714	  
71	   2.526	   66.946	   3455.430	   4.165	   0.401	   1.575	   31.397	  
72	   3.886	   71.211	   4250.369	   4.933	   0.451	   1.285	   40.746	  
73	   2.937	   72.066	   2847.325	   5.275	   0.526	   1.585	   33.994	  
74	   2.126	   73.174	   3412.729	   3.258	   0.347	   1.428	   25.469	  
75	   2.871	   68.235	   3594.290	   6.247	   0.417	   1.498	   25.301	  
76	   4.227	   67.295	   3068.717	   5.188	   0.436	   1.525	   34.901	  
77	   1.910	   64.891	   3867.512	   3.831	   0.358	   1.580	   16.728	  
78	   2.778	   65.124	   3227.734	   5.844	   0.465	   1.534	   30.843	  
79	   3.491	   68.140	   2973.170	   4.547	   0.424	   1.549	   25.387	  
80	   4.171	   82.935	   3465.029	   5.139	   0.551	   1.548	   24.727	  
81	   2.556	   82.999	   2338.231	   5.109	   0.485	   1.496	   27.850	  
83	   3.626	   72.211	   2239.699	   4.989	   0.383	   1.555	   24.495	  
84	   1.357	   72.095	   2899.045	   5.672	   0.498	   1.555	   19.776	  
85	   2.790	   66.596	   2305.027	   4.831	   0.493	   1.657	   30.180	  
86	   1.678	   64.357	   2266.570	   3.937	   0.385	   1.456	   23.773	  
87	   2.621	   62.097	   3678.650	   4.469	   0.445	   1.568	   28.129	  
88	   1.865	   69.202	   3248.583	   4.985	   0.355	   1.376	   26.942	  
  





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
89	   5.074	   71.363	   2977.268	   5.464	   0.437	   1.771	   39.577	  
90	   2.379	   59.236	   3729.623	   3.673	   0.489	   1.509	   27.044	  
91	   3.295	   62.345	   2748.886	   4.334	   0.465	   1.227	   26.880	  
92	   4.020	   78.925	   3052.857	   4.560	   0.403	   1.467	   21.134	  
93	   3.048	   87.684	   3798.663	   5.440	   0.406	   1.513	   22.501	  
94	   4.154	   80.329	   2903.648	   4.303	   0.373	   1.695	   26.824	  
95	   3.212	   67.177	   3439.203	   3.667	   0.507	   1.337	   25.139	  
96	   3.837	   73.432	   2533.622	   4.291	   0.534	   1.380	   30.059	  
97	   3.169	   74.788	   3374.915	   6.457	   0.476	   1.339	   24.927	  
98	   3.293	   66.528	   3325.092	   5.251	   0.394	   1.426	   27.625	  
99	   2.866	   71.808	   3277.534	   5.201	   0.589	   1.420	   25.389	  
100	   3.597	   82.061	   2736.677	   4.912	   0.418	   1.417	   23.599	  
101	   2.851	   64.609	   1944.487	   3.784	   0.402	   1.370	   20.548	  
102	   5.123	   70.549	   4140.696	   4.794	   0.410	   1.335	   34.844	  
103	   3.737	   75.261	   2877.990	   3.937	   0.342	   1.637	   24.987	  
104	   2.384	   75.996	   3247.508	   4.682	   0.428	   1.471	   17.338	  
105	   3.440	   76.627	   3182.071	   5.090	   0.368	   1.544	   29.575	  
106	   2.095	   64.182	   3188.898	   2.775	   0.390	   1.167	   21.327	  
107	   2.206	   73.151	   3496.718	   4.883	   0.483	   1.370	   25.859	  
108	   2.173	   75.525	   3356.982	   4.017	   0.429	   1.491	   25.744	  
109	   2.697	   68.540	   2388.768	   5.561	   0.450	   1.507	   30.869	  
110	   1.987	   70.858	   3676.895	   3.409	   0.313	   1.365	   15.899	  
111	   2.232	   72.806	   3211.440	   4.668	   0.461	   1.544	   27.356	  
112	   2.203	   73.541	   2994.391	   4.147	   0.363	   1.608	   21.932	  
113	   3.461	   76.506	   2084.013	   4.565	   0.449	   1.647	   27.667	  
114	   2.327	   77.551	   2911.691	   4.942	   0.420	   1.502	   26.283	  
115	   2.510	   73.931	   3284.945	   3.536	   0.348	   1.386	   21.522	  
116	   3.196	   71.133	   3075.120	   5.917	   0.540	   1.433	   28.443	  
117	   2.676	   75.997	   3544.377	   3.771	   0.464	   1.491	   26.510	  
118	   2.396	   84.016	   2451.492	   3.971	   0.509	   1.522	   23.568	  
119	   1.825	   69.630	   2928.433	   3.022	   0.444	   1.340	   25.780	  
120	   3.676	   72.054	   3382.369	   5.838	   0.623	   1.424	   38.749	  
121	   3.582	   82.823	   3525.576	   3.858	   0.391	   1.465	   22.745	  
122	   3.073	   72.086	   4202.808	   3.112	   0.397	   1.529	   25.921	  
123	   3.210	   77.432	   3306.124	   4.764	   0.501	   1.447	   44.378	  
124	   2.791	   82.571	   3853.038	   4.389	   0.565	   1.567	   29.013	  
125	   1.609	   74.989	   3489.267	   3.401	   0.416	   1.531	   20.353	  
126	   3.078	   61.911	   1916.733	   4.635	   0.429	   1.314	   35.221	  
127	   4.096	   71.234	   2862.631	   5.401	   0.443	   1.377	   25.787	  
128	   3.337	   72.480	   2281.557	   4.630	   0.401	   1.513	   25.197	  
129	   2.129	   69.379	   2482.866	   5.194	   0.366	   1.307	   29.171	  
130	   2.310	   74.236	   3624.314	   4.435	   0.600	   1.450	   36.532	  
131	   4.175	   71.984	   4246.627	   3.861	   0.556	   1.561	   35.839	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
132	   2.394	   70.566	   3062.352	   3.468	   0.505	   1.575	   25.062	  
133	   2.298	   71.051	   2601.415	   4.240	   0.500	   1.386	   23.830	  
134	   1.455	   82.298	   3311.482	   3.319	   0.488	   1.358	   17.466	  
135	   2.557	   83.238	   2757.936	   5.050	   0.526	   1.407	   27.092	  
136	   1.769	   74.901	   3505.669	   3.250	   0.441	   1.427	   21.695	  
137	   2.019	   72.210	   2580.589	   3.664	   0.627	   1.264	   24.360	  
138	   2.346	   65.720	   3854.923	   4.008	   0.480	   1.456	   25.880	  
139	   5.225	   66.335	   3523.220	   5.746	   0.459	   1.357	   21.430	  
140	   3.555	   66.107	   2467.952	   5.534	   0.477	   1.370	   34.926	  
141	   3.077	   69.745	   3674.530	   3.482	   0.417	   1.504	   20.626	  
142	   2.168	   68.651	   3233.243	   3.913	   0.453	   1.395	   29.816	  
143	   4.355	   72.940	   1930.305	   4.564	   0.336	   1.405	   27.801	  
144	   4.099	   72.536	   3038.505	   4.848	   0.360	   1.418	   24.593	  
145	   2.726	   66.155	   2679.142	   4.160	   0.429	   1.396	   29.401	  
146	   2.045	   68.522	   3666.086	   4.124	   0.391	   1.508	   34.898	  
147	   3.243	   70.806	   3205.619	   5.171	   0.528	   1.496	   25.916	  
148	   1.817	   73.865	   3095.321	   4.605	   0.544	   1.548	   31.139	  
149	   3.684	   65.763	   2680.144	   5.077	   0.505	   1.454	   18.736	  
150	   2.555	   67.308	   2787.023	   4.804	   0.422	   1.352	   19.742	  
151	   2.876	   73.329	   2702.007	   3.493	   0.379	   1.439	   25.523	  
152	   1.795	   70.251	   3334.921	   4.344	   0.491	   1.404	   22.268	  
153	   2.630	   75.774	   3425.668	   4.229	   0.515	   1.344	   26.333	  
154	   1.159	   60.972	   3012.117	   2.593	   0.438	   1.426	   17.103	  
155	   2.220	   72.286	   3153.302	   3.450	   0.296	   1.861	   21.644	  
156	   2.095	   58.753	   3421.390	   5.526	   0.371	   1.458	   30.281	  
157	   3.431	   73.911	   2754.489	   5.597	   0.412	   1.349	   28.669	  
158	   3.189	   79.254	   2639.574	   4.196	   0.526	   1.422	   29.848	  
159	   3.556	   69.454	   2980.332	   4.100	   0.488	   1.424	   26.692	  
160	   2.232	   74.050	   3424.280	   4.097	   0.468	   1.382	   28.140	  
161	   3.453	   67.316	   3868.599	   6.388	   0.466	   1.531	   41.736	  
162	   3.485	   71.340	   3483.846	   4.049	   0.454	   1.396	   26.274	  
163	   2.150	   77.819	   3258.074	   4.396	   0.403	   1.652	   21.639	  
164	   2.621	   59.042	   2482.190	   3.628	   0.552	   1.484	   24.214	  
165	   2.751	   81.564	   3765.026	   5.233	   0.449	   1.552	   29.458	  
166	   3.922	   72.768	   3660.500	   4.063	   0.441	   1.502	   20.099	  
167	   3.592	   67.931	   2084.942	   5.307	   0.445	   1.573	   18.561	  
168	   4.309	   71.150	   3873.739	   3.836	   0.319	   1.640	   22.138	  
169	   3.015	   79.394	   2683.816	   3.399	   0.451	   1.426	   23.104	  
170	   3.291	   71.500	   3067.344	   3.952	   0.408	   1.609	   27.867	  
171	   2.397	   54.276	   4027.093	   2.226	   0.533	   1.369	   28.967	  
172	   2.078	   67.310	   3730.067	   3.099	   0.504	   1.456	   22.603	  
173	   3.291	   61.673	   3299.891	   3.466	   0.295	   1.628	   23.843	  
174	   3.437	   62.489	   3778.671	   3.855	   0.416	   1.403	   18.221	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
175	   1.854	   68.898	   3405.358	   3.011	   0.408	   1.484	   22.059	  
176	   3.385	   62.823	   3964.363	   4.452	   0.371	   1.671	   20.248	  
177	   5.298	   60.987	   3875.969	   3.000	   0.300	   1.630	   13.130	  
178	   3.388	   55.111	   3355.013	   4.502	   0.372	   1.645	   31.379	  
179	   3.733	   36.649	   2826.450	   2.916	   0.368	   1.221	   26.961	  
180	   2.807	   44.277	   3442.645	   2.758	   0.350	   1.456	   15.285	  
181	   3.639	   48.048	   4228.579	   2.457	   0.334	   1.342	   22.388	  
182	   3.831	   42.630	   2715.979	   3.168	   0.424	   1.346	   21.561	  
183	   2.900	   55.483	   3725.614	   5.018	   0.433	   1.397	   24.895	  
184	   3.646	   56.617	   4453.881	   2.738	   0.255	   1.386	   19.176	  
185	   4.571	   50.482	   3923.266	   5.073	   0.316	   1.299	   22.947	  
186	   4.002	   44.105	   4317.439	   5.124	   0.221	   1.699	   22.780	  
187	   4.258	   53.834	   3263.959	   5.536	   0.474	   1.343	   24.942	  
188	   2.914	   58.834	   3633.052	   4.687	   0.430	   1.546	   20.607	  
189	   3.051	   55.153	   3571.813	   3.530	   0.470	   1.287	   22.822	  
190	   3.775	   43.412	   4106.062	   3.133	   0.482	   1.268	   21.208	  
191	   3.757	   51.446	   4325.555	   2.839	   0.353	   1.443	   23.625	  
192	   3.594	   67.234	   3525.179	   3.432	   0.358	   1.527	   23.606	  
193	   2.794	   51.355	   3953.159	   3.579	   0.487	   1.388	   22.252	  
194	   3.208	   42.791	   4662.960	   2.107	   0.597	   1.467	   24.300	  
195	   2.876	   47.335	   3730.376	   5.230	   0.522	   1.532	   28.387	  
196	   3.439	   41.475	   3327.171	   4.024	   0.379	   1.580	   26.379	  
197	   2.848	   52.687	   4455.587	   3.881	   0.320	   1.499	   21.628	  
198	   3.055	   60.039	   4380.483	   3.410	   0.378	   1.460	   28.711	  
199	   2.548	   41.086	   4266.591	   4.819	   0.241	   1.370	   23.254	  
200	   2.947	   55.527	   4479.730	   9.384	   0.507	   1.556	   15.569	  
201	   3.675	   41.847	   3541.958	   3.936	   0.341	   1.238	   27.407	  
202	   4.109	   50.525	   4181.424	   5.187	   0.628	   1.304	   29.609	  
203	   2.537	   32.378	   3496.757	   2.772	   0.561	   1.348	   21.971	  
204	   3.004	   47.023	   3008.297	   2.902	   0.319	   1.422	   22.743	  
205	   3.945	   60.295	   4695.262	   3.165	   0.290	   1.275	   24.290	  
206	   4.068	   47.477	   6881.322	   3.331	   0.125	   1.218	   22.645	  
207	   2.939	   37.143	   4483.643	   3.155	   0.264	   1.411	   21.023	  
208	   4.150	   39.306	   4310.016	   3.731	   0.409	   1.392	   25.281	  
209	   2.591	   43.495	   3108.108	   3.184	   0.329	   1.298	   19.447	  
211	   4.635	   58.651	   3898.191	   4.852	   0.366	   1.576	   26.715	  
212	   3.038	   45.218	   4116.885	   4.653	   0.410	   1.374	   24.437	  
213	   4.778	   51.588	   4102.803	   3.645	   0.344	   1.506	   30.227	  
214	   2.426	   61.216	   4196.306	   4.261	   0.385	   1.220	   19.249	  
215	   3.906	   45.942	   4079.637	   5.024	   0.415	   1.446	   24.077	  
216	   3.776	   53.173	   4225.449	   4.056	   0.192	   1.369	   21.049	  
217	   3.437	   45.746	   2965.381	   3.082	   0.441	   1.301	   21.721	  
218	   3.310	   60.924	   4567.168	   4.679	   0.504	   1.536	   28.076	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
219	   3.984	   35.181	   3037.118	   2.075	   0.331	   1.400	   19.544	  
220	   2.629	   43.653	   2933.938	   2.197	   0.234	   1.272	   18.850	  
221	   3.538	   51.925	   3529.485	   3.642	   0.430	   1.526	   22.617	  
222	   1.633	   53.756	   3639.493	   2.708	   0.355	   1.264	   17.475	  
223	   4.112	   59.108	   4991.968	   5.953	   0.359	   1.547	   22.636	  
224	   2.650	   51.968	   4271.978	   2.612	   0.312	   1.544	   19.274	  
225	   1.833	   48.447	   2650.193	   2.486	   0.267	   1.591	   18.260	  
226	   2.195	   46.300	   3396.836	   2.748	   0.369	   1.645	   19.836	  
227	   2.938	   42.828	   3485.293	   5.339	   0.357	   1.570	   29.906	  
228	   2.211	   43.470	   4138.572	   2.519	   0.241	   1.231	   26.766	  
229	   3.436	   41.491	   3842.725	   3.155	   0.542	   1.263	   18.454	  
230	   2.521	   55.942	   3735.158	   2.927	   0.397	   1.513	   19.149	  
231	   2.968	   35.779	   4396.508	   3.353	   0.591	   1.303	   22.110	  
232	   5.009	   50.544	   4296.330	   4.099	   0.316	   1.566	   25.584	  
233	   3.971	   42.333	   2768.086	   3.687	   0.274	   1.363	   21.772	  
234	   2.335	   41.613	   3934.130	   2.324	   0.381	   1.240	   19.801	  
235	   3.877	   44.790	   3564.102	   3.079	   0.436	   1.330	   24.180	  
236	   4.395	   38.405	   3261.579	   3.097	   0.393	   1.451	   29.541	  
237	   3.254	   57.075	   3578.423	   3.013	   0.315	   1.525	   16.343	  
238	   2.699	   49.111	   4073.404	   4.564	   0.344	   1.569	   20.562	  
239	   3.916	   37.169	   3581.494	   4.780	   0.370	   1.314	   22.199	  
240	   4.017	   50.701	   3889.171	   3.827	   0.476	   1.333	   22.055	  
241	   3.482	   47.787	   3968.619	   3.045	   0.305	   1.376	   26.126	  
242	   3.467	   52.912	   4382.703	   5.419	   0.312	   1.454	   26.756	  
243	   2.792	   44.783	   3038.925	   3.085	   0.224	   1.345	   22.625	  
244	   2.975	   34.224	   3240.313	   2.595	   0.248	   1.343	   21.695	  
245	   3.091	   48.851	   4200.789	   2.981	   0.210	   1.288	   22.622	  
246	   2.643	   43.175	   3969.084	   4.096	   0.405	   1.501	   28.006	  
247	   3.735	   51.167	   3648.219	   3.568	   0.241	   1.456	   27.604	  
248	   3.462	   58.993	   3607.902	   3.400	   0.343	   1.488	   21.677	  
249	   3.083	   39.536	   4721.995	   3.627	   0.388	   1.512	   17.728	  
250	   3.183	   42.494	   2922.170	   3.560	   0.334	   1.503	   19.672	  
251	   3.100	   56.105	   3944.642	   5.129	   0.318	   1.550	   19.019	  
252	   2.401	   32.176	   3554.871	   2.746	   0.337	   1.417	   16.285	  
253	   3.756	   48.783	   3886.968	   4.417	   0.315	   1.365	   21.110	  
254	   2.922	   36.900	   3926.754	   2.049	   0.183	   1.338	   24.382	  
255	   2.225	   54.218	   3981.640	   2.798	   0.467	   1.428	   24.812	  
256	   3.738	   41.733	   3289.436	   2.694	   0.306	   1.545	   18.217	  
257	   2.679	   48.858	   3317.719	   2.632	   0.156	   1.273	   19.967	  
258	   3.719	   58.994	   3702.749	   5.795	   0.431	   1.479	   30.371	  
259	   2.928	   52.730	   5296.932	   4.904	   0.412	   1.543	   23.616	  
260	   3.015	   54.841	   5019.351	   2.750	   0.372	   1.468	   25.616	  
261	   4.300	   53.220	   4468.311	   4.967	   0.269	   1.428	   20.928	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
262	   1.848	   53.346	   3898.111	   4.245	   0.303	   1.081	   22.267	  
263	   3.485	   53.984	   3941.168	   2.470	   0.073	   1.342	   20.145	  
264	   2.182	   44.192	   3978.790	   2.801	   0.402	   1.370	   16.623	  
265	   3.065	   53.349	   3536.052	   3.142	   0.446	   1.529	   18.526	  
266	   3.009	   50.806	   3440.371	   3.686	   0.366	   1.288	   29.309	  
267	   3.603	   58.441	   3253.594	   4.292	   0.414	   1.528	   20.732	  
268	   2.542	   67.883	   3560.582	   2.732	   0.333	   1.505	   18.263	  
269	   3.822	   52.347	   3015.600	   2.035	   0.299	   1.186	   19.921	  
270	   3.994	   45.018	   3463.451	   2.758	   0.384	   1.409	   24.906	  
271	   3.361	   57.632	   4205.089	   3.038	   0.398	   1.014	   18.882	  
272	   4.692	   49.485	   4473.454	   4.861	   0.218	   1.224	   23.418	  
273	   4.270	   55.925	   3351.565	   2.939	   0.308	   1.199	   25.342	  
274	   3.298	   58.541	   3836.013	   5.035	   0.478	   1.377	   17.520	  
275	   3.297	   49.600	   3441.039	   3.642	   0.227	   1.121	   20.141	  
276	   4.142	   53.444	   3777.703	   3.515	   0.315	   1.382	   33.684	  
277	   4.123	   55.224	   3342.957	   4.056	   0.540	   1.293	   23.489	  
278	   2.860	   51.168	   3215.388	   4.557	   0.371	   1.335	   23.600	  
279	   3.337	   52.040	   3562.208	   3.677	   0.518	   1.411	   25.101	  
280	   3.175	   53.966	   3260.463	   3.307	   0.281	   1.508	   16.735	  
281	   2.831	   70.455	   3861.644	   2.614	   0.149	   1.422	   19.956	  
282	   3.486	   54.808	   3798.593	   4.239	   0.292	   1.541	   22.447	  
283	   3.481	   53.761	   3398.424	   4.826	   0.202	   1.298	   26.984	  
284	   2.876	   51.950	   3883.912	   4.046	   0.257	   1.294	   27.868	  
285	   3.113	   49.943	   3916.435	   5.484	   0.348	   1.230	   20.901	  
286	   3.954	   57.415	   3655.407	   4.435	   0.467	   1.370	   26.036	  
287	   3.188	   53.221	   2419.624	   3.429	   0.308	   1.490	   19.447	  
288	   4.094	   56.003	   3293.991	   3.157	   0.319	   1.356	   27.436	  
289	   3.881	   65.197	   3124.543	   3.471	   0.367	   1.385	   26.499	  
290	   3.302	   68.290	   3847.385	   4.019	   0.309	   1.593	   19.167	  
291	   3.284	   59.122	   3829.143	   3.503	   0.299	   1.378	   19.939	  
292	   3.363	   57.614	   4153.584	   3.212	   0.419	   1.196	   23.781	  
293	   2.366	   55.944	   3740.561	   5.460	   0.288	   1.380	   21.803	  
294	   2.631	   51.671	   4851.868	   4.210	   0.269	   1.423	   19.892	  
295	   3.238	   71.159	   3332.986	   4.737	   0.281	   1.485	   26.163	  
296	   3.316	   53.263	   4272.943	   3.094	   0.292	   1.360	   17.609	  
297	   4.956	   62.536	   3757.506	   3.340	   0.452	   1.577	   22.106	  
298	   2.008	   58.251	   5046.118	   2.976	   0.285	   1.421	   16.433	  
299	   3.070	   51.625	   3766.885	   3.141	   0.375	   1.346	   26.430	  
300	   3.648	   54.325	   3806.728	   4.436	   0.392	   1.427	   22.229	  
301	   4.364	   55.500	   3302.494	   4.736	   0.473	   1.373	   22.467	  
302	   3.791	   66.606	   3912.238	   3.152	   0.280	   1.518	   17.158	  
303	   3.786	   50.668	   4006.723	   2.713	   0.245	   1.297	   16.831	  
304	   2.537	   44.087	   3164.743	   5.198	   0.411	   1.188	   19.793	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
305	   3.415	   50.826	   4143.995	   3.099	   0.629	   1.181	   22.067	  
306	   2.422	   56.458	   2970.881	   2.171	   0.358	   1.298	   15.031	  
307	   3.587	   51.203	   3126.476	   3.301	   0.281	   1.251	   25.262	  
308	   3.161	   50.636	   4279.271	   4.596	   0.312	   1.243	   27.718	  
309	   2.231	   66.018	   4061.427	   4.306	   0.634	   1.351	   19.909	  
310	   2.951	   71.130	   4172.612	   5.816	   0.363	   1.443	   23.819	  
311	   3.465	   69.408	   3237.822	   4.762	   0.267	   1.519	   24.753	  
312	   3.303	   52.682	   4258.680	   3.885	   0.336	   1.272	   21.408	  
313	   3.416	   71.556	   3752.528	   4.011	   0.656	   1.491	   25.589	  
314	   2.003	   59.571	   4363.791	   5.260	   0.468	   1.337	   23.355	  
315	   2.256	   44.246	   4408.267	   2.594	   0.240	   1.199	   19.050	  
316	   3.626	   49.167	   4382.227	   5.368	   0.380	   1.252	   28.983	  
317	   2.610	   50.909	   4795.022	   2.925	   0.345	   1.142	   23.309	  
318	   3.732	   49.883	   4539.051	   6.876	   0.422	   1.242	   29.805	  
319	   2.670	   59.651	   4389.835	   5.533	   0.358	   1.364	   31.034	  
320	   3.671	   51.324	   4588.673	   4.259	   0.370	   1.284	   21.506	  
321	   3.894	   49.309	   5365.991	   5.827	   0.282	   1.192	   36.370	  
322	   2.425	   57.870	   4444.581	   4.975	   0.402	   1.388	   21.185	  
323	   2.360	   56.442	   4097.411	   4.191	   0.445	   1.245	   24.763	  
324	   2.612	   60.257	   3932.427	   5.255	   0.442	   1.328	   27.367	  
325	   2.317	   53.706	   3838.266	   3.019	   0.303	   1.398	   18.116	  
326	   4.116	   49.454	   4121.753	   4.694	   0.515	   1.235	   20.381	  
327	   3.317	   57.305	   3714.143	   3.191	   0.449	   1.461	   28.812	  
328	   3.164	   53.903	   3922.419	   4.613	   0.464	   1.441	   22.602	  
329	   2.575	   53.575	   4337.732	   2.257	   0.309	   1.309	   21.128	  
330	   3.327	   51.579	   3587.728	   5.612	   0.523	   1.328	   24.014	  
331	   2.052	   58.565	   4015.228	   3.544	   0.495	   1.405	   29.750	  
332	   2.527	   50.793	   5502.827	   4.084	   0.280	   1.347	   23.345	  
333	   3.410	   64.988	   2542.743	   5.602	   0.436	   1.542	   23.633	  
334	   3.486	   62.590	   3902.841	   3.379	   0.376	   1.413	   16.976	  
335	   4.745	   57.032	   3661.045	   3.725	   0.377	   1.376	   31.660	  
336	   2.652	   54.233	   4144.598	   4.560	   0.371	   1.202	   28.234	  
337	   2.206	   59.928	   4300.902	   3.069	   0.707	   1.304	   22.811	  
338	   3.276	   60.775	   3746.259	   3.563	   0.375	   1.254	   22.480	  
339	   2.572	   57.410	   3785.874	   2.847	   0.352	   1.182	   31.742	  
340	   4.612	   53.455	   4117.258	   3.186	   0.316	   1.266	   23.459	  
341	   2.306	   57.042	   3152.450	   5.878	   0.349	   1.463	   23.676	  
342	   3.545	   55.933	   3026.403	   4.926	   0.350	   1.340	   20.326	  
343	   3.898	   61.040	   2252.551	   3.084	   0.309	   1.291	   20.528	  
344	   3.054	   60.527	   3252.927	   4.472	   0.383	   1.216	   19.288	  
345	   2.507	   64.647	   5211.429	   3.770	   0.450	   1.455	   23.988	  
346	   2.877	   58.533	   3721.892	   5.681	   0.338	   1.406	   28.602	  
347	   5.794	   66.349	   2913.148	   4.676	   0.456	   1.608	   26.052	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
348	   3.443	   57.661	   4095.346	   3.243	   0.617	   1.336	   24.652	  
349	   2.315	   59.255	   3838.951	   3.155	   0.461	   1.210	   20.457	  
350	   3.117	   65.228	   3566.874	   6.906	   0.416	   1.320	   28.596	  
351	   4.424	   61.203	   3393.567	   3.979	   0.195	   1.307	   23.541	  
352	   2.706	   73.052	   3351.102	   5.142	   0.385	   1.214	   20.485	  
353	   2.811	   65.162	   3865.131	   4.176	   0.397	   1.314	   20.889	  
354	   2.148	   56.968	   3402.348	   6.111	   0.594	   1.200	   26.907	  
355	   3.622	   71.579	   2972.452	   3.009	   0.347	   1.284	   24.305	  
356	   2.198	   68.648	   3781.667	   4.216	   0.440	   1.250	   23.328	  
358	   2.851	   56.029	   3018.975	   4.526	   0.344	   1.198	   19.156	  
359	   2.132	   75.163	   4507.030	   5.839	   0.403	   1.242	   24.614	  
360	   3.236	   80.198	   3761.963	   3.738	   0.373	   1.330	   22.746	  
361	   4.111	   82.648	   4292.146	   3.231	   0.426	   1.296	   14.895	  
362	   3.266	   81.023	   3168.538	   3.881	   0.439	   1.399	   21.829	  
363	   4.093	   75.611	   2831.999	   4.148	   0.431	   1.385	   22.765	  
364	   4.474	   76.971	   3221.432	   4.766	   0.522	   1.294	   25.875	  
365	   3.656	   104.485	   2989.494	   4.177	   0.401	   1.393	   24.286	  
366	   2.323	   66.324	   3056.500	   3.381	   0.267	   1.264	   22.153	  
367	   3.584	   68.849	   3995.345	   3.883	   0.360	   1.176	   33.373	  
368	   4.779	   93.598	   3427.983	   4.986	   0.388	   1.382	   25.801	  
369	   2.000	   75.668	   4491.658	   3.816	   0.764	   1.299	   20.233	  
370	   1.952	   73.383	   3661.128	   4.542	   0.460	   1.305	   22.299	  
371	   3.247	   79.370	   4041.313	   4.827	   0.292	   1.207	   20.840	  
372	   3.306	   77.915	   3857.660	   6.236	   0.420	   1.355	   25.976	  
373	   3.246	   83.728	   3779.774	   3.750	   0.317	   1.243	   19.496	  
374	   3.348	   68.984	   2489.383	   3.646	   0.395	   1.300	   20.246	  
375	   2.586	   81.379	   2915.408	   4.926	   0.462	   1.424	   20.183	  
376	   3.286	   85.736	   3028.113	   4.454	   0.336	   1.203	   20.589	  
377	   2.649	   76.170	   3101.811	   5.496	   0.526	   1.287	   22.746	  
378	   2.783	   73.458	   4212.547	   4.875	   0.519	   1.328	   21.619	  
379	   4.416	   89.558	   4606.516	   4.635	   0.376	   1.204	   23.841	  
380	   4.225	   70.146	   1749.400	   4.828	   0.416	   1.223	   28.817	  
381	   2.403	   72.952	   2967.881	   6.529	   0.429	   1.338	   29.095	  
383	   2.827	   74.519	   2181.267	   2.963	   0.505	   1.205	   18.942	  
384	   3.568	   85.282	   3860.464	   6.202	   0.462	   1.236	   25.849	  
385	   2.848	   96.397	   3612.965	   3.045	   0.516	   1.243	   18.721	  
386	   3.373	   80.541	   3257.650	   4.577	   0.421	   1.447	   21.589	  
387	   2.381	   75.495	   2111.106	   4.520	   0.419	   1.322	   28.959	  
388	   3.824	   75.281	   3161.934	   4.649	   0.390	   1.209	   27.483	  
389	   3.510	   78.077	   3035.105	   4.099	   0.425	   1.318	   28.143	  
390	   3.003	   74.829	   2550.673	   5.974	   0.438	   1.318	   31.167	  
391	   4.062	   72.163	   3119.241	   5.902	   0.460	   1.304	   26.099	  
392	   2.564	   71.415	   3456.724	   4.887	   0.520	   1.259	   21.076	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   As	   B	   Ca	   Cd	   Co	   Cr	   Cu	  
393	   2.597	   68.909	   2914.643	   3.772	   0.402	   1.210	   24.568	  
394	   3.792	   90.972	   3190.533	   4.852	   0.432	   1.143	   23.230	  
395	   2.099	   77.898	   3410.644	   4.556	   0.648	   1.301	   19.656	  
396	   2.900	   81.115	   3253.800	   4.203	   0.370	   1.320	   20.865	  
397	   3.072	   75.048	   2518.914	   4.597	   0.406	   1.327	   31.164	  
398	   3.865	   73.727	   3186.972	   4.708	   0.449	   1.268	   34.515	  
399	   3.347	   76.742	   3575.923	   5.278	   0.516	   1.341	   21.380	  
400	   2.579	   76.479	   3500.361	   3.205	   0.452	   1.249	   23.440	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.6 (continued)  
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NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
1	   105.524	   0.971	   44552.714	   0.793	   4358.382	   52.347	   5.006	   301.693	  
2	   123.314	   1.230	   45686.057	   1.050	   3180.950	   49.985	   3.936	   324.565	  
3	   80.208	   0.830	   47190.264	   0.552	   3615.835	   38.399	   1.382	   225.303	  
4	   148.859	   0.757	   48231.303	   0.916	   4448.342	   73.996	   3.443	   263.743	  
5	   120.446	   1.929	   43644.924	   0.853	   4118.097	   77.507	   4.566	   195.451	  
6	   141.463	   0.595	   47796.140	   0.785	   4030.854	   70.293	   4.114	   276.965	  
7	   159.607	   1.158	   45105.675	   0.959	   4220.098	   64.643	   11.445	   343.458	  
8	   118.988	   1.439	   47665.510	   0.845	   5327.009	   57.043	   5.492	   219.165	  
9	   145.020	   1.291	   50019.578	   0.563	   3606.394	   62.276	   5.462	   240.809	  
10	   130.607	   0.672	   47078.827	   0.783	   4276.284	   80.535	   3.756	   256.087	  
11	   91.926	   0.790	   44920.396	   0.757	   3089.547	   28.433	   3.341	   283.304	  
12	   84.725	   1.689	   44822.812	   0.896	   4483.366	   59.090	   3.998	   162.813	  
13	   123.890	   0.737	   52068.942	   0.853	   3804.649	   50.817	   3.087	   224.805	  
14	   159.697	   0.869	   45864.417	   0.827	   4180.151	   61.028	   3.137	   314.182	  
15	   122.051	   0.877	   44857.030	   0.808	   4067.114	   62.298	   4.122	   215.363	  
16	   140.134	   2.350	   45906.783	   0.921	   4740.579	   79.048	   4.125	   257.508	  
17	   106.006	   0.809	   41705.820	   0.481	   3489.349	   53.845	   3.468	   268.707	  
18	   129.722	   0.979	   46183.129	   0.719	   4242.623	   72.601	   4.680	   248.523	  
19	   135.471	   0.784	   50455.153	   0.759	   4731.988	   79.784	   5.979	   168.584	  
20	   143.366	   0.066	   46169.275	   0.819	   4468.397	   86.177	   3.133	   291.512	  
21	   112.520	   0.599	   45221.743	   0.484	   3573.214	   60.213	   2.631	   238.286	  
22	   123.104	   0.029	   46023.334	   0.814	   4049.712	   56.464	   4.387	   275.182	  
23	   121.691	   0.865	   44452.237	   0.701	   4958.907	   66.723	   5.222	   259.196	  
24	   161.154	   0.085	   45586.358	   0.904	   3477.787	   62.727	   2.523	   274.409	  
25	   172.695	   -­‐0.078	   44397.054	   0.992	   4626.377	   82.070	   3.870	   277.971	  
26	   137.223	   0.327	   48179.537	   0.864	   4868.431	   56.788	   3.140	   270.076	  
27	   174.069	   0.913	   47048.832	   0.943	   4598.336	   78.810	   2.315	   332.079	  
28	   100.961	   -­‐0.124	   45652.524	   0.656	   3465.837	   66.373	   4.557	   153.445	  
29	   93.660	   0.208	   44310.126	   0.985	   3407.786	   65.500	   1.304	   236.917	  
30	   130.173	   0.725	   45811.166	   0.728	   4399.669	   60.346	   3.064	   300.536	  
31	   96.455	   0.324	   48183.134	   0.974	   2981.781	   63.141	   2.961	   320.603	  
32	   141.018	   0.524	   48799.730	   0.785	   3857.365	   64.839	   3.796	   304.115	  
33	   132.463	   0.393	   46443.907	   0.862	   3677.793	   93.766	   3.931	   250.338	  
34	   96.233	   0.533	   45198.662	   0.764	   3565.145	   49.297	   3.046	   275.335	  
35	   95.489	   0.187	   45697.937	   0.666	   4414.839	   58.261	   3.773	   225.075	  
36	   150.045	   0.501	   45702.735	   0.775	   4559.259	   59.721	   5.871	   267.612	  
37	   129.836	   0.354	   44913.844	   0.956	   3782.862	   73.687	   3.813	   274.531	  
38	   155.047	   0.577	   44738.722	   0.761	   3638.859	   62.251	   7.143	   332.580	  
39	   88.532	   0.761	   45872.109	   0.640	   3910.610	   51.941	   3.705	   326.227	  
40	   140.529	   0.105	   45796.679	   0.908	   4360.915	   76.809	   5.781	   267.676	  
41	   135.486	   0.108	   46579.730	   0.917	   4159.786	   70.787	   7.030	   284.130	  
43	   136.773	   0.154	   35561.522	   0.762	   2571.708	   66.957	   4.132	   238.028	  
44	   137.918	   0.381	   47227.840	   0.772	   3782.266	   57.923	   3.903	   189.814	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
45	   130.834	   1.115	   49463.963	   0.962	   3555.596	   78.996	   3.548	   194.271	  
46	   124.994	   0.291	   49273.626	   0.827	   4740.017	   65.580	   2.533	   302.879	  
48	   125.278	   0.617	   45385.230	   1.191	   4163.462	   67.113	   5.045	   270.377	  
49	   151.644	   0.245	   48222.487	   1.168	   4071.229	   87.668	   4.327	   328.447	  
50	   136.063	   0.935	   49060.950	   0.733	   4102.785	   71.755	   6.525	   157.433	  
51	   114.795	   -­‐0.204	   46385.741	   0.752	   3711.048	   73.735	   4.021	   279.658	  
52	   131.749	   0.499	   45630.511	   0.887	   4020.553	   62.555	   3.312	   315.998	  
53	   116.127	   1.445	   46531.133	   0.902	   4519.279	   83.526	   4.352	   206.018	  
54	   180.024	   -­‐0.036	   45046.281	   0.804	   4849.291	   85.066	   3.405	   301.403	  
55	   127.367	   0.123	   46746.472	   0.778	   4647.546	   62.550	   7.683	   214.936	  
56	   90.187	   0.653	   47181.107	   0.944	   3714.166	   63.055	   2.976	   250.017	  
57	   102.160	   0.679	   45746.262	   0.589	   3999.218	   56.797	   3.537	   258.275	  
58	   116.430	   -­‐0.284	   49626.293	   1.024	   3998.278	   62.321	   3.712	   278.150	  
59	   177.107	   0.551	   51299.896	   0.831	   4422.897	   81.393	   5.119	   257.190	  
60	   157.354	   0.062	   42660.596	   0.721	   3818.378	   74.986	   4.194	   288.861	  
61	   104.602	   0.362	   41183.339	   0.840	   3349.763	   60.710	   2.881	   281.448	  
62	   133.330	   0.412	   47226.797	   0.796	   3812.743	   82.870	   3.541	   296.735	  
63	   141.229	   0.497	   45786.906	   0.811	   3904.053	   70.567	   3.492	   354.387	  
64	   161.646	   0.006	   45860.919	   0.741	   4339.470	   80.413	   5.026	   304.375	  
65	   165.186	   -­‐0.263	   47028.846	   0.809	   4563.869	   74.911	   3.039	   251.506	  
66	   103.758	   0.801	   46485.788	   0.705	   3599.792	   53.812	   2.736	   278.788	  
67	   130.578	   0.542	   54679.950	   0.754	   4767.860	   92.581	   4.088	   294.049	  
68	   180.413	   0.781	   46049.023	   1.042	   3558.909	   120.906	   4.071	   358.772	  
69	   184.043	   0.055	   45911.176	   0.842	   4394.291	   84.804	   2.741	   259.011	  
70	   129.902	   0.815	   45789.035	   0.893	   4289.723	   64.157	   9.551	   271.238	  
71	   76.381	   0.541	   43641.670	   0.677	   3500.046	   39.820	   3.987	   338.994	  
72	   145.970	   0.398	   47542.223	   0.748	   4973.372	   64.292	   3.350	   343.265	  
73	   153.001	   0.324	   48689.323	   0.954	   5010.605	   57.108	   3.196	   259.661	  
74	   127.469	   0.179	   44030.877	   0.865	   4078.708	   53.675	   3.132	   280.666	  
75	   116.983	   0.815	   46638.894	   0.849	   3619.754	   64.540	   5.212	   243.810	  
76	   121.600	   0.174	   44042.320	   0.752	   3596.539	   61.254	   3.118	   313.855	  
77	   80.752	   -­‐0.369	   49425.495	   0.767	   4543.440	   46.180	   2.181	   269.365	  
78	   138.191	   0.488	   49906.651	   0.876	   3959.132	   80.000	   3.770	   223.845	  
79	   124.096	   -­‐0.246	   47522.020	   0.838	   4271.870	   63.232	   4.192	   295.524	  
80	   172.695	   0.313	   43818.518	   0.839	   4295.015	   76.097	   3.804	   396.405	  
81	   103.488	   0.624	   49730.712	   0.878	   3530.286	   77.093	   4.499	   197.366	  
83	   97.333	   0.114	   48219.886	   0.723	   3729.417	   59.580	   2.626	   312.713	  
84	   117.568	   -­‐0.357	   46952.404	   0.883	   4543.565	   64.173	   3.642	   265.089	  
85	   129.025	   0.118	   46984.148	   0.821	   2999.945	   68.229	   2.905	   156.941	  
86	   125.244	   0.398	   47293.612	   0.816	   2894.469	   71.688	   3.922	   209.923	  
87	   130.255	   0.477	   45388.913	   0.820	   3866.790	   85.471	   4.940	   257.554	  
88	   153.836	   0.381	   48760.720	   0.843	   3800.441	   85.615	   3.619	   238.486	  
89	   144.558	   0.924	   46364.099	   0.907	   4599.237	   70.194	   3.958	   306.864	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
90	   106.891	   -­‐0.099	   53029.020	   0.669	   3014.759	   41.855	   2.270	   264.620	  
91	   142.990	   0.530	   42465.644	   0.829	   3596.056	   79.485	   4.104	   287.007	  
92	   182.191	   -­‐0.017	   49417.086	   0.788	   3813.834	   76.103	   3.260	   271.471	  
93	   119.812	   1.023	   45457.778	   0.969	   3739.171	   71.637	   3.343	   204.402	  
94	   121.857	   0.035	   48432.254	   0.868	   3890.447	   69.838	   3.718	   337.107	  
95	   111.434	   0.177	   44103.377	   0.745	   3542.303	   47.613	   9.385	   227.382	  
96	   178.644	   -­‐0.021	   45342.241	   0.925	   3949.944	   104.388	   3.502	   309.022	  
97	   138.553	   0.151	   44735.150	   0.713	   3222.625	   55.892	   2.095	   291.722	  
98	   148.318	   -­‐0.200	   54454.051	   1.006	   5782.385	   71.507	   5.178	   328.595	  
99	   154.157	   -­‐0.114	   49594.398	   0.618	   4044.220	   55.785	   3.126	   248.811	  
100	   157.344	   -­‐0.263	   45541.718	   0.702	   3589.704	   73.358	   4.557	   301.786	  
101	   115.464	   -­‐0.289	   46819.739	   0.922	   3147.103	   43.239	   3.284	   331.237	  
102	   113.059	   0.304	   37081.691	   0.891	   4158.241	   61.459	   4.341	   311.999	  
103	   114.520	   0.172	   46269.496	   0.939	   3804.403	   76.601	   4.240	   299.530	  
104	   145.023	   -­‐0.331	   46358.286	   0.969	   3699.903	   78.278	   4.345	   299.282	  
105	   168.935	   -­‐0.224	   45595.488	   0.982	   3533.987	   89.880	   3.976	   332.850	  
106	   94.807	   0.088	   45407.637	   0.655	   2193.311	   39.244	   3.496	   166.718	  
107	   167.654	   -­‐0.010	   46583.356	   0.851	   5010.878	   90.192	   3.155	   278.499	  
108	   112.732	   0.265	   46712.110	   0.848	   4537.785	   56.157	   4.724	   307.495	  
109	   136.838	   0.098	   44950.656	   0.940	   2949.641	   42.386	   1.480	   296.011	  
110	   91.062	   -­‐0.169	   43839.417	   0.717	   3516.741	   42.578	   3.945	   233.457	  
111	   153.265	   -­‐0.403	   46300.287	   0.843	   4443.580	   94.204	   2.841	   281.016	  
112	   128.521	   0.290	   46744.458	   1.166	   4068.566	   64.885	   2.548	   227.442	  
113	   145.831	   -­‐0.148	   47563.311	   1.057	   3144.691	   82.796	   4.192	   231.371	  
114	   157.475	   -­‐0.037	   45870.417	   0.700	   4084.985	   72.296	   2.837	   230.237	  
115	   113.362	   0.319	   45957.782	   0.521	   3892.627	   62.050	   6.176	   193.707	  
116	   237.298	   0.149	   47725.064	   1.056	   3972.621	   134.672	   2.958	   292.579	  
117	   118.668	   -­‐0.166	   43492.469	   0.717	   3079.782	   60.250	   2.347	   305.056	  
118	   143.578	   0.225	   45197.639	   1.033	   3352.162	   71.067	   5.473	   255.798	  
119	   98.972	   0.018	   44601.524	   0.546	   3111.545	   39.475	   2.722	   250.481	  
120	   181.926	   0.340	   44745.451	   0.846	   4094.204	   67.121	   3.677	   268.908	  
121	   115.057	   0.170	   46784.053	   1.038	   4069.448	   65.725	   3.570	   335.319	  
122	   123.498	   0.717	   44247.450	   1.053	   3962.213	   65.099	   7.611	   268.148	  
123	   125.480	   0.745	   41882.685	   0.789	   3775.667	   66.242	   3.639	   331.321	  
124	   189.410	   1.083	   44377.545	   0.962	   4032.954	   85.010	   4.057	   291.113	  
125	   99.789	   -­‐0.029	   44540.376	   0.614	   3531.043	   45.001	   2.728	   246.802	  
126	   101.953	   0.309	   44235.031	   0.490	   2428.508	   49.319	   2.745	   327.280	  
127	   130.890	   0.276	   46264.327	   0.850	   4240.833	   69.920	   4.219	   259.849	  
128	   156.740	   0.056	   46486.216	   1.007	   3514.840	   79.905	   4.493	   304.516	  
129	   112.618	   0.404	   41623.055	   0.897	   3235.786	   62.585	   3.791	   354.884	  
130	   110.561	   0.653	   44284.423	   0.770	   3368.208	   63.584	   3.768	   226.421	  
131	   99.882	   0.511	   47033.471	   0.902	   4030.410	   58.993	   3.458	   464.133	  
132	   77.664	   -­‐0.042	   28175.531	   0.894	   2599.211	   47.852	   2.811	   216.158	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
133	   140.302	   -­‐0.251	   47436.173	   0.940	   3292.741	   68.542	   4.174	   228.902	  
134	   128.447	   -­‐0.196	   46938.302	   0.852	   5235.680	   52.799	   2.472	   219.215	  
135	   161.948	   0.058	   45716.102	   1.011	   3359.356	   89.911	   2.632	   300.772	  
136	   87.228	   0.407	   44996.526	   0.689	   2656.744	   41.340	   3.328	   213.385	  
137	   83.843	   -­‐0.152	   44481.889	   0.735	   2716.789	   43.121	   3.209	   204.801	  
138	   100.467	   0.329	   47688.062	   0.568	   3623.819	   37.497	   3.940	   249.310	  
139	   177.330	   0.300	   47361.516	   1.036	   4768.555	   65.554	   3.543	   319.614	  
140	   198.503	   0.145	   43825.367	   0.741	   2893.653	   73.622	   2.947	   315.946	  
141	   112.033	   0.407	   42883.929	   0.760	   3478.940	   47.756	   1.837	   406.416	  
142	   97.930	   0.375	   44382.200	   0.709	   3696.263	   60.794	   4.132	   206.342	  
143	   119.713	   -­‐0.132	   45604.236	   0.669	   3134.348	   66.254	   4.574	   316.800	  
144	   135.136	   0.022	   46442.116	   1.046	   3811.439	   82.601	   4.927	   281.352	  
145	   95.356	   0.405	   44760.179	   0.690	   3090.775	   69.839	   3.565	   263.908	  
146	   91.348	   0.810	   43762.177	   0.790	   3624.622	   54.255	   3.997	   217.410	  
147	   174.384	   0.181	   45451.642	   0.843	   4171.778	   71.716	   4.788	   320.380	  
148	   109.174	   0.000	   46121.486	   0.815	   3151.917	   55.026	   3.252	   240.224	  
149	   182.285	   0.430	   44423.046	   0.896	   3640.358	   61.675	   5.866	   237.099	  
150	   123.339	   -­‐0.170	   47406.163	   0.804	   4238.852	   58.155	   3.207	   233.216	  
151	   124.310	   0.133	   45547.742	   0.919	   3175.119	   70.445	   4.898	   276.846	  
152	   118.600	   0.237	   47797.194	   0.964	   2885.044	   71.380	   5.396	   181.808	  
153	   147.420	   0.483	   46826.074	   0.766	   4000.677	   66.406	   4.779	   243.827	  
154	   105.044	   0.030	   47900.558	   0.846	   6027.747	   57.890	   4.901	   245.029	  
155	   118.263	   0.154	   54069.671	   0.910	   4534.716	   60.384	   4.486	   248.062	  
156	   128.087	   0.656	   43868.946	   0.858	   3387.799	   59.531	   3.509	   344.500	  
157	   141.916	   0.412	   47085.289	   0.980	   3678.754	   77.805	   4.823	   283.169	  
158	   135.149	   0.507	   48000.518	   0.939	   2967.362	   63.380	   4.088	   299.883	  
159	   99.299	   0.192	   44431.627	   0.985	   2912.822	   47.508	   2.972	   307.151	  
160	   169.718	   2.253	   45020.525	   0.892	   3573.476	   71.683	   3.673	   220.903	  
161	   157.701	   0.735	   42886.069	   0.812	   3683.780	   92.762	   3.355	   325.694	  
162	   110.832	   0.568	   42963.753	   0.683	   3975.376	   52.770	   4.151	   357.270	  
163	   112.516	   0.145	   43902.941	   0.668	   2863.174	   49.896	   2.974	   278.146	  
164	   145.415	   0.601	   46808.010	   0.758	   3563.752	   55.996	   5.039	   386.931	  
165	   123.753	   1.187	   46031.778	   0.870	   4076.710	   57.314	   5.735	   275.517	  
166	   140.458	   0.093	   43672.282	   0.837	   4079.690	   61.190	   4.077	   290.336	  
167	   114.157	   0.154	   46802.345	   0.858	   3132.312	   49.449	   3.506	   322.254	  
168	   154.727	   0.164	   45041.229	   0.821	   3954.765	   72.101	   5.351	   295.913	  
169	   145.696	   0.131	   45837.810	   0.926	   4034.877	   70.654	   5.394	   224.126	  
170	   119.432	   -­‐0.068	   45733.950	   0.970	   3325.388	   60.483	   4.074	   268.195	  
171	   141.067	   0.509	   44170.085	   0.646	   3401.534	   51.628	   3.422	   209.555	  
172	   118.760	   0.265	   45914.543	   0.737	   3161.503	   59.681	   4.613	   196.072	  
173	   144.393	   -­‐0.036	   53823.981	   0.939	   3693.894	   71.938	   4.735	   298.096	  
174	   149.433	   0.498	   44948.198	   0.825	   4907.451	   39.063	   5.329	   267.831	  
175	   120.656	   -­‐0.159	   47270.505	   0.858	   5170.174	   50.826	   3.566	   193.360	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
176	   202.009	   0.346	   40549.858	   0.802	   4475.178	   73.617	   4.898	   284.086	  
177	   129.213	   0.737	   46875.441	   0.809	   4083.715	   57.803	   4.637	   322.995	  
178	   177.214	   0.996	   48327.861	   0.767	   3082.046	   72.167	   5.016	   376.419	  
179	   134.223	   0.840	   44939.152	   0.786	   3927.079	   38.119	   5.270	   250.312	  
180	   165.274	   1.049	   34793.142	   0.743	   3912.961	   69.869	   5.225	   262.958	  
181	   173.629	   1.209	   42869.900	   0.553	   4059.722	   38.411	   7.106	   209.685	  
182	   155.946	   1.198	   41468.947	   0.636	   3491.714	   36.003	   3.121	   337.750	  
183	   187.507	   1.100	   50150.389	   0.776	   4511.173	   73.437	   3.426	   309.231	  
184	   166.236	   1.958	   47849.789	   0.480	   4512.639	   55.654	   6.279	   252.960	  
185	   195.472	   0.814	   43161.219	   0.635	   4453.349	   65.527	   5.043	   341.863	  
186	   221.899	   0.381	   43786.018	   0.729	   4186.200	   99.870	   6.888	   338.929	  
187	   216.287	   0.649	   44956.163	   0.717	   5089.599	   75.245	   5.865	   313.872	  
188	   221.059	   0.953	   39055.418	   0.769	   4990.266	   72.498	   6.125	   291.755	  
189	   164.734	   1.016	   46525.394	   0.635	   3887.108	   65.071	   3.930	   341.798	  
190	   158.620	   0.482	   41714.030	   0.838	   4742.682	   71.504	   6.244	   293.402	  
191	   194.201	   1.682	   39751.556	   0.592	   4482.486	   75.570	   4.708	   288.977	  
192	   195.700	   0.840	   55188.511	   0.709	   4401.256	   70.086	   5.155	   296.210	  
193	   163.431	   0.812	   42896.800	   0.635	   4415.241	   68.655	   5.672	   300.628	  
194	   140.430	   0.737	   38201.236	   0.555	   5031.553	   56.711	   7.550	   243.932	  
195	   236.948	   0.812	   41886.228	   0.689	   5248.756	   70.281	   4.221	   273.087	  
196	   149.817	   1.039	   38828.689	   0.429	   3418.170	   52.364	   4.118	   356.252	  
197	   182.187	   0.848	   40685.669	   0.696	   4911.285	   72.432	   7.119	   321.801	  
198	   175.495	   0.138	   46702.296	   0.703	   5132.027	   92.582	   6.644	   305.455	  
199	   154.290	   1.038	   45179.397	   0.749	   5716.508	   79.118	   4.714	   268.140	  
200	   153.079	   1.308	   49467.345	   0.531	   5079.359	   51.960	   6.074	   256.276	  
201	   166.185	   0.937	   44204.062	   0.741	   5019.208	   60.173	   6.562	   322.467	  
202	   221.941	   0.704	   44339.468	   0.595	   5811.630	   96.282	   5.070	   287.705	  
203	   127.033	   1.065	   42201.628	   0.559	   3466.137	   35.806	   4.600	   322.100	  
204	   154.192	   0.481	   44957.378	   0.779	   4330.987	   44.340	   4.546	   309.382	  
205	   193.804	   1.437	   40904.699	   0.408	   5803.964	   73.255	   7.225	   325.562	  
206	   143.027	   1.688	   43397.262	   0.582	   5289.136	   72.626	   7.267	   255.782	  
207	   137.793	   0.822	   40172.328	   0.564	   4046.128	   47.620	   6.099	   315.541	  
208	   154.757	   1.333	   43378.974	   0.513	   3685.403	   45.665	   4.954	   283.344	  
209	   116.084	   0.625	   45247.837	   0.700	   3506.534	   46.583	   3.897	   297.463	  
211	   292.146	   0.793	   39155.823	   0.729	   3970.168	   117.823	   6.071	   379.913	  
212	   221.161	   0.450	   40496.375	   0.653	   4862.616	   86.955	   4.768	   267.517	  
213	   163.804	   0.829	   48155.088	   0.676	   5900.944	   69.126	   4.461	   249.364	  
214	   184.786	   1.067	   47361.025	   0.922	   4673.614	   60.469	   4.289	   505.687	  
215	   225.772	   1.289	   46305.648	   0.740	   5530.019	   89.038	   4.061	   408.526	  
216	   167.050	   0.979	   45953.343	   0.738	   4459.726	   108.667	   5.956	   334.083	  
217	   179.289	   0.733	   43238.641	   0.569	   4663.567	   64.246	   6.788	   293.078	  
218	   220.174	   0.695	   55472.215	   0.819	   5628.822	   77.689	   7.122	   250.670	  
219	   147.546	   1.408	   47956.053	   0.575	   5659.233	   43.173	   5.773	   283.411	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
220	   128.561	   0.964	   47003.169	   0.608	   3350.413	   49.156	   5.582	   255.297	  
221	   180.550	   1.738	   42384.285	   0.652	   4432.239	   60.498	   4.661	   256.291	  
222	   107.110	   1.214	   43130.790	   0.618	   4561.342	   46.503	   3.854	   241.529	  
223	   199.545	   1.412	   46400.661	   0.755	   6326.240	   66.418	   4.256	   367.792	  
224	   159.127	   0.929	   43732.451	   0.733	   4918.952	   78.384	   8.303	   208.729	  
225	   131.097	   0.177	   47866.080	   0.636	   4001.454	   45.575	   5.445	   227.545	  
226	   165.275	   0.156	   43331.509	   0.606	   4061.404	   70.109	   3.404	   331.618	  
227	   185.141	   0.419	   45636.181	   0.567	   4050.873	   66.109	   4.438	   313.680	  
228	   133.558	   1.253	   50756.840	   0.807	   4734.089	   53.035	   6.836	   206.320	  
229	   154.710	   0.976	   44954.270	   0.666	   4810.675	   65.604	   6.446	   280.499	  
230	   164.497	   0.621	   47504.524	   0.631	   5137.490	   57.572	   6.169	   249.592	  
231	   134.275	   1.234	   46884.121	   0.494	   4157.469	   46.172	   4.581	   247.221	  
232	   175.800	   1.031	   48961.957	   0.938	   3760.164	   93.505	   5.028	   334.508	  
233	   150.112	   0.525	   43566.902	   0.682	   3905.939	   47.595	   4.061	   300.529	  
234	   140.755	   1.076	   45458.292	   0.527	   3825.237	   42.690	   2.893	   236.653	  
235	   136.461	   1.133	   45646.943	   0.569	   3456.625	   39.758	   4.754	   326.513	  
236	   145.619	   0.584	   39762.147	   0.665	   4304.018	   67.834	   4.055	   299.505	  
237	   163.836	   0.652	   51030.422	   0.608	   4909.702	   67.753	   4.790	   465.461	  
238	   219.961	   0.895	   45775.263	   0.793	   5004.673	   97.285	   4.004	   285.317	  
239	   221.826	   0.784	   47163.302	   0.681	   4734.697	   69.155	   4.066	   300.218	  
240	   197.256	   0.764	   46095.734	   0.542	   4806.406	   64.330	   3.897	   312.032	  
241	   128.135	   1.390	   46814.904	   0.600	   4227.713	   49.160	   4.859	   259.811	  
242	   262.338	   1.192	   53942.984	   0.725	   5340.562	   88.882	   5.440	   265.517	  
243	   170.198	   1.366	   45154.979	   0.593	   4298.335	   64.365	   6.102	   267.883	  
244	   166.488	   1.335	   46701.572	   0.566	   3849.910	   63.201	   5.915	   247.683	  
245	   178.182	   1.496	   45536.787	   0.578	   4651.186	   50.354	   6.188	   282.233	  
246	   164.859	   0.721	   42782.179	   0.734	   4093.689	   63.390	   6.683	   223.283	  
247	   203.596	   1.122	   43749.219	   0.758	   4577.566	   73.985	   6.136	   270.902	  
248	   159.429	   0.889	   51200.635	   0.842	   4512.754	   66.577	   5.845	   310.895	  
249	   200.878	   1.397	   47574.937	   0.382	   4228.077	   89.352	   8.242	   284.649	  
250	   166.517	   0.601	   49429.871	   0.746	   4056.074	   63.270	   5.021	   254.498	  
251	   194.241	   0.555	   47090.563	   0.832	   6125.129	   68.111	   3.896	   293.051	  
252	   163.004	   0.503	   45403.134	   0.395	   4443.800	   48.484	   3.763	   266.657	  
253	   184.317	   1.094	   51527.162	   0.701	   5204.842	   78.442	   3.868	   299.275	  
254	   134.108	   0.983	   45492.603	   0.495	   4607.643	   63.851	   2.878	   240.671	  
255	   128.497	   1.157	   45174.181	   0.535	   4086.354	   33.840	   5.109	   259.559	  
256	   169.251	   1.188	   48270.093	   0.687	   4695.158	   69.875	   6.567	   300.181	  
257	   136.835	   0.931	   44011.582	   0.454	   4075.436	   59.597	   5.400	   216.318	  
258	   200.776	   1.711	   46087.898	   0.511	   5089.473	   67.231	   5.268	   344.859	  
259	   176.908	   1.628	   54484.857	   0.672	   4715.686	   94.390	   6.170	   205.336	  
260	   173.286	   2.934	   43867.896	   0.644	   5014.053	   77.240	   5.657	   192.073	  
261	   187.695	   1.734	   48455.478	   0.600	   4085.046	   49.413	   5.540	   427.246	  
262	   159.626	   1.517	   48628.195	   0.530	   4309.245	   61.006	   4.208	   257.892	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
263	   147.478	   1.411	   44730.237	   0.674	   5131.635	   64.055	   7.639	   244.337	  
264	   163.838	   1.747	   48366.458	   0.512	   4868.146	   54.509	   5.166	   277.742	  
265	   155.440	   1.674	   49270.714	   0.628	   4397.876	   60.444	   6.008	   365.040	  
266	   196.281	   1.740	   47377.110	   0.707	   4122.692	   79.758	   5.119	   322.554	  
267	   153.905	   1.180	   46648.201	   0.894	   4157.347	   84.071	   4.349	   347.636	  
268	   153.974	   0.592	   48693.202	   0.881	   5048.703	   65.312	   5.537	   274.424	  
269	   106.737	   0.944	   49536.890	   0.479	   3893.773	   40.332	   4.638	   531.178	  
270	   178.602	   0.543	   45444.011	   0.714	   4353.609	   68.133	   5.270	   376.219	  
271	   159.653	   1.444	   45482.835	   0.656	   4936.095	   62.904	   5.805	   339.466	  
272	   207.809	   0.859	   44481.606	   0.620	   5820.419	   94.167	   3.782	   302.791	  
273	   168.701	   1.095	   47361.357	   0.732	   4621.644	   75.050	   5.763	   232.645	  
274	   177.098	   0.850	   47051.919	   0.582	   5505.400	   61.273	   5.039	   250.065	  
275	   133.365	   0.962	   46792.294	   0.645	   4215.428	   56.078	   4.758	   340.670	  
276	   178.676	   1.019	   46582.862	   0.977	   4020.451	   88.137	   7.624	   449.236	  
277	   159.512	   1.073	   47112.457	   0.809	   4629.794	   89.154	   5.676	   312.153	  
278	   139.726	   0.645	   45669.133	   0.654	   4310.968	   77.989	   3.721	   327.823	  
279	   157.295	   0.651	   46676.079	   0.682	   5122.004	   50.687	   4.567	   336.705	  
280	   217.085	   0.866	   46064.355	   0.859	   4491.984	   78.078	   4.744	   265.206	  
281	   143.362	   0.805	   42369.980	   0.842	   5086.870	   62.380	   6.105	   216.812	  
282	   202.609	   0.482	   48293.321	   0.895	   4874.095	   74.231	   4.955	   365.177	  
283	   163.507	   0.765	   46414.032	   0.681	   4633.126	   67.896	   3.751	   418.142	  
284	   165.661	   1.069	   43999.686	   0.533	   4191.887	   52.182	   4.672	   232.240	  
285	   166.878	   1.031	   46280.044	   0.700	   5238.733	   80.277	   3.805	   401.240	  
286	   180.644	   0.942	   46400.068	   0.775	   5198.073	   63.521	   4.168	   323.698	  
287	   137.314	   0.672	   46618.913	   0.781	   3758.784	   58.461	   4.737	   246.062	  
288	   184.575	   0.921	   41635.317	   0.774	   4969.104	   74.683	   6.498	   344.137	  
289	   162.204	   0.829	   45202.196	   0.734	   4461.861	   74.102	   5.263	   311.994	  
290	   162.896	   0.324	   46097.814	   0.901	   4211.024	   75.641	   4.498	   331.499	  
291	   177.688	   1.255	   46869.158	   0.625	   4089.096	   85.846	   5.295	   264.620	  
292	   177.503	   1.072	   47197.473	   0.568	   5413.320	   56.250	   5.128	   242.050	  
293	   194.523	   0.898	   46901.252	   0.418	   4239.738	   68.605	   4.307	   310.391	  
294	   157.806	   0.766	   42636.090	   0.779	   4607.035	   69.431	   5.080	   231.521	  
295	   171.778	   0.391	   46060.773	   0.722	   4911.974	   57.972	   6.544	   335.221	  
296	   188.324	   0.902	   44909.499	   0.632	   5477.576	   85.110	   6.661	   256.978	  
297	   151.788	   0.903	   47795.447	   0.693	   4606.042	   64.426	   5.818	   359.694	  
298	   159.445	   0.687	   52534.752	   0.711	   3959.169	   61.634	   6.153	   302.318	  
299	   129.225	   0.448	   44144.730	   0.951	   4153.714	   50.721	   2.409	   360.686	  
300	   173.292	   0.858	   42667.860	   0.705	   4373.570	   55.751	   4.773	   326.975	  
301	   177.433	   1.064	   46891.602	   0.687	   4367.240	   69.068	   6.625	   237.480	  
302	   173.948	   1.185	   52761.842	   0.598	   4350.271	   48.313	   5.167	   303.882	  
303	   169.646	   0.814	   45473.396	   0.512	   4927.970	   75.028	   6.833	   258.607	  
304	   143.763	   0.814	   46727.413	   0.571	   3381.679	   52.705	   2.843	   226.984	  
305	   173.060	   1.208	   45536.839	   0.681	   5072.391	   66.631	   5.780	   385.750	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
306	   134.860	   0.958	   46776.112	   0.754	   4539.044	   59.082	   5.632	   286.137	  
307	   181.449	   1.149	   46163.995	   0.713	   4470.408	   66.086	   5.865	   316.269	  
308	   194.084	   1.207	   45551.065	   0.893	   4472.888	   72.932	   4.483	   288.099	  
309	   188.463	   0.634	   44392.245	   0.869	   4672.372	   65.159	   4.747	   283.562	  
310	   203.064	   0.628	   49356.263	   1.048	   5721.901	   135.847	   4.010	   325.632	  
311	   142.824	   0.649	   48044.643	   0.701	   4028.453	   58.417	   4.529	   293.871	  
312	   169.514	   0.902	   50023.754	   0.696	   3619.776	   55.938	   5.173	   238.498	  
313	   155.617	   1.262	   43185.270	   0.670	   4129.296	   55.058	   4.906	   359.387	  
314	   189.724	   0.883	   48762.167	   0.724	   4423.793	   69.783	   5.630	   284.846	  
315	   123.649	   0.991	   47268.707	   0.573	   4597.524	   37.803	   3.717	   222.659	  
316	   182.708	   1.003	   48667.766	   0.823	   4260.232	   78.909	   5.952	   238.192	  
317	   177.722	   0.985	   48956.140	   0.644	   4436.613	   84.896	   6.903	   200.991	  
318	   228.093	   0.971	   48641.284	   0.508	   3815.303	   93.107	   5.319	   239.097	  
319	   188.601	   0.916	   49027.614	   0.788	   4456.417	   98.524	   7.263	   219.239	  
320	   171.639	   1.060	   47111.223	   0.571	   4236.402	   71.963	   5.734	   254.334	  
321	   204.409	   1.349	   47631.255	   0.673	   4292.715	   88.759	   7.734	   258.974	  
322	   162.384	   1.013	   49057.453	   0.542	   4664.763	   75.477	   7.169	   232.148	  
323	   149.345	   0.915	   49496.226	   0.498	   4464.280	   49.774	   5.309	   267.238	  
324	   172.155	   1.074	   47877.543	   0.706	   3530.761	   79.850	   7.972	   198.026	  
325	   136.588	   1.413	   45734.942	   0.526	   4081.308	   47.126	   5.267	   263.931	  
326	   204.306	   0.999	   48069.354	   0.677	   4003.991	   66.597	   7.264	   333.930	  
327	   166.206	   1.037	   48584.213	   0.642	   4127.393	   63.299	   5.646	   224.019	  
328	   172.774	   0.979	   47483.333	   0.679	   3799.559	   77.378	   5.422	   321.582	  
329	   131.455	   0.974	   47351.706	   0.586	   3749.917	   61.735	   6.692	   185.038	  
330	   160.979	   0.995	   48888.925	   0.745	   4511.201	   82.989	   4.241	   314.702	  
331	   207.285	   1.111	   48217.455	   0.654	   3896.224	   82.882	   7.035	   231.911	  
332	   185.361	   0.981	   44119.517	   0.452	   4968.973	   80.241	   5.996	   301.538	  
333	   158.405	   0.636	   47629.212	   0.933	   3675.220	   71.566	   4.185	   306.982	  
334	   177.745	   0.837	   47409.909	   0.859	   5149.426	   63.864	   5.262	   291.505	  
335	   264.452	   1.045	   44185.186	   0.758	   4642.156	   96.754	   5.357	   281.473	  
336	   145.812	   0.581	   49477.266	   0.688	   5078.065	   68.911	   6.566	   254.277	  
337	   128.491	   0.547	   51931.084	   0.696	   3026.146	   42.885	   2.914	   246.216	  
338	   186.254	   0.956	   48140.971	   0.693	   4410.511	   62.900	   5.069	   257.062	  
339	   140.022	   0.787	   46049.802	   0.748	   4109.934	   49.122	   2.836	   270.784	  
340	   158.508	   1.032	   46603.977	   0.722	   4999.335	   55.846	   4.461	   279.135	  
341	   183.830	   0.918	   50268.011	   0.979	   3580.751	   65.514	   4.649	   289.196	  
342	   183.578	   0.758	   46700.012	   0.759	   4828.106	   77.418	   3.801	   281.448	  
343	   137.359	   0.508	   47104.064	   0.817	   4203.132	   61.556	   3.757	   304.560	  
344	   210.150	   0.794	   46792.532	   0.615	   4231.272	   65.189	   4.811	   341.247	  
345	   172.258	   0.577	   57269.153	   0.597	   4180.923	   74.090	   6.552	   172.190	  
346	   178.490	   0.981	   50680.989	   0.659	   4128.855	   79.859	   5.157	   269.287	  
347	   151.334	   0.661	   49238.938	   1.124	   4404.251	   66.417	   4.183	   372.639	  
348	   138.810	   1.045	   45691.910	   0.563	   3601.581	   43.544	   3.007	   255.843	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
349	   128.057	   0.809	   46015.227	   0.695	   3229.409	   39.145	   4.188	   226.281	  
350	   235.592	   0.598	   45481.275	   0.784	   4367.033	   102.059	   6.690	   308.397	  
351	   140.716	   0.696	   43092.578	   0.750	   3474.998	   67.696	   5.311	   310.119	  
352	   193.366	   0.957	   52429.263	   0.756	   4364.014	   74.612	   4.106	   284.302	  
353	   176.796	   0.649	   48666.181	   0.616	   3278.475	   72.588	   5.405	   259.094	  
354	   152.567	   1.205	   35638.356	   0.587	   2704.643	   57.609	   4.330	   228.836	  
355	   141.906	   1.201	   48489.245	   0.743	   4521.294	   40.626	   6.290	   259.624	  
356	   149.890	   1.224	   44207.235	   0.894	   3220.447	   52.484	   3.722	   244.964	  
358	   188.801	   0.980	   45957.524	   0.695	   4015.781	   74.841	   4.457	   355.283	  
359	   158.521	   1.041	   47011.164	   0.799	   3838.598	   70.321	   6.975	   221.982	  
360	   118.308	   1.098	   45877.686	   0.619	   2904.193	   45.196	   4.997	   287.761	  
361	   152.132	   1.148	   46181.700	   0.741	   3642.264	   73.073	   5.230	   309.247	  
362	   154.648	   0.609	   45448.436	   0.975	   4623.963	   58.933	   5.424	   202.033	  
363	   141.989	   0.307	   46417.324	   1.011	   3540.290	   54.896	   4.715	   276.857	  
364	   208.848	   0.736	   44211.510	   0.726	   4186.618	   66.220	   5.849	   347.204	  
365	   159.855	   0.353	   46876.579	   0.927	   4144.932	   65.600	   5.129	   258.405	  
366	   135.328	   0.770	   47541.378	   0.594	   2891.173	   41.005	   4.707	   271.296	  
367	   202.667	   0.779	   42160.190	   0.821	   3221.300	   68.322	   6.130	   342.654	  
368	   198.940	   0.388	   47814.976	   0.860	   4105.352	   90.321	   4.895	   351.170	  
369	   128.487	   0.597	   45106.288	   0.558	   3834.936	   34.146	   5.259	   203.864	  
370	   141.407	   0.466	   49330.722	   0.803	   3369.432	   71.177	   4.603	   216.821	  
371	   134.797	   0.733	   48735.139	   0.688	   3991.723	   51.070	   4.800	   201.922	  
372	   157.574	   0.983	   48969.560	   0.736	   3073.670	   68.483	   6.080	   314.213	  
373	   149.457	   2.043	   49348.024	   0.731	   3673.191	   72.494	   5.007	   219.031	  
374	   151.085	   0.228	   46579.613	   0.761	   3433.845	   55.540	   4.413	   261.585	  
375	   136.084	   0.376	   49560.473	   0.829	   3597.226	   56.269	   3.892	   287.591	  
376	   138.584	   0.539	   44051.306	   0.820	   4069.137	   66.130	   5.270	   365.076	  
377	   180.184	   0.710	   41871.968	   0.785	   3137.747	   74.436	   3.711	   268.443	  
378	   135.045	   0.797	   45184.789	   0.698	   3807.046	   46.302	   5.594	   265.148	  
379	   197.853	   0.876	   36423.955	   0.558	   4408.445	   72.165	   4.453	   324.199	  
380	   170.497	   0.494	   46684.940	   0.830	   3050.593	   60.272	   4.924	   359.582	  
381	   184.213	   0.676	   46836.820	   0.913	   4347.335	   97.822	   4.790	   330.986	  
383	   150.445	   0.623	   39560.958	   0.685	   2399.108	   43.035	   5.266	   345.747	  
384	   227.523	   0.883	   45081.510	   0.760	   4528.491	   99.760	   4.273	   194.849	  
385	   107.199	   0.558	   45437.196	   0.854	   3033.971	   49.693	   4.792	   206.057	  
386	   184.141	   0.112	   46506.379	   0.608	   4164.935	   52.018	   4.097	   199.909	  
387	   167.133	   0.379	   45328.633	   0.863	   3247.049	   34.857	   3.789	   317.652	  
388	   157.255	   0.584	   42934.795	   0.636	   3463.881	   53.047	   5.251	   242.007	  
389	   179.057	   0.519	   46683.971	   0.839	   3757.165	   105.886	   3.831	   290.058	  
390	   186.419	   0.450	   43010.031	   0.963	   4276.789	   83.787	   3.937	   318.445	  
391	   193.664	   0.660	   46145.221	   0.816	   3931.912	   77.766	   3.871	   267.207	  
392	   166.156	   0.907	   49334.827	   0.657	   3881.875	   60.409	   4.009	   245.992	  
393	   133.142	   0.939	   42111.755	   0.636	   1645.877	   38.202	   3.762	   261.892	  
 






NSFTV_ID	   Fe	   I	   K	   Li	   Mg	   Mn	   Mo	   Na	  
394	   230.589	   0.660	   45401.532	   1.057	   4358.544	   71.465	   4.742	   354.503	  
395	   155.230	   0.490	   43450.534	   0.834	   4351.150	   62.876	   4.167	   250.222	  
396	   165.153	   0.047	   46081.448	   0.742	   4000.438	   57.256	   5.409	   265.282	  
397	   141.977	   0.145	   46562.320	   0.984	   4014.542	   66.184	   5.010	   299.617	  
398	   125.325	   0.710	   44595.695	   0.765	   3671.661	   47.514	   2.549	   341.907	  
399	   210.243	   0.787	   45716.143	   0.822	   4428.526	   88.354	   4.911	   308.252	  
400	   112.148	   0.753	   46047.109	   0.708	   3411.515	   40.731	   2.851	   220.532	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.6 (continued)  
 358 
NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
1	   0.284	   7001.397	   0.567	   5.312	   4566.797	   18.367	   778.300	   0.801	   292.406	   1.479	  
2	   0.187	   5875.543	   0.463	   4.054	   4884.523	   20.197	   703.078	   0.801	   306.164	   1.343	  
3	   0.227	   6278.006	   0.486	   0.296	   3906.517	   22.047	   573.699	   0.785	   175.274	   1.950	  
4	   0.319	   5647.216	   0.483	   4.496	   4018.060	   23.519	   781.878	   1.167	   361.818	   1.105	  
5	   0.409	   6029.648	   0.498	   1.825	   4301.577	   24.188	   748.049	   0.781	   258.065	   1.521	  
6	   0.295	   6247.445	   0.413	   6.015	   3913.763	   24.041	   921.051	   1.043	   247.906	   1.260	  
7	   0.230	   6393.031	   0.467	   1.588	   4547.541	   26.236	   828.434	   0.790	   418.027	   0.862	  
8	   0.218	   6065.297	   0.428	   4.486	   4643.266	   21.023	   674.916	   0.631	   321.429	   1.696	  
9	   0.233	   8650.009	   0.337	   3.160	   4484.660	   24.187	   624.053	   0.660	   330.423	   1.614	  
10	   0.220	   6624.886	   0.417	   2.793	   4162.639	   23.084	   656.168	   0.727	   223.832	   0.895	  
11	   0.218	   5446.492	   0.538	   6.720	   4602.919	   17.114	   779.879	   0.783	   322.840	   1.581	  
12	   0.335	   5789.498	   0.425	   4.671	   4331.856	   21.928	   623.563	   0.745	   207.026	   1.846	  
13	   0.276	   7256.376	   0.473	   6.096	   4275.927	   21.911	   637.504	   0.685	   281.778	   2.905	  
14	   0.232	   6630.603	   0.415	   6.370	   5335.402	   22.004	   731.585	   0.852	   264.839	   1.535	  
15	   0.232	   5963.546	   0.459	   1.100	   4219.120	   21.798	   672.430	   0.678	   378.720	   0.878	  
16	   0.325	   6426.801	   0.596	   2.286	   6421.327	   34.547	   797.817	   0.870	   299.905	   0.955	  
17	   0.216	   5131.859	   0.513	   4.861	   4527.938	   25.556	   646.846	   0.771	   241.889	   1.123	  
18	   0.320	   5436.881	   0.519	   6.301	   6009.182	   28.333	   707.316	   0.838	   411.262	   2.288	  
19	   0.343	   5848.329	   0.410	   3.152	   3921.693	   22.439	   581.572	   0.958	   433.220	   1.928	  
20	   0.316	   7241.988	   0.485	   5.472	   4380.829	   24.401	   669.787	   0.709	   299.245	   1.207	  
21	   0.233	   5143.629	   0.471	   6.123	   3568.596	   26.890	   686.167	   0.820	   228.592	   1.360	  
22	   0.127	   7010.533	   0.534	   4.271	   4747.023	   22.672	   670.492	   0.829	   339.465	   1.779	  
23	   0.192	   5764.569	   0.474	   4.945	   4995.863	   21.921	   549.212	   0.937	   257.049	   2.067	  
24	   0.232	   6874.654	   0.554	   3.476	   4784.044	   27.748	   602.025	   0.768	   282.915	   1.564	  
25	   0.213	   6400.097	   0.493	   1.198	   4602.700	   27.477	   560.956	   0.941	   299.446	   1.439	  
26	   0.198	   7512.363	   0.598	   5.724	   4986.740	   29.054	   525.480	   0.715	   272.253	   1.458	  
27	   0.068	   6716.337	   0.542	   5.474	   5424.984	   23.944	   803.839	   0.671	   227.272	   1.618	  
28	   0.257	   5876.974	   0.528	   1.677	   4655.209	   23.496	   670.979	   0.871	   274.154	   2.872	  
29	   0.201	   5617.467	   0.671	   4.584	   4500.569	   34.673	   431.232	   0.966	   392.142	   1.243	  
30	   0.221	   5233.507	   0.585	   6.058	   4704.838	   25.265	   801.925	   0.702	   339.509	   1.895	  
31	   0.255	   6865.948	   0.490	   3.807	   3999.628	   23.853	   635.936	   0.660	   319.176	   1.039	  
32	   0.233	   7498.288	   0.398	   2.894	   3779.288	   21.092	   763.040	   0.723	   327.405	   0.904	  
33	   0.250	   6530.307	   0.566	   6.193	   4546.395	   25.016	   732.472	   0.959	   368.380	   1.644	  
34	   0.188	   5244.858	   0.548	   6.351	   4449.000	   24.180	   683.049	   0.646	   306.977	   2.204	  
35	   0.186	   5057.039	   0.580	   4.217	   4487.972	   30.655	   702.093	   0.840	   337.093	   2.262	  
36	   0.239	   6078.898	   0.523	   1.937	   5119.600	   24.177	   613.685	   0.734	   255.745	   1.160	  
37	   0.244	   6264.055	   0.484	   7.972	   4765.048	   21.283	   647.174	   0.722	   302.088	   0.897	  
38	   0.268	   6618.065	   0.535	   4.518	   4495.997	   33.274	   663.859	   0.772	   348.432	   1.206	  
39	   0.268	   6420.370	   0.500	   6.732	   4748.678	   29.862	   547.504	   0.947	   351.637	   3.263	  
40	   0.242	   7374.033	   0.523	   3.693	   6251.103	   22.375	   722.194	   0.869	   314.502	   1.718	  
41	   0.275	   7432.567	   0.486	   3.643	   5320.786	   22.435	   686.031	   0.695	   366.286	   1.301	  
43	   0.184	   5285.277	   0.530	   6.892	   4145.580	   28.916	   591.096	   0.963	   288.375	   1.238	  
44	   0.297	   6135.726	   0.557	   2.876	   4508.174	   26.213	   438.210	   0.930	   313.504	   1.774	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
45	   0.292	   5311.900	   0.551	   2.440	   5046.727	   24.081	   660.433	   0.826	   224.918	   2.034	  
46	   0.285	   7079.893	   0.458	   2.008	   4492.165	   24.345	   645.921	   0.702	   304.171	   2.657	  
48	   0.201	   6037.157	   0.576	   4.720	   5219.949	   23.373	   623.444	   0.754	   341.057	   1.096	  
49	   0.345	   5686.997	   0.597	   3.369	   4384.756	   26.828	   730.462	   0.964	   322.196	   1.165	  
50	   0.340	   6637.400	   0.290	   6.568	   5073.154	   24.499	   805.302	   0.956	   276.673	   2.118	  
51	   0.253	   6959.481	   0.529	   0.585	   4126.478	   23.229	   746.028	   0.705	   431.500	   0.939	  
52	   0.235	   6560.987	   0.479	   1.599	   4128.500	   19.629	   774.759	   0.611	   337.749	   1.210	  
53	   0.278	   6037.752	   0.533	   3.694	   6847.625	   27.397	   693.183	   0.826	   303.123	   1.618	  
54	   0.218	   7860.076	   0.525	   3.826	   4886.069	   31.469	   1057.317	   1.017	   280.007	   1.022	  
55	   0.235	   7407.894	   0.492	   1.163	   4936.004	   25.675	   624.121	   0.844	   340.281	   1.581	  
56	   0.217	   6224.699	   0.421	   3.319	   3914.016	   20.691	   687.654	   0.566	   306.725	   1.123	  
57	   0.193	   5523.310	   0.546	   3.582	   5106.190	   28.485	   816.053	   0.803	   430.678	   1.941	  
58	   0.241	   6639.036	   0.572	   2.886	   4754.575	   23.624	   597.590	   0.792	   274.042	   1.538	  
59	   0.220	   6683.748	   0.472	   4.059	   5120.869	   24.441	   668.620	   0.771	   247.909	   2.164	  
60	   0.310	   6334.057	   0.479	   3.706	   4311.411	   21.241	   694.304	   0.723	   224.370	   1.030	  
61	   0.184	   5475.356	   0.533	   5.729	   4061.688	   23.457	   685.922	   0.791	   274.577	   2.069	  
62	   0.217	   6236.320	   0.425	   4.382	   4447.037	   21.645	   743.147	   0.583	   291.499	   1.237	  
63	   0.239	   6583.658	   0.510	   4.667	   4187.017	   21.538	   769.473	   0.679	   386.412	   1.248	  
64	   0.229	   7138.567	   0.478	   1.587	   4874.420	   19.481	   705.007	   0.817	   265.912	   0.858	  
65	   0.230	   7715.393	   0.559	   3.894	   5311.394	   27.366	   539.397	   0.735	   278.280	   1.512	  
66	   0.167	   5949.451	   0.446	   5.833	   5082.892	   24.690	   570.267	   0.853	   255.867	   1.353	  
67	   0.219	   6596.518	   0.511	   2.981	   4661.035	   25.457	   683.955	   0.860	   345.395	   1.283	  
68	   0.292	   6782.759	   0.546	   4.672	   5991.683	   32.413	   836.394	   1.192	   290.841	   1.040	  
69	   0.167	   5415.911	   0.540	   2.675	   4360.893	   23.037	   684.204	   0.777	   367.299	   2.229	  
70	   0.220	   6679.403	   0.505	   4.110	   5320.713	   27.294	   744.482	   0.721	   335.739	   1.478	  
71	   0.232	   5911.454	   0.461	   2.752	   4667.479	   25.775	   507.204	   0.752	   250.383	   1.687	  
72	   0.247	   5264.121	   0.555	   4.801	   5326.158	   28.628	   768.102	   0.884	   320.407	   1.180	  
73	   0.191	   6261.202	   0.464	   5.369	   4393.582	   29.274	   609.396	   0.716	   301.562	   1.706	  
74	   0.203	   5651.717	   0.506	   5.768	   5193.869	   18.995	   602.207	   0.819	   281.258	   1.834	  
75	   0.209	   7735.375	   0.499	   3.966	   5258.137	   25.521	   565.067	   0.894	   352.680	   2.425	  
76	   0.211	   5857.008	   0.594	   3.804	   4557.648	   27.188	   765.235	   0.848	   327.285	   1.558	  
77	   0.229	   7327.218	   0.592	   6.420	   5629.839	   24.161	   605.648	   0.818	   239.019	   2.137	  
78	   0.207	   5070.945	   0.563	   4.042	   3910.409	   25.838	   659.005	   0.911	   340.799	   1.789	  
79	   0.246	   6392.943	   0.539	   0.535	   4543.958	   23.414	   812.841	   0.689	   343.917	   1.169	  
80	   0.267	   7195.397	   0.529	   4.056	   5542.102	   26.659	   848.162	   1.102	   312.341	   0.741	  
81	   0.238	   5003.586	   0.501	   3.634	   4022.982	   21.294	   673.161	   0.818	   357.209	   2.036	  
83	   0.249	   5930.504	   0.545	   2.970	   4275.491	   20.678	   727.134	   0.620	   289.488	   0.729	  
84	   0.192	   6703.184	   0.567	   4.805	   4743.735	   18.433	   703.697	   0.628	   291.195	   1.559	  
85	   0.314	   5713.792	   0.522	   2.485	   4045.639	   22.392	   996.505	   0.694	   212.448	   1.258	  
86	   0.276	   6202.466	   0.520	   5.221	   3525.578	   19.616	   568.181	   0.591	   254.768	   2.168	  
87	   0.219	   6465.265	   0.604	   3.953	   5049.270	   29.957	   549.763	   0.864	   351.351	   1.020	  
88	   0.244	   6361.404	   0.477	   5.302	   4474.913	   23.025	   579.341	   0.975	   334.562	   1.374	  
89	   0.221	   7189.954	   0.503	   5.417	   4779.955	   30.639	   598.901	   0.992	   366.792	   1.315	  
90	   0.162	   4215.975	   0.629	   2.999	   3771.382	   22.546	   484.115	   0.967	   196.611	   2.421	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
91	   0.167	   6476.503	   0.525	   0.905	   4426.556	   19.532	   696.904	   0.689	   424.796	   0.927	  
92	   0.236	   6609.755	   0.410	   4.038	   4065.655	   19.603	   824.507	   0.855	   230.029	   1.837	  
93	   0.310	   5823.640	   0.508	   3.878	   4600.662	   22.402	   866.461	   0.660	   216.011	   1.764	  
94	   0.258	   7912.398	   0.502	   1.657	   3937.903	   21.988	   813.942	   0.773	   355.200	   0.885	  
95	   0.212	   6044.419	   0.443	   4.339	   5094.603	   21.883	   729.026	   0.837	   258.467	   3.210	  
96	   0.269	   6090.639	   0.605	   3.853	   4944.387	   18.655	   678.929	   0.863	   306.504	   0.991	  
97	   0.237	   4778.910	   0.577	   2.954	   3716.570	   24.167	   733.274	   0.916	   372.976	   1.373	  
98	   0.175	   6323.144	   0.630	   -­‐0.554	   4826.059	   21.626	   709.109	   0.746	   244.875	   0.584	  
99	   0.151	   6053.532	   0.510	   1.641	   3579.206	   20.908	   620.108	   0.675	   323.094	   1.874	  
100	   0.199	   6424.131	   0.492	   4.110	   4093.808	   23.243	   755.355	   0.720	   283.497	   1.501	  
101	   0.142	   9285.017	   0.578	   5.442	   4607.933	   18.543	   632.472	   0.681	   231.652	   1.319	  
102	   0.166	   5218.042	   0.558	   4.863	   4358.432	   29.817	   791.218	   1.045	   248.794	   1.447	  
103	   0.167	   7296.679	   0.610	   2.628	   5049.545	   27.823	   743.701	   0.806	   249.604	   0.783	  
104	   0.183	   7049.793	   0.612	   1.864	   3999.292	   19.496	   754.181	   0.858	   247.352	   0.951	  
105	   0.179	   6502.527	   0.616	   3.272	   4386.606	   25.050	   790.001	   1.101	   336.216	   0.939	  
106	   0.089	   4720.098	   0.590	   5.680	   3694.386	   22.903	   551.171	   0.654	   169.517	   2.442	  
107	   0.088	   6041.879	   0.537	   5.844	   4644.724	   22.358	   718.762	   0.805	   209.612	   1.457	  
108	   0.182	   7519.500	   0.504	   4.812	   5016.180	   16.882	   672.242	   0.659	   202.473	   1.519	  
109	   0.208	   6180.346	   0.619	   6.615	   3571.584	   25.073	   549.509	   0.710	   286.132	   1.527	  
110	   0.138	   6258.557	   0.611	   3.344	   4785.345	   19.156	   524.544	   0.946	   253.995	   2.814	  
111	   0.127	   6011.106	   0.593	   4.070	   4816.019	   23.449	   766.812	   0.772	   314.210	   1.622	  
112	   0.274	   6239.167	   0.684	   2.498	   4258.290	   19.792	   610.437	   0.762	   152.183	   1.592	  
113	   0.193	   6911.108	   0.604	   2.048	   3737.053	   19.425	   636.164	   0.539	   378.355	   1.203	  
114	   0.126	   5600.366	   0.582	   2.415	   3539.662	   23.197	   832.553	   0.625	   198.991	   1.498	  
115	   0.106	   5863.033	   0.555	   1.125	   4244.020	   15.452	   632.417	   0.641	   228.771	   1.686	  
116	   0.191	   6421.851	   0.581	   3.234	   5053.146	   27.501	   742.909	   0.750	   328.553	   1.185	  
117	   0.118	   4328.630	   0.692	   2.958	   3798.866	   23.388	   697.318	   1.073	   228.490	   1.565	  
118	   0.193	   6008.636	   0.566	   3.837	   4074.624	   18.020	   715.760	   0.731	   223.362	   1.401	  
119	   0.148	   5185.455	   0.486	   4.145	   4486.533	   20.263	   623.288	   0.759	   285.541	   1.849	  
120	   0.112	   5709.585	   0.558	   2.158	   4287.375	   26.029	   736.617	   0.979	   391.950	   1.480	  
121	   0.149	   6825.980	   0.570	   0.475	   4255.755	   23.309	   769.108	   0.735	   290.859	   1.008	  
122	   0.124	   6366.110	   0.721	   3.247	   5313.022	   23.713	   678.425	   0.988	   250.820	   2.477	  
123	   0.148	   4629.696	   0.593	   3.042	   4231.001	   26.497	   699.504	   0.870	   405.801	   1.383	  
124	   0.213	   5194.907	   0.678	   -­‐1.394	   7017.344	   22.248	   768.645	   0.940	   226.578	   1.915	  
125	   0.124	   5662.400	   0.661	   3.318	   4541.213	   23.016	   630.477	   0.788	   200.877	   2.161	  
126	   0.073	   5673.577	   0.565	   3.691	   4779.288	   22.063	   701.244	   0.556	   332.630	   0.922	  
127	   0.098	   7610.411	   0.568	   1.170	   5219.959	   28.271	   566.525	   0.836	   406.590	   0.721	  
128	   0.140	   7512.311	   0.717	   0.322	   4840.384	   25.716	   751.925	   0.651	   280.061	   0.839	  
129	   0.121	   5733.003	   0.600	   2.704	   5172.547	   27.247	   621.996	   0.889	   292.334	   1.443	  
130	   0.248	   4432.364	   0.645	   3.768	   4234.793	   27.986	   679.089	   0.823	   323.937	   1.485	  
131	   0.243	   5134.575	   0.628	   3.336	   4187.108	   26.103	   507.723	   1.050	   371.050	   1.469	  
132	   0.132	   5614.600	   0.631	   3.229	   4772.246	   19.175	   640.941	   0.801	   276.604	   1.623	  
133	   0.160	   7126.176	   0.651	   -­‐1.489	   4034.501	   20.864	   669.500	   0.687	   308.418	   0.751	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.6 (continued) 
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NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
134	   0.224	   6173.030	   0.616	   3.027	   4366.871	   21.951	   670.198	   0.690	   318.903	   1.916	  
135	   0.080	   6132.755	   0.645	   3.157	   4555.884	   23.290	   769.298	   0.830	   319.198	   1.438	  
136	   0.200	   4678.424	   0.561	   4.738	   3714.285	   26.382	   551.176	   0.819	   191.973	   2.134	  
137	   0.148	   5637.599	   0.604	   3.206	   5419.483	   23.872	   554.666	   0.712	   281.820	   2.452	  
138	   0.184	   4686.418	   0.519	   2.523	   5110.514	   26.159	   525.695	   0.742	   235.458	   2.125	  
139	   0.221	   6863.535	   0.570	   4.265	   4343.020	   25.445	   670.321	   0.898	   333.122	   1.053	  
140	   0.177	   6184.058	   0.680	   3.977	   4415.928	   25.388	   765.825	   0.781	   349.459	   0.781	  
141	   0.147	   6442.850	   0.536	   2.882	   5212.663	   25.802	   560.180	   0.921	   312.720	   0.977	  
142	   0.194	   6850.392	   0.468	   3.496	   4901.948	   29.145	   747.719	   0.784	   329.210	   1.196	  
143	   0.145	   7004.095	   0.577	   2.274	   3980.663	   22.028	   808.563	   0.695	   315.744	   0.942	  
144	   0.113	   7365.843	   0.509	   1.679	   4305.619	   24.708	   844.577	   0.771	   241.771	   0.745	  
145	   0.146	   7092.090	   0.593	   3.832	   5857.563	   20.199	   721.385	   0.747	   311.239	   1.470	  
146	   0.195	   5460.826	   0.554	   3.810	   4709.790	   25.960	   644.502	   0.850	   307.512	   1.941	  
147	   0.187	   7502.089	   0.660	   0.608	   4656.718	   23.683	   801.064	   0.871	   283.917	   1.210	  
148	   0.133	   5851.734	   0.673	   1.020	   4465.407	   23.622	   600.570	   0.745	   285.951	   2.424	  
149	   0.125	   6261.757	   0.564	   2.227	   3725.910	   21.303	   724.818	   0.845	   310.849	   1.346	  
150	   0.112	   6841.349	   0.515	   2.034	   4365.057	   20.433	   640.964	   0.705	   262.426	   1.428	  
151	   0.201	   6331.718	   0.661	   1.804	   4674.111	   24.266	   650.080	   0.650	   299.808	   0.852	  
152	   0.236	   5361.316	   0.492	   5.769	   4465.873	   26.462	   773.067	   1.012	   291.733	   1.358	  
153	   0.171	   5006.076	   0.615	   2.598	   4350.013	   25.883	   615.230	   1.166	   350.228	   2.071	  
154	   0.181	   9580.677	   0.495	   3.152	   7108.141	   20.221	   610.019	   0.618	   303.266	   2.732	  
155	   0.191	   9284.843	   0.613	   1.548	   6722.395	   22.154	   595.446	   0.701	   299.133	   1.968	  
156	   0.180	   5305.283	   0.535	   2.407	   4487.424	   31.378	   692.533	   0.918	   361.164	   1.389	  
157	   0.138	   5517.264	   0.542	   -­‐0.882	   4223.624	   21.975	   544.675	   0.690	   284.006	   0.833	  
158	   0.092	   6894.163	   0.659	   -­‐2.971	   4094.383	   21.705	   642.060	   0.678	   319.233	   0.971	  
159	   0.169	   4562.428	   0.656	   4.175	   3414.624	   21.958	   636.015	   0.970	   257.944	   2.401	  
160	   0.197	   4695.685	   0.642	   0.781	   6177.065	   24.586	   656.979	   0.703	   258.832	   1.442	  
161	   0.185	   5350.999	   0.719	   2.518	   4303.950	   31.637	   775.818	   0.893	   464.420	   0.918	  
162	   0.141	   4732.141	   0.663	   3.944	   5274.457	   28.639	   648.570	   0.911	   251.568	   1.728	  
163	   0.167	   5429.424	   0.678	   3.594	   5916.556	   26.213	   689.561	   0.684	   269.419	   2.058	  
164	   0.236	   7501.523	   0.515	   4.155	   5399.707	   22.306	   853.843	   0.719	   316.309	   1.273	  
165	   0.086	   7822.851	   0.585	   4.884	   5704.449	   21.653	   735.021	   0.714	   314.159	   1.634	  
166	   0.207	   6701.220	   0.734	   5.856	   4141.849	   26.420	   629.784	   0.940	   272.615	   1.341	  
167	   0.153	   7536.506	   0.578	   3.488	   5229.146	   25.112	   498.075	   0.740	   298.468	   1.160	  
168	   0.226	   7281.382	   0.539	   2.396	   4278.821	   25.897	   856.402	   1.335	   209.474	   0.915	  
169	   0.123	   7819.075	   0.683	   1.615	   4029.487	   22.877	   765.639	   0.594	   313.629	   1.454	  
170	   0.218	   7030.066	   0.575	   4.943	   4746.090	   26.144	   680.757	   0.790	   235.075	   1.675	  
171	   0.119	   5292.898	   0.560	   2.333	   4628.331	   25.268	   565.431	   0.904	   309.599	   2.089	  
172	   0.122	   5396.383	   0.542	   5.473	   4266.175	   24.203	   720.074	   0.818	   204.960	   1.700	  
173	   0.178	   6908.962	   0.604	   1.686	   4490.620	   22.654	   601.701	   0.768	   283.515	   0.612	  
174	   0.212	   7528.874	   0.438	   4.657	   5307.479	   27.198	   588.168	   0.889	   270.588	   1.514	  
175	   0.227	   7347.480	   0.564	   5.127	   5492.849	   26.282	   595.608	   0.829	   262.285	   1.754	  
176	   0.257	   6436.625	   0.419	   4.459	   4067.853	   27.982	   812.918	   1.001	   240.879	   0.613	  
 
Supplementary Table 3.6 (continued) 
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NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
177	   0.247	   6635.035	   0.465	   4.185	   5006.426	   23.727	   717.433	   0.844	   212.290	   0.718	  
178	   0.349	   6464.101	   0.439	   4.172	   4893.977	   23.563	   871.727	   1.043	   306.867	   0.616	  
179	   0.313	   7426.877	   0.377	   5.622	   4448.477	   26.347	   670.469	   0.703	   317.643	   1.164	  
180	   0.229	   6181.452	   0.246	   3.957	   3514.480	   21.095	   675.618	   0.789	   256.436	   1.170	  
181	   0.265	   6921.143	   0.284	   3.864	   3772.108	   23.550	   597.121	   0.868	   276.531	   1.346	  
182	   0.294	   6882.843	   0.329	   5.338	   4998.549	   27.686	   715.321	   0.824	   300.564	   1.412	  
183	   0.235	   7385.560	   0.366	   3.809	   4703.415	   28.849	   622.981	   0.896	   332.651	   1.082	  
184	   0.284	   7451.847	   0.223	   2.235	   4729.612	   23.822	   602.846	   0.979	   346.244	   1.865	  
185	   0.266	   7041.826	   0.338	   1.979	   4509.091	   29.837	   730.990	   0.967	   263.246	   1.579	  
186	   0.207	   6298.631	   0.443	   2.726	   4384.376	   25.579	   936.133	   0.906	   293.007	   0.360	  
187	   0.157	   7835.541	   0.375	   3.319	   4922.211	   28.682	   787.283	   0.776	   276.872	   0.823	  
188	   0.195	   8148.998	   0.267	   3.215	   4623.129	   25.559	   857.956	   0.924	   259.000	   0.703	  
189	   0.207	   5635.499	   0.322	   4.282	   4866.616	   26.910	   632.465	   1.103	   374.037	   1.984	  
190	   0.157	   7063.364	   0.375	   1.712	   4387.269	   26.179	   571.946	   0.918	   252.263	   1.121	  
191	   0.294	   7235.165	   0.318	   2.128	   6172.775	   29.363	   716.353	   0.963	   319.504	   1.934	  
192	   0.270	   9279.608	   0.260	   4.818	   5768.054	   24.660	   670.092	   0.862	   303.099	   1.181	  
193	   0.231	   7067.486	   0.441	   3.948	   4716.383	   25.436	   751.085	   0.847	   242.912	   1.279	  
194	   0.169	   6337.513	   0.255	   0.171	   5186.823	   20.513	   576.934	   1.037	   260.414	   3.886	  
195	   0.122	   7428.044	   0.284	   4.627	   5375.405	   28.483	   665.074	   0.837	   238.936	   1.358	  
196	   0.159	   6641.860	   0.283	   5.894	   4809.281	   22.495	   608.434	   0.889	   287.720	   2.215	  
197	   0.266	   9298.326	   0.355	   1.838	   5939.756	   25.372	   578.181	   1.009	   302.829	   1.472	  
198	   0.139	   6265.966	   0.459	   1.015	   4444.710	   28.062	   562.258	   0.997	   270.098	   0.806	  
199	   0.178	   6989.836	   0.247	   3.181	   5106.007	   27.204	   608.119	   0.883	   202.490	   1.392	  
200	   0.257	   7516.820	   0.266	   3.719	   5888.061	   24.117	   587.326	   1.028	   340.762	   2.756	  
201	   0.125	   7630.167	   0.338	   3.465	   4963.336	   25.744	   724.109	   0.795	   329.534	   1.300	  
202	   0.212	   6650.821	   0.304	   1.727	   5004.304	   32.497	   638.536	   0.945	   298.378	   1.590	  
203	   0.177	   7577.372	   0.279	   5.064	   5066.681	   27.371	   602.050	   0.864	   295.518	   2.103	  
204	   0.209	   7150.404	   0.454	   4.103	   4815.264	   21.075	   496.681	   0.717	   358.394	   1.351	  
205	   0.271	   7549.938	   0.276	   4.613	   6192.602	   26.756	   630.033	   1.158	   318.863	   1.483	  
206	   0.266	   8069.900	   0.286	   3.593	   4230.224	   27.575	   663.823	   1.416	   231.559	   1.278	  
207	   0.138	   5836.292	   0.365	   2.501	   4420.426	   24.637	   548.049	   0.931	   194.337	   1.616	  
208	   0.163	   6839.536	   0.404	   5.392	   5863.197	   28.318	   554.145	   0.944	   326.790	   2.374	  
209	   0.187	   5974.439	   0.296	   6.685	   4494.528	   28.212	   506.839	   0.837	   226.909	   1.533	  
211	   0.245	   7365.835	   0.372	   3.559	   5508.730	   30.239	   760.845	   0.953	   317.717	   0.893	  
212	   0.189	   7575.229	   0.362	   3.895	   4498.558	   27.603	   637.429	   0.947	   282.932	   1.352	  
213	   0.159	   8638.706	   0.378	   2.959	   5634.312	   31.226	   681.923	   0.951	   307.534	   1.790	  
214	   0.210	   7329.394	   0.220	   5.422	   4778.392	   28.049	   581.278	   0.876	   283.399	   1.256	  
215	   0.153	   8044.355	   0.335	   1.870	   5220.953	   29.222	   732.446	   1.009	   287.813	   1.201	  
216	   0.238	   7233.976	   0.373	   3.782	   4897.381	   30.174	   682.655	   0.977	   292.600	   0.937	  
217	   0.290	   5944.792	   0.394	   4.408	   4574.083	   22.159	   740.866	   0.872	   229.435	   1.204	  
218	   0.212	   9167.205	   0.355	   2.984	   5149.709	   29.637	   634.372	   0.962	   307.491	   0.837	  
219	   0.266	   8789.339	   0.313	   2.647	   5701.787	   22.825	   618.618	   0.702	   314.587	   2.381	  
220	   0.163	   9012.277	   0.237	   3.278	   5113.465	   22.406	   534.718	   0.669	   323.276	   2.384	  
 





NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
221	   0.327	   5380.332	   0.480	   2.639	   5562.993	   26.996	   664.179	   0.856	   255.280	   2.334	  
222	   0.211	   6701.523	   0.318	   6.676	   5606.647	   22.417	   567.180	   0.774	   298.482	   2.324	  
223	   0.130	   6608.812	   0.434	   2.965	   4620.109	   32.127	   711.198	   1.013	   269.273	   1.832	  
224	   0.184	   6876.976	   0.288	   1.117	   4628.721	   20.689	   653.815	   0.935	   231.921	   2.569	  
225	   0.181	   7456.417	   0.309	   1.899	   4183.563	   18.603	   584.030	   0.699	   196.094	   1.574	  
226	   0.151	   6459.145	   0.413	   3.153	   4365.572	   20.633	   628.792	   0.843	   209.114	   2.069	  
227	   0.225	   7469.823	   0.335	   2.731	   5212.876	   25.916	   714.481	   0.918	   266.269	   1.442	  
228	   0.268	   6295.376	   0.189	   3.886	   5823.630	   22.221	   544.162	   1.002	   335.974	   2.377	  
229	   0.238	   6640.773	   0.277	   1.494	   4236.399	   20.257	   641.469	   0.773	   254.520	   1.410	  
230	   0.182	   7392.031	   0.327	   2.548	   4726.739	   20.867	   582.952	   0.829	   223.614	   1.565	  
231	   0.224	   6266.194	   0.396	   3.674	   4833.503	   28.486	   602.957	   0.962	   311.314	   2.000	  
232	   0.203	   6681.366	   0.329	   3.144	   4552.476	   30.345	   688.603	   0.987	   315.849	   0.578	  
233	   0.209	   6599.690	   0.340	   1.610	   4146.768	   25.242	   606.101	   0.724	   386.743	   1.475	  
234	   0.157	   6506.615	   0.388	   2.625	   5216.556	   27.189	   545.623	   0.942	   290.850	   2.101	  
235	   0.165	   5822.618	   0.415	   2.233	   5466.326	   28.964	   548.931	   0.940	   363.522	   2.171	  
236	   0.218	   6054.905	   0.371	   2.174	   3668.325	   23.535	   546.792	   0.842	   333.756	   0.974	  
237	   0.230	   6227.633	   0.404	   -­‐0.633	   4522.838	   20.083	   679.295	   0.921	   268.714	   0.762	  
238	   0.133	   6945.227	   0.380	   3.794	   4835.152	   26.519	   668.969	   0.978	   220.282	   1.043	  
239	   0.281	   6494.437	   0.363	   1.642	   4628.647	   25.953	   636.153	   0.839	   232.127	   1.418	  
240	   0.264	   6109.225	   0.396	   4.261	   4775.521	   26.890	   630.573	   0.941	   283.156	   1.585	  
241	   0.225	   6774.983	   0.230	   1.810	   4806.984	   25.594	   594.101	   1.015	   288.181	   2.183	  
242	   0.175	   7750.916	   0.431	   2.465	   5226.874	   32.382	   823.103	   0.940	   253.264	   1.346	  
243	   0.162	   8082.079	   0.318	   2.109	   5008.714	   20.732	   638.292	   0.816	   363.308	   2.326	  
244	   0.246	   6625.751	   0.239	   4.792	   4938.524	   23.536	   739.106	   0.795	   213.888	   1.311	  
245	   0.191	   7541.074	   0.247	   2.672	   4639.338	   26.521	   541.853	   0.901	   317.115	   2.381	  
246	   0.198	   7612.639	   0.322	   3.641	   4684.455	   26.022	   535.990	   1.023	   321.509	   2.443	  
247	   0.198	   6806.872	   0.365	   3.045	   5393.519	   26.385	   700.479	   0.854	   311.543	   1.181	  
248	   0.175	   7028.393	   0.309	   2.139	   4455.620	   26.485	   622.137	   0.866	   346.740	   0.935	  
249	   0.167	   6624.904	   0.263	   3.018	   4802.064	   24.450	   728.178	   0.940	   187.457	   1.512	  
250	   0.172	   7412.776	   0.400	   2.970	   3882.473	   25.271	   640.990	   0.693	   260.424	   1.234	  
251	   0.205	   6767.228	   0.417	   6.167	   3739.427	   25.693	   673.766	   0.916	   192.578	   0.965	  
252	   0.171	   5656.517	   0.238	   3.174	   3859.481	   23.632	   641.845	   0.743	   234.519	   2.616	  
253	   0.252	   7543.018	   0.367	   2.666	   5036.317	   22.559	   785.796	   0.919	   230.581	   0.791	  
254	   0.214	   8313.210	   0.229	   3.643	   3985.969	   23.072	   660.504	   0.968	   281.817	   1.324	  
255	   0.153	   6596.617	   0.519	   5.058	   5585.952	   28.146	   577.783	   0.907	   334.197	   3.217	  
256	   0.162	   7005.606	   0.174	   1.129	   4843.756	   19.470	   627.809	   0.805	   281.427	   2.340	  
257	   0.189	   6434.275	   0.335	   1.267	   5115.678	   18.556	   616.577	   0.823	   247.469	   2.180	  
258	   0.186	   6795.108	   0.338	   4.302	   4750.672	   25.353	   775.956	   0.874	   319.775	   2.316	  
259	   0.227	   6609.952	   0.206	   3.676	   4834.258	   23.235	   700.933	   1.144	   265.702	   2.028	  
260	   0.312	   5817.221	   0.354	   3.258	   5683.168	   29.341	   707.752	   0.977	   262.789	   1.799	  
261	   0.321	   5879.029	   0.305	   3.300	   4154.797	   24.222	   653.407	   1.241	   237.658	   2.028	  
262	   0.337	   6148.421	   0.450	   3.966	   4650.503	   23.388	   537.420	   0.927	   301.316	   3.056	  
263	   0.291	   7363.963	   0.344	   4.308	   4225.940	   22.372	   682.374	   0.872	   271.825	   1.135	  
264	   0.283	   7420.766	   0.184	   2.857	   4908.344	   25.602	   475.614	   0.866	   250.216	   1.630	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NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
265	   0.279	   7648.411	   0.203	   1.810	   5343.182	   23.875	   601.334	   0.841	   347.224	   1.552	  
266	   0.264	   7066.431	   0.284	   3.039	   4346.507	   24.227	   735.098	   0.782	   419.410	   1.158	  
267	   0.222	   7161.912	   0.276	   1.803	   3708.477	   20.578	   652.081	   0.726	   354.312	   0.921	  
268	   0.219	   7600.917	   0.320	   4.179	   5105.151	   20.323	   565.577	   0.758	   326.074	   2.392	  
269	   0.202	   5628.514	   0.265	   4.010	   4148.566	   28.801	   607.925	   0.824	   200.099	   1.608	  
270	   0.245	   7730.546	   0.311	   1.125	   5406.013	   24.155	   566.896	   0.900	   346.541	   1.376	  
271	   0.268	   6696.597	   0.283	   2.027	   4621.470	   24.206	   454.795	   0.959	   240.429	   0.921	  
272	   0.249	   6607.991	   0.342	   1.686	   4510.348	   34.221	   669.059	   0.991	   424.344	   1.359	  
273	   0.205	   7516.801	   0.197	   1.825	   5925.374	   20.003	   571.827	   0.890	   223.277	   1.942	  
274	   0.199	   8249.198	   0.396	   2.898	   4348.650	   24.795	   688.147	   0.834	   286.165	   1.690	  
275	   0.246	   7165.066	   0.257	   2.492	   4874.574	   22.813	   650.083	   0.692	   346.919	   1.381	  
276	   0.288	   6991.564	   0.290	   4.865	   6163.385	   31.799	   750.963	   1.253	   296.136	   1.213	  
277	   0.217	   7407.679	   0.406	   3.173	   4511.308	   25.856	   681.337	   0.819	   297.025	   0.751	  
278	   0.288	   6794.500	   0.291	   5.313	   3616.356	   21.714	   695.046	   0.809	   355.237	   0.778	  
279	   0.221	   7568.782	   0.341	   2.531	   4888.311	   27.307	   486.733	   0.848	   324.556	   2.053	  
280	   0.215	   7039.097	   0.308	   2.335	   4722.174	   21.651	   605.085	   0.870	   239.295	   1.211	  
281	   0.218	   6882.252	   0.207	   2.337	   4694.899	   26.191	   697.661	   0.800	   227.031	   1.313	  
282	   0.236	   7171.477	   0.314	   3.101	   4030.708	   23.352	   795.086	   0.789	   355.173	   0.849	  
283	   0.225	   7498.213	   0.265	   4.529	   4004.542	   25.629	   695.841	   0.824	   401.031	   0.879	  
284	   0.256	   6056.082	   0.381	   3.551	   4992.706	   27.753	   639.092	   0.819	   270.335	   2.430	  
285	   0.223	   6278.334	   0.223	   5.045	   4668.138	   25.750	   767.667	   1.003	   262.299	   0.899	  
286	   0.198	   6995.955	   0.377	   2.143	   4422.083	   25.392	   704.440	   0.936	   247.950	   1.403	  
287	   0.196	   7728.453	   0.294	   2.971	   3976.736	   19.579	   594.702	   0.750	   301.182	   2.517	  
288	   0.270	   7200.641	   0.340	   2.967	   4632.902	   23.540	   653.560	   0.844	   409.783	   1.180	  
289	   0.201	   7313.069	   0.435	   2.986	   4824.851	   24.072	   619.032	   0.849	   452.268	   1.504	  
290	   0.261	   6457.735	   0.472	   4.004	   4011.740	   20.893	   756.619	   0.793	   281.332	   0.848	  
291	   0.173	   7502.576	   0.319	   4.398	   4467.960	   23.774	   685.804	   0.828	   255.322	   0.858	  
292	   0.212	   6945.165	   0.338	   2.733	   4562.005	   21.257	   593.060	   0.735	   285.719	   2.171	  
293	   0.174	   6326.356	   0.303	   3.069	   4574.235	   23.765	   699.339	   0.938	   277.224	   1.889	  
294	   0.217	   6497.349	   0.364	   4.753	   4465.588	   26.828	   902.397	   1.075	   219.171	   0.644	  
295	   0.232	   8176.608	   0.372	   4.191	   4479.942	   28.634	   757.663	   0.842	   408.276	   1.143	  
296	   0.238	   5844.844	   0.238	   3.008	   3993.746	   22.785	   855.980	   0.860	   245.918	   1.561	  
297	   0.245	   7434.873	   0.269	   3.259	   4403.498	   24.644	   736.984	   0.788	   314.235	   1.168	  
298	   0.198	   6564.581	   0.307	   5.273	   4332.495	   29.369	   666.519	   1.004	   225.179	   1.656	  
299	   0.192	   6089.295	   0.437	   5.127	   4552.537	   27.939	   659.243	   0.914	   291.558	   1.397	  
300	   0.238	   6791.287	   0.366	   4.013	   4170.755	   25.425	   720.343	   0.736	   373.242	   0.903	  
301	   0.211	   8171.729	   0.262	   1.483	   5111.326	   25.415	   634.753	   0.934	   362.421	   2.619	  
302	   0.192	   8092.903	   0.251	   3.531	   5166.507	   22.106	   677.632	   0.835	   251.149	   1.322	  
303	   0.224	   7172.144	   0.323	   3.708	   5101.492	   23.677	   710.381	   0.892	   192.369	   1.129	  
304	   0.233	   7997.767	   0.344	   1.791	   4723.909	   25.745	   607.865	   0.852	   262.295	   1.422	  
305	   0.215	   6639.161	   0.234	   3.226	   5128.198	   23.708	   630.643	   1.004	   292.163	   1.220	  
306	   0.210	   7689.656	   0.399	   3.035	   4674.245	   18.238	   602.702	   0.685	   199.209	   2.068	  
307	   0.235	   8899.651	   0.315	   2.405	   5315.287	   22.934	   676.697	   0.680	   337.988	   0.918	  
308	   0.186	   6546.269	   0.309	   1.382	   5093.115	   30.075	   652.221	   0.957	   302.558	   1.232	  
 




NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
309	   0.167	   6987.441	   0.372	   2.889	   5131.624	   28.235	   591.021	   0.852	   241.915	   1.373	  
310	   0.149	   6782.777	   0.391	   3.294	   4765.148	   31.710	   776.263	   0.913	   255.941	   0.847	  
311	   0.246	   7279.778	   0.345	   3.327	   4514.915	   24.997	   755.152	   0.667	   409.846	   0.416	  
312	   0.295	   5244.843	   0.309	   3.082	   3635.764	   27.700	   601.683	   1.026	   286.203	   1.844	  
313	   0.156	   6442.315	   0.382	   5.187	   5291.502	   27.747	   531.930	   0.981	   363.356	   1.806	  
314	   0.276	   6117.724	   0.344	   4.667	   4691.912	   22.513	   744.694	   0.972	   279.547	   1.550	  
315	   0.174	   6891.844	   0.224	   -­‐1.247	   5235.556	   23.561	   565.440	   0.932	   282.131	   2.941	  
316	   0.271	   6523.799	   0.295	   3.713	   4817.011	   25.964	   674.385	   1.184	   346.641	   1.686	  
317	   0.239	   6801.580	   0.223	   1.813	   4244.510	   23.965	   771.794	   1.116	   274.569	   1.940	  
318	   0.311	   5325.839	   0.288	   2.226	   3958.032	   25.772	   667.032	   0.974	   292.671	   1.722	  
319	   0.286	   6452.040	   0.248	   2.951	   4716.534	   27.674	   691.066	   1.132	   357.186	   1.737	  
320	   0.244	   6058.246	   0.262	   0.896	   4354.723	   25.673	   658.524	   0.956	   335.330	   1.247	  
321	   0.288	   6884.441	   0.252	   2.142	   5365.164	   32.659	   696.204	   1.130	   351.772	   1.485	  
322	   0.212	   6184.339	   0.272	   2.209	   4874.493	   25.580	   707.029	   1.057	   258.720	   1.695	  
323	   0.259	   7405.035	   0.244	   1.467	   4499.472	   25.054	   621.925	   0.852	   307.103	   2.287	  
324	   0.284	   6325.562	   0.351	   2.928	   5221.899	   30.042	   600.507	   1.060	   317.202	   1.933	  
325	   0.163	   6576.540	   0.179	   0.801	   5916.370	   23.358	   710.588	   0.893	   205.404	   1.484	  
326	   0.279	   6190.549	   0.305	   1.483	   4283.547	   31.643	   637.452	   1.011	   328.581	   1.624	  
327	   0.299	   6391.017	   0.303	   3.548	   4721.027	   26.860	   614.548	   0.957	   300.213	   2.547	  
328	   0.250	   5705.388	   0.313	   1.927	   4995.394	   25.904	   756.143	   0.894	   378.702	   1.658	  
329	   0.248	   7155.008	   0.235	   3.727	   4030.561	   21.908	   570.844	   1.007	   267.050	   2.168	  
330	   0.276	   6793.117	   0.416	   3.161	   5204.836	   26.695	   681.950	   0.962	   374.753	   1.618	  
331	   0.226	   5834.057	   0.270	   3.870	   5476.253	   21.386	   667.891	   0.857	   253.181	   1.910	  
332	   0.208	   4997.074	   0.264	   1.741	   5145.598	   30.531	   783.297	   1.218	   187.012	   0.922	  
333	   0.250	   8464.158	   0.326	   3.433	   4063.903	   24.860	   535.592	   0.705	   339.698	   0.737	  
334	   0.219	   6524.466	   0.308	   2.328	   4185.318	   26.807	   850.400	   0.898	   237.122	   1.314	  
335	   0.245	   7237.355	   0.337	   3.486	   5169.699	   30.058	   756.584	   0.882	   313.291	   1.080	  
336	   0.303	   5676.415	   0.301	   2.956	   3973.206	   22.847	   631.162	   0.996	   356.571	   1.996	  
337	   0.186	   6313.288	   0.410	   5.004	   4405.408	   27.447	   627.570	   0.935	   237.611	   2.283	  
338	   0.176	   7512.967	   0.301	   1.315	   4047.686	   25.327	   690.705	   0.740	   312.227	   1.127	  
339	   0.199	   6370.106	   0.371	   3.801	   5198.164	   26.416	   608.607	   0.863	   379.507	   2.101	  
340	   0.227	   7103.149	   0.205	   3.704	   4841.853	   23.359	   657.489	   0.965	   236.820	   1.444	  
341	   0.201	   6691.748	   0.403	   4.805	   4432.694	   23.943	   673.041	   0.908	   260.581	   1.945	  
342	   0.178	   7636.931	   0.367	   3.614	   4227.216	   29.202	   803.322	   0.874	   338.487	   1.324	  
343	   0.276	   6807.101	   0.390	   2.957	   4682.789	   23.999	   678.634	   0.690	   306.297	   1.528	  
344	   0.239	   5406.481	   0.253	   5.846	   4658.451	   21.865	   700.459	   0.810	   229.123	   1.156	  
345	   0.317	   7696.945	   0.383	   5.219	   5634.206	   24.100	   755.723	   1.117	   277.037	   2.756	  
346	   0.305	   6812.753	   0.380	   6.462	   4960.761	   28.653	   707.437	   0.971	   332.422	   1.802	  
347	   0.192	   8027.308	   0.497	   4.260	   5254.924	   27.337	   600.043	   0.897	   268.490	   1.779	  
348	   0.352	   6800.459	   0.398	   5.121	   4999.050	   28.268	   627.972	   0.913	   303.044	   2.102	  
349	   0.231	   5860.705	   0.401	   7.450	   4683.989	   27.341	   521.434	   1.052	   311.270	   2.111	  
350	   0.247	   6974.497	   0.517	   5.313	   4739.086	   25.219	   852.567	   0.903	   328.701	   1.334	  
351	   0.320	   7115.698	   0.412	   5.132	   4615.142	   23.671	   674.785	   0.903	   295.282	   0.682	  
352	   0.277	   7296.583	   0.470	   5.450	   5177.358	   30.386	   692.450	   0.819	   278.603	   1.932	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NSFTV_ID	   Ni	   P	   Pb	   Rb	   S	   Se	   Si	   Sr	   Zn	   DW	  (g)	  
353	   0.338	   6647.343	   0.426	   6.161	   4213.434	   27.285	   580.722	   1.045	   294.827	   1.261	  
354	   0.233	   4320.620	   0.476	   5.644	   4342.659	   29.270	   709.235	   0.904	   316.555	   1.580	  
355	   0.270	   6974.911	   0.414	   4.332	   3997.065	   20.262	   519.769	   0.791	   336.985	   1.417	  
356	   0.134	   6989.257	   0.385	   6.380	   4161.672	   26.146	   561.155	   0.861	   319.793	   1.788	  
358	   0.235	   7141.228	   0.428	   3.647	   4342.517	   23.232	   642.644	   0.784	   275.416	   1.673	  
359	   0.275	   6026.063	   0.419	   4.243	   4983.598	   24.491	   677.333	   0.948	   363.251	   1.340	  
360	   0.293	   6615.660	   0.445	   5.539	   5262.649	   26.724	   370.224	   1.083	   326.436	   2.731	  
361	   0.230	   7195.378	   0.406	   5.734	   5184.032	   27.163	   673.970	   0.866	   232.444	   1.614	  
362	   0.153	   7990.347	   0.461	   4.311	   5495.520	   32.596	   632.560	   0.899	   228.681	   2.297	  
363	   0.271	   6737.957	   0.504	   2.165	   3624.048	   24.834	   497.308	   0.720	   309.467	   1.135	  
364	   0.180	   7262.599	   0.440	   4.583	   5521.574	   22.456	   597.426	   0.721	   274.309	   1.845	  
365	   0.250	   7992.971	   0.452	   3.645	   5485.823	   25.025	   679.781	   0.762	   207.174	   0.456	  
366	   0.196	   6345.240	   0.406	   3.213	   3508.565	   23.277	   481.846	   0.669	   291.251	   0.782	  
367	   0.256	   4944.562	   0.430	   4.763	   4394.078	   25.429	   626.830	   0.910	   332.874	   1.236	  
368	   0.261	   5606.233	   0.466	   3.547	   4265.971	   26.659	   710.577	   0.924	   307.706	   0.678	  
369	   0.205	   6621.143	   0.451	   3.398	   4686.893	   23.505	   453.801	   0.977	   274.314	   5.084	  
370	   0.274	   5755.064	   0.458	   2.960	   4554.097	   21.533	   513.856	   0.967	   254.900	   2.316	  
371	   0.156	   6369.456	   0.439	   3.098	   5139.247	   32.534	   581.218	   0.874	   340.056	   2.592	  
372	   0.198	   7136.258	   0.465	   2.175	   4795.275	   26.197	   596.675	   1.007	   346.400	   1.742	  
373	   0.213	   6199.427	   0.543	   0.949	   6799.898	   25.449	   566.530	   0.812	   245.951	   1.944	  
374	   0.204	   4187.841	   0.495	   2.123	   2809.221	   26.518	   652.970	   0.564	   312.121	   1.269	  
375	   0.150	   7453.836	   0.452	   3.045	   4975.200	   26.543	   556.994	   0.761	   280.469	   2.260	  
376	   0.188	   6361.250	   0.398	   2.477	   4108.721	   28.575	   551.292	   0.960	   282.613	   1.521	  
377	   0.258	   5670.172	   0.442	   4.543	   4033.255	   30.616	   531.620	   0.773	   303.939	   1.320	  
378	   0.275	   5147.205	   0.418	   2.208	   4471.184	   26.429	   636.359	   1.297	   304.528	   2.691	  
379	   0.120	   5829.175	   0.442	   1.289	   4563.856	   31.063	   551.792	   0.986	   270.560	   1.884	  
380	   0.172	   7379.730	   0.398	   1.243	   3576.781	   26.060	   458.161	   0.614	   435.114	   0.731	  
381	   0.200	   6513.296	   0.446	   2.324	   4489.502	   28.907	   749.281	   0.800	   380.532	   1.309	  
383	   0.182	   5827.089	   0.554	   3.503	   4104.984	   22.593	   562.197	   0.692	   286.402	   1.795	  
384	   0.162	   7478.743	   0.457	   4.301	   4769.638	   35.219	   584.544	   0.937	   312.882	   1.517	  
385	   0.154	   6114.267	   0.613	   3.340	   4384.952	   25.366	   555.431	   0.840	   253.036	   2.677	  
386	   0.222	   7342.502	   0.430	   0.054	   4940.640	   25.326	   593.332	   0.632	   199.361	   1.463	  
387	   0.231	   7172.723	   0.484	   2.833	   4863.249	   25.873	   521.623	   0.673	   333.005	   1.113	  
388	   0.197	   6823.150	   0.461	   2.312	   4836.304	   25.286	   569.051	   0.715	   455.251	   0.976	  
389	   0.292	   6307.517	   0.413	   3.825	   3920.722	   27.744	   613.322	   0.763	   196.026	   0.727	  
390	   0.296	   4517.816	   0.546	   4.913	   3976.645	   28.078	   667.989	   0.850	   301.425	   0.834	  
391	   0.164	   7399.956	   0.479	   3.411	   4648.772	   25.725	   695.361	   0.695	   298.198	   1.073	  
392	   0.124	   7630.581	   0.430	   1.560	   5000.662	   27.994	   626.778	   0.815	   292.767	   1.422	  
393	   0.186	   6621.694	   0.379	   4.083	   5091.168	   29.347	   462.830	   0.841	   301.842	   2.187	  
394	   0.142	   7424.645	   0.535	   3.568	   5055.148	   31.206	   659.626	   0.928	   288.388	   1.537	  
395	   0.075	   6264.849	   0.549	   1.123	   4116.453	   23.983	   599.379	   0.675	   232.240	   2.167	  
396	   0.129	   7093.786	   0.463	   3.307	   4462.067	   24.000	   576.383	   0.691	   306.467	   1.423	  
397	   0.143	   7411.469	   0.455	   4.728	   4297.996	   27.129	   592.776	   0.651	   307.713	   1.307	  
398	   0.165	   6775.443	   0.431	   4.034	   5104.016	   27.912	   501.979	   0.799	   440.932	   1.018	  
399	   0.112	   6303.097	   0.424	   5.235	   4872.239	   25.642	   696.593	   0.858	   294.010	   1.746	  
400	   0.099	   6507.529	   0.452	   2.393	   4645.737	   25.586	   548.107	   0.725	   321.181	   2.074	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OUTLINE OF FUTURE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES TO IDENTIFY THE GENETIC 
MECHANISMS UNDERLYING IONOMICS PHENOTYPES IN RICE AND TO 
UNDERSTAND THE RICE IONOME FROM A SYSTEMS BIOLOGY 
PERSPECTIVE  
 
The long-term goal of this research is to provide a platform from which hypotheses 
can be generated about the physiological mechanisms that underlie the complex trait 
variation exhibited by the rice ionome. Investigating these mechanisms will require 
that several lines of evidence converge on a single locus in order to justify the expense 
of physiological experimentation. Some of these lines of evidence will simply provide 
validation of existing GWA hits. For instance, genetic mapping using bi-parental 
populations and the same phenotyping platform offers a powerful way of confirming 
GWA hits, or higher resolution haplotype analysis, coupled with in-depth evaluation 
of candidate genes underlying GWA peaks can help explain patterns observed in the 
GWA analysis, and sometimes even explain additional phenotypic variance. Other 
times, molecular investigation of genes already proposed to have an impact on the rice 
ionome need to be explored further (i.e., OsSLT1 and OsMOT1 ). As these hits were 
not the sole determinants of the observed phenotypic variation, candidate genes 
associated with other, less significant hits should also be investigated to try to 
understand the full breadth of the genetic architecture that controls the ionome. Also, 
derivative phenotypes can be produced by principle component analysis or by 
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assembling other combinations of phenotypic covariates, such as root/shoot ratios, and 
these derived variables can be combined into a single metric that can be mapped, 
possibly identifying new QTLs, or sometimes co-localizing with existing regions of 
interest. In cases where multiple lines of evidence converge on a single locus, 
positional cloning may be justified to identify the key gene(s) involved. Alternatively, 
the diversity panel or segregating population(s) can be screened to identify 
recombinants of interest that help verify the effect of particular genomic regions on the 
phenotype. As genes and QTLs of interest are identified, markers can be developed to 
facilitate marker-assisted selection or other breeding objectives. Lastly, systems 
biology approaches are more and more important in the effort to fully understand the 
relationships that exist between constituents of the rice ionome. Understanding these 
relationships will add context to breeding activities related to mineral nutrition and 
generate additional hypothesis about which phenotypic covariates might share a 
common physiological mechanism.  
 
Additional Mapping Efforts – Bi-parental 
Validation of GWA peaks using bi-parental QTL analysis can help avoid Type 1 error. 
One hundred and fifty recombinant inbred lines developed from a cross between 
Azucena (tropical japonica) and IR64 (indica) (Ahmadi et al. 2005) have been 
phenotyped with the same ionomics phenotyping platform previously described. Once 
the phenotype data is fully adjusted using the Bayesian adjustment pipeline, QTL 
mapping will be undertaken with the expectation of identifying some QTL that co-
localize with GWA peaks. The likelihood that this will occur in at least some instance 
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is high, given the similarity of growing conditions used in the two studies, and the fact 
that even when our GWA results were compared with QTLs identified by Norton et al. 
(2009), co-localization of GWA peaks and QTL was observed in several cases, despite 
the fact that Norton’s study was conducted under field conditions. Using a subset of 
SNP markers identified on the IR64 x Azucena RIL population via Genotyping-By-
Sequencing (GBS) (Elshire et. al. 2011, Spindel et al., 2013) and crudely adjusted 
phenotype data, six QTL for Co, Mg, Ni, and Pb have preliminarily been identified. 
Further refinement of the phenotype data and use of the full GBS dataset of 30K SNP 
markers will serve to validate these six QTL and ideally detect many more.  
 
Additional Mapping efforts – GWA analysis 
Part of the limitation of the GWA analysis described previously is that our sample size 
is low. A total of 394 lines were genotyped with the HDRA, and while this provides 
sufficient power to detect phenotype-genotype associations when the entire population 
is evaluated, subpopulation-specific evaluations typically lack power, due to a 
dramatic reduction in sample size. A new diversity panel (RDP2) is being developed 
at IRRI that will consist of an additional 1,500 varieties. Some of the subpopulation-
specific panels will be comprised of 500 lines or more, and both RDP1 and RDP2 will 
be genotyped with the HDRA. The availability of this resource for the rice community 
will greatly enhance our ability to detect associations that are specific to one 
subpopulation or another. The primary challenge will be to collect high quality 
phenotypic data from so many diverse lines in a biologically meaningful and 
labor/cost effective way.  
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Additional Mapping efforts – Wilds 
The Oryza genus harbors a tremendous amount of genetic variation (Wing et al. 2005), 
only a fraction of which is present in domesticated Asian rice (Kovach and McCouch 
2008). The rice diversity panel described in this study actually consists of 
approximately 500 lines, of which ~400 belong to the cultivated O. sativa species, and 
an additional 100 accessions have been purified from wild O. rufipogon accessions 
from the IRRI gene bank. These wild accessions have also been genotyped using the 
HDRA (Jung, J and McCouch S, personal communication). This collection of wild 
ancestral materials will allow the rice community not only to survey additional allelic 
variation not present in O. sativa, but will have the power to resolve phenotype-
genotype associations at a much finer level due to the rapid decay of linkage 
disequilibrium in O. rufipogon (Mather et al. 2007).  
 
Evaluating haplotype variation using the HDRA and re-sequenced lines 
There are many putative candidate genes identified in our ionomics study that are 
worthy of follow up. However, many of them will also be red herrings. Haplotype 
analysis and in-depth sequencing allows one to associate patterns of genomic variation 
across a candidate gene with patterns of phenotypic variation to validate or help reject 
a candidate gene hypothesis. For example, in addition to OsSLT1 , the GWA analysis 
in the aus subpopulation for Na shoot content identified peaks that co-localized with 
five of the seven high affinity potassium transporters in the rice genome. There were 
also hits that failed to associate with a hypothesized candidate gene, and others that 
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proposed the involvement of as-yet uncharacterized genes in determining shoot Na 
uptake. As haplotype variation and candidate genes of interest are further examined, a 
picture will begin to emerge as to which haplotypes and genes contribute more or less 
to the phenotypic variance observed. As this information is discovered, graphical 
genotypes can be constructed based on haplotype variation across all candidate genes 
(and at peak SNPs for hits where no candidate exists) as the basis for developing 
hypotheses about the additivity of these loci. Where one locus fails to explain a major 
portion of the phenotypic variance, multiple loci acting together may accumulate 
enough of an effect to see a statistically significant association with the phenotype.  
 
Cell Biology/Molecular physiology of OsMOT1 and OsSLT1  
One of the major discoveries to come out of our ionomics research is the identification 
of the candidate genes, OsMOT1 and OsSLT1 , as significantly associated with 
molybdenum concentrations and sodium concentrations, respectively, in rice shoot 
tissue. The molecular characterization of natural variation at these loci in rice and in 
other species is only just beginning (Baxter et al. 2008, Tomatsu et al 2007, Antoine et 
al. 2005, Matsumoto et al. 2001). Exploration of the molecular function of these genes 
in rice has the potential to contribute to the global understanding of the mechanisms 
underlying molybdenum and sodium partitioning within plants, generally, and the 
fortification and salt tolerance of rice, specifically. For instance, Baxter et al. (2008) 
determined that variation for gene expression of AtMOT1 is the driving force 
governing molybdenum accumulation in the shoots of Arabidopsis. Our research 
demonstrated a significant association between highly divergent promoter sequences 
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and molybdate shoot concentrations in the tropical japonica subpopulation. In order to 
verify this hypothesis, experiments using quantitative RT PCR have begun to be 
carried out (Cornell, J and Maron L, personal communication) using some of the high 
and low molybdate accumulating lines from the RDP1.  
 
Derivation and mapping of additional phenotypes 
Our ionomics research demonstrated the power of principle components analysis to 
describe relationships between ionomic covariates. Because these relationships are 
strongly associated with specific subpopulations, we infer that there is genetic 
determinacy involved. Using the principle components themselves as phenotypes in a 
GWA analysis is one way to look for loci that act as master regulators of ionomics 
networks. Such peaks may be difficult to interpret biologically, but if they are 
significant, they would merit further investigation. It is possible that some hits 
discovered in this way may co-localize with hotspots for ionomic phenotypes in the 
genome, in which case additional testing would be warranted to try and understand 
why a seemingly innocuous region of the genome is so consistently associated with 
global patterns of ionomic distribution with in the plant.  
 
Our study also identified several intriguing patterns of root/shoot distribution and 
proposed that the variation in these patterns is at some level associated with population 
structure. A full investigation into the genetic architecture of nutrient distribution 
would require the derivation of root/shoot ratio phenotypes and implementing those 
ratios directly as phenotypes in the GWA analysis. It is likely that some peaks would 
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co-localize, but important novel hits may also be identified that are specific to protein 
networks governing the complex cellular cascades that mobilize the movement of an 
element from the roots to other parts of the plant.  
 
The use of targeted germplasm and admixed lines 
Our ionomics analysis demonstrated the use of NILs as one tool to test hypotheses 
generated by GWA studies. Even where background introgressions are not completely 
purged, careful analysis and phenotyping can discover evidence that either supports or 
refutes a hypothesis. In this case, phenotyping lines for salt tolerance that carried well-
defined introgressions across the region provided evidence of the potential function 
and breeding application of OsSLT1 that GWA analysis alone could not provide. 
Recombinant inbred lines (RILs), MAGIC populations, and chromosome segment 
substitution lines (CSSLs) are all being developed in rice to empower the investigation 
of hypotheses about the genetics underlying quantitative variation and to explore new 
ways to utilize natural variation in plant genetics and breeding.  
 
Mutlivariate analysis within and between phenotypes 
With the development of diverse germplasm resources (RILs, CSSLs, MAGIC lines 
etc…) and continued expansion of the rice diversity panel, a critical core of publicly 
available, high quality shared rice germplasm is being made available to the research 
community. This is powerful because by leveraging a distributed phenotyping 
network, data can be collected on multitudes of different phenotypes. Just in the 
McCouch lab alone, root system architecture, panicle architecture, carbohydrate 
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remobilization, ionomics, cold tolerance, grain quality, agronomic and yield data are 
all being collected on the same set of lines. Network analyses such as principle 
components analysis, Gaussian graphical models, non-random skewers analysis, and 
gene co-expression analysis all have the power to integrate information within and 
across these complex phenotypes in order to make powerful predictions and inferences 
about biological systems and their relationship with environmental variables (explicit 
and hidden).  
 
Onward and upward 
The ionomics analysis described in this thesis is but a small manifestation of how new 
tools and technologies can be combined to generate and test novel hypotheses about 
genetic variation. As genetics and breeding become ever more information driven 
sciences, our ability to make progress will depend on our capacity to interpret the 
wealth of available phenotypic and genotypic information. A cautionary word is 
justified here, as there is potential to become overwhelmed by the sheer amount of 
data and for scientific progress to become mired in mountains of unorganized and 
otherwise useless data points. Just as biological systems require organization, 
hierarchy, and laws to orchestrate the complex biochemical networks that comprise an 
organism, our information systems must likewise be well structured, organized, and 
hierarchical to support innovation. Collecting enough data is no longer the challenge, 
rather the challenge is to be thoughtful about the data that gets collected, the way it is 
managed, databased, adjusted, and analyzed, and ultimately how it is accessed in order 
to maximize the benefit to scientific understanding and to society as a whole. 
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